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EAST-WEST MONASTIC SYMPOSiON

Preface: by the editor or the chairman

Introduction:
R. PANIKKAR

The spoken language is not the written one. The spoken

language is unrepeatable^ it speaks to an immediate audience, it responds to the expec-

tations of the listeners and reacts to their 'vibrations'. In a sense it is a liturgy and each

liturgy is unique and for its own sake,

I had already warned the editors and conveners that the

tape-recorder dos not record the spirit, and that in a symposion you eat and drink words

and not Just read sentences. We do not like to regurgitate.
faithfully

F. Tisso's assistants/transcribed the sounds of the recorder

and S. Eastham painfully edited the entire material. He made the best he could with it.

Joaô V. Coutinho mode me aware of the inconsistencies that a reader who has not been a

participant is bound to find. Adityononda has been kind enough to read the entire cor-

rected typescript and strengthen me in myjdoubts. Thanks are due to them. Besides, I could

not recognize myself nor the event when^ttempted to moke sense of the edited talks.

I felt it would be a lie on my port and an insult to the participants to allow the letter of the

proceedings to be published on the assumption that the spirit would be there. The value and

merit of the symposion was in the celebrating of it. The commemoration should be another

re-enactment and belongs to another genre, perhaps to the proper literary genre. But a

symposion is for analphobeths. To those who prefer to read one cannot offer a cold meal.

The ¡oy and meaning of a symposion is the concelebrotion. Nothing is lost of what was

enjoyed there, even if it cannot be found in this re-eloborotion. The participants may

perhaps remember and re-enact the experience for themselves. This volume now stands on its

own.

The only solution, at least for me, was to rework —now—

my presentation from the notes that I had and the edited transcripts that I read, and insert

in the text the questions and answers as they came. I have tried to incorporate in the text



2.
all that was said in the Symposion.

Yet, this written text is more concise, perhaps more aca-

demie and 'dry', but probably more appropriated for a wider audience. And yet it is not

a life-less, 'scientific' study. The home-work has been done by the intellect and by the

heart — but it remains at home^^^ In corde magis quam in códice. Discretio is a monastic,

or at least benedictine, virtue.

My personal gratitude to all drops into silence; it tries to

show itself in the fight against 'linear' time I have had to wage in order to present this

new text — all shortcomings notwithstanding.

R.P.

Santa Barbara

15 - August - 1981

"Assumpta es Maria in coelum":

gaudent monachi

qui de coelis descendunt

super terram.

(1) Many words like modernity, symbol, tempiternity, myth, archetype, etc.-have not been

sufficiently delineated. The author refers to his other publications for a clarification. Yet,

hecBSumes that the context already provides a minimum horizon for the understanding of all

such expressions.



The Contemporary Monastic Vocation

I)j oCirXi^r
V a -n -

'ÎTOp ¿1) tTccc TTBToccruj^

Qui ambulat simpliciter
ambulat confidenter.

He that walks simply^
walks confidently . (1)

Prov. X, 9

Vg.

The topic entrusted to me is 'the monk as a universal arche-

type'. The phrase is ambiguous, as it will become clear in a moment. But its ambiguity is

revealing. Here I naturally hesitate: I feel I am breaking rather than constructing some-

thing. It is acutely painful to break into pieces what one sees whole; and yet to speak,

to explain, to unfold, to spread out in time and space is to break things apart. Like the

body of Prajapoti dismembered in the act of creation, it seems that this simple and inef-

fable vision which for me is the symbol of the monk can only be communicated in fragments.

I must begin by taking a hammer and destroying the "universal archetype of the monk", not

unlike a child pulling apart its beloved little toy to see what is within... And within we

may discover emptiness...

My presentation will hove one prologue and three unequal

parts.The prologuéis a confession on method. The first port will deal with the central

understanding of monkhood as a human archetype. The second part will try to spell out

the Contemporary Monastic Vocation in seven chapters which unfold a fundamental prin-

ciple. The third part will be what we called Synthesis at the Symposion in the form of

general reflections on this unending topic.

0) Cf. Prov. 111,23; XXVIII, 18; Ps^. XXIII, 4;js_. XXXIII, 15-16. The text is com-

mented by M. ECKHART, Sermo XV, 2 (n.l62).
It is astonishing to read the modem translations of this ôCtT^ loJ

"

which was so central

in the Patristic and monastic spirituality, echoed so strongly in the New Testament. (Cf.

Matth.VI, 27.-23; Luc., 34-35; etc. Cf. also the leitmotiv of homo viator .



Prologue:

Since my early youth 1 hove seen myself as a monk, but

without a monastery, or at least without other walls than those of the entire planet and

even those, it seemed to me, hod to be transcended — probably by-my-immanence —,

without a habit, or at least without other habits than those worn by the human family and

even those, it seemed to me, hod to be discarded because all cultural clothes are only

partial revelations of what they conceal: the pure nakedness of total transparency only

visible to the Simple Eye of the pure in heart.

You will understand that I feel not only incompetent and

unprepared to speak about the topic, but also perplexed about the way to proceed. Pro-

bably the best method would have been to take some seminal figures like Buddha,

Anthony, Milarepo, Shonkora, possibly also more modem ones like Bruno, Romano

Maharshi, etc. and have derived from these the monastic archetype.lt would have been

relatively easier, probably more fruitful and certainly more interesting, especially for

those who may belittle familiar with these giants of monastic spirituality. We would have

then witnessed a quality of life and a human maturity which could serve us as lighthouses

for our shaken human pilgrimage. From their examples we could have arrived at the mo-

nostic archetype.
Two reasons have induced me to take a totally different

method. First, that the monks already know many of these materials and that it would

not contribute enough to the incoming mutation just to present monachism at its best. It

would have made all of us proud of such ancestors, but perhaps veiled before our eyes

what I consider the challenge of our times. It would have put us on the line of 'try harder'

mentally in order to imitate their exploits but distracted us from considering whether our

present-day predicament does not require from us a new metonoia, a new conversio , instead

of a renewed imitatio .

To a non monastic audience I would soy that this presentation

speaks to the monk in everyone of us and it does not wont to supplant or correct the rich

literature on monasticism. It would like to inspire the reader to delve into the sources of

this rich human tradition.

The second reason is connected with the first. 1 am not so

much directed to speak about the history of the past or even to venture into the historical

future, as I am concerned to probe the transhistoricol present — for us here and now.
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In other words, because I am existentiaily concerned with all our lives and present situa-

tion, making use of the ambiguity of the phrase 'monastic archetype', I shall address

myself not to describe the monk as archetype, but to explore the archetype of the monk,

i.e. monkhood as a possible human archetype.

The distinction is important . The monk as archetype assumes

that there is such a thing as the ideal monk that we have only to unearth it bringing to

the level of our consciousness and that the monks have incarnated it in different degrees.

Besides the perhaps excesive Platonic flavour of this way of presenting the issue, this might

have been the best way for a renovaticy a renewal of the pristine purity of the monk. It is

legitimate and urgent, but in a certain sense it freezes human creativity in as much as it

ties us with the past. It allows only for explicitations and clarifications. The only thing

left to us is that of being good or even better monks. The archetype of the monk, on the

other hand," assumes that there is a fuman archetype which the monk has put into practice

with more or less success. Traditional monks may have re-enacted in their own way 'some-

thing' that we may be called upon to realize in a manner which expresses the growth and

newness of the humanum. In a certain sense it gives us a free hand to launch an exploratior

into the future taking into account the many other factors that shape human life.

But the distinction is also subtle, because it does not allow

for any separation. We may have no entrance into the archetype of the monk if we do

not study or come to know the monk as archetype. We cannot create out of nothing, nor

can we concoct an archetype according to our fancies, it is the crystallized experience

of the elders in tradition and the re-enactment of that very tradition that will give us real

wings to fly on a human journey and not to desintegróte in mid-air because our feathers

were artificial. I hope that we shall have still the opportunity to clarify the distinction.

Yet, the topic is so enormous and the literature so vast that

I can do only a minimal justice to it even if 1 limit myself to the quintessence of monkhood

from an anthropological perspective. This implies not only a limitation — otherwise almost

anything can be said about monks and archetypes — but also an option: the option to look

not for sociological common features, doctrinal resemblances, or religious common denomi-

nators, but for what we have called the archetype of the monk. Certainly not, I repeat,

with indépendance of the monks, but also not just explicitating things of the past.

The method for this enterprise is rather special. It requires

ths phenomenological, socio-morphological and historical method regarding the manifesta-

tions of monasticism, but it has to proceed a step further. And for this we need a recourse

to a kind of philosophical approach and personal introspection, I assume the first step

sufficiently known and shall concentrate on the second step.
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We shall hove to take into account not only the past, as

we know it, but also the present, as we understand it, and ourselves as we experience

our lives.

One simple reflection may give us the required mood.

Whatever monkhood may be, and there are scores of definitions and descriptions, it

seems to have exhibited a symptomatic polarity. On the one hand it is something special,

difficult, even sometimes queer with tinges of social and cultural disconformity; on the

other hand it is something so common, so human, that it is ultimately claimed to be the lot

of everyone, what everybody should or is called upon to be — sooner or later. The aware-

ness of this polarity, I submit, will put us on the right track to explicitate what this arche-

type may look like.

I - The Archetype of Monkhood

By monk, monocho^ I understand that person who

aspires to reach the ultimate goals of life with all her being by means of stripping off

all what is not strictly necessary for it, i.e. by being concentrated on this one single and

unique task (1). The monk is at least in the state of mumksutva or desire to be liberated

and for this is so concentrated on it that he renounces the fruits of his actions (ihamutra-

pha la -bhoga-v i raga ) having discriminated between the real and the unreal (nitydmitya-
vastuviveka or dtmonatma-vostuviveka) and ready for this to undertake the necessary

praxis (sodhono) (2).

(1) This singlemindedness (ekagrata) distinguishes the monk from other spiritual endeavours
towards perfection or solvation.

(2) I am very much worried about having to say monlv^nun, he/she and his/her all the time.

1 could replace monk/nun all the time by monkhood but this abstraction goes against the

genius of the English language besides that 1 would prefer to reserve the word monkhood for

the archetype. I could soy "she" instead of "he" but what we really need is a third arti-

cle, not the masculine or the feminine or the neuter (which is Solomon's judgement,
'neither the one nor the other' — for then, you kill the child). Not the neuter but the

utrumque, the?'either gender" which includes both male and female. For the moment, I

shall use Man as Mensch, purusha, anthropos and not give moles the monopoly on Man or

split the human persons into men-wif-men and males-fe-males (other etymologies not-

withstanding). This split does not cover the entire human being either. Where are the

children? Where are those who are not comfortable with a he or a she either? Curiously

enough, gender only appears when we speak in the third person and objectify one another.
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When I say "You", or "I", this invokes the fullness of the androgynous human being.

In dialogue, we address each other as persons, whole and complete, with no need to moke

distinctions like adulter child or black or white or male or female... Only when we

start talking about 'third persons' do we have to say "He", "She", "Mother Earth", "Father

Sky" and the like: because they are not encountered directly and in person. When God is

a Thou, or as I would rather suggest, the I and 'me', the Thou the gender does not enter

either. It is interesting to know that in some african languages the only difference betweei

'he' and 'you' is a distinction in tone. Every word should be a prayer, and should be

directed to a person. Hence my uneasiness at talking into microphones...
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The thesis I have been defending all my life is that the

archetype of the monk, although it may find its expression through an institution, is

rather a constitutive dimension of human life. When it is institutionalized it begins to

lose part of its most genuine characteristic, that of being a unique quality of each person.

This conception, I submit, has been an imderlying belief of tradition. Something has

worried the great monks all over the world when monk becomes a well accepted figure

in the world and monasticism receives the blessing of society. It is with this belief in mind

that tradition has considered the hermit —the idiorhythmic — to be the perfect monk: the

saihnyasin, monachos , muni, bhiksu , rôhib (in spite of the doubts of the Qu'rôn), etc.

We shali ha^ to ask ourselves a difficult and only partially
answerable question: not what the monks think of themselves or what society thinks about

them, but what has ultimately compelled them to embrace monkhood, not what socio-
I motiv es thev had, but what deíeo anthroooloaica!^

psychologicajfurge; was there beyond fhe lanSuagès or the different religious traditions,

in so far as this is possible .

The monk ultimately becomes monk not by a process of thinkint

(about death, caducity of all things, nityamitya^ .) , nor merely of desiring (God, human

perfection, heaven, nirvana, ...) but as an urge, fruit of an experience which generally
leads him to change and in the last instance break something in his life (conversio , metano i c

mumuksutva, ihamutra-phalobhoga, initiation, .,.) for the sake of that 'thing' which

encompasses or transcends, everything (the pearl, s'ama, brahman , peace, moksa, God,

sotori, enlightenment, ...) One does not become monk in order to do something or even

to acquire anything, but to be — that being which is (everything, yourself, the supreme

being, nothing,...).

It is the existence of such a fact that leads me to speak about

monkhood as a human archetype, as a constitutive dimension of human life.

Now, this understanding of monkhood as a human dimension ho

been obscured by the ¡uxtaposition of many other elements, which have led to the traditional

belief that the monk represents the highest type in the human scale; and from here to the

next step as being the perfect Man, from the ultimate or religious point of view. Most

traditions, in point of fact, will tell us that only the muni attains moksa , only the bhikhu

reaches nirvana; so every one is called to be a samnyasin , in this or another life, as only
the sadhu bums away all karma and is not bom again; the Christian monachus is the only

worthy successor of the martys or martus and thus the perfect Christian; and from here,

of course, the perfect Man.

What is human perfection? Let me explain by means of an

example.
According to Greek and Latin scholastic theology, each

angel is a species. The angel, by the very fact of being an angel, once the period of
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trial has passed^ has reached full "angelicity" of his particular order. Each angel is

as fully "angel"-as it can be; that is, every angel exhausts (its) own nature and comple-

tely realizes (its) own specific potentialities. There are not more than one angel in each

angelic order. Once created an angel fulfils completely that nature. It has reached its

natural perfection.
Not so with human beings. Human beings are unlike angels

because a human being is not humanity nor can it become it. If one human being could

exhaust the perfection of humanity it would not leave place for anybody else. A human

being is not Adam, not purusha, not human nature. The perfection of the human individual

is not the fullness of human nature; it is not nature, but personhood, not the essence of

humanity, but the incommunicable and unique existence of the person. An indefinite

number of persons can realize, each time in a unique way, the perfection of humanity.

Humanity is manifold, its name is legion. In this sense the perfect human nature does

not exist. It should embrace the whole of humanity, actual and possible, and this is not

feasible for any individual person. Yet there are people who actualize their dormant po-

tentialities and other people who don't, people who reach a high degree of humannes, as

it were, and other who don't , .. r n .1 i. lt l r
Trom here it follows that the search for human pertection

cannot have a single model. The word 'perfection' has to stand for a meaningful,joyful 01

simply full human life whatever and wherever this'fullness', 'meaning', 'joy' may be believe

to be. Each person will have her proper way of realizing in her own way the perfection

of 'humanity'. I shall call the humanum this core of humanity or humanness that can be

realized in as many manners as there are humans. Humanity is one, the humanum is that

specific form of every individual person when realizing humanity.

Each human being has to conquer the humanum in a personal

and unique manner. This is the endeavor of every religion: to give a specific possibility

for the human being (individually or collectively) to reach the humanum. In this endeavor

to acquire full humanness or the humanum, there have beet/rTraRy ways . A common name

for all these ways is religion. Religion is a path to salvation, liberation or whatever con-

ception we may have of this humanum.

Now, this humanum does not only have many interpretations,

it has also many aspects and presents the whole richness and complexity of human nature.

The poet, the intellectual, the craftsman, the Man of action, etc. are all striving for

different facets of it. Each of these facets represents the cultivation of one aspect of the

humanum and by and large the human person tries to find an harmonious conjugation bet-

ween several of those human qualities, like a person of good taste combines the several

colors of the different pieces of his or her costume.

One ideal has now and then crept into this human striving

for perfection. We could call it the Supernatural or the higher level. Realizing that
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many human virtues can become rather obstacles for higher goals, experiencing the

mutual incompatibility of many human qualities, and believing in a 'superhuman'

destiny of the human being. The ideal of the Supernatural or paramarthika has appeared

time and again in the history of humankind. You reach perfection by jumping over just

'natural' and laukika perfections and by short-circuit, as it were, you reach into another

sphere the fullness of your life. This supernatural 'saint' can here on earth be a rather

quaint figure; later in heaven he will be radiant with light and suffused with all perfec-

tion. And in fact there seems to be something in the humanun> as we have defined it,

something that transcends mere humanity and points to another degree of reality not to

be found on the mere 'natural' level —assuming simply that nature is whatever; spiritual,
intellectual or material element is bom (naturatum, notun) on Earth.

Most traditional religions hove this somewhat transcendent

conception of the humanum . The search for this is what characterizes homo religiosas,

but we have not yet reached the monk. The monk is neither the homo or his way to the

humanum nor the homo religiosos in his search for the ful I-humanum that appears as

transcendent, super-humanum or supernatural from the 'natural' perspective.
Cis not one wav of reaching the humanum )

My hypothesis is that monkhood^or super-RUmanum) but one

dimension of this humanum, so that every human being has potentially this monastic voca-

tion to realize that dimension. It is a dimension which has to be integrated with other

dimensions of human life in order to reach the humanum. Not of bread alone lives Man.

When this dimension is somewhat isolated and especially cultivated, it can be called

an archetype that forms part of being human.

And it is such an archetype that we find under different names

in most human traditions. It is understandable that precisely those religions which have mos

cultivated this dimension have tried to institutionalize it. And it is the paradox that once

the monastic dimension becomes institutionalized, it begins to fade away as constitutive

human dimension. Monkhood is a part, a dimension of the human being, one archetype;
but the monastery is a totum, a total organization of human life. At its best it claims

to be a pars pro-toto while remaining a pars. The monk within the institutionalized frame-

work often suffers from the fact that his vital impulses towards full humanness are short-

circuited because they are merely absorbed in the total institution. Experience shows that

he tries to look outside the monastery for that perfection towards which he aspires. I shall

defend later the monastery as a living organism and not as an organization.

I surmise that one of the crisis of the present day is precisely
this kind of quid pro quo, that something which belongs to human nature as one of its

constitutive dimensions loses part of its force and its universality once it becomes a parti-
cu lar form of organized life. Thus, something which, properly understood, would inform

all other dimensions of being human, and would or could be an essential element in reaching
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human fullness, is frustrated and loses sight of its own power. I am here still echoing

tradition when it sees the monk as a solitary (not an isolated) being, perhaps living in a

(spiritual) family, but not as a member of a congregation.

Something similar happens when other dimensions of human

life, like sexuality, sociability, playfullness or even art, etc. become institutionalized

in an institution that purports to encompass the entiretyof human life. The humanum is

multidimensional.

But I have not yet said in what this dimension of the humanum

consists. It is this. In the search for 'perfection' Man has often looked for oneness, the

hen, the mono% . the ekany the unum necessarium (of the Vulgate). I may use a very

traditional metaphor here from East and West, in spite of the different emphases: the

center. If we look for oneness in the periphery we cannot reach that equanimity, that

shama and peace peculiar to the monk, we cannot have that holy indifference towards

everything because we are not equidistant from everything. Monkhood is the search for

the center.

Inasmuch as we try to unify our life around the center, all

of us have something of the monk in us. This center, by virtue of being a center, is im-

manent to the human being, but at the same time, by virtue of being as yet unattained, it

is transcendent. We should bear in mind that we are not speaking of any specific monas-

tic institution in any specific religion, but rather of an anthropological dimension. Mo-

nasticism is not a specifically christian, ¡ain, buddhist or sectarian phenomenon, rather

it is a basically human and primordially religious one.

To speak of a buddhist monk or a hindu monk or a join monk

or a christian monk, does no violence to the words. The christian, the buddhist, the

¡ain, ... is only a qualification of that center, of that substantive core which is monkhood.

There is something qua monastic vocation which precedes the fact of being christian or

buddhist or secular (we will speak about that too) or hindu or even atheist.

In short, we must recover the monastic dimension of Man

as a constitutive human dimension. If this is indeed the case, then to be a 'monk' is not

a monopoly of the few, but a human wellspring which is either being channelled in differ-

ent degrees of purity and awareness by different people or altogether thwarted . Ever)

human being has a monastic dimension which he or she must realize in different way^.

Monasticism in its historical forms would then be not only an attempt to cultivate this

primordium in a particular fashion, but to commit oneself publicly to developing in an

exemplary/bnd according to the cultural environement the deepest core of our human vo-

cation.
I am saying that there is a primordial religious dimension

prior to the quality or qualification of being christian, buddhist and the like. And yet
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this distinction is a transcendental distinction. This means that while none of us may be

able to sever ourselves from ourselves, the distinction is nonetheless real and not ¡ust a

distinction in our mind. My way of living the monastic tradition may be the ¡ain, the

christian, the atheistic, or the secular way. But the monastic dimension is prior to and

different from the way in which I may live it. If we go so far as to identify the christian

monastic way with the monastic vocation or with monosticism per se, then we commit a

serious mistake which will have more than merely theoretical consequences. Fanaticism,

misguided missionary zeal, inquisitions and' holy wars' have something to do with it, to

soy nothing of the self-destructive practices which are too often found in monastic insti-

tutions.

And this is, I repeat, in every human being, a transcendental

distinction; which ultimately implies that the way 1 am to live my being a hindu monk is

simply by living my monastic vocation in the hindu manner. We do not speak language;
we speak each time one language.

Let us reflect for a moment in the metaphor of the center and

in the different ways in which this center is experienced by describing in a very approxi-
mate manner two classical ways commonly called the eastern and the western.

Indeed, as we shall discover together, the major differences

today exist not so much between 'east' and 'west' in traditional parlance, as on the inter-

face between Tradition and Modernity. 1 should emphasized that these two centers, the

'eastern' and the 'western' are not geographical locations but anthropological categories.
Each one of us has an 'east' and a 'west', an orient and an occident. 'East' and 'west'

are two symbols which symbolize two main emphases in human traditions which have been,

certainly, stressed in some traditions more than in anothers, but which can in no way be

considered the exclusive possession of one or other religious family.

First of all, the center is in the center of our being, it is in the

middle, equidistant from every single factor of our existence, it is not only a geometrical

center, as it were, but also a gravitational one. All stimuli, good and bad, joyful and

sad, converge into that center, all arrows tend towards it « But also all impulses and

all movements originate there —and in both coses, of course, in so far as we are again

centered beings, in as much as we are con-centrated beings, blows may still pain and

wound us but when we ore thrown into the air, we will fall again on our feet, like the

cot, who is a well centered being. And again all our actions, words and thoughts will

hove the power not only of the particular muscle we display in each case, but will have

the weight of all our being, as the blow of a trained Zen master in the art of hitting with

the hand.
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The center, further, has no dimensions, ultimately it does

not exist, it is void and in as much as it is so it will remain immobile while the whirling
is on the surface. Another word for it, is to soy that it is ab-solute, i.e. unbound,
untied, free, and, for this reason, compatible with everything in as much as it remains

unattached.

By the same token the center has no value in itself. It is in

function of all the things for which it is a center. You eliminate all the other things
around and the center disappears, or rather the center reveals itself as what it 'is':

no-thing. An entire monastic spirituality could be derived from the study of this metaphor
A Zen monk could tell us something about it.

As for a typology of the 'eastern' and 'western' centers, I

shall say only this:

Even if every center has to be inside, the 'eastern' center

is preeminently immanent. Every center is immanent, but the 'eastern' center is imma-

nence itself. Immanence does not mean a kind of interior transcendence, as it is often

interpreted, but that immanent 'thing' is really in the very core of the being and identi-

fied with it. Many of the images suggest this: cave, guha, point, emptiness, no-thougl
sunyotg, the womb, the clear mirror, wu, non-being, etc. The way is introspection, the

inward ¡oumey.

Within the pattern of immanence the classical acosmism of

the 'eastern' rtxjnk is understandable. The samnyosi can be acosmic because in the

center he 'has' everything. It is the way of immanence par excellence. He can totally
ignore the world because the real is within and not outside. Thus he con be absolutely
carefree regarding an illusory world.

The center of the'westem' monk, on the other hand, is cer-

tainly equally inside and interior, but it is transcendence. Again here we have to worn

against the common misunderstanding of interpreting transcendence as exteriority, when

what it means is difference (as immanence denotes identity). This transcendent center is

'semper maior', ever elusive, other, non-assimilable. It evokes images of the mountain,
the infinite, the sphere,fullness, pleroma and even progress, or using the neologism of

Gregory of Nyssa, epektosis, constantly going forward, reaching further, towards the

beyond (the Father, the New Jerusalem).

Within the pattern of transcendence the classical involvement

of the monk in the ultimate religious issues of the contemporary world becomes comprehen-
sible. The monk can preach crusades and open 'schools of prayer' or simply schools, he cai

write books and judge the world as a 'guilty bystander'.
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We have here two different patterns of understanding, two

different ways of living and experiencing one and the same archetype. From the bea-

tifie vision to the symbol of the mountain, to the sphere of Parmenides, to the fullness

of Christ taught by Paul of Tarsus, you have the same paradigm; which should be compa-

red and contrasted with the paradigm of total emptiness, thought-less-ness, one-pointed-
ness (until this point itself disappears), the cave of the heart... to which you in·gress,

not progress. There are in this later model no schools of prog ression in spiritual life,

but only the ingression to the depths of darkness; because in the center, the guhq. the

cave, there is no light. Let us now be more specific. But before that we will have to

give an opportunity for dialogue, clarification and discussion.

ED BEDNAR:

The question I have is this: I have been hearing a lot of negative things

said about institutional monasticism; that institutional monasticism is not good; that it

is not good for the spirit of monastic life; that it causes a lot of trouble, and so forth.

And I want to know why people are saying so many negative things about institutional

monasticism

PANIKKAR:

I am glad to hear that question. It should help to clarify the issue. Let

me reply in two quick stages.
First: I am not against institutions. Society cannot exist

without institutions. But I would make a distinction between institutions and institutio-

nalism, which is when institutionalization takes over the life of the institution. I think

an institution should be not only an organization, but also an organism. And the tension

between organism and organization is a very delicate one. The organization runs when

there is money; the organism runs when there is life. And I think that is more than a

metaphor. No amount of money (read arms), will protect the institutions of the First

World (or of the Second for that matter) if its organism is sick. The organization needs

a frame, the organism requires a body. The organization needs a boss, a leader, an

impulse from the outside to let it function. The organism needs a soul, health, i.e. the

harmonious interaction for all the parts of the whole. An organization is dientropic, an

organism is diectropic. An organization equals the sum of its parts and each part is

replaceable by an equal one. An organism is more than the sum of its components and

no component can be replaced in exactly the same way, because each is unique. If at

all the organism has to regenerate itself from within when it has been wounded. An

organism dies when the soul departs, when the heart ceases to beat or the brain to vibrate.

An organization has a much longer resistance because its structure is stronger and can

function by inertia provided some kind of elementary fuel is pumped in; it has a higher

power of inertia.
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Secondly^ I would not like to say that no effort at a common monastic life

should be made. My ¡xsint is that if I am correct in saymg that monkhood is a consti tu-

tive human dimension, then, this human dimension can never find its full expression in

a closed institution which is bound to be the privilege of only few. If the monastic di-

mension exists at least potentially in everybody the institution of monosticism should

be equally open to everybody. We should then distinguish between monkhood and mo-

nasticism.

Of course, people who share a certain common ideal, can

and should come together to discover meaningful ways to realize that ideal. This is

more than legitimate.

But this is more the justification of other collective forms

of religious life than of monosticism. A religious congregation, for instance, in the

Canonical sense of the Roman Church, aims certainly at the sanctification of her mem-

bers, but her raison d'etre is the common purpose of the institution triggered by one

particular goal: looking after the poor, teaching of the people, defending the holy
places, catering for the spiritual needs of priests, healing or helping the sick, the

pilgrims, extending the kingdom of Christ, etc. Monosticism as such has no purpose

or ideal of this type, i.e. it does not want to fulfill something ad extra , in spite of

the evolution of the idea of monkhood in Western-Christendom in these recent centuries.

The monastery would then be not the establishment of the monks, but the scholo Domini,
the school where that human dimension is cultivated and transmitted.

ED BEDNAR:

Well, a further question: You spoke of the common purpose, but the moment

that one tries to express that common purpose it is very easy to get into legalism, or to

create a monopoly, or to create separation between one group and another. Is there a way

of expressing the common purpose — and manifesting the common purpose — without

getting into those problems?

PANIKKAR:

Indeed, but here is precisely where we need the aid of one another. Let me

put it philosophically.
As long as the logos holds sway over the mythos, the

impasse is almost impossible to overcome. We need then Constitutions, Laws and Cons-

trictions. We have to regain a new innocence that will allow the myth, and the spirit
of the whole enterprise, to take over our lives. The logos is strong. It relies on evi-

dence. The myth is fragile. It relies on belief. Once the belief weakens it is like

when the salt loses its 'saltness';it cannot be restored. We need then a new myth, which
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in its turn, produce a new logos.

And here we hit upon the vast problem of over-organization,
of pre-planning and pre-programming everything and anything — and often forgetting

the essential. In this country, it seems the function of education is to impart — or

impose — purposeful In ess in life, a certain notion of success, which I take not only
OS an assault against the very etymology of the word education ( e-ducare, to bring out,

to draw forth), but also as counterproductive of the very purpose of education which

ought to be to free the subject from very many sorts of conditionings. That is because

education has been made compulsory by the State, Indoctrination and socialization

takes place in the early years of mandatory education. One of the aims of monastic or

religious education is, or should be, to undo or correct that early education. And yet,

I think you would agree that despite the difficulties, one probably cannot do uterly
without a certain type of institutionalized life. Once again, it is a question of balance

SISTER MIRIAM DARDENNE:

If the contemplative spirit has any meaning at

not need any justification. You said that it is not a means to an end, but/l-he vocation

of the artist or poet, it has it moments of fullness, completeness. And yet it also has

its thread, which is playing there, so to speak, as an undergirding theme: It carries

much incompleteness.
If I heard you well, you said that the monks are the one

who relate themselves fully to that, and do not try to realize the whole humanum . My

question is: What about that sense of incompleteness? It is easier to take it ad intra,

because the sense of incompleteness then brings you to a further questioning of the who?,

of the center, of... I will leave it at that. But what about the incompleteness cd

extra? I take it often as a temptation, some dissatisfaction with the narrowness, let us

say, of the temenos. Some dialogue between what you call nature (I live in the woods)

and culture is always a tension. I do not know what I am saying...

PANIKKAR:

I think you are saying extraordinarily well what I was trying to reserve for

the third day'. But that is the beauty. As everything is implied in what 1 said, your

question is perfectly legitimate.

. r ..The way by which the-incompleteness of the-monasticism has
i the incompleteness of the j

traditionally overcorne'ir'T^iCO I simplicity of monkhood is either by going in or going

beyond. The first way is by interiorization: you eat up the outside world, you intemali:

everything, and you feel that in this internalization you have overcome that incomple-
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teness. It is an overœmîng by immanence, as it were. In the second instance, by

going beyond, you go to the Father of all lights, the Source of all being, and there

at the top, the limit, you get everything. It is on overcoming by eminence, as it were.

So, you may fill up that incompleteness by reaching the

center, in the interior of your being, where all the radii converge and everything coales

ces — and then the world is there already. There is no dichotomy of me and the world.

This is the first way. Or (second way), you go up, or out, or beyond — even if you hav

to wait until the end of time — where again you also attain everything. It is the

panta en pasin (God "all in all") of Saint Paul.

So you seem to be dissatisfied with these two schemes. This is

what led me to say that the tension between 'East' and 'West' is probably not enough.
If we ore to speak of monosticism today, we must take into account the impact, the bite,

the revelation or the temptation of Secuiority. It is piobably Seculority that brought

you to moke this beautiful témoignage . This is the challenge of Seculority: the double

scheme, the paradigm of immanence and the paradigm of transcendence, in the best

sense of the words, seems not to convince the present-day mentality. It is not enough to

renounce the world, nor to transcend it. Without now saying anything further, the

problem is clearly put. We shall have to work at this together, and study, and investi-

gate, and try to see if there may be another alternative.

ALAN HARRISON:

I am from Saint Gregory's Byzantine Seminary in the Boston area.

I have a question along similar lines, exploring a third route or perhaps a third center.

When you were discussing the two centers, the 'Eastern' center and the 'Western'

center, I was wondering if Christianity is not in a way a combination of these two ele-

ments, because it seems that Christ himself was an Easterner. I wonder if western

Christianity, European Christianity, is not really a grafting of Christianity onto a West-

em spirituality and whether in the Eastern Fathers, for example, you may have another

route which is in some sense a combination of both the East and the West.

PANIKKAR:

This is to me on inner reaction, because the modem Hindu would say a simi-

lar thing, and so would the modem Buddhist; and all be right. This is what I consider

the serious impact of Seculority. Seculority lets you feel unsatisfied with either scheme.

Certainly, the trap of Seculority would let us soy, "let us create a new religion." But

this is naive and insufficient. We are too burdened by both the weight and the riches

of tradition to sweep it out. But the impact of Seculority might lead us to say, "Let us

have a better understanding of tradition". And I, as a Buddhist, would then call for a
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valid meaning of the pratTtyasamutpada, which would bring me to a new understanding

of the Buddhist message. Or 1, as a Hindu, would also look for a new understanding of

karma, and a new understanding of d horma, which would in turn lead me to a totally

revised understanding of the modem somnySsin.

So, this is the right use of Secularity. If we find something
viable in what i am calling Secularity, we are going to graft it onto our own tradition.

Yet to be viable, the graft must draw sustenance from the roots. All this does not, by
the way deny that in the traditions themselves there have already been conspicuous

examples of both the attitudes and the effort to overcome either.

SPEAKER:

Just a brief question about Modernity. You said that it is important not to

get caught in the trap of Modernity. What do you mean, "the trap of Modernity"?

PANIKKAR:

The trap of Modernity means uprootedness, déracinement. It is to think that

the world began yesterday, or the day before yesterday, or/v^aí* 1 lea m in school or knov

in a conscious way is all there is to the world. It is to suppose that the technological

megamachine in which we live is the entire world. It is cutting ourselves from the roots

of the real, roots which grip deep dovm into the entire Reality. That is what I call

Modemity qua trap. But I would also warn of the stagnation of tradition, that is, when

tradition is so thickly overgrown that it does not allow any new growth, or change, or

mutation.

I may, perhaps, indicate here what 1 understand by Modemity
without 'trap'. Then, I would use the word Secularity, i.e. that conviction that the

saeculum, the temporal structure of the world is something definitive that we cannot

dispense with, and thus that we have to take into account also on the ultimate level.

SPEAKER -2:

I just want to try to carry forth the distinction you made between the two

centers. When the contemplative finds the center, whether that center be in the guha,

the cave, or on the mountain, in the beyond, does not this person reach a point in

the awareness of God where the categories of immanence and transcendence — understoo

not as theological categories but as experiences — converge? Is not there a point
where these categories fall away, and there is ¡ust God?
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PANIKKAR:

I have to soy this clarifies our whole enterprise greatly. Certainly, yes.

But you describe your own experience, i.e. you describe what you see from within.

Here lies the challenge, the danger and the beauty, the temptation and the weakness,

of cross-cultural studies. From within, once 1 have found the pearl, 1 have found every-

thing. And for me there is no longer in or out, as the kingdom of God in the Gospel

of Thomas. You cannot ask me if 1 am in or 1 am out, and if you do, 1 cannot tell you.

You are absolutely right: all categories collapse.

And yet, because time is not finished, because we are in this

cross-cultural situation, because we are the heirs to many vast traditions, because we

stand at this particular-symboLlon,_crossroads where we find ourselves thrown together (sym

bolon) because you (or 1) are not the only one, having any such experience, for

these reasons (and probably many others) we have not yet attained that total unconcern

and simplicity and carefree attitude. Or else 1 just do my thing, and you do not ask me

to come to conferences and explain it. It is when 1 hear other people's experiences
that 1 break that unity, that blessed simplicity and, 1 find this typology of immanence

and transcendence to be valid. But from the point of view of the experience, what

you say seems to me correct.

This brings up another problem. It is the danger of passing

sweeping statements of the kind: "Ah, you are wrong, you are primitive. You did not

get it, because you only went into the guha, ..." It is Yahweh who is responsible
for so many crimes committed in his name. This attitude is wrong because we commit

the sin of katachronism. Anachronism is what our grandmothers do. They ¡udge the

modem world with their old ideas. And we are all very prone to judge our elders to be

anachronistic. But katachronism is just the opposite sort of perspectival error. It is

when we use present-day categories to judge the past. This is not what the grandmo-

thers do, but what teenagers do, or what we — teenagers in this emerging world —

too often happen to do. It is naive, besides being false, to judge the past with our

contemporary categories of understanding. We need categories which have being tested

in the crucible of time past and can survive in time present.

So, your point is well taken, especially because it is most

important to bear in mind that this kind of typology does not allow us to judge, let

alone condemn, other such efforts that mark the history of humankind.

SPEAKER - 3:

One simple question. Could you simply say what content you put into the

word "archetype"?
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PANIKKAR:

Hmm'. - Hiranyggarbha . 1 cannot soy it in a few words.

1 would soy that an archetype is a paradigm which becomes

for you the center of your myth. And myth is that in which you believe without

believing that you believe in it. This is why we can only speak about other peoples'

myths.
The vAjrd has a long history and was put again into circulation

by Jung, and 1 would use it partly in his sense. 1 would not like to soy model, which

sounds too objective, on the outside and too conscious. Nor would 1 like to say con-

viction, belief, faith, or doctrine, which may appear to be too "essential" and

equally conscious or conceptual.

Archetype for me represents literally a fundamental type, i.e.

a basic constituent or relatively permanent cast, in our case, of human life. It is used

as the contrary of a fleeting appeorence (phoinomenon ) and as representing a basis on

which at least part of our lifè is built up. 1 take from Jung not so much that it is

submerged in the collective human unconscious as that it is a dynamis that on the one

hand directs and on the other hand attracts human ideals and praxis. I have also used

the expression 'constitutive dimension'.
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The reflections that follow do not intend to be a new

"Rule of the Master", but rather they hope to express "The Canon of the Disciple",
that is, to formulate the thirst of contemporary Man in search of unification as he is

confronted by the manifold character of himself and the surrounding reality.

Following a time honored custom as much oriental as western,

I will formulate a single principle that will then be developed in one corollary and

seven canons, each of which will be followed by a gloss and a commentary. The gloss

will present the canon in its most universally valid form, while the commentary will

interpret it according the contemporary lights and distinguish it from traditional under-

standing. The gloss emphasizes continuity; the commentary, change. The two together

will describe the contours of growth.

For the soke of presenting more strikingly the facets of the

new monk, I shall sometimes overstress certain aspects of the traditional interpretation

overlooking the fact that any living tradition is much richer than it may appears and

that generally it already contains potentially the more contemporary aspect that I

underline. I present this contrast more as a heuristic device than as a historical des-

cription.
The problem arises as to whether this contemporary spiritua-

lity I shall describe can still be called monastic. The answer may be semantic, but

should not be nominalistic. Names are more than jtet arbitrary labels. Should we still

speak of monastic values even though they have changed? Should we still of a modern

'monk' when he has abandoned so many things of the post? Is it altogether the some

archetype? Before deciding the alternative, I would voice a double conviction; the

first general,the second, specific.

First, in the crisis brought on by the encounter of religions

and cultures, the words that express fundamental human experiences cannot be identifier

with a single conceptual interpretation within one culture, but rather they must be am-

plified until they embrace the homeomorphic or functional equivalents of other tradi-

tions. The word "grace", for example, can_not be reduced to what the Tridentine

christian tradition thinks of it but must embrace what the shaivasiddhonto thinks of it

as well. Thus, in order to determine the meaning of a word a functional approach is

essential. The modem monk might hove changed in the understanding of many values,

but if the thrust remains, he can still be called a monk.
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that concerns us now. In order to understand what a monk, a rahib, a samnyasin , a

muni, a bhiksu, etc. is, we must know not only what each tradition says about him,

but also whatpro rrpted the monk to take the stance he took.

It could be that in the last analysis we would prefer to do

away with the word 'monk' altogether and find another less overburdened one, but this

would not prove that what the contemporary monk intends, does not correspond to what

the ancients were trying to do. It is still an open question, which probably has no theor^

reticol answer. If the modern monks — I mean the new monks, not those contempera-

ries who legitimately repeat the tradition of the past — call themselves monks there

seems no reason to oppose them. Here 'apostolic' continuity is probably more important

than-doctrinal uniformity. But we shall still have to see whether or not the archetype

monkhood has been split into two; whether we have here a mutation or simply another

species of religious life altogether. It all will depend on whether we can find one

single principle both for traditional monosticism in itself and for the new one. The en-

terprise is not easy.

We may recall that the great scholar and benedictino Jean

Leclercq has written that "monasticism is not a matter of speculation nor is it a problem;

it is a mystery" and that the great monk Thomas Merton speakes of monasticism "as a

problem and a scandal".

The problem is important not for the status and future of monas-

ticism only, but for religious existence altogether. In our present times in which reli-

gious values suffer a rather thorough transformation, perhaps monkhood will become the

central religious archetype so as to offer a continuity which may save modern Man from

falling into a more than cultural schizophrenia, a split within himself because of a break

with his own past.

Our hypothesis about monkhood as a human dimension will

hove to stand the analysis of the archetype of monkhood in its manifestations. History

shows without exception that the monk in all traditions has been a sign of contradiction.

Monkhood has been hailed as the divine life on earth, as the fivan-mukta and enlighten

ed being and equally looked down upon as the vulgus pecus, the novum inauditumque

monstrum, the hypocrite and alienated fellow par excellence.

Here appears the consequence of our distinction between the

monk as archetype, i.e. the monk as a paradigm of religious life, from the archetype
of the monk, i.e. the human archetype which was lived by the monks, (monkhood), but

which may be experienced and lived today in different ways.
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We shall try now to analyze the main traits of monkhood

and to formulate that unifying principle we were refering to.

a) The Monastic Tradition

1 The Fundamental Monastic Principle is Blessed Simplicity

At first sight,
human life is complex: Our body has many organs and divergent urges, our spirit has

a plurality of faculties and manifold functions. We are attracted by many things and

our very being is the result of very many factors and in itself is a complex being. We

become aware of reality when we begin to distinguish and we begin to know when we

discriminate. The human person herself is not a single entity but a set of relations. All

in us and around us seems to be manifold. We live under the sign of multiplicity, and

human civilization tends to further multiply knowledges, distinctions, methods. And

life itself: there seems to be a natural dynamism towards-complexity. Furthermore, the

very many parts of the universe and of our own^^eing seem to be in strife with one ano-

ther: the mind against the heart, the parts o^/body in conflict with themselves and with

the spirit, dissension among families and nations, the law of the jungle among animals,

cataclysms in nature.

Nor is this all. Everything seems to be fleeting, inconsistent,

passing away; temporality is unsatisfactory; we feel the uneasiness of proliferation.
Sarvq,duhkham'. Plurality is a fact. The world is complicated and so often we are

worried and perplexed because we appear to be incapable of handling the many things
that interest and yet trouble us.

Monkhood is a radical reaction against such a state of affairs.

If Man has been defined as the only animal that knows how to say No, monkhood could

similarly be described as the radical articulation of this No to the excruciating multipli-

city of what happens to be. The monk is the non-conformist. The monk of all times has

been seen as he who sails against the current of the stream of all things in search for the

simplicity of the source. The monk is the one who tries to move upstream to its origin
which one supposes to be simple. God is simple. Brahman is utter simplicity. The monk

believes that the Absolute is simple and that the goal of his life is to attain that very

simplicity. The way may be hard, and at the end there is even no way, but it is all

simple. No thing, nothing can quench his thirst, trishna . He will not be satisfied

until that very tan ha has disappeared, not so much because he has found an object
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capable of appeasing his desires (he would soon look for another object), but because

the very cause of that urge has disappeared.

The simplicity that monkhood stands for is not a onefoldness

without discrimination. It requires on esential qualification. It has to be a blessed

simplicity, i.e. a simplicity conquered with blood (blessed) and then made holy, sane-

tified, set apart in the singlemindness that has reduced everything to its quintessence
and reached the ultimate transparency of truth. In other words, the monk does not seek

simplicity by doing violence to the real,, by chopping off real values, by abusing some

of its fields and exploiting others, but rather he aspires to simplicity respecting the

rhythms and nature of things, ultimately because he is convinced that the truth of

the truth, the core of being, the satyasyasot, is simple.

As an example of this traditional mentality, I may adduce

without commentary three fundamental texts chosen at random. I translate the first

and the last and give Abhishiktananda's version of the second.

At Home in Both Seas, East and West

(RgVeda, X, 136)

1. Within him is fire, within him is drink,
within him both Earth and Heaven.

He is the Sun which views the whole world,
he is indeed Light itself —

the long-haired ascetic.

2. Girded with the wind, they have donned ochre mud

for a garment. As soon as the Gods

have entered within them, they follow the wings
of the wind, these silent ascetics.

3. Intoxicated, they say, by our austerities,
we have taken the winds for our steeds.

You ordinary mortals here below

see nothing except our bodies.

4. He flies through mid-air, the silent ascetic,
beholding the forms of all things.

To every God he has made himself

a friend and collaborator.

5. Ridden by the wind, companion of its blowing,
pushed along by the Gods,

he is at home in both seas, the east

and the west — this silent ascetic.
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6. He follows the track of all spirits,

of nymphs and the deer of the forest.

Understanding their thoughts, bubbling with ecstasies,

their appealing friend is he —

the long-haired ascetic.

7. The wind has prepared and mixed him a drink;
it is pressed by Kunamnama.

Together with Rudra he has drunk from the cup

of poison — the long-haired ascetic. (1)

(1) (Notes to numbered verses of Rg Veda X, 136)

1. Long-haired ascetic: kesiry the wearer of loose long hair.

Drink: visa, poison, poisonous drink or, as here, intoxicating liquor which bums

inside like a fire (as confirmed in v.7).

He"carries" Earth and Heaven, like Prajapati, to whom he approximates by divinization.

2. Silent ascetics: munis .

3. This stanza is put into the mouths of the munis themselves.

4. Beholding the forms of all things: here there is a double meaning; a spatial one, due
a

to the association with the sun (seeing all things from above), anc^more spiritual one

(from a higher perspective).

5. The wind: voto. Companion of its blowing: Voyu, the divinity of the wind.

6. The spirits, nymphs: Gondharvos and Apsaras.

7. Wind: V5yu. Kunamnama : possibly a female spirit, connected with Vdyu.

Cup of poison: visosyo potra. Cf. the later myth of Siva drinking the poison
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Brhadaranyoko Uponisod . At the moment, i cannot vouch for its exactness.

In this world,
out of this world,
seer of what is beyond sight,
he goes secretly and hidden, unknown;
mad with the madness of those who know,
free with the freedom of the spirit,
filled with essential bliss,
established in the mystery
of the non-dual.

Free from all sense of otherness,
his heart filled with the unique experience of the Self:

fully, and forever, awake.

The following verses declare the way to ascend the Mount

of Perfection and warn against following twisted paths.

The Way to come to the All.

To come to what you do not know

you must go through where you do not know.

To come to what you do not enjoy

you must go through where you do not enjoy.

To come to what you do not possess

you must go through where you do not possess.

To come to what you are not

you must go through where you are not.

The Way to hold the All.

If you wish to know all

wish to know nothing of anything.

If you wish to enjoy all

wish to possess nothing of anything.

If you wish to be all

wish to be nothing in anything.
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When you stop at anything
you lose your thrust toward the all.

For to œme altogether to the all

you must altogether leave all.

And when you come to hold It all

you must hold it desiring nothing.

For if you desire to have something in all

you have not your pure treasure in God.

Sign that one has AIL

In that nakedness the mind finds quietude and rest

because, as it covets nothing, nothing

pushes it upward, nothing forces it downward,

for it rests in the center of its humility.
For when it covets anything, in that it is fatigued.

Nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing.
And on the Mount, nothing.
Here there are no paths — for there is no law for the ¡ust.

In sum, this blessed simplicity appears to be the monastic

principle as such as so many witnesses from different traditions confirm. It could be

said that the Quest for the Absolute is also another name for it. But this Ab-solute

is 'un-bound' precisely because it is both free from multiplicity and frees us from every

constriction. The Absolute means not only the liberation from multiple concerns, but

also from multiple beings, from multiplicity, in a word.
it

We coll it principle because/is at the very root of the monos-

tic urge and it characterizes monkhood, serving as criterion to discriminate the monas-

tic dimension from any other one. This is all the more important as we are going to

underline facets of the new 'monk' which are conspicuously different from the traditio-

nal ones and this principle will serve as the criterion of continuity with tradition.
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COMMENTARY;

While traditional monasticism tends towards simplicity
(cC Tí XoTt^ s)through simplification^ with the accompanying danger of reductionism,

contemporary 'monasticism' seeks simplicity X.p>^-iroS) through integration^
with the consequent danger of an eclectic juxtaposition. If the temptation of the first

is pessimism, that of the second is optimism. Nothing is said about whether this attempt

wMI succeed.

Fuga mundi, contemptus saeculi, kayotsarga, tyg^Q,

nityanityavastuviveka, or in other words, scorn for material values, contempt for the

temporal, abandonment of the body, indifference in regard to the political, sense of

superiority before cultural values, neglect when not condemnation of the profane,
renunciation of the world and of the immense majority of values cherised by Men, etc.,

constituted basic points of the traditional monastic spirituality, whether jain, hindu,

buddhist, christian or whatever. The monk's only concern, at least theoretical, was

the supernatural, the paramarthika, how to acquire nirvana, the only one thing: to eli-

minate duhkha. in order not to do unwarranted violence to the real this simplification
must justify itself by a doctrine that relativizes all those other values and lets them

appear as secondary in comparison with the quest of the Absolute. If you truly simplify,

you should not eliminate any real thing. It would then be reductionism. You must get

rid simply of appearences, 'privations', burdens, and complications. Ultimately you

are bound to say that nothing is lost when you suppress the superfluous, because in truth

"you ore already there". "There is nothing to lose. You only do not know it yet."

Here we hove the existential role of doctrines like original

sin, karma, the intrinsic evil of matter, the provisionality of time, the caducity of the

world, etc. What is certain is that in the search for the one needful thing, the unum

necessorium, traditional spirituality forgot, to a certain extent, that this unum has

parts and that although Mary's portion may be the better one, Martha's is equally a part

of the iy toward which the monachos or monotropos, as he was also called

in greco-christian literature, strove. It tended to forget that if you are overconcemed

with looking for the real always beyond everything you may leave reality behind. Or as

Abhinavagupta says: "the essence of reality is to appear".

In sum, what is abandoned is deemed superfluous, when not

bod or negative. The monk renounces the flesh end the world, either because they
are bad, or not ultimately real, or at least not definitive. The authentic monks (as
Dom Colombes puts it/, ^tlever cored to give witness, they would have considered it pre-

sumptuous and proud and even hypocritical. They were humbly satisfied with not

giving scandal.

(1) Cf. Columbas I, 35b)
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The present day conviction is different: the mysticism of

transcendence or immanence has been supplanted by the mysticism of integration, which

attempts to include all possible values because of the confidence that the synthesis

is possible. It is not necessary to be an eunuch, or lame or maimed to enter the kingdorr
— perhaps because this kingdom is no longer situated in a transcendent heaven. One

is reminded of that cry of Augustine: "Those who hove maimed themselves for the sake

of the kingdom of the heavens are no longer moles. Oh peculiar foolishness'. " (1).

How is it possible to consecrate to God a human life if we renounce living it? This was

a catchy phrase of some christian monasteries some years ago.

Theologians and exegetes will undertake to adopt the texts

to their understanding, but this is not our concern now. We hear it said that Buddha was

the first marxist; and that the hindu samskôras were the first rules of hygiene, that

fasting purifies the body as much as the soul; and that unquestioned obedience strengthens

the will, etc.

The modem monk does not want to renounce, except the bare

minimum; rather he wishes to transform all things. Will he succeed? He does not wont

to destroy but to build; he is not interested in stripping himself of everything but in

assimilating it all. The christian Cross itself is not so much a sign of suffering and death

as of the intersection of the four directions of the real in one harmonious point equidis-
tant from the four extremes. He strives to arrive at the center converting it, not into a

point without dimensions, but into a perfect sphere that embraces everything.

New winds are moving in mi Menial monastic institutions,

be they christian, ¡ain, buddhist or hindu, and new forms of monastic life are springing

up in many places. We have to ask ourselves whether this is a betrayal of the monastic

calling, or a new mutation in the same direction or finally another form of spirituality
which experiences the pangs of a new birth within the womb of the old institutions, but

which must go its own way once it has reached a certain maturity. We have to ask

ourselves whether we hove here a break or a continuity.

We could hove put the essence of monkhood in the effort to

unify one's life and to reach a unification with the rest of reality. We could hove

given a true but too general (and flattering) definition of the monk as the monacho^ i.e.

that person who aspires before all else to be wholly one; not just solitary, 'alone', but

(1) Cf. St. Augustin^, De opere monachorum XXXI, 40 (Columbee I, 345)
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'all-one', unified. The monk would then be the person seeking unity with herself

first, culminating in unity with the entire universe. This would then apply to any

serious person in search of one's own humanness, and so extend the meaning of the

word to other human efforts at integration which hove never been related to monkhood.

The whole challenge of modem monkhood, it

seems to me, consists, at first sight, in the impossible attempt to acquire by simplicity,
the fullness of human life. This is the method of what I have called simplicity through

integration. In order to realize the importance and the challenge of such a move we

may now consider the previous non-monastic attempt at reaching the humanum.

2.- The Altemative

We have declared the blessed simplicity to be the prin-

ciple of distinction and intelligibility of monkhood. This principle organizes and

arranges human life according to that paradigm; but we know that there are many

other human efforts at living a full human life which do not draw their inspiration from

this archetype. When Cusanus, for instance, presents God as the "complexio omnium"

as the encompassing integration of all things, he is no longer in the monastic mood but

represents a trait of the European Renaissance. When Teilhard de Chardin, to give

another example, sees the evolution of the universe towards an increasing complexity,
he equally departs from the monastic ideal. When Abhinavagupta, for instance, says

that in order to reach liberation one has to integrate and transform all the elements of

the world, he seems also to express a principle alien to the monastic spirituality. When

St. John of the Cross, on the other hand, tells us that the way towards the All is to

renounce everything or when the apophatic tradition tells us that the ultimate reality
is void, nothingness, sunyatô, all these voices express the monosticicfeal. Not without

a deeper reason than that found by philosophical enquiry, the founder of the most powerfu
monastic institution of the world. Lord Buddha, defended the anatmavada or doctrine

of the non-self as the very center of buddhist life.

We would like to subsume all the other non-

monastic attitudes under one single principle also in a similar way as we have done

with the monastic one. For reasons 1 shall explain later, I shall call secularity this

other human archetype.
In point of fact there seems to be a double possibi

attitude regarding the complexity of reality. It could be expressed in two words:

simplicity and hamxjny.
As we have already indicated,these two funda-

mental human options,that of monkhood and that of secularity are not token simply
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because of fhe private opinions of their followers. They are taken because they

express and represent two basically different conceptions of reality. You take to

simplicity because you believe that the structure of the world is reducible to a single

point, because you believe that the nature of reality is simple so that you really do

not lose anything in the simplification and, on the contrary, you win not only a sub-

jective wellbeing but also on objective truth.

Simplicity, as the meaning of the word suggests, -

indicates one single fold, singleness, a one without a second, without duplicity of

any kind. Simplicity is only possible on the ultimate level if the multi-plicity is

fruit of on unfolding of one single reality and ultimately the manifold character of

reality is only secoridory, contingent. Simplicity as an ideal implies the belief that

there is no way in salvaging all those 'inferior' elements of an only apparent world.

There is no point in wasting precious life and human efforts in Utopian phantasies of

paradise on earth, of a just human order in which everybody will be happy, and the

like.

It entails a kind of universal and ultimate

pessimism. We have already mentioned the underlying monistic assumption of the way

of simplicity. It is on implicit assumption not always patent, because most of the

times we do not draw the ultimate consequences of our attitudes, and also because

many other cultural and religious factors often counterbalance the latent monistic

tendencies with their clear dualistic doctrines. Life after all does not need to be

consistent, or rather it is in fact not always logically consistent.

Reduced to its bore bones this first basic at-

titude reposes on a monotheistic belief in a perfect and thus simple God at the very

source of reality. To return to that source is the meaning of life.

On the other hand harmony, as the very word

suggests implies the result of 'joining' all elements so that they may fit together in

a complex whole, in a concordant and superior unity. Harmony is only possible in

the world if the internal tendencies of the different constituents ore not incompatible
with one another and in the final instance all of them form 'port' of a whole from which

those parts have been somewhat detached, from where they have evolved or come

from. Harmony as an ideal implies the belief that there is an eminent unity holding

everything together. It entails clj<ind of universal and ultimate optimism.

Those who take the attitude of Secularity^
believe that the structure of reality is pluralistic, so that you commit a sin of reductio-

nism against reality if you attempt to reduce everything to a single principle. Reality
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is complex and realization implies reaching the highest possible harmony within

that complexity.
Reduced at its bare bones this second basic

a

attitude, reposes on a pluralistic belief incompatible with a symbol oy monotheistic

God as an ultimate and simple reality.

It is here also clear that at least a dualism of

irreducible elements is assumed to be at the basis of this attitude. It is worth the

effort to bring in harmony the different constitutive factors of reality, because they

are all real and the puzzle can be put in order. It may very well be that the real

solution is only on a transcendent plane, at a later world or still coming eschatology.
Both attitudes, in fact are dynamic attitudes which do not need to be immediately rea-

lizable on the given plane of ordinary existence. This reference to a superhuman point

is expressed in the two adjectives qualifying these two basic human options.

Blessed simplicity underscores the fact that it

is not an automatic process, but one which has to be wrought with total dedication,

an 'extra-ordinary' grace and through a transformation of the very structures of reality.

The monastic spirituality is not so naive as to embark us on a trip in which at the end

all fades away. On the contrary, it will assure us that at the end nothing is lost, all

is regained, but on a higher, incomprehensible sphere in which the 'things' appear as

what they in reality are. It is not so, as the novice may tend to believe, that the

rivers and mountains are again rivers and mountains, but that for the first time the

rivers and mountains are real rivers and mountains.

Harmonious complexity means also that every-

thing has to be transformed so as to be able to be joined and fit together. But here

transformation does not mean an onto logical change as it were, so that the beings are,

for instance, converted into Being, but an enhancement of their actual being — although

here the language is bound to be the same yet the meaning being different.

The two attitudes imply then a process, a beco-

ming, a change. But again the difference becomes clear when we consider that the

former stresses the change in oneself. Monastic spirituality is directly concerned in

changing our awareness, in transforming ourselves. The latter, on the other hand,

is mainly concerned in changing the circumstances, the surrounding world.

We could go on stressing the two mutually

irreducible views or rather experiences of reality, but we may turn now to sketching
their possible relationship.
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The fîrst thing to note is their respective insufficiencies.

The entire reolity cannot be reduced to one single principle. In spite of all the

subtle ontological distinction on the ultimate level, one single principle would

consume all the rest. There has to be dynamism and a certain type of pluralism also

within the highest unity. This is what, I submit, the doctrine of the Trinity as well

as that of Advoita stand for. Or we could put it in the remarkable words of Parmenides

at the very start of the Western Tradition: speaking about reality he says that it is

given in the now as totality (pan) , oneness (hen )(and) complexity (syneches) . This is

probably the language of most mystics and to it we shall return after having presented
the announced seven sutras with their corresponding bhôsyas and tikos.

b) Seven Sutras

in order to have an overview of the seven canons we give them here

before the corresponding glosses and commentaries:

1.- The Breaking of the Heart

2.- The Primacy of Being over Doing and Having

3.- Silence over Word.

4.- Mother Earth prior to the Fellowship of Men.

5.- Sublimating Spatio-temporal Parameters into Trans-historical

Consciousness.

6.- The Fullness of the Person over the Individual.

7.- The Primacy of the Holy.
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GLOSS:
The monastic archetype lies hidden beneath the ordinary appearences of things

and of human life. It is not a superficial whim. One cannot begin the quest for

Blessed Simplicity just by abandoning things or wandering around to escape the burden

of one's own responsabilities and duties. The world literature is hard on monks. The

harshest words against the fake specimen of monks are spoken by monks themselves.

Suffice to read the Rule of the Master. Of the four kinds of monks only two are worth

the name, and the other two are condemned with the most execrable words. Monk is

not just the one who wishes to be it. It requires initiation, a diksa , a new birth, and

you have to be a twicebom a dvija in order even to begin. All monastic traditions

stress the compunctio cordis, the conversio morum, the true metanoio, the firm resolve

to leave behind the 'things of the world', the laukiko and the stem urge for liberation

plus the practice of all the virtues. The Vivekacudamani could serve as a classical

example here.

There has io be a rupture of planes,as any initiation requires,

but the plane here is especially the plane of one's heart.

The heart here stands, of course, for the center of the person.

This heart has to be broken, or rather once the heart is broken one can begin anew by

wanting to make it whole again in a wider and deeper way than it was before. The

heart breaks because of homartia , sin duhkho, suffering, avydya, ignorance, injustice,

war... pervades the world, "Save me from death, afflicted as I am by the unquenchable

fire'." is the typical plea of the Hindu candidate to the monastic way as Shankara

writes. Monkhood is not just the mere continuation of 'ordinary' or empirical life.

An initiation is needed.

In the Christian tradition, for instance, the primitive monks

never claimed to do anything else than to take seriously the baptismal initiation, to

hove punged into the waters of death and resurrection and to begin to grow in that

christic sphere where the entire renewed Body of Creation b^ins to expand. Christian

monks did not want to be especial Christians, but just Christians, it was only when

people felt the praxis of evangelical demands began to relax that the monks were singi-

ed out as the example for all Christians, not because they did something peculiar,

but merely because they tried to practice Christian virtues — which since Paul have



been summed up as OÍ'/T'^cTn^ U.oLp¿ lc¿^ , sîmplîcîtos cordis/ simplicity
of the heart. This simplicity already at that time meant also the purity of the total

person at her source.

This break has to be both personal and public or sociological.
It is not enough to have felt in one's heart the all pervading reality of duhkha, the

.
^
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prison of samsara, the ocuoc ç T.^oC Tct kc <r^C t , the sin of the world.
y ^

; it is also necessary to fall at the feet of the guru, to leave

your house and/or your family, to 'go to the mountains', to renounce the world, to

publicly become a renouncer, to enter the sangha, or a similar act. You need to

break with society, even if this means that you no longer perform the sacred rites.

The entire monastic literature is full of sarcasm against those who deem it possible
to be monks while living with their families or in the bazaar or town. The fuga mundi

is more, although certainly not less, than a merely 'spiritual' attitude. The habit does

not make the monk, but certainly the monk does makes the habit. You may hide the

pearl for sometime, but at a certain moment you have to sell all that you have and buy
that pearl. The monk goes extra mundum. Monastic asceticism is both inner and

outer,

It is necessary to underscore this first siitra, not only because

it is essential to the monk, but also because it is perhaps its most visible and probably
specific trait. Many a mystic, without being a monk, may have many other or all of

the other sutras. This one has a sociological aspect specifically monastic.

It is also necessary to stress its importance because of misun-

derstanding, on one hand, and difficulties to put it into practice, on the other.

There can be no monasticism without this breaking of the

heart, without this experience of conversion, of turning around and in, of stripping
off the so many things that cling to us, of abandoning the 'usual', 'normal' and even

secure and often reasonable way. As one Upanisad says: "On the very day one is

(1) Cf, Eph. VI, 5; Col. Ill, 22
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'broken-hearted', on that same day one becomes a renouncer"; a broken-hearted,
i.e. an indifferent to the world, a disillusioned person. This experience can take,

obviously, the most variegated forms and does not need to be a psychological shock,

but at any rate it has to be a break from where there is no return, as texts from East

and West affirm.

The 'broken-heart' is only an onesided metaphor, for in

truth it is only a negative expression when seen from this shore of samsara, of mere

creature I iness. It is the old heart that is broken and opened, often with violence

so that it may give way to a new heart and a healed person with throbbings of the

new life of compassion, love and true understanding. The metaphor is onesided

because seen from the other shore, from the already new life it is not that of a broken

but of a new heart. Monastic life is also a life of peace, joy and serenity. The heart

that has been broken was a wounded heart, a sinful one, a heart of stone. It had to

be broken because the human condition is unjust, ignorant, sinful. The monk has to

break through this thickness of callousness and selfishness in himself and around him,

he has to break through mere temporality and inauihaiticity in order to be on his way.

Now, who is going to open his heart? Nobody can do it

by oneself, and the mere will is of little avail. No amount of personal suffering and

of social disorder is sufficient either. Many see it and escape or fall into despair and

their heart remains closed. Here we touch the mystery of this first sOtra. Somebody,

something, God, the otmon, grace, love... has to touch or strike my heart and open

it up. I am somewhat passive. It happens to me. I cannot give any ultimate reason,

because it is a gift, although it may often appear as a burden and even as a curse.

Furthermore, except for very few cases and even those have

to maintain that heart, open, pure, simple, time and again, for most people this is a

continuous process, an increasing opening, a constant purification of the ego that

returns persistently to where it has been dethroned. Here is the place of sacrifice as

a constitutive element of the actual nature of the real. Sacrifice performs this

exchange of hearts, this opening of our lives, this rupture of planes, this throwing us

away from the banality of mere instinctive life.

COMMENTARY:
The modern monk cannot bypass the need for conversion, he cannot

do without the initiation and every initiation means not only the beginning of a new

life; it implies also a break with the previous stage of existence. But there are at
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least two importent variations in the way in which this vairagya^ this compunctio

cordis penthos is experienced.

First, many praxis of the ancient style seems not only

obsolete, but harmful and negative. The corporal mortifications, for instance and

the detachment from the affairs of the world appear often incompatible with the

contemporary monastic spirit. The 'world' has shifted from the 'bishops and women' ,

to quote faceciously from the first Christian monks, i.e. from the dangers of the social

life of the community, civil and religious, to the political and socio-economic

structures along with the ideologies of all types which represent a danger to combat

and an enemy to conquer.

This shift of parameters of the world is all the more impor-

tant to underline as many of the traditional forms of monosticism still operate in the

institutional way with the old pattern while anthropologically the new pattern has

already emerged — creating thus sometijB-es unnecessary tensions. It is not that the

world and its ways have not to be renounced; it is that the world is no longer seen

in the theater, in the schools, in the 'profane letters', in sex or political activity.

The world is seen, instead, as we shall have still occasion to show, in the 'wordly

spirit' that today takes prevalently the forms of social injustices of all sorts, political

manipulations of all kinds and in general the prevalent System of a competitive society

when the people do not hove the same tools, talents, opportunities and desire to com-

pete. Perhaps money is here the invariant.

Much has been said and written about world-affirming
and world-denying spiritualities. And all too often one has not sufficiently considered

the very conceptions of that world which some spiritualities are supposed to affirm

and others to deny. If a certain Vedôntic monasticism, for instance, rightly or

wrongly according to our opinion, but in fact so, believes the world to be pure illusion

the corresponding world-denying attitude amounts to a true-life affirming and reality-

affirming attitude. The modem monks/interested in many things of 'this world' because

he believes that the shaping of this world is a religious and even a contemplative con-

cem not alien to the monastic vocation. The dichotomies temporal and etemal, sacred

and secular, the human and the hindu or christian or the religious in general, the natura

and the supernatural, etc. are no longer considered by and large valid by a good

number of people. I shall call it the impact of secularity and shall explain later.

The second innovation that present day mentality introduces

in this first sGtra is the secular link between the individual monk and the rest of the

world, including all the social values and secondary causes that seem to run the des-

tiny of humankind. In other words, the Disciple goes to the master because his heart

is broken and asks for instruction and guidance; but he is uneasy and often revolts if

he feels that what the master wants is to break further his heart, obliging him, for
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instance, to do irrational things. The famous watering of a stick could serve as an

extreme example. The new monk, first, has lost the innocence so as not to see

clearly through the psychological motiviations of the superior. Secondly he feels

humiliated not in his pride, but in his dignity to be treated in that artificial manner.

Thirdly, he is also concerned with the stick and with the real plant and taken it to be

an affront to the earth, the possible plant and the stick to indulge in such mockery.

Or was it only an injunction to check his sense of humor?

The breaking of the heart does not mean that others have

to break my heart artificially, but that I have arrived at such conviction, certainly

with the painful aid of authentic experiences and not artificial experiments. By all

means the monk wants his will to be set in tune with the will of God or the master or

simply with the nature of things or of reality, but not just to be broken for the sake

of it so as to be prey of no matter what injunction may come to him.

To be sure, 1 hove forced the colors of a certain traditional

spirituality in order to put the variation more forcefully, but we may have perhaps

succeeded in doing it.

2.- The Primacy of Being over Doing and Having

GLOSS;

Being is or can • become unified one. Doing and Having entail multipli-

city. All monastic spirituality defends the primacy of being although it may consider

it empty, ^nyo, and in fact non-being, asat, wu;or full complete, pleroma and in

fact supreme or absolute Being. But in every case it is being before doing and having

that prevails. Different schools may consider that what is to be more or less dynamic

or static or accept, on the other hand, that being is pure act but what is essential is

just to be there, here grounded in reality.

One of the words consecrated by usage to

express this second canon is "contemplation"; that is that activity which situates

us in an open space from which we con observe and contribute to the course of the

universe; or as the Gîtô will say, that activity that delights in the wellbeing of all

beings, or that maintains the world in cohesion (lokasortigraha ) . This contemplation

begins by purporting to be the ultimate means to obtain the final end, of human life,

namely^ to sustain the cosmos, on in terms of christian mysticism, to create, redeem

and glorify (divinize) the universe along with God. But soon it is recognized that
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the human condition cannot transcend itself. The ultimate means become thus in

itself the very end of life, the fullness of existence. Therefore, for the contemplative
it does not make sense to speak of a model to imitate or even of a path to follow.

The contemplative life is simply life, life in its fullest sense: for some it is the dis-

covery of the person, or of the human being; for others, the discovery of the being

of all beings. The value of each being lies in its being what it is, not in what it

does or has. The intuition of being thus stripped of all spurs or inducements — that

is what the monk glimpses. We do not have to justify our existence by what we do

or by how useful it is to others. That would only instrumentalize our lives and convert

them into a mere means for some other thing, for a better future whether in a vertical

or a horizontal line. Life is an end in itself.

Many other words may serve to express the some trait.

The monk, for instance is monk because he is in search of enlightenment. His whole

life is geared towards it. And yet he knows that the very desire for it is somehow cn

obstacle to it. Poracbxically we could say that enlightenment is thus the goal of

monasticism, but not the aim of the monk. You are after satori and to get iV'^eoome

monk, but you do not look for it as it were. You are open and perhaps full of hope,
but not of expectations.

At any rate monkhood is not primarily concerned with doing

anything or having something. The central point is the development of the core of

the human person to its fullest.

COMMENTARY:

But what is this life?
,

This primacy of being came to be understood

traditionally as primacy in regard to doing: as theoria before praxis; as the ¡ñaña-

vâdius before the kormakandius, as contemplation being more important than action;

or as the scholastics formulated it: operari sequitur esse (action follows being). Further^

this being aspires to become the very absolute Being in which there is no distinction

between having and doing, being and becoming — or in other words, between 'being'

and 'non-being'. Being is not only opposed to doing or praxis but also to having or to

the means. This having is not simply wepltKor riches but is also dpptrinç. Having is

^_,^^_^^^,Bemg is not a means for anything, it is an end)

the means to obtain an endtin itself^ The contemporary moncsfic spirit equally defends
•*** /Pure

this primacy, but this being is not considered to be merely a theoretic vision, or/gnosis

or mere dorshano ; it is not seen just as an intellectual operation which relegates

praxis to an inferior plane. To continue the scholastic dictum cited earlier, its reverse

is here equally stressed: esse sequitor operari. Praxis and theory are not in any dia-
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lectical opposition. It is not a cose of the former ruling the latter nor vice verso,

because ultimately the one does not exist without the other. All praxis has a nucleus

of theory and all theory is the fruit of some praxis. True action is contemplative and

authentic contemplation acts. Such a dicotomy does not exist in reality.

The new monk stresses the unity of being and doing. Having,

on the other hand, can exert a deadening weight on being. The lighten being in order

that it may truly be is the task of monastic spirituality. Having is everything that

being has not yet been able to assimilate. I have stocks of food, but the daily bread

is not having; it is being. Having is the artificial trappings that we accumulate; it is

the knowledge stored in our memories or in books and not really transformed into our

very being. -Having is all the accessories that serve some purpose in the beginning but

further down the line leave us entangled in the means without allowing us to reach

our true goals. Having is all that weighs us down in our sack of provisions. Having

is what prevent us from performing contemplative action in all our doing. Having is

all the fabricated interests that impede the true purifying action that many would call

revolutionary. The Eucharist is to be eaten, and not just enthroned in gold; the Buddha

is to be discovered in oneself rather than adored in emerald. The contemporary monk

does not want so much to wash his hands of all doing and to free them of all having,

parigraha, precisely in order to put them to use for their proper task. He does not

want to have chains on his feet. He wonts to be able to go where the spirit leads him

with all his being which has no longer having because it is pure act. Will he succeed?

3.- Silence Over the Word.

GLOSS;

Silence is one. Words are many. Strictly speaking, this gloss should be left

blank but priority does not mean exclusivity. In trinitarian categories we could stress

the attention the monk gives to the Spirit over the Word, without this implying absolute

priority. It implies, however, to be ever attentive to the spirit in the word. Expressed

in philosophical categories we are dealing with the priority of myth over the logos. And

speaking with moral overtones, we could explain this canon saying that it deals with

the new innocence that no longer has anything to say because it feels that everything

has already been said and that speech is nothing but the cloak of reality and all too

often, its tomb. Those who attend to the silence out of which the word emerges often

have no need of the silence from and those who have not discovered this silence the

word will conceal it. The kevala-jñani, the perfect jain monk who has already
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obtained omniscience neither speaks, nor preaches; he has even dispensed with

teaching the saving doctrine. The monk speaks and writes little and often does not

sign his writings, although through their disciples we know their name. The Buddha

commends the noble silence and the 'silent one' is a synonym for monk. Each word

comes out of silence and when possible accompanies it.

The experience of silence is itself silent and therefore

does not compete with the word. The very formulation that speaks of priority is

deceiving. From the side of silence there is not any kind of priority nor is there

any from the side of the word , since it would represent a contradiction for the logos
to affirm by means of the same logos that there is something preceding it. Yet

nonetheless, human experience throughout the ages tells us repeatedly that the Tao

that can be expressed is not the Too; that those who know do not speak and those

who speak do not know; that it is understood by those who do not understand and is

not by those who understand; that it is those whose spirit is poor who truly shall

see God, etc. There is a spiritual experience that is not conscious ot itself. There

is a meditation without thoughts: it does not think, much less think that it does not

think; and nonetheless it is not simply a dréam or total unconsciousness. There is

something awakened in us which later on can possibly be incarnated in word, but

which allows us to see perfectly clearly that the word is word, precisely because it

is itself incarnated by the work and grace of the spirit.

True orthodoxy is not the correct formulation of doctrine

but the authentic experience of the glory of the truth. It is nothing but the other

side of orthopraxis. The monk does not understand doctrinal disputes when they are

extrapolated outside of their context. What in modem times has come to be called

the 'sociology of knowledge' is what monks of all times have experienced, that is,

that all formulation is dependent on a set of factors that relativize it.

To cite more than one tradition: "In the beginning was the

word"; but the word was not the beginning since it emerged out of it. It is not that

there exists a thing which cannot be said; or that there exists an ineffable something
behind the logos. Silence does not speak nor has it anything to say. Silence has no

message. Authentic silence is not the repression of the word, but rather thé non-

reflexive consciousness of the very womb of the logos; but this is true in such a manner

that if the umbilical cord uniting the two is severed, the silence disappears and the

word dies. For this reason, the cultivation of silence cannot be commanded nor does it

conssts in the repression of the word. Recalling the classic humanist distinction between

nature and culture, the word belongs to the latter, and silence to the former. There is

no culture of silence; it is natural or it is not silence. You keep naturally quiet when
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you have nothing to soy.

Paradoxically,albeit understandably, the traditional monk

takes relief from his silence in prayer, be it individual and silent or communal and vocal

It seems as if more often than not the silence is not broken by 'talking' to God or

reciting interminable mantras. In a cenobitic setting, the most marked characteristic

of the traditional monk is a life of prayer. Silence blossoms in prayer. The monk

only speaks to others on rare occasions; but on the other hand, he chants, recites,

studies and meditates constantly; his politeia," his 'conversatio' is in heaven."

It is the others below who climb up to the high places where monks live to ask their

advice. The monk does not speak, but is questioned. Curiosity is a sin. It does not

even interest him to preach by example. He has submitted everything to God, to the

Dharma,to what is, and he is not concerned with interferring directly in the course

of events. His silence is acosmic.

COMMENTARY:

The modem disciple has leamed well the lesson of his predecessors
and will not fall into the temptation of trying to use the 'mass media' to make himself

known or to influence others. However, he is equally aware of on unbreakable bond

between silence and the word, and fears that the former degenerates if it does not in-

camote in the logos, if it does not descend into the market place of Men and at the

very least listen to them. He fears that his life will be short-circuited if he isolates

himself from the clamor of his fellow Men who ask for bread, demand justice and sing

and dance to the sun, the moon, the seasons, or to the religious and civil events and

festivities of their time. The disciple wants to listen to the world although this later

may trouble his silence. But at the same time, it will make it more vital and per-

haps more fruitful. The demons and asuras of the cold and lonely regions have been

converted into the shouts and cries of the human centers below. But there they go,

the modern monks. The daily papers with their news have been converted into spi-
ritual reading because subject of meditation.

The silence of the modem monk is not only at the beginning,
as the very source of the word. The modem monk does not like high walls,enclcBures
and lonely places where the clamor of the world does not reach him. He tries to find

the silence at the end of every word also, he would like to let the exuberance of the

word land again into silence so that the perichoresis or circumincessio of the word

retums into silence.
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4.- Mother Earth is prior to the Brotherhood of Men.

GLOSS:

- , . TheEiCirth is .one; people,qre many,, The Earth is simpler. Man is complex.
|t it IS certain that tbe_monl< nos h is gaze fixed on the I

Vinvisible, otten colled 'the beyond', the 'center^, transcendence, God otmon, nirvana,

etc. It is no less certain that he has his feet firmly planted on the ground. The monk

stands, in a certain sense, between heaven and earth with the consequent danger of

forgetting the intermediary world of his fellow Men . Of the three worlds, triloko,

of which almost all traditions speak, the monk seems to live in the nether world of

spirits, demons, asuras; more in the telluric than in the human-social world in which

so-called civilized humanity moves and bustles. The monk has a certain chthonic-

telluric consciousness that characterizes him; he does not belong like the bees or other

humans to a productive society, but to a living cosmos like that of the seasons, even

if it is called evolutionary states of consciousness. The monk cultivates this earth

and all the spirits that vivify her. The monk lives in communion with the cosmos, he

is in contact with the saps of the earth.

Certainly it is not solely the privilege of monks to live with

the seasons and celebrate the caturmas, the arrival of spring, advent, new year and the

festivals tied to earthly, astrological and atmospheric cycles; but it is the monk who

primordially celebrates such festivities with the gratest independence ftxïm their socio-

logical or agricultural effects. The monk leads a cosmic existence which then allows hir

to forget or at least neglect, the historical aspect of human life. Social issues, for

example, have never been his strengtl) nor historical problems. Between heaven and

earth the monk seems to live in a vertical posture inclining toward Mother Earth only

so as to better lift himself to look toward God, or the Gods, or the nameless Mystery

above his head. He wants to live alone because he feels in his being the vital current

that descends from/above to the depths of the Earth. He has little time or interest

for the horizontal currents that circulate between human beings. Only when heaven

and earth seem to meet (like in the Crusades of the European XII Century) the monk

seems interested in 'polities'. And often he betrays a lack of historical understanding

(as the same example of the Crusades shows).

COMMENTARY:
The Canon of the Disciple faithfully follows the Rule of the Master

here: 'ora et labora ', and labor consists in the cultivation of himself and Mother

Earth. But the population of the earth's primitive inhabitants bhutas, angels, asuras,

elves, yaksas and marauding demons has been seen to dwindle.
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But what is important for the modem monk is the earth

herself, she too is a victim of the voraciousness of human beings who hove abused

her more than all the other living beings put together. Humans have not simply taken

their sustenance from the earth but they have further expoited and violated her,

trying toclinfc to heaven even though this Tower of Babel begins to crumble even as it

is built. It is no longer so much the living spirits who still populate the earth that

worries the modern monk, as he tries to re-establish a relationship of harmony and col-

laborotion with her, but the living earth, herself. To work the earth does not mean

to exploit her, nor is it to one's own gain but rather it means to cultivate her as one

would a friendship or a garden, and not as one would exploit a mine. Traditional

monasticism offer us examples of this cultivation of cheese, wines, honey and crafts.

Mother Earth is retuming to life and recovering the soul which from ancient times she

has always been believed to posses: anima mundi.

The attitude of the monk before the earth should not be

confused with a fundamentally aesthetic posture. It is not so much the beauty of a

garden that engages him so much as the pulsing life of a forest; it is not the immensity

of a landscape, as much as the freedom of the waters and the spontaneity of the natural

cycles. The monk is not a primitive but he can claim to be a 'primordial', not limiting

his life to the merely rational or aesthetic. It is not only that he attempts to recover

his own body, but equally he tries to save Mother Earth. We are not referring here

simply to a franciscan or Zen attitude with regard to nature; we are trying to point out

a more generalized sharing of a community of destiny and vital metabolism with the

earthly. A major part of cult, or sacrifice, consists in the linking of Mother Earth with

all her elements to the revitolizotion of life — from the vedic yajña to the christian

eucharist the examples can be multiplied. The vedic kesin or the join digambara
do not go naked, they walk chothed in the wind and covered by the air; as the famous

rig-vedic hymn sings: Mother Earth protects them.

The unification of life cannot be carried out without the

collaboration of the Earth and without it too being integrated. It is not only the body

that it is raised, it is the Earth as well. The monk seeks solitary places but he does not

exile himself. He does not flee from the Earth; he roots himself in her. Many take vow:

of stability; others carry the earth with them; the majority caress it with their bare

feet and the sodhus when they die are not cremated like everyone else but buried in

the bosom of Mother Earth.

But the modem monk is not satisfied with this alone. Can he

live in communion with the Earth and in community with his fellow beings as well?

He does not wish any longer to retire to the deserts; he has seen these visited and

populated by instruments of atomic destruction. There seems to be a shift from the
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cosmic to the human. And also an inclination to find the divine more in Man than in

the Cosmos.

it is here than the Canon of the Disciple situates and frames

monastic prayer. The monk is traditionally the Man of prayer. But his rite is as much

cosmic as human. His prayer is not so much petition as praise and in many traditions

is more a participation in the rhythms of the universe than hymns of glory, or cries

for help. The nx>nastic prayer of the disciple is all of this, but it is primordially
a contribution to the 'interactions' that govern the universe, an active introit to the

co-redemption of the cosmos, a revitalization of the spiritual content of the world and

a contribution to the total atmosphere of reality in which all beings breathe. Cult is

the celebration of the order of reality.

5.- Overcoming Spacio-Temporal Parameters.

GLOSS:

Monastic existence does not move solely or principally in time and space.

Interiority, on the one hand, and transcendence, on the other, are classic monastic

categories.. The spacio-témporaI involvement is foreign to him. Reality goes beyond

time and space. Human destiny is not exhausted by the achieving of our goals in time

and space. Again we see here the principle of simplicity at work.

True life, traditional monasticism would say, has little

to do with this mundane life that unfolds in time end space. The monk bears witness

to the beyond, to the overcoming of 'wordly', temporal, transitory, cares and tasks,

etc. "The life above is the true life." At best this one here below serves to moke us

worthy of the other.

To be sure the overcoming of the spatio-temporal parameters

cannot be achieved overnight. Monastic formation takes this into account and leads

the candidate through a whole process of purification and enlightenment. There is

place for growth and room for becoming in traditional monasticism, but the goal is

clear: total disentanglement from the structures of this cosmos, samsara, world.

COMMENTARY:

Here also there exists a tension between classic monastic spirituality
and its contemporary interpretation. While the former understands this going beyond
to necessitate an abandonment of material parameters as a prerequisite for achieving
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the definitive end, the latter interprets this some going beyond as the discovery of a

new dimension which does not render superfluous the material elements of reality but

rather complements and transforms them. While the first emphasizes transcendence,

the second underscores the immanent. We must immediately remark here that this

immanence should not be considered merely as a negative transcendence, that is, as a

transcendence interior to each thing. Immanence is not something that is so interior

to a thing that it has somehow already transcended the thing itself, but rather something

that dwells in the very marrow of the being in question and constitutes it without

thereby being totally identified with it.

The contemporary monastic mentality seeks a spirituality

that is not exclusively 'spiritual'. It wants to integrate and not exclude all the spacio-

temporal parameters of human existence. Its fundamental category is transformation,

metamorphosis, transfiguration. Not only by bread alone do we live, but certainly

by bread as well, and without it we cannot subsist. But the bread must be assimilated,

that is, transformed and converted into the very material of our beings. The modem

monk wants to recover the ancient alchemy. Here the modem monk rejoins existing

but somehow neglected threads of tradition. Many a mystic. East and West, show an

extraordinary contemporaneity.
The reality that the monk tries to discover and adjust his

existence to is not supro-or infra-temporal. Perhaps it could be called trans-temporal
in the sense that it is inherent in temporality itself, although it transcends it immanently
The lived experience of tempitemol awareness, for example, is not that of an existence

faced with an untemporal and in the last analysis post-temporal etemity, but rather the

experience of those tempitemol moments of this very existence in time and space. The

modem monk is child of our contemporary time and shares many insights of a Sacred

Secularity. He does not await the 'other' life, but cherishes the hope of discovering
in 'this' life his own soul, that is, the very Life of life, including his own. The mo-

nastic formation is aiming toward the aperture of the '.third eye', toward opening our
a

senses to a reality hidden in the very ordinary things and events/dimension that

reveals itself as long as our vision is pure and our heart untainted. The monk does not

cultivate the expectation of the future but the hope of the present; he does not wont

to live looking toward the past, but tries to drink in the whole transtemporal content

of the present. The redemption of time and space implies a transformation of spiritual

alchemy which is comprised of all his asceticism, sadhana, tapas, training and ardor.

Many trends, ancient and modem, meet here.

The unification of being toward which the monk inclines

becomes here more arduous. Not only will he not scom any human value, but actually
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he attempts to cultívate them all, nonetheless is ready to offer them in a sacrifice

which does not destroy but transforms them. True wiscbm here consists in the transfigura-

tion of all true values. Because of this, the monk loves everything that exists and is

even passionate about everything human without excluding the material and temporal.

In a certain way, the more ephemeral the value, the more it will awaken his interest and

attention; it becomes all the more urgent to rescue and redeem it before it disappears.

The contemporary endeavor is audacious and difficult, because

all that is not goldglriters". Viveka, discernement of spirits, is here needed. There are

pseudo-values caid there are allurements that distract us from the ultimate meaning of

life. It has been written, that no one can serve two masters, that nitya is not anitya,

paromarthika has nothing to do with vyavahariko, "or the World with God, nor flesh

with the spirit:"Render to God what is God's and to Caesar what is Caesar's", and

cease to lead a divided existence. "Take quick action because it is better to enter

into the kingdom crippled than to remain forever excluded from it". "I have come only

to teach the way that will free you from suffering; all the rest is superfluous and there-

fore an obstacle to obtaining nirvana." The majority of monastic spiritualities teach

this, albeit with some major refinements due to the exigencies of human nature.

Present day religious consciousness tries to realize an inte-

gration without falling into a compromise, to achieve unification without degenerating

into mere juxtaposition. Is this possible? The theoretical answer which has been

preferred for sometime still holds: the devil too is a servant of God; the temporal is the

very manifestation of the eternal and its shadow; appearances are precisely that, the

appearing or revelation of reality; the world is the creation of God himself and as such

is good; the real human spirit is an incarnated spirit; Caesar himself belongs to God;

true simplicity is that which has integrated all the elements of reality; amputation is

not necessary when an organism is alive and retains its regenerative powers; freedom

from suffering is only the other side of that first step necessary for the achievement of

happiness; it is the very obstacles in our path that allow us to overcome them and

ourselves in the process; etc. Reality is neither monistic nor dualistic, but advaitic,

trinitarian, vital, that is, pluralistic although without separation, etc.

But theory is not practice. Current monastic asceticism tends

io make possible what until now would have seemed inconceivable. It is asked, "how

is this possible since I do not know man?" Is this force powerful enough to realize

such a harmony and integration? And the answer that encourages it is to hear also

that "there is no word impossible for God." And this is precisely the task: to achieve

what at first glance appears impossible: to unite heaven and earth, flesh and spirit, the
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World and God, the mosculîne end the feminine, the secular and the sacred.

The dilema of modem spirituality is formulated without

palliatives and carried to its ultimate consequences by the contemporary monk. Either

the perfection to which we have aspired throughout the ages is a pernicious alienating

dream since it cannot be realized, or else we must be able to achieve it overcoming but

not abandoning the spatio-temporal nature that constitutes us. A perfection that is not ols

in someway corporeal ceases to be human; a happiness that must be left for offer, ceases

to merit the name. Is there a middle way between an obviously insufficient and ultima-

tely non-existing humanism and an equally unreal angelicism? The monk poses the pro-

blem in all its acuity to cure us once and for all of half measures and beguiIding short

term solutions. This is the challenge of monastic spirituality in our day. Many pray,

"on earth as it is in heaven", but sometimes they understand: "since not on earth, then

at least in heaven." The modern monk challenges: "if not on earth, then not in heaven",

because "to him who has, more will be given" since we only have what we are. The

monk also "has heard it said", itivutaka : the Kingdom is neither without nor within, but

between us, in the interregnum of cosmotheandric interaction. And to this end he strives:

to be a light unto himself.

ED BEDNAR:

Now we begin the question-and-answer period.

GURU JOHN SINGH KALSA , from Sikh Dharma: The question I have is about the

definition of monk and monastic. When I hear those words, I automatically
translate "monk" to equal spiritual aspirant in a more universal sense, and "monasticism"

or "monastic" is translated immediately in my consciousness as spiritual community, or

the global spiritual community — not limiting it to a definition of one who sits in a mo-

nastery or ashram, secluded from everything, but the actual sSdhaka or one who proc-

tices sôdhana. I wonder if this is in line with what you are saying?

PANIKKAR:

This is very much in line with what I have been saying. The monk is precisely
an expression of a constitutive dimension of the human being. So any sSdhaka would be

considered on the way to this monastic spirituality. A sdcihaka is one who tries to

unify his or her being around the center. These centers are interpreted in different ways,

the sadhanas may be different, and the sadhakas may have totally different natures,

but that would be monastic spirituality.

BROTHER LUKE:

Father Panikkar, the only thread that I had some uneasiness about was the

third thread that you talked about today: Mother Earth is prior to the Brotherhood of Man.
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I was wondering: Does that really fit into Christian monasticism?

PANIKKAR:

I think it is good that I have a chance to moke this a little more precise.

Prior, to me, does not need to mean exclusive, or even more important, but simply
before: I spoke of consciousness that the filiation with the Earth comes before the fro-

temity or sorority with human beings. And the history of monasticism. East and West,

seems to vouch for this particular thread. Monks choose a place to live more for the

soke of the place itself than for the soke of its inhabitants, whether they are nice people
or not. Sometimes they went to the desert to fight the demons as cosmic forces, not Men.

Now, Christian monkhood has been quickly aware that human

fellowship is paramount. And this is precisely the wellknown movement within Christen-

dom which led first the Mendicants (Franciscans, Dominicans) and then the Regulars

(Jesuits, etc.) to shift from a sturtly monastic spirituality to a greater involvement with

the world. The more recent development of the Ramakrishna Order within Hinduism could

be another case in point.

This I have called the crisis of Modernity, which is not the

same as saying contemporaneity. Things that went without saying — that first came

solidarity with the Earth,and thaihuman community — are now in the throes of a certain

tension, which may well bring about what I am calling the third stage in the monastic

tradition, the New Canon of the Disciple and the further awareness it implies.

But look.whera the monasteries are. East and West. Not
. indiviauaii ^

in the inner city, certainly, where^/ñoñTa today may feel impelled to take up residence.

I was also trying to say that this tension should not become a destructive, dialectical

tension, but a creative polarity. Without ceasing to be loyal to something which is

traditionally understood as monastic, we may still live with our eyes open to our own

reality, which certainly is quite different and may indeed elicit from us a certain mutation

of our self-understanding of monasticism.

FRANCIS TISSO:

You spoke about the modem monk, and his or her concern with trcaisfor-

motion. But yesterday you used the term Modemity, and I wonder if you could explain
that term. It carries a tremendous amount of power

— it seems that when the spirituali-
ties of the East or the West, whether immanent or transcendent, encounter Modernity, a

tremendous explosion and transformation occurs. Could you discuss Modemity in light of

the "modem monk"?
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PANIKKAR;

That is, again, something I was trying to reserve mostly for tomorrow,

but as the question is also implied in today's presentation, I may advance }ust one

trait which is for me the very essence of Modernity.

Undoubtedly, any tradition has its past, its present and its

future, and consciousness of its present, so that in any tradition you have some sense of

modernity. So, no tradition is without that sense of getting up-to-date, modernizing

itself or whatever is needed to carry on the tradition. No tradition is alive if you do

not carry it on and pass it over — which is what the very "tradition" means. To speak
of modernity in that sense would then be Just one case among so many. I think you

detected very well that when I used the words modem monk or nun and modemity in my

presentation, I was not using them in this way, relative to what is past. I would like to

stick my neck out and present the thesis that today's all -pervading secularity is the

fundamental feature of Modemity.

By secularity, I do not mean the history of the European

churches, or of secularization, about which we all know. Nor do I mean the realm of

the profane. I would make a very fimdamental distinction between profane and secular.
th©

The profane is, by definition and etymology, that which is noj/sacred, that which stands

in front of the fanum, profanum, in front of the temple, that which is not encircled by
the sanctum. So the dialectic between the sacred and the profane should be carefully
distinguished from the dialectic between the secular and whatever else. The distinction

sacred-profane is a priestly distinction. The realm of the priest, qua priest is the fanum,
the temple, the numinous, the sacred. The realm of the lay person, of the non priest
is the profane. The monk has little to-do with this dialectic — although in the Rule

of the Master (I, 6) the tonsure prohibits calling the monk a layman. Yet, monks are

not puro hits, priests and it belongs to a peculiar trait of christian history the tendency
of monks to be also ordained as priests. It was perhaps needed a process of secularizatior

in order to bring about the meaning of secularity — as I would like to use the word.

Until now, due to very many factors, I shall not elaborate,
the secular has been more or less identified with the profane. I think it is time to

disentangle the identification of the profane with the secular, and to discover that the

secular does not necessarily mean the profane, but something else altogether.

And here again I align myself with that accumulated and

crystallized wisdom that we have in the words themselves; soeculum, which comes

from the Etruscan, most probably, and has connections with the Greek oTon, aeon,

and with the Sanskrit 5yus, which means life-span . Saeculum means time^. or rather

the time-span, the life-span of the world. Per omnia soecula saeculorum; what does
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it means? Secularity, which I now relate to Modernity, means the saeculum, i.e.

the temporal span, i.e. temporality, that is time, the"flow of time, the temporal
character of trhings. This temporality is now being token not only as something that

matters but as something definitive. The temporal structure of the world instead of

just being fleeting, passing, ephemeral, represents an uneliminable coefficient of

reality. The most important single factor impelling a mutation in our time —for good

and probably also equally for ill — is that the temporal structure of reality is no longer

considered something you can dispense with, or even utilize (i.e. manipulate), in order

to reach... something more important. The change is that the secularity, the temporal
character of things, has become something with which you cannot dispense. And thus

all the temporal structures can no longer be dealt with as only instruments, means or

whatever.

This raises a very important theological and philosophical

problem: How do we deal with this secularity and at the same time stand for something
which has traditionally been called eternity?

Here is where I would venture a non-dualistic approach.
Monism would be wrong, pantheism would be wrong. To identify without qualification
the temporal and the eternal, the divine and the human, etc., would be wrong. By

the same token, to defend a dualism which puts a chasm between the two which you

ultimately cannot bridge — the natural and the supernatural, the spiritual and the

material, the temporal and the eternal, etc. — is equally wrong. Is there a possibi-

lity of a non-dualistic approach? And here I would not say a non-dualistic "bridge",

because if the non-dualistic approach is correct, it is correct precisely because it denies

there is such a bridge. It denies that the reality is the two extremes, between which

1 try to concoct a compromise. Just the opposite: the non-dual concatenation is the

real, and the extremes are one-sided visions of that reality. Because what is the

fundamental insight? If Christ is not a split personality — i.e. not half-Man and

half-God, one thing here and another thing there, and then we try to put it together —

then the primordial insight is that theandric unity. And then afterwards, when you see it

from one side you coll it human nature, and from the other side divine nature, and so

forth — but nevertheless.it cannot be divided..^1 nefuse^to ¿gy that Christianity is
(put 1 ec^uaTly deny tnaf ChrisTianity is rntheistíc. J»

'

monotheisticy^ltls neither"rhe one nor rhe other. I he^hole advaitic approach is at

the very core of the Christian intuition, in my understanding — let alone of the Vedan-

tic insight, where advaita (non-dualism) is perhaps moré familiar.

So, secularity would then be the sign of Modernity, and

— having already exposed myself — an advaitic approach could be the way by which

1 keep myself from falling into pure secularism, or some other type of agnostic or purely
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atheistic or just one-sided view of that reality. And this is a reality so rich in itself

that it has life, and having life it has an integrity which I, from my limited point of

view, cannot perhaps help but see as complexity, though in truth it is a sign of the

very highest simplicity.

Perhaps, I should have said Secularity from the very beginning

and describe it more extensively avoiding the word Modernity except for saying that

the trait of modern i .e.present-day Modernity is Secularity. But again I am not saying

that all problems ore solved and the symbiosis between Tradition and Modernity achieved

I understand our whole symposion as an effort at one such oggiomamento .

ROBERT VACHON:

You spoke about contemplation, and listening, and I think that

generally when we are talking about East-West dialogue we are talking about listening

to other religious traditions, contemplating the mystery within, the transcendent and

immanent mystery, and so on. And about six years ago, I started becoming aware that

in contemplation there was a dimension that we were neglecting, namely, to contem-

plate the cultures and the cultural dimension of reality, of the various so-called ways

of life; the economic culture, the political culture, the ¡uridical culture, even the

"cultural" culture.

We have a tendency to neglect the cultural matrix, and

it seems to me very important to look into that, particularly as it is all part of the

secular world. In a sense, the traditional religions have a secular dimension; they

have always had a secular dimension, which is not often emphasized. We have, I think,

to discover the truly secular dimension of religion. It is a reality of which we ore

perhaps not aware, but I think it is part of the awareness of the secular, and I would

hope that the contemplative life of many religious contemplatives would really come

to grips with that, and not limit ourselves simply to looking at the "God-dimension" of

life. It is high time we began looking at the depths of culture in all its dimensions, and

contemplating it with the same deep respect with which we contemplate the Mystery, as

being a dimension of the one Reality.

Now this relates to Modernity. If we call this a secular

world, and we talk aboufthe modem", I think there is a danger that with our evolutio-

nary preconceptions we think that "the modem" is only what is now, but we have a

tendency to neglect the whole secular dimension of the past. This will have to be reco-

vered, not only in the sense of going back to the past, but of course reenacting it...

PANIKKAR:

Amen.

I feel that is a very positive contribution more than a question, and I can only agree
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with everything you have said.

1 would make only a footnote that the word "modernity"
means just fashion, fashionable, modus,something which just lost for a moment and

passes away. So, I would not like to stress the word "modernity" very much, because

its very meaning is something which — if you do not like it today, wait until tomorrow.

But I still do feel that ultimately we want a cosmological change in the self-undertandinc

of the different cultures, which vouches for my suspicion that we are assisting at a

mutation in human consciousness, for which I would like to use the codeword of

secularity.

Certainly all traditions have had their own secular understand-

ings and, as you were saying, each tradition has a world of life — economy, politics,

art, and all the rest. The relationship between religion and culture is a very intimate

one. In that sense, I think what you are saying is very valid and very healthy. We

need a reminder that our reflections on monasticism and monastic spirituality should not

be one-sided. So, agreeing with what you said, 1 would stress that the understanding
of secularity today is somewhat different from the secular aspect of the religions of the

post.

KEZITO THOMPSON, monk of Spencer:

Given that the monastic dimension is consti-

tutive of the humonum, perhaps three related questions: Is it possible for everyone to

give expression to this dimension? And to what extent is it necessary for them to give

expression to it? And who gives the expression, who identifies it for them?

PANIKKAR:

I would not like to quibble by giving a subtle answer: I feel it is necessary

for everybody to live that dimension.

If we use the metaphor, for what is worth, of the vertical

dimension, I think that this dimension is constitutive of every human being, so that

for the fullness of the humonum you hove to be trying to unify your being — you hove

to be something of a monk, and somewhat religious.

Now, if by éxpression we mean Just expression, 1 would

soy yes, it is absolutely necessary. And if this is stifled you have not only stomach

trouble and psychiatric disorders, but very many other problems too. And I would soy

that any culture which stifles the expression of this innermost core of the human being
is doomed by on explosion from within.

Now, this expression does not need to be a conscious
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expression. Mon is more than reason alone^ the human, being is more than logos

alone, and cultures cannot be built on the logos alone but also need the pneuma

or the myth or what have you. So the expression does not need to be a conscious

expression, where I subscribe to the tenets of a church or belong to some religious

organization or consider myself "religious" in the current or common sense of the word,

it can be in a thousand other, different, ways. If I were to say that the prostitutes
will precede you into the Kingdom, 1 would be saying something of this sort. They are

not an "approved" expression of religious life, but it seems they take a certain pre-

cedence — at least in the Christian Kingdom. So that is my answer to your second query

Your third question asks whether there are — let me use the

wrong word, just to be clear — specialists, whether there are "mad" people as in the

reading about the kesin, people who are as we would soy in India "God-intoxicated".

I would say yes, without a doubt. There are people whose lives are geared, centered

in this dimension (and using the pejorative word "specialist" underscores the difficulties

you may have in accepting what I am trying to soy). JKere^re people whose main

concern, main vocation, main calling is to succeed in/' .
the two other factors of

your neatly hierarchized question together, so that the unconscious, unformulated,

unarticulated expression — your first level, which is necessary for everything — and

the second, the conscious expression, becomes really incarnated in you as an insti-

tution. And the "you" can be in the singular or the plural. And that is what would

be considered monasticism strictu sensu. Jbis implies a certain type of institution,
•* wliich is where Ijwould likt!_iu _LUii^u«i thejnsJ;itutipji /
f a living organism àncTnòf ñec'éssdmy dn orgdhrzdtròh.

I said that 'specialist' is a wrong word, and it is. We cannot

speculate about very special vocation. We cannot institutionalize them. It would

destroy them by obliging them to become 'normal', 'ordinary','common' . But they

exist. You are bound to admire some sadhus, but you are not supposed to imitate them.

Woe to them if they become conscious of being models for admiration; nevertheless the

ideal of the perfect traditional monk is oftentimes more like an ikon to wonder at than

an image to imitate.

SPEAKER;

About the question of the sacred and the profane: In the Old Testament teaching

it is sinful to disregard the division between the sacred and the profane. It is sinful to

violate the Sabbath, it is sinful to violate the temple, it is sinful to violate marriage.

The separation between these things and many other things — some profane, some

sacred — is very basic and fundamental to the Old Testament. And some of what you

are saying seems to be that it is sinful to separate the sacred and the profane. And
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in that case, I think that there is a collision involved there.

PANIKKAR:

Well, I have not used the word "sinful" at all. I would abide by your

exegesis of the Old Testament. I would not perhaps understand myself to be saying
that it is sinful to maintain separation.

But I remember a young rabbi of Nazareth who violated the

Sabbath in the most outrageous way ~ which, according to the text cost him

his life. So, 1 may not be on the best of terms with the Old Testament, but I may

perhaps have another Testament in my favour. So, I am not in such bad company...

I would not like to say that keeping sacred and profane
separate is sinful, because I would uphold the distinction between the sacred and

the profane. I would ¡ust not identify it with the distinction between the secular and

the sacred. Indeed, as I am going to say tomorrow, the priority of the sacred consti-

tutes the final thread in the sutra of monasticism.

ED BEDNAR;

Father Panikkar, could you begin the morning's program?

PANIKKAR:

I am trying to do the impossible, but that is obviously the only thing
worth trying. So we shall continue with our sutras.

6.- Transhistorical Consciousness Above the Historical Task .

GLOSS:

Although the avatars of monasticism on this earth have contributed substantially
to the history of their people, the monk, as such, lives primarily in an a-historical

compass. The concepts that we forge of the absolute or of reality certainly fall under

the historicity of the human being, but the monastic invariant does not lie in such

notions. Rather, we find it in the yearning for total unification which can never be

content with the distensions inherent in historical, temporal events. Time is always
fragmentary and the monk would like to embrace all the three times together. Yet

history does not allow it. There is no event complete in itself; it must always have an

antecedent and a sequel. Peace does not exist in history because history must always
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advance, and peace also means repose and quiet. However, there exists in us a

consciousness that is not exhausted by historicity. We can call it mystical, supernatural,
intuition, wisdom, onubhava, projña, |ñ5na, dhyôno, samadhi, love or whatever we

wish, but there is something besides history to which the monk bears witness.

We have here again the principle of simplicity at work.

Not only is time threefold, but also history is manifold and polyvalent. The monastic

urge is to transcend such multiplicity. The problem is how.

COMMENTARY:

While the Rules of the Masters hove dwelt on the eternal, perennial,
nirvônic, in a word, on the suprahistorical, the Canon of the Disciple emphasizes a

transhistórica I awareness of Reality. The former attitude permited the monk to place
himself above the disputes of Men. He was a valid eschoto lógica I symbol for all those

who believed, in some form or another, in eschatology. But this attitude loses its

symbolic force the moment its power is not recognized. A symbol is always a symbol
for someone, but the symbol is at one and the same time trans-subiective and trans-

objective; its (subjective) interpretation is as necessary as its (objective) position. A

symbol ceases to be a symbol if it is not recognized as such.

The trans-historical consciousness that dawns to the minds of

contemporary Men, although it could already be found in a certain kind of mysticism

throughout the ages and across the continents, recognizes no kingdom 'above' or

'beyond' this world, but rather it discovers a more hidden dimension of reality which

in a certain manner transcends history and yet remains still immanent to it. This is

the experience of tempiternity which is not a more or less perfect temporality nor an

eternity impervious to the temporal, but the perfect and thus hierarchic integration of

apparently two factors (time and eternity) of the one single tempiternity. Solvation,

mokso, nirvana, and other expressions of the ultimate end of human life are no longer

projected into a future that has been somewhat purified or perfected, but are discovered

in the very fullness that we are capable of experiencing in time and not "later". This

awareness discovers in and through the temporal the tempi tema I nucleus of the

fullness of our being — or however we would like to describe this reality.

The consequences for a contemporary spirituality are incal-

culable. It is not a question here of projecting into a linear future what was formulated

in a vertical future, as has often been attempted by a certain kind of dialectical

materialism . Nor\it|1s '>a matter of merely interpreting the vertical existence of the

other life with new cosmological and/or metaphysical parameters. Rather, the problem
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líes in experiencing this other dimension in this some everyday reality which normally

presents itself to us as spacio-temporal. Human salvation will then be the realization

of the greatest fullness and happiness of which we are capable 'while' we are living,

although transcending, mere temporal duration. It will be the experience of the Life in

life, if we can be permitted to express it by thus paraphrasing the prophet of Israel.

The monk will try to live this reality and his life will remind others that the meaning

of life is not so much in anxiously striving to obtain what we do not have, but in

being intensely concentrated in order to discover and even conquer that which we are.

it is not the historical victory, whether of the individual or the collectivity which

matters but personal (and thus also communal) happiness, the re-velation that strips us

of the veil of inauthenticity so that we can enjoy the reality of that which, thus

appearing, is. Here the christian symbol par excellence is the transfiguration. The

apostles see, feel, and speak a Christ reality in time and space which nonetheless has

transcended that sphere. Not only is the post with Elias and Moses present, but also

the future, since the one they have before them is not the historic" Jesus but the

resurrected Christ, and in fact they speak about the forthcoming events.

The buddhist symbol manifesting the same intuition is the

buddha-nature of all things which needs only to be discovered as such. The mahâyônic

tradition will express it saying that samsara is nirvana and nirvana , samsara. Vedantic

hinduism will emphasize that we are already brahman , even though we foil to see it.

And jainism together with gnosticism will tell us that the 5tman and the real are

simply buried or enclosed in karmon and matter and one needs only to be freed of them.

Cosmologies, anthropologies, and theology very and are often

incompatible; but the deep intuition goes always in the same direction. In modem

parlance: history is not the sole dimension of the human nor even the central dimension

of reality. And nonetheless it is not o matter of denying the reality of history or of

temporal events, as some of the traditions mentioned have done. Nor it is a question,

and here is the relative novelty of our times, of superimposing on temporal reality
a second atemporal, super-spacioI, etemal story and relegating to this above or beyond

the ultimate meaning of life. Rather it requires that we open ourselves to the

— taboric, if you wish — revelation that reality is non-dualistic, trinitarian, and

simple but with a simplcity that is at the same time multifaceted and whose interpene-

tration —<ri.j"--is not always given to our experience.

Perhaps the lesson of the lost six thousand years of human

historical consciousness begins to convince us that history leads inevitably to war.
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Perhaps the monk is the harbinger, on an effective sociological plane, of the awareness

that we cannot be reduced to merely historical beings without thereby more or less

schizophrenicolly dividing our existences between a world here below and a kingdom
above and beyond.

Transhistorical consciousness confers on the monk cn irreplo-
ceoble calling in the realm of the secular, as we shall later describe. It is not only a

matter of underlining personal and intimate values, transcendental values, the 'peace of

soul' of the traditional language. Trans-historical consciousness summons the monk to cul-

tivote that hidden core of human being which makes that this being is not less but more

than mere historical being. May be that humankind is beginning to become aware that it is

on the threshold of a new and radical mutation; that of ceasing to be on animal species
with an historical consciousness, understanding historicity as something more than just the

remembrance of the post, as an intellectual memory which enables Man to accumulate his

past, to relive it, to assimilate it in spirit in order to enrich his present. Perhaps the his-

torical epoch and not merely an historical period is coming to on end: the atomic catas-

trophe is in the long run inevitable, the ecological deterioration inescaple and the

violent explosion of the present paneconomic and technological system is very probable.
After the catastrophe, the human being will not live looking forward towards the future,

it will no longer experience time as the western world mainly experiences it, that is, as

a succession of more or less homogeneous and therefore quantifiable temporal fragments
but as a new and instantaneous creation with no other guarantee than the immediate expe-

rience of the transtemporal moment. The dimension of interiorization which is characteris-

tic of monastic spirituality is here translated as a conscious breaking open of the temporal
shell of existence in order to savor its tempitemal kernel, not only at the individual level

but at the level of the entire mankind. It is not necessary to subscribe to millenorion,

eschotological, joochimist, teilhardian, durobindion, messianic or evolutionist theories

of any type to accept what I want to point out here, although all of them can be seen as

concrete insights into the fact that the present day human species is not the end of the

whole creation nor the completion of the actuality of what human being carries in its

womb. Monasteries would then be the 'high places' of this transformational alchemy
of man on his ascending way toward a cosmotheandric reality which surrounds him, which

he himself is, although it surpasses him,

Transhistoric consciousness mokes us perceive that the

meaning of life consists in reaching the greatest happiness that each of us possibly can,

freeing us in this way from the desire for happiness where it cannot be found. Salvation,

says an immense ma¡ority of religious traditions, consists in joy, beatitudo , ,

ônando, sukho, nirvana, heaven, etc. The fact that this happiness was not seen fulfilled
__ —^ I

in the lives of the majority of mortals during this life and the fact (or because of it) of a

certain cosmological interpretation of time and space, has deferred and transplanted hap-

piness to another otherwordly sphere. It is for this reason too that the majority of trodi-

tions believe that
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it is only a very few who are saved: Very few reach happiness and peace in this life.

The rest are either miscarriages that do not carry through to the true life (and this fai-

lure is hell) or else they must return to recommence the cycle of inauthentic existence

with the hope of someday freeing themselves from it — or even without such hope, as

with the jain abhavyatva or the calvinist predestination. And in this non-dualistic

conception equally few are those who reach this fullness compared to those who might

otherwise have reached it had circumstances been more favorable — thus the religious

importance, although never ultimate and definitive, of sociological structures. The

monk is precisely the one who witnesses that we can still reach the peace and ¡oy of
' bidonvi I le'

our plenitude even in a filthy favella ('suburbio')/òr a concentration camp: we can

reach our salvation.

7.- The Fullness of the Person Over the Individual

GLOSS:

By individual I understand that which results from the expedient of cutting a

sizeable and useful part of the human being. An individual is the result of a prag-

matic cut of a certain number of diverse constitutive relationships of the human being

in order to create a practical subject of operations. The individual is an abstraction/^

in the precise sense of the word: all that would make Man too complex and unmanageab

is abstracted from the human being. An individual is a manegeable entity of clear-cut

boundaries, it ^^identifiable piece standing isolated on its own. it responds to an

'identification card' (miscalled 'identity') and supports a social security number. The

person, on the other hand, encompasses the whole complex web of the constitutive

relationships of Man with no limits other than those which spontaneously appear in

each case. Ai i is a person only to the extent that it does not isolate itself: a Thou

is precisely required in order to be an !. And vice versa. Further, both need a

place of action conditioned by the so-called third person, even if this be a thing.

And this takes place not only in the singular but in the plural as well. The we, you

and they belong equally to the person, which has neither singular nor plural, nor

feminine, masculine or neuter. The gender of the person is the utrum. it embraces

all that we truly are because we participate in it without the obsession of private

property or exclusive possession. The person can reach to the very limits of reality;

it reaches up to where we in fact stand when the stance is authentic, that is to say

when it is the true dwelling place (estancia) of our being. La persona es, en donde

esta. The person is where there-'t-is, in its Dasein. Personality is measured precisely ]
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by the different limits in the stance of each individual. The isolated Man has no

personality; he is drowned in himself, whereas the boddhisattva or saint has a perso-

nality which reaches to the place where his action mokes itself felt because he has

put his heart even to the limits of the universe. The monastic ideal does not seek

an egoistic perfection (that is to soy, of the individual), but places the meaning of

life in the total perfection of thé person which reverberates in benefit for all of reality.

Monastic spirituality does not try to reform the world by direct action upon it, but

tends rather to reform Man with the conviction that such reform is not his egotistical

individuality but his whole person, which on the one hand reflects and on the

other transforms all of reality. Here there is a striking difference with other forms of

spirituality. The emphasis here is on the human person and not on the reform of struc-

tures social, material or even intellectual ,

Traditional monkhood had it without great difficulty because

the sense of individuality was not so developed as in more recent times. The fullness

of the person was felt to be in the sang ha, in the community, in the Body of Christ, in

the totality.
The principle of simplicity works here in a peculiar way. It

entails getting rid of the complexity of the individual in favor of the simplicity of the

person. The individual does not need to succeed or to become endowed with a great

spiritual dowry. It is all left to the free interplay between person (s). You do not need

to keep anything for 'yourself because the real self is not a private substance of your

own.

COMMENTARY;

In our times, we ore witnessing an anthropological change regarding

the awareness of the extent of the field of personal being. The new limits refer both

to those of a certain conception of the absolute and to those of the world around the

person. Monastic consciousness has been universalized, so to speak, by grounding

itself in what is specifically monastic and then placing monkhood before the historical

ties of belonging to a nation, race, or even religion. Buddhist and christian monks,

for example, seeking a shared monastic experience, will not be deterred by the fact

that they belong to different religions.

But the fundamental distinction between the traditional and

the contemporary understanding ofmcrihood consists in the surrepticious dualism of the

traditional monastic anthropology contrasted with the underlying monism of the contem-

porary conception, although in both cases they try to avoid falling in the respective
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temptations. The traditional monk is precisely a monochos, because he is not a

dipsuchos^ a being with a two-fold soul, with a double end and a double life. Between

the paramSrthika and the vyavaharika, sat and mayó, God and the World, the

temporal and eternal, nirvana and samsara, etc., the monk has chosen the first and re-

nounced the second. Or rather, in moral terms, greed, envy, worry, sin all this belongs

to the world. The monk wonts to ¡ump to the other shore where he will be free from

all this. We need only to read Buddhist and Jain Scriptures along with Christians

books to be convinced of this. To be sure, the monk is not yet on orhat, a

bodhisatva, a saint, but on the way. Now monastic spirituality in order to overcome

the dualism of the two Men, two shores, two realms will have to say that perfection

consists in realizing thot samsara is nirvana, that one has already arrived at being at
'■ ■ ' ■ V '

least potentially a comprehensor and is not a viator, that we all are a ¡ivan-

mukta and not a mumuksatva, saints, and not only aspirants who still lives in con-

fusion and distortion; that the union with God who is all in all, is the destiny of

everybody. But this perfection is only at the end of the path, of the sodhana . Monas-

tic perfection is reached by living with one's face turned towards the absolute and

turning one's back on the relative, 'seeking God', concentration on the one, the

ekam, with a single intention in one's heart and mind, ekagrata, without any kind

of compromise. Liberation, moksa is all that matters. Everything that divides
> /

•

OCjU, ¿p ^J(X,y oí ; the world, woman (for the mole and male for the female),

passions, pleasures and especially one's fellow Men is scrupulously avoided. One must

live free from all cares and worries, stripped of and unattached to all that is earthly,

contingent-and perishable. Personhood is forged only in contact with the Absolute.

God alone suffices ("Sólo Dios basto"), kaivalya.

The fundamental category in classical monastic spirituality

was obedience. Through obedience the monk attained his perfection, and by it the

bikkhu forged his destiny and the muni achieved his goal. Fidelity to the path,

the dharma, the rule, the ideal came to be symbolized in and through obedience, the

ob-audire: knowing how to listen to the mysterious and ultimate voice embodied in

the Too, the dharma, the sastras o r the will of the guru, the abbot, the father. The

objectivity of what is commanded matters only in port. What is important is the sub-

jectivity, and from this point of view it amounts to the same whether watering a dry

stick or caring for a sick person. What matters is the intention. What is important is

the subjectivity that is expressed in fidelity to the master, the only thing that will

help us free ourselves from ourselves and leap to the other side of the barrier, since

the will itself is the ultimate refuge of ahaihkara, egoism abhitfiônc^ of the more

or less proud vanity of individual value. This is not pure irrationality; the monk

should see that he must obey, that is, discover the power within the command that
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evokes obedience (the 'obedíentality'); but he does not need to see the intel-

ligibility of what is commanded. All the vows, vrôtas^ can be reduced to this

fidelity above all, where objective judgement is transferred to the superior and

we are left with the inalienable subjective insight of our willingness to obey because

we are convinced of the obedience due to the rule, 'the will of God', the dharmo,

the Absolute, the very voice within us whose echo con only be discerned when

we hear it from the lips of the master, 5c5rya, or whatever we may call him or it.

That this obedience must be interiorized, that it is not true obedience unless it

is from the heart and without any willfulness are obvious stages that must be reached

in the ascent of the mountain of perfection "until the morning light downs in our

hearts. "

The winds of contemporary spirituality may come

from the some Source; God, VSyu, Pneumo, but seem to blow in the opposite

direction. They seek the some perfection and plenitude of the person, but this is

not seen so much in traditional isolation or autorcheio or self-sufficiency as in the

realization of the person through the cultivation of the bonds that unite it to the

fathomless riches of creation. The monk does not want to be a Man set apart, but

one integrated into the whole. Perfection is seen not in the immolation of the

person on the altar of obedience in order to arrive at oí Ô "blessed

indifference", as in the possibility of actualizing the sleeping potentialities of our

being.
The new winds are being felt in three almost

antagonistic directions, although at heart they are perhaps complementary: corpo-

rality, intimate personal relations, and political awareness. The famous plotion

saying of living alone with the Alone does not strike a chord with the modern monk

who does not envision the monachos as a solitary but as a unified being. But then

this unification is certainly not individualistic. It can only be realized if we assume

the fullness of our being, unify our divided existence and integrate our life in the

destiny of the community. Or, in other words, the body, sex and politics belongs

to the perfection of the human person. Let us try to describe these winds without

attempting too quickly to direct or judge them.

Corollaries

a) Corporality:

Without reaching gnostic, angelic, or arhat-like

extremes of scorn or radical forgetfulness of the body, there seems to be common

to traditional monastic mentality, a certain neglect of the body and of corporeal
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values (the health, the beauty and the very materiality of our being, for instance).
The body is considered at best a collaboration and more generally a mere servant

whom it is necessary to treat well in order that it might serve us well; but at bottom

it is a dead weight. And if some traditions like the christian speak of the resur-

rection of the flesh it must never be forgotten that it is not yet resurrected and that

in the meantime the flesh is treacherous, or at least ambiguous. It is interesting

to observe that while the hindu monk goes as scantly clad as possible and the jain

digambara completely naked, the christian is weighed down with robes. With

exactly the opposite signs all of them want to show that they have overcome the

body, that they have no bodies because they really do not want to be their bodies.

The contemporary monk wants to be able to

say that he is also his body, that the body is not an enemy, nor even a friend or

servant, but rather is he himself; that health is an element as much physical as

psychic, and that the soul depends as much on the mind as the mind on the soul, if

one were to use such dualistic language. A Man is not ¡ust a body; but he is his

body and without the body there is no Man. Yoga is a word whose meaning has

expanded significantly. It no longer means the ascetic "yoke" which keeps the

body docile to the rule of the spirit, but the integration of the two in a harmonious

union. The monachos is one not through his soul or spirit but because he aspires
to succeed in realizing the union that exists between the diverse elements of his

very being. The present day monk understands what etymology merely suggests,

the meditation has to do with medicine (medere), salvation, with health (sa I us)

and freedom (soterio^ and the two together with sarram , the totality, being

whole. And if it is true that the monastic ideal tries to go beyond humanism, this

is not so in order to take refuge in some non-humcn angelicism or in some disincar-

note and thus inhuman 'spirituality', but rather in order to achieve a human fullness

from which no truly human value be missing. Asceticism is no longer so much the

mortification of the flesh as the vivification of the body so that it too might parti-

cipate in the destiny of the person.

There is no doubt that the monastic viveka,
sobrietas, and discretio prevented many abuses, but the ascetic exploits of

monks east and west are well documented.

The practical question today is how to integrate

corporality into the monastic ideal. It is much more than body awareness and care

of the material needs. This existed already in the old monkhood.
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The Canon of the Disciple cannot give now a set of rules,

but only express a felt need and direct our attention. If it is true that we are -

also-our bodies and not only have them the consequences are revolutionary.

b) Sexuality;

With no need to emphasize those noxious and all too prevalent
extremes that have appeared throughout the history of humanity, traditional monas-

tic mentality has always defended that "entre santa y santo, pared de cal y canto"

(between a holy male and a holy female, a strong firm wall), that is to say, that

human perfection has to sublimate in a single individual the androgynous núture of

the human being. In most coses monastic spirituality is simpler and does not worry

about the androgynous character of the person. It tells us that this life is provisional
and fleeting and thus that perfection as it is experienced on this plane is not the

perfection to which we ore finally called. So it does not matter much if the human

being does not reach fulfilment in this field. In the other true world there is

neither male nor female, nor any kind of giving or taking in marriage. Celibacy,

brahmacarya, and the renunciation of family were all seen as essential to traditional

monasticism, in spite of a few notable exceptions such as the tibeton nygma-pa.

Eschatological perfection has no sex; the monastic form treats Man as an asexual

being. If sexuality does make itself felt, then one must simply overcome it by igno-

ring it. And if this exacts a price, we are told that it is a fruitful sacrifice, one

which places us on a higher plane than the merely biological. This is even the

standard by which one con measure the authenticity of a particular monastic calling.

Contemporary monastic spirituality tries with

various degrees of success to reçovèr the sacred sense of sex and the positive function

of human sexuality. This function reveals itself when we find ourselves confronted

with our own limitations and realize that we need an exogenous complement and not

simply an endogenous supplement. We seem to need somebody else and not just

something else. We feel the need for intimacy, interchange, friendship and love,

not as distractions from the one needful thing, but first as a spur and inducement and

finally as a culmination. The word which in this context has transcended the boun-

deries of a single religion and culture to enrich others is tantra, that form of

spirituality that could be translated as sacramentarían and which suggests that the

path to perfection passes not only through the correct practice of all creature, but

also through the mutual compenetration of human beings. The issues here are bum-

ing and once raised cannot be ignored. To be sure, sex here should not be reduced

to the merely genital, nor even solely to the exclusively physical. Sex is the very
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sign of differentiation of the human being ¡ust as in biology it is the cause of

the differentiation between individuals and even species.

The human person is, to varying degrees, the

harmonious conjugation of all thq^^ersonal pronouns. The strong monastic emphasis
on the 'we' made the relation/^he 'thou ' less urgent; and the filial-paternal rela-

Hon with the guru or abbot, diminished the importance of any other intimacy between

two people. Moreover, being heedless of the body could permit a certain personal

intimacy between two brothers or sisters without sexuality apparently becoming on

issue — the well-known warning against "particular friendships" and the ingenuity

shown in averting pairs in the mahts, viharas, and monasteries, not withstanding.

But the problem becomes acute when the divine 'thou ', the bridegroom Jesus, the

Krsno of the gopis, etc., is demythicized and deanthropomorphized. What F.

Ebner has called the Dulosigkeit, the deprivation of the 'thou' necessary for the

realization of on 'I', is being felt more and more dramatically. Modem forms of

spirituality which do not want to break with tradition thus emphasize the 'you' : the

opostolate, the mission to accomplish, service to others, extemol activity, in short.

This work, called 'mission', 'opostolate' and the like becomes then the surrogate for

a living thou. We hear often the exclamation; "1 am not married because I have

no time (for it)". But experience shows that the 'work' with the complexity of the

modem world very rapidly bureaucratizes and is converted into an it.

All of the pronouns must be declined for personal

fulfillment, but the contemporary monk suffers from the debilitating lack of the

'thou'. The'thou' is the friend, the beloved. The 'thou' is that one who best

enhances the dimension of intimacy, caring, delicacy, attention and finally, love

in human life. The nygma-pa sect of tibeton buddhism, the most ancient as its

very name indicates, recognizes and has married monks without even requiring that

the spouse also bebngs to the monastery. But the lama with his red cap was perhaps
more married to the plot of ground he worked and the community with whom he lived

than to his wife. Perhaps marriage is not the real issue but rather frienship. The

tantra must be intemalized, it is not concupiscence that we are dealing with here;

but the sakti cannot be onself.

The problem is paramount. The perfection of the

human being is at stake. The Canon of the Disciple cannot go further; but it con

still add a methodological proviso and insert an excursus.

The methodological question is the following:

We need a new anthropology to deal with this question. Now, on the one hand,

we cannot stick to the old customs just because they were good and yielded good
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results (îf this is the case); we have to find convincing reasons to fit our under-

standing of the human being. Man is not made for the Sabbath. On the other hand,

we cannot defend a new anthropology, based on recent discoveries, and throw

overboard centuries and millennia of human praxis. Human problems are not ¡ust

mathematical puzzles which can be solved theoretically. They need the marriage

between theory and praxis and this may be one of the tasks incumbent on the present-

day monks.

The excursus will be just a footnote regarding

the problem of celibacy, which is not the some as what we have been speaking

about, though that is very often the way in which the issue is put. The problem of

celibacy does not directly have to do with the question of the sexual.

To justify celibacy a priori implies that we

have a convincing anthropology which tells us that virginity is a higher human status,

or family life a burden for human fulfilmente or a spouse a bondage, or individual

androgyny a valid human option, etc. We can also adduce historical reasons as

the shortness of time, before eschotology, or cosmological arguments like celibacy

being at the very end of a karmotic line so that there will be no longer children of

that person to perpetuate karma, or theological ones as divine marriage and the like.

I may even venture an as^rological reason which shows that for the hero of the just

begun Aquarian period the biological family has no place. We could multiply this

list, but all is reduced to accepting one particular view as powerful enough to jus-

tify the praxis of celibate life.

The Disciple's stand here, in our times of crisis,

may be closer to having convincing power, because it is at least humbler. It is not

on explanation, but a justification a posteriori,

It is a fact that celibacy is a wide-spread
human institution, mostly linked to monkhood. It is equally another fact that

there are today —and here — many celibates who voluntarily choose celibacy
even if today many of the reasons ore open to be contested. The argument a poste-

riori would then say; "and so what? You did it in good faith and it is not a bod

thing in itself, even if it may not appear as the ideal. It may be worst to break it

now and you may not know how to do it without causing real harm to yourself and

those around you. Celibacy does not need to be a superior form of spiritual life^

nor to hove any theoretical justification. There is no reason to dispair if I am bold.

We may even find the many advantages of celibacy, positively accepted, like a not

very fine-looking young girl has to countereffect with sympathy and intelligence
the long nose that she has. Thanks to it she has developed many other more importonl

virtues.
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This is not an invitation to sheer passivity or a neglect
of mystical reasons. It is a call to real prudence and respect for the praxis.

c) Political Awareness;

If in traditional monastic s^ri^ajj^ Çhe human person

is realized through contact with the Absolute and isolation froni\/Man, this separation

signified in the enclosure seems to hove acquired a negative character in contempo-

rary consciousness. If we are political animals then the contemporary monk seems

unable to believe that he can attain his human fullness without cultivating the poli-
tical dimension. Obviously we are not referring to mere party 'politics' with its

partisan squabbles or to arguments over the technical methods for achieving some

preconceived ends; but rather to the wellbeing of the polis as the symbol of human

community, and to a participation in the problems of our fellow beings allowing us

to realize the importance of the very structures of human conviviality.

Undoubtedly the monastic praxis has not always
been consistent with its theory. History shows us monks. East and West, ancient and

modem, involved in the affairs of the local communities and often detecting poli-
tical power. But either it was simply accepted and tolerated although not in accor-

dance with the acknowledged monastic spirit, or it was justified as belonging to a

supra-political realm, be the 'Kingdom of God', be the 'solvation of the people'.

At any rate the modem monk still wants to be

solitary but he will not tolerate being isolated. And as he has perceived all too

well the functioning of second causes, he cannot be contented with a union with

the first cause that prevents him from contributing directly to the life of the communi-

ty of which he feels himself to be an integral part. "God has left the world to the

quarrels of Men" and the monk realizes that true prayer is not an excuse for inaction

in the world but is an intervention in the dispute itself.

When cultures and religions live without conflict

within a single myth there are values that are respected without argument and at-

titudes that are accepted without debate. In such cases where monasticism enjoys

such recognition the monk can remain outside and above political and temporal

quarrels because he is granted by the whole community a superior sphere. The recog-

nition and acceptance of his renunciation by the community confers on him the power

and influence that he himself has renounced. The monk is not a marginal being,

although he might hove gone to the fringes of society. But in the contemporary

world, if the monk renounces the world, the world also has renounced him and can ge

along quite well without him. And it seems certain that this attitude begins to prevoi
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in parts of Africa and Asia as well where the renouncing ascetic is beginning to

feel alienated due to the passive ostracism of society. He con no longer threaten

to hold back the rain if the people do not believe in him — or if they have a reser-

voir close at hand.

In the modem political situation there is no

neutral ground and taking refuge in the so-called supematural plane represents a

decision of a political nature, generally in favor of the status quo. The buddhist

monks in Vietnam, the Christian monks in Latin America could be adduced here

as examples. This awareness throws the modem monk into the strife of everyday
life — perhaps to witness to non-violent means, or perhaps to the relativity of

our ends and goals themselves, perhaps simply to elevate the level of the dispute,
but without being able to claim a sphere of privilege or a recognized superiority
that would permit him to act as the final recourse. And if he were to consciously
attempt to reserve this function for himself he would commit the greatest of hypo-
crisies. The monk does not offer his services if others do not ask for them. The

monk does not enter into the gome of a competitive society. Moreover, the human

situation is so complex that we cannot even hope to find among those very men and

women consecrated to a monastic life unanimity conceming the question of politics.
The person is forged in the crucible of those very contentions between human beings.
The world is left in the hands of the strongest and to the same destiny as human strife

itself. Or as the arabic refrain says; "the world is God, isjbut the Merciful One

has rented it to the most corageous". We cannot aspire to the Kingdom of God with-

out seeking first his justice, but this is no longer mere supematural righteousness,
it is also a political problem that cannot be side stepped. Put another way, the

great religious problems of humanity today all have a political face: Hunger, Peace,
Freedom, Justice, Happiness.

Summation :

The ultimate reason for this triple change is simple. We will see

it more clearly in Canon VII, but we can, perhaps, anticipate ourselves somewhat

here. The classic monastic attitude comes to us saying that true human perfection is

transcendent and is situated in the beyond, in such a way that all desire to obtain

it here below is a childish illusion that cannot distinguish between the temporal and

the eternal. We shoul d not dream of realizing happiness and perfection in this

'valley of tears'., in this realm of duhkha, of suffering and pain. Monks should not

worry about being apollonian models of beauty, socràtic exampjes of wisdom, renais-

sanee paradigms of global knowledge, orolympic athletes of physical prowess. They
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have renounced all that because their perfection is in heaven, in the nirvana

or in a transcendent moksa .

The monk is available for any service because

he does not look for his perfection in this earth. "What does it matter if you ruin

your health, or fail to study sociology, or live a few years less if in so doing you

gain the kingdom of heaven, attain enlightenment?

The contemporary mentality rebels against this at-

titude. The contemporary monk does not wont to palliate his thirst for the infinite,
but he resists believing that the path to human and even divine perfection must pass

through the immolation and deprecation of human values or even simply that it lies

above them. He does not renounce the transcendent but he does not want to be

separated from the immanent.

This does not discard all the virtues implied
in Canon I; penthos, tyôga, compunctio, penitence and especially the purification
of the heart. But the new monk would like to go beyond what he often considers

only the first step towards sanctity: the stripping off, the negation. He would

like to go beyond the mentality of the novice and the fervor of the junior in order

to reach a more balanced and mature second level — all the dangers of lukwarmness

notwi thstanding.

The problems remains distressingly unresolved

since there does not yet exist an adequate formulation, let alone an experience
which would encourage and ground such optimism. The non-duolistic solution that

timidly emerges from these pages is very far from possessing the patina of a multi-

secular experience or the seal of a.sufficiently generalized acceptance. The Canon

of the Disciple is not a substitute for the Rule of the Master, but tries only to raise

a voice for a fruitful dialogue

8.- The Primacy of the Holy.

GLOSS:

Reality is complex and so is human existence. The unification toward which

the monk strives is effected under the aegis of the holy. The monk is not like the

priest, the dispenser of the sacred mysteries; nor like the prophet, the conscience

of the community; nor like the sage, the receptacle of liberating knowledge.
Neither is he like the scientist, the expert, who understands how things function;
nor like the artist who shapes the invisible realities into sensible forms; nor like
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the worker who carries out all the labor necessary for the accomplishment of all

these things. The monk endeavors to attain unqualified holiness. He strives for

holiness. He is in quest for God if God is the holy, he strives for the Absolute.
The monk does not need God, but he needs Hsiiness. The buddhist and ¡ain monks

do not have God as a supreme Being, a Creator,and their search for absolute truth
is in no way less intense than in the theistic cases.

Many people besides the monk will try to become holy; but

they will do it in and through something else: marriage, art, work, good actions

and what not. Monkhood stands for the quest of ab-solute holiness, i.e. of holiness
in itself, unrelated to anything else (ab-solute) in as far as it is possible. The holy
is neither the sacred nor the profane. The profane is everything that is celebrated
outside the temple. The sacred is the realm of the temple. It is the domain of the

priest and not of the monk. The somnyasin does not perform any rite at all.

Many christian monks went into solitude without priest and sacraments. The hermit
does not leave his cave to go to the festivity in the temple. "Quid facis in turba

qui solus es?" says Jerome (What do you do among the crowd you who are a soli-

tory?).

The sacred stands in relation to the profane; the holy is the
center of everything and every activity; the center that can remain immobile while

everything else turns about it, the center which remains equidistant from everything
that circles round it, which is precisely what constitutes it as center. The center

is equidistant and thus the equanimity, sobriety and indifference of the monk. But

the center is also separated, segregated, apart from everything else. This is one of

the meanings of the word sanctity and historians of religions link it with the meaning
and function of tabu. The monk is-set apart, he severes his links with society. Monk-

hood is a dimension of human life but does not exhaust it. The monk wonts to realize

the integration of his person by choosing the "better part" but in no way does he
claim to hove a monopoly on human perfection. Reality is not the center alone.
The sphere could not be without its center, but the two should not be identified or

confused. Monkhood is only a part, and it is only the whole of humanity which

can reach that plenitude to which all human beings aspire. The plenitude is

communal, and ultimately the anthropocosmic.

COMMENTARY: While for the classic monkhood the center of holiness is found in

the transcendent, the eternal, the other world, the religious spirituality of our

days seems to have effected a mutation of considerable import. It may perhaps be
the most fundamental human change since the last millenia of our historical
existence: the holiness of the secular. The secular too belongs to the vary center
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of reality, although it is not the only factor which constitutes it. Expressed from

the inverse perspective: the holy is also the center~of the secular and acts at

times as a catalyst which activates a process without in the end intermixing in it.

From the preceding canons we con clearly infer

that monkhood tends towards the secular, without thereby diminishing its pursuit of

holiness. It cannot renounce the world because it does not believe it to be evil;
it cannot renounce a certain activity in the world because it believes it to be in-

dispensable. The monk does not renounce his total personal perfection being so-

tisfied in saving only a human misfit. He does not believe in on ill-structured

world that has to be cancelled in order to reach the goal of Man. He will abandon

neither time nor space because these are his dwelling place, and his dwelling,
like his body, farms part of his life, and he cannot believe that perfection consists

in alienation from the structures of the real or in an exile from this earth. And

nonetheless he claims still to move within the compass of the holy. Is this feasible?

Is it not a compromise? Is this not a naive optimism, explicable perhaps only as a

reaction of an earlier pessimism?

The mutation alluded to earlier suddenly places
the monk in the center of our times. Awareness of the secular has been growing
in tension and all too often in conflict with the holy.

Traditional religions found themselves, and still

greatly find themselves, in opposition to the secular. Today, however, we glimpse
that the movement of seculority is not necessarily directed against the holy. Secu-

larization, certainly, has been the fight against a special regimen of the sacred

which had accrued to itself privileges little less than unbearable to those outside of

it. But secularization was only a process. The crucial feature of seculority lies

somewhere else. It lies in surmounting this dichotomy between the temporal and

eternal worlds and in recognizing the ultimate and indispensable character of tem-

porolity. This soeculum is no^^¡^t, passing, provisional, unreal, a shadow or

whatever we would like to call it in order to'mollify the factor of an unjust and

violent status quo. Seculority represents the affirmation that the body, the material

and all temporal values in general are definitive and insuperable although not

exclusive or complete. They ore found along side of other values which also make

up the warp and woof of the real and the human.

The monk's entrance into the secular realm re-

presents a mutation of considerable religious magnitude. That the world is not evil,
that it is legitimate to become involved in temporal affairs, that time has a positive
value, CBid that the religious person must occupy himself with reforming the very
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socio-polîtîco-historical structures of reality, do not today afford much difficulty.
And in fact, most of the religious movements and orders. East and West since the

sixteen century are operating on those lines. But it seems as if traditional religions
had reserved for themselves the definitive reality of another superior sphere called

the other life. And if the priest stood straddling these two worlds, the monk, surely
represented the one whose acosmic vocation placed him already on the other shore

and made of him the eschotological witness of the definitive human state.

Either the monk remains outside the secular

sphere or, if he enters into it without ceasing to be a monk, then this must signify
that the secular is also somehow definitive, ultimate and equally important as the

so-called other life. This means that the two lives cannot be separated, that the

one does not exist without the other, that the true life does not belong to another

world. It means the incarnation of the divine in the human and its impregnation
of all the structures of the material world; the descent of the real into appearances;

the eruption of the noumenon into the phenomemo; the transformation of the divine

avatar into the human. Either the monk ceases to be a monk or the secular ceases

to be profane and is integrated into the holy.

This change is of no little import because it

tells us in short that the separation between the holy and the secular is no longer
sustainable, or at the very least that temporality with all its consequences is as

holy OS that which traditionally was maintained apart from the "noise of the world"

and the servile chores of temporal affairs. But if this represents a mutation in the

conception of the holy, it equally signifies a parallel revolution in the experience
of the secular.

The secular is no longer that which is fleeting
provisional, perishable, contingent, but is rather the very clothing of the permanent,

eternal and immutable, to continue using for a moment categories that must be

superseded. The secular should not be abandoned in order to achieve the real way

a snake sheds his skin in order to continue living. Or to put it in christian terms;

the resurrection of the body is not to on everlasting life with another body and ano-

ther kind of flesh than that which we now hove, feel and are, but is rather this

very flesh that now constitutes us, as more than one Conciliar text will tell us.

In many periods of human history, in times of

emergency, monks moved by compasión and sense of duty have descended from

their 'high places' into the political arena. But once the order restored or the duty
fulfilled, the monk withdraws and regair^his secluded place. It may well be that
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the situation of the world is so desperate that this has awakened monastic cons-

cience to this new step, but the fact remains that when the buddhist, christian,
hindu or ¡aina monks today enter into the struggle for a more just world they do not

do it as something alien to them. It entirely behooves them to enter into the

territory of the secular world. They will no longer accept being shut off from full

participation in the true human reality. [ There is no'othei' life, even though
the existence lead by the majority of humans does not often reach the minimum

standard of what could be called truly living the only^Tife that exists. And this is

precisely hell. It is with the redemption of this life and not any other that we are

dealing, as the doctrine of the resurrection of the flesh will tell christians or as

the vedantic intuition will show hindus, and the teachings of Gautama, buddhists.

But this life must be won, and as the majority of religions emphasize, this true life

is hidden in our present everyday existence. It is necessary to'believe' in it, or

'to know how to' or 'be able' to penetrate it, discover it, realize it. Salvation

is within the reach of the hand; it is near by and even within us, but we are

in need of a revelation, a word, a redeemer, a gift of grace, a personal effort,
a spontaneous decision, a teaching, a guru or of the very best that is in us in order

to attain it.]

The monk bears witness to the primacy of the

holy discovering its hidden nucleus in the very material structures of reality and

in the very yearnings and strivings of humankind. The classic buddhist conception
of the momentariness of existence or the equally traditional christian one of the

continuing creation, on a par with the hindu concept of the simultaneous work of

the trimurti could all perhaps serve to express the human experience of the unity
of each and every moment of existence, the incommensurable importance of all

that is, the irreducibility of every being. Things and events are not mere means

for some other thing. It is precisely this which comprises the alienation of

human beings: the race toward an end which does not exist, the temporal anxiety
for a future which will never arrive. And if the danger of former times consisted

in having bound oneself to being exalted in a vertical future, the modem tempta-
tion lies in wanting to throw oneself headlong into a horizontal future. Neither

future will arrive. The activity of building a better world is not a mere technique,
but the very art of the present. Authentic work is not a means for an end, but a basic

form of human creativity. [Anything else is slavery and vhen the machines imposes
its conditions on human productivity, it dehumanizes and condemns it. Modem

technological society cries out to be redeemed from the enslavement into which it
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has fallen. The contemporary monk withdraws from that society, not to abandon

it to its slavery, but to incarnate the authentically human which ends up being the

mast divine.]

The secular function of the monk in the modem

world could perhaps be described in the following manner:

There are four sociological

groups of great importance in society: 1) Church or religious groups; 2) Academia

or teaching and research institutions; 3) Govemment and military; 4) Industry and

commerce. These are as valid in an agricultural civilization as in the emerging

techniculture (word which would signify the positive and civilizing aspect of a

technified world). Strictly speaking, the monk belongs to none of these four

groups. He is neither priest, nor intellectual, nor public officer, nor producer.
A great number of traditional societies admit a fifth state: 5) that of the person who

has abandoned the world, the monk, the sannyôsin, the renouncer, the one who

has renounced all the rules of the game of human intercourse, has leapt over the

wall and yet remaining as a symbol for the rest of mortals of the provisionality
of all human enterprises, in his own eyes, the monk is one separated, set apart,

but in people's consciousness he is holy and thus by no means a marginal or peripheral
being. The monk rests in the very center of society and when they are faced with

what appear to be technically insoluble problems the people approach their saints,

monks, hermits and ascetics.

Since time immemorial there seems to exist

more or less underground a sixth group as well, 6) that of the guerrilla, or of the

so-called counter culture, or of the dissident or revolutionary, those who are not

content with reforming the structures of society or simply rotating the seats of

power, by just turning the tables, but who strive to radically change the whole

system. Now these voluntary marginal 'citizens' are, however, to a large extent

dependents of the anti-system, that is, in the final analysis, dependents of the

very system they claim to combat. In opposing the system dialecticolly one has

no choice but to accept the rules of the game that the system defines, even though

it may be with the aim of overthrowing it. The contemporary monk may well belong
to this group,' but with one fundamental difference: he has as far as possible elimi-

noted the negative factor of simple opposition to the system in order first to take

a positive stance of the greatest possible independence in regard to the system and

then to actualize in his life and experience a radical alternative to that system.

The esoteric movements belong also mostly to this group. Now many of the already

existing groups of men and women who strive today to realize this new style of life

or who dedicate themselves to studying and formulating its basis, are authentic
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successors to traditional monasticism — imperfect and provisional as these first

essays may be.

There is still a seventh group: 7) the true

marginals^ those without a voice, without means of subsistence, those exploited

by all the others. The monk establishes also a singular relation with the wretched

of the earth, but in this case as well, there is a basic difference: while the genui-

nely destitute have a vague consciousness of their own marginal status, the monk

preserves the traditional belief of seeing himself to be at the very center of reality.

Authentic non-violence is something more than

a mere means for obtaining what is sought; it is an end in itself, because it is a

form of life that believes ultimately in the harmonious structure of reality. Without

this faith in the radical goodness of existence, non-violence is not only impossible
but ceases to be non-violent and contradicts itself. If evil is found on the some

ontological level as good then it is not enough to oppose it non-violently; it is

not sufficient simply to not collaborate in it with the confidence that it will thus

bum itself out and the basic harmony of the universe be re-established. No, in

this cose, it must be eradicated, pulled out by the roots without any sentimental

consideration conceming the uprooting of good grain growing together with it in

the same soil. Non-violence has meaning only in a non-duolistic conception of

reality. The monk's entrance into the secular world, his witness conceming both

the means and ends of our human struggle continue to be on expression of his voca-

tion to an unqualified holiness. (You may well read unilateral disarmament).

9.- The Ontological Memory of the Ultimate and the Psychological
Presence of its Gate;

GLOSS: This combination of a psychological
factor and an ontological reality belongs most especially to the archetype of the

monk. It is not an ontological presence. It is simply a given fact. To ponder
over the Ultimate may be the mark of the philosopher, but the monk as such is not

a philosopher, and is even rather suspicious of a certain predominance of mind and

thought in Man's I ife . This sutra speaks of an ontological fact brought constan-

tly to one's memory, i.e. a psychological calling to mind of the ontological fact

of the reality of the Ultimate.

Nor is it a psychological remembrance of the

Gate unto the Ultimate. This remembrance is the lot of almost any human being,
at one time or another. It is rather the ontologization of this psychological fact.
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i.e. the remembrance is to some extent considered on ontologicol given. In so

many words, ontology is psychologized and psychology ontologized. Ontology
is brought to rrind, and Psychology is given an ontological weight. The ontolo-

gical fact of (the existence of) the Ultimate is converted into the psychological
center of the monk's life; and the psychological fact of the convenience and use-

fulness of such a remembrance becomes the ontological pivot of the monastic way

of life. Let me explain this a little more clearly.

The Ultimate has many names... the Absolute,

God, Brahman, Nirvana, Nothingness, Absolute Future, Justice, etc. The

Gate has also had many expressions, the most important of them all being Death,
but it can equally be called Justification, Innocence, Initiation, Love, etc.

The monk is fascinated by the Ultimate. His

or her life is geared toward it, and it is the only thing that really counts. But

this Ultimate has a Gate, and this Entrance into the Ultimate is what concentrates

all of our efforts and energies. To hove the four noble truths ever before our eyes,

to constantly recall the caducity of all things, to meditate on death day in and day

out, to see every event in our lives under the perspective of death, not to be affect-

ed by anything that passes away or has no immediate bearing on the ultimate goal
of life or nothing to do with the Gate conducive to the goal, to conserve equoni-

mity and serenity in the face of world calamities and social upheavals because they
do not belong to that ultimate level, to be free and prepared to face ultimate reality,
and similar injunctions are well-known features of monkhood.

As a matter of fact, the psychological motiva-

tion of most of the monastic vocations comes from the experience of the seriousness

of this fact, be it called death, thé transient nature of visible things, or by what-

ever name. As Brother David tells us, "it is in confrontation with death" that the

monk situates his encounter with the Ultimate Reality. Thi^'is the basic experience
which makes a man become a monk" . At any rate, the monk is carefree, serene,

non-attached, uninvolved vis-à-vis all the ripples agitating the common human

affairs of the majority of mortals because he has already squarely faced death. The

monk is something of an aristocrat. He belongs to a minority fully dedicated to that

final goal, and he may also be living such a life vicariously for everyone. He is not

selfish, but somehow on exception. Yet he relies on the existence of the others.

The whole worl^colt^pse if all were monks, and the monk himself would not be able

to survive were it not for the fact that there are non-monks around (and devotees).
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Death and Ultimate Reality are facts of human consciousness,

but the monk has a psychological relation with the Ultimate and ontologizes the

Gate. The Ultimate is there not only as the goal of existence, but also in the mind

and heart of the monk all the time. Death is not only recognized and accepted, it

is given a status of its own and allowed to dominate and condition all other human

activities. It is precisely because of this that monkhood has a tendency to be institu-

tionalized. The presence of the Ultimate and the reality of Death are too serious cm

affair to leave to freewheeling human nature or to the will of the individual. Monas-

ticism, as it were, institutionalizes the presence of Death and the reality of the Ab-

solute. The monastery is the institution where Death is present and the Ultimate

constantly remembered. It becomes a witness to and a sign of the reality of the

Absolute.

Nowhere, perhaps, is the principle of Blessed Simplicity more

evident than in this last sutra. It is the experience of the Ultimate, the reality of

God, the Other Shore or whatever that magnetizes the monk and allows him to sim-

plify his life. This would not be possible if the Gate to this Ultimate were not a

New Life, which can be put forward and symbolized in many ways (initiation, pro-

fession, diksa, etc.), but which culminates in the mystery of Death. Death is
■ ■ W

the Gate. But death kills everything. So the monk is not much concerned with

anything mortal. Death simplifies everything.

COMMENTARY;

The Modem monk is equally the 'God-intoxicated', as some people

still say today, but he would not like that this intoxication be a merely cutaneous

eruption. He fears sometimes that the constant thought of death may paralyse the

human efforts for mortal values which are nevertheless worth our effort and attention.

The modem monk is fascinated by the intuition that nirvana is sarftsSra and

sarfisara nirvana, that the talents have to yield fruit h^re on Earth as well and that

the hundredfold is also for this life, but he can equally/torn apart because his elders

tell him, and his own experience confirms, that this ideal synthesis may be unrea-

cheable and any mere compromise lethal.

In the face of the easygoing contemporary efforts at harmo-

nizing these two extremes, the monk feels inclined to underscore the traditional line,

harking back to one and only thing that Lord Buddha taught to his disciples and which

the Christian Gospel equally emphasizes. He shuns instant spiritualities and super-

ficial gratifications. But he equally senses that a certain preoccupation with death
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and the centrolity of the eschato logical may not only dehumanize him and alienate

him from his fellow beings, but also moke it all too easy. He fears spiritual selfish-

ness, in a word. He is uneasy chanting psalms while his brethren suffer or struggle

for economic or political liberation; he feels uncomfortable looking after his own

perfection while many of the urgent tasks to be done for the world require a certain

renunciation of his own good manners and virtues. He knows well the ambivalence

of all these thoughts, and also the excruciating pain of disentangling himself from

the common affairs of the world out of love and interest and hope for them.

Certainly, naked we came into this world and naked we are

going to return to Mother Earth, in spite of all Egyption and cryogenic mummifi-

cations. Certainly, the monk submits to being stripped of all inauthentic adherences

and is ready to concentrate on essentials; but is not the Ultimate linked with the

pen-ultimate and from there on to the least grain of sand? Is the Ultimate so fo-

reign and transcendent, so wholly other that it has no relation to the strivings of

Man? Undoubtedly, Death sets all our perspectives aright, but there is a double

reaction to Death. She may be seen as the End or as the Beginning. She may be

considered the final stage of all human endeavors, even if 'afterwards' there is

something else. Or she may be considered as the real birthday of authentic life.

This is the monastic attitude, and for this reason this act of dying is advanced in

the monastic profession. The monk takes in the most radical way the second birth

implied in most initiatory rites. After the monastic profession, ordination, conse-

oration... there is no more 'life as usual.'

But the modem monk feels that this Death is not only his

death or human death, but the fate of everything. He is ultimately concerned

with helping everything that exists to perform this most momentous act. This leads

to the paradox that the more ephemeral a thing is, the more interest and attention

it should suscitóte in us —so as to 'save' that little thing. The philosopher will

say that a more adequate idea of the Absolute and a better grasping of the mystery

of Death will correct all those exagérations end defects. But the monk is not so

much up to experimenting with ideas as with life, and his life seems to be caught

in the Dilemma of the Absolute and the Relative, even if he agrees that theoretical-

ly it is a false dilemma. Always we have known that to love God is to love one's

neighbor, that to seek nirvana is really to aid samsara, that sublimation of a

value represents a higher fruition of the 'renounced' value, that abandoning the

world contributes to its salvation, etc., but the monk has only one life and often

wonders how all this can be possible.
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The old masters knew well that one has to integrate Death

into Life, that you should look to the lilies of the field even if their existence, is

fleeting, and they also knew that the monk is not life-denying — but what ¡¿life?
The life which does not die, or the mortal life? The sociological pattern of monos-

ticism was turned toward everlasting life. The winds of secularity seem to be blowing

in favor of mortal life. Can a monk be so secular and still be a monk?

It is this last sutra, especially, which will prompt us to

examine this underlying tension in a more philosophical light.

EPILOGUE:

The Canon of the Disciple does not intend to replace the Rule of the

Master. The "Kanon" is only a 'konna', a cane, a walking stick, a measure,

something used for comparison to be able to have some kind of stcmdard. The Canon

does not offer a model nor even provide answers. These have to be elaborated

through praxis and discovered personally in a unique and existential way. The

majority of the problems brought up do not have theoretical solutions; and if they

did, they would only be valid within a very restricted field. The solution is not

the individual, but it is personal. And it is here that there lies room for prophecy
and leadership, for initiative and creativity — and I feel, for a truly monastic

vocation.

DISCUSSION:

Fr. DAVID TURNER: (St. Procopius Abbey):
1 would like you to comment.

Father, on the concept of the fuga mundi, or the "flight from the world" which is

supposed to be part of the monastic life in the Western tradition. I would like you

to comment on that specifically within the framework of the way you hove discussed

the world this morning, and the monk in relationship to that world.

PANIKKAR:

I may offer two very brief comments. The first is that 1 do not feel that

contemporary monastic spirituality needs to subscribe to all the statements and pro-

positions and even ideas that traditional spirituality has had. The first part of my

answer is that even if we would drop many aspects of the fugo mundi altogether,
that would not cost much damage to the continuation of monastic spirituality.
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I spoke of mutation, and any mutation implies a certain

type of transformation. Mutation implies both change and continuity. It implies
something new that is not ¡ust an unfolding of the old. Monkhood as archetype
is undergoing such change. But mutation implies also an underlying identity. It

is not rupture. It is a particular form of growth coming from both an internal dy-
namism and an external grafting. In the fuga mundi we may have an example
of it.

And this is the second part of my answer. In point of fact

in the traditional fuga mundi I see a very positive aspect, though 1 shall not dwell

now on what mundus meant to those generations. In my description of the modem

monk, I hove stressed enough the elements of swimming against the current, of

participating and yet having another attitude, of sharing with the fifth and sixth

group and yet not admitting the "rules of the game" . It is the non-violent, holistic

and all-embracing attitude that makes of the monk someone who precisely does not

accept the trends of the times, the "mundus" as it goes, the "system" . So the

fuga mundi would not be an anti-system, which a dialectical opposition to it,
but the monk's non-acceptance of the ways in which the problems are put. If

instead of mundus, you put today what we use to call "the system", then you have

a positive interpretation of this fuga mundi of the monastic vocation. The monk

is the person who simply does not play that game. This is very traditional as you

see. At least in as much as the monk does not abide by the rules of the world. The

change may be expressed perhaps in the second part of what 1 said: not abiding by
the rules, and nevertheless playing the game. Here is the difference. You do not

escape from the world, although you withdraw from it and struggle against it

striving towards a better alternative.

You may retort that the rules are the game so that if I do not

follow the rules I cannot play the game. I disagree. This would be the case if our

relation with the world were a dialectical one. But this is what 1 contest aid the

mâdhyama-môrgo, the middle path of the Buddha and the 'in but not of the world'

of Jesus are in this line. You are 'in the world' playing the game which is not

'of the world'. But, further, the game is in the playing and by doing this being
able to put another set of rules different from those imposed by the people in power.

Without rules there can be no game, but the imposed or accepted rules are not

the only ones. And here is where you hove again the difference. Some will soy;

let us disturb the game by a violent revolution, grasp power and impose our set of

rules. The monk, I submit, playfully plays the game and in playing changes the
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rules, at the risk of his life obviously. For changing the rules he will eventually

change the game, and this will not be tolerated. Civil resistence, for instance,

is an example of playing the game, accepting the framework of that society, not

¡ust shooting it down or substituting it with another scheme; but not abiding by
the rules, reciting the rules felt to be unjust or inhuman and being ready to become

victims, martyrs, put aside.

ED BEDNAR:

I keep hearing echoes of the Old Testament in some of the things that

you say. There is a notion of tragedy, of loss, of sorrow, of grief, that is connected

to barrenness, to no children, to a body which does not bear fruit. And it always
struck me as sad and ironic, when I was living in the monastery, to chant the Psalm

that says "Your wife, like a fruitful vine at the heart of your house", and be

surrounded by men whom I know would be very good fathers, men that were kind

and gentle, and whom I could see having beautiful children — yourself, also,

you know.

So, that is one side of it. There seems to be

something tragic about barrenness, something sad and painful about barrenness. And,
on the other side, I have spent all of my life thinking about God and trying to

realize God. And I have been free to do so because I do no have to worry about-'

feeding my childreiond clothing my children and taking care of all of these other

things. And this gives me a freedom that I appreciate. So that is another side.

And there is a third side, too. I notice that

some of the most materialistic people that 1 went to school with now have many

children; they are working for the stock market or in business or law or construction,
some type of work where they have a lot of food in the house, and money in the

bank, and children. And somehow, I wonder, what is happening to the gene pool?
I mean that by "natural selection" at least, people who are interested in religious

life, ore not reproducing themselves. Centuries and centuries this happens, over

and over again — if you are attracted to the religious life, then no children. And

the ones that are attracted to the world and to family and household, rt'iere are more

and more of them.

So there are three ports to my question about

barrenness and fruitfulness.

PANIKKAR;

I thought for a minute you were going to say that God is a married man.
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He is not a married man; and that is my question.

PANIKKAR:

That remains to be seen. As to your first question, it is important to

realize that the celibate monastic tradition is not universal. It is mainly found

in those traditions that link up a notion of individual salvation with a very pecu-

liar mode of temporal consciousness, so that individual destiny is emphasized,
though in many different ways. Traditions which stress celibacy seem to stress

the salvation or destiny of the individual human being. Buddhism would not use

such terms, but it comes to the some." Work out your solvation with diligence"
sdd. the Enlightened One. By contrast, Judaism and many of the African religions

a

seem to think of salvation collectively, a^people. 1 say this to situate the question
of celibacy, which has very little to do with sexuality, and a great deal to do with

non-attachment. If, as it is for the Jewish people, and for most of the African

peoples, solvation and the entire human pilgrimage is a collective affair, a people

marching toward an end... from this point of view, that barrenness of the celibate

life would appear as a kind of cosmic pessimism, and could not be accepted. So,

celibacy in this instance proves not to be a universal category, but a particular way

of seeing, a way of realizing the perfection of the "individual", given certain

conditions. The conditions are, first, this emphasis on the individual (and the word

individual is a little misleading here), and secondly this peculiar non-historical

sense of time. The spiral conception of reality ~ the karmic, kalpic, and the

Christian — vouches for this view that nothing is lost if you hove no children. For

the Hindus, not to hove children, especially male children, was a calamity. The

Hindus have insisted that, as far as possible, you have your children before you

embark on your sonnyasa. In other instances, when the group, the tribq. the "chosen

people", the race, etc. are the most important category, that would be totally out

of place. So, I think we should shift the reflection on celibacy from the basis on

which it is generally put nowadays, to that other, more cross-cultural — and, in

my opinion, deeper — series of reflection.

Now, I fully understand your feelings of

sadness, chanting Psalms of the Jewish tradition in a congregation of unmarried

males. I think I have practica I lyoie answer to your three questions. You see, if

you ask me about the genetic manipulation of Mankind, I would not admit that kind
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of premise. One of my resistances is that methodologically — ontologically^ as

well as epistemologically — it is wrong to treat human beings like so many peanuts.
ltjTe^¡_gDgr^Jlgj;^I do not think that even if the genetic laws are indeed law^. Certainly, one can

manipulate genetics, but I do not feel that we can reduce everything to genetic lows.

So, genetics is neither an argument for nor an argument against monastic celibacy.
I could be sarcastic, if you want, and say that it is a blessing that 'over-religious'
people do not reproduce themselves. Their offspring would likely be bigotted either

in favor or against religion... But this is ¡ust to continue in your jovial mood...

EUGENE PASCAL (Analytical Psychologist, New York);

In the quest for wholeness in

monasticism, and not perfection, the trend seems throughout the centuries to have

been Apollonian. I would like your comments on integrating the Dionysian aspects
of wholeness. And also, as a second part of the question, how does the male monk,
in your view, integrate the feminine; and how does the nun integrate the masculine?
~ again, to achieve this wholeness.

PANIKKAR:

To the first question, I would say that the Dionysiac, by definition,
has no blueprint or pre-programmed plan; or else it would be Apollonian. It has

to be holy (or unholy) spontaneity, an orgy or whatever it is, but something is real-

ly Dionysiac because it surprises you as much as everyone else taking part in it.

The only thing one could say would be: Do not stifle the spirit, even for the deve-

lopment of the Dionysiac aspect of life. And I would soy to monks just that: let us

not stifle the spirit.

To your second question — how the monk in-

tegrates the feminine, and the nun the masculine — let me say first that 1 think

this integration is a totally healthy and necessary one. If you delve into the Christior

tradition a little, you discover on extraordinary number of friendships between males

and females — and these are paradigmatic examples, many well-known and many

others less well-known — these are extraordinarily intimate relationships, which

must certainly be considered sexual relationships. Not that they had gone to bed

together, that was considered beyond the pale... perhaps because the whole beauty
and dance and play of communication and mutual excitement and mutual inspiration
would fade away the moment one part of the sexual imposed itself on the whole in-

terplay. The sexual implies the body, the spirit, the eyes, the hands, the gestures
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— everything, any connection, any friendship, any relationship. The fact that

you and another living being is already something which puts not only mind but

everything into play. You see, we seem sometimes to think in black and white;
here is the mole and there is the female... But the whole thing is a gamut, and

precisely the normal cases are those which are an interplay in between, in myself
and with every living other. And when 1 speak with another person, I am all the

more sexually conditioned the less I think that other person is a man or a woman.

It is this discovery that the less conscious you are that your partner in dialogue
and discourse is male or female, the more genuinely at play your sexuality is

— understanding by sexuality this polarity, this yin/yang of the human being. In

the Vedic ritual of marriage — just before the step when the two go to discover

the pole star as the center round which everything turns — there is a moment

when the male says, "1 am He", and the female says, "I am She". I am "the" He;
I am "the" She. I incarnate and represent one pole of the polarity, and not Just
this individuation of a nice girls or a young bridegroom. How? First, by conquering
internal and external freedom. I call this the new innocence, which takes in your

spirit as much as your thoughts, as much as your intentions, and everything else.

The moment I wont to possess... concupiscence is a sin; in marriage, out of marriagi

this is parigraho;. (grasping). The real free and spontaneous action is not conscious

that it is free and spontaneous, like the real meditation which is thoughtless and

not worried by the thought of thoughtlessness. These relations which we have had

throughout the ages in the Christian tradition between couples or pairs of holy men

and holy women are extremely revealing; these people were not living a life of

sexual starvation. And yet they had neither children nor that sort of make-believe

of which modern films invite us to suppose sexuality consists. 1 do think we are

in one of those moments when things open up, and may take new avenues. And

if this is truly creative, well, creation is out of nothing... and I would say out

of no pre-planned thoughts and preconditioned ideas.

Now, in the pointed way you put it: "how does

the male monk integrate the feminine and how does the nun integrate the masculine?'

I am not proposing a greater frienship between monks and nuns. Almost the opposite.
I am proposing a greater openness of the nun towards the animus and of the monk

towards the anima if you accept these Jungian notions. The important thing is

to have no fear, or in traditional language, the purity of the heart.

Fr. CHARLES MURPHY (Atonement Friar, Groymore, New York):

1 would like to

speak, or would like to hear you respond. Father, a little bit more on the role of
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the monk in the political order, if we are going to- look upon the monk as the in-

tegrated individual, the Self who has achieved personal self-individuation and

fullness of self.

I personally feel that what has happened in

Western society, and especially in the United States, in the political order is that

our political servcaits, our politicians, have become so dishonest that we hear them

and immediately it registers in our mind that they are not telling the truth, they are

not honest. I have even been in the presence of people who —as soon as even a

President of a nation as big as ours begins to speak, people will laugh and mock.

I feel myself that the dishonesty of the Western politicians is due fundamentally
to the "dis-integroted-ness" of the Western politician. And for that reason, I feel

that the role of the individuated monk in the political order is not just okay, or

permissible; I think it is necessary, because the individuated monk has a very,

very strong witness — by his very integration — to give to a disintegrated poli-
ti ca I order.

PANIKKAR:

I would be very much distressed if what I have been saying is not exactly
what you say. 1 was }ust trying to say — perhaps in more general terms than those

of one particular nation in one particular situation — that this is a must. I fully
agree with you.

Let me make a general statement; Thinking
leads to intellection. And that is one approach: you think something, and then

finally you may understand. Contrariwise, contempation leads to action. If i

think that so many people are dying of hunger, or whotever, 1 may finally find

the causes and the whys and wherefores, and I may be able to explain how this

whole thing has happened. But if I contemplate the very same case, 1 cannot

leave it at that. I will have to do something. I will have to dirty my hands or

plunge'inio action. The real criterion of true contemplation is that it leads to

action, even if that action consists only in transforming one's own life and immediate

environment. So if this is the case, the monk has the strictest moral obligation
— to denounce, to cry out, to speak and to act. Now this action may not be just
a re-action — like throwing a bomb, or writing a letter to the editor — but

something more effective. Contemplation is a dangerous activity. Now, contem-

plotion is not the exclusive prerogative of the monk. And this leads me to worn of

an over-compartmentalization. I spoke of monkhood as an archetype; the person
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who is a canonical monk may also be many other things.

Yet, I think the monk today is plunged by his

very vocation into action, with all the dangers this implies. If we do nothing, then

we are in the same boat as the French bishops blessing cannons and the German

blessing planes to fight each other. If we do nothing, we bless and condone the

status quo, which is already a political decision. So, I could not more fully
agree with you.

GURU JOHN SINGH KHAL5A (From Sikd Dhorma):

I would just like to take a brief

second and add a footnote to something you said. The spiritual aspirant, whether

he be a household or a monk, is basically on the same plane. They have the same

duties. In fact, as a householder myself with three growing little daughters, I find

that you must be even more contemplative than the most contemplative renunciate.

You must be more meditative than the most meditative yogin, because the values

of spirituality have to be given to the children — and that begins at intercourse,

through gestation, at birth, and through the early years. It is a mammoth job, that

has to be done.

Now, the spiritual aspirant has the opportunity
to exercise his option: to be single and to go to God that way, or to bring others

into a life of spirituality. And what we find is that those children blessed with a

spiritual beginning are shining lights of spirituality, even at five or six years old.

And they are the future. And those little ones, if they can be encouraged into ho-

nesty and truth and love of God from an early age, are the future saviors of mankind.

And with regard to Ed's question about his friends,
the stockbrokers with all the children and lots of money and cars, those children are

free spirits and they also will have a chance to seek God, in some way, shape or

form at some time. A little bit later, maybe, but they will have that opportunity.

So bosicoUy, the householder has to practice
non-attachment just as strongly as the celibate spiritual aspirant. We are not the

owners, we do not possess the children. The children belong to God, they are

God's creation. It is our job as parents to pay rent, to see that they get the spiritual
foundations that are necessary to give them the consciousness of brotherhood and love.
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PANIKKAR:

This is a very valuable comment, exactly in the sense that I have tried
to say that the monk is not superior to the lay people or to the householder. In the
some vein, 1 would soy that the householder is also not superior to the others.

And regarding what you said about children,
I think it is very beautiful and very true. The only thing I would soy is that I have
all my life not liked and refuse to be called "Father". And perhaps it is a sign
of senility that I begin to understand that I also have many children, almost in the
same sense in which you have spoken of them.

Fr. CHARLES MURPHY:

Raimundo, in all of what you are saying — not just anything
in particular this morning or any one of these days, but in your whole approach —

what guideline do you use for distinguishing between synthesis and syncretism?

PANIKKAR:

Syncretism, as you coll it here, is external juxtaposition; synthesis
is a living assimilation. Syncretism is amassment; synthesis is a living organism.
The symbol of the synthesis is the Eucharist. You eat and you assimilate, and it is
not that you are converted into Christ but that Christ is converted into you. It is

not that you become the consecrated bread, but that the consecrated bread becomes

part of your proteins. And that is synthesis.

Synthesis is the way by which we assimilate; it

is the metabolic aspect of the entire reality. And you grow, and religions them-
selves grow, by this positive metabolism — and not by mere juxtaposition. Syncre-
tism, on the other hand, is a kind of indigestion we have to beware of today when
we suppose too optimistically that we can just eat everything that comes in front

of us. And when we meet, and religions East and West meet, I would certainly want

to forewarn you of the possibility of indigestions which would not lead to a synthesis.
Abbot Tholens gave us a beautiful example yesterday of a meeting which is not an

indigestion, nor a superficial juxtaposition, but what I would call a mutual fecun-
dation.

The secret is to keep the balance. Some people
would just like to eat everything they are presented with;, and other people use all
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kinds of spiritual and intellectual preservatives whiçh may stifle the openness of

the spirit. At the present moment, I think we are at a crossroads where viveka,
discrimination, discernment and patience is needed to discover the rhythms of the

times. The challenge of modem monosticism is that it finds itself at the crossroads,
and on the deepest level of very many traditions. It is not just by imitating a few

extemals that I become a Hindu, or whatever, but by assimilating something which

I consider essential to my life.

The gist of my presentation is not so much a

solution, or on answer, but rather to evoke in all of us this sense of uneasiness
— which is perhaps one of the best translations of the Buddhist duhkha — which is

the human condition itself. It is creative, in that it makes us aware of the enormous

responsobility we have. It makes us conscious that to trust in God — which is a

very normal thing to do — today implies the tremendous challenge of trusting in

ourselves — personally, and also collectively. A small group of people can do

enormous things. I think the monk should overcome the sort of inferiority complex
regarding the political situation that says we can do nothing because we do not have

the means.. I think that the most effective way of destroyitig the power of the power-
ful is not to be impressed by their power, and to render them powerless because you

¡ust do not notice that they are so powerful.

And so I ¡ust walk on, in spite of the cannon

pointing at me. 1 just go by them all, and as in the example that Michael brought
us yesterday; you fust make a five-minute meditation and walk on... and people
obey. That is a common experience, and I think many of you hove done precisely
that. This is easier said than done. We know it. Perhaps we should not even say
these things, but ¡ust do them. And we do them when we hove integrated our doing
and our being.
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III. Synthesis

•Synthesis' is the title given to this extra talk

by the organizers. A synthesis is neither a systematic overview,

nor a summary. I will try to put together three different groups

of problems, followed by a fourth more general reflection.

The first group of problems would come londer the

cross-cultural pattern guiding our over-all s3nnposium. The second

would frame the sociological challenge, the third wouldte to sketch

some anthropological problems, and the fourth will try to bring to

a provisional close the dilemma of the two 'spiritualities'.

1) Gross-Gultural Pattern

I have presented nine sûtras. They are a challenge,

ihey invite a fvirther understanding, or perhaps herald a new muta-

tion in the monastic life, or else they demand rejection altogether,

so that monastic spirituality is kept unconta^inate-, from Modernity.

I shoulc note that we have during these days also lived

together four liturgies, which indicates to me at once the way in

and the way out. If the solution is not in some sense liturgical,

I do not think it will endure. 3ut litiargy, as you know, means

'the work of the people', leit-otirgia ... so we still have much

work to do.

I imagine that to speak of a synthesis requires a

certain explanation of the ground on which one builds 'the-

intellectual construction of what has been said.



We all know that monotheism is not essential to the

archetype of monkhood. Christian monks are generally theistic,

tuddhists and jains are certainly non-theistic, and hindus by

and large neither/nor.

L cannot now elaborate a proper backgroxond for a

synthesis of the monastic archetype, I shall only sketch my

trinitarian hypothesis over against' the backdrop of a scientific

model and a jadaeo-Christian paradigm.

InPaolo Soleri's presentation the other night, we

had a well-condensed assessment of the scientific option. The

scientific option says that there is a starting point here --

which is matter, vAiich is the cosmos — and that there is a tem-

poral and linear evolution which passes through vegetative and

animal life, then through himan life, and ultimately gets to the

divine, and continues. The scientific view says that this is,

in a certain sense, the entire reality. From primal matter, a

cosmic reality, throiogh four billion years of evolution, up to

/'

Men andyy.^h^ Divine. This is the mystery of the"~cosmos. One may

refine this vew, or say that it is one of the many possible sci-

entific paradigms, but at any rate it can serve as a model for

the scientific worldview.

We could draw it like this :

(FIGURE 1)

It is clear that thé word Divine used by Soleri

will be contested by other scientists. We can call it the Super-

human, the Future, the Itoknown. This is not relevant for ovir

purpose. The monk collaborate? .lere in the unfolding of the
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Universe tov?ard the Divine by being rooted in the Past and open

to the Futurea

Another option is
'

a. traditionally Christian view

-- and I only say Christian to make it a little simpler — which

admits this line of evolution, but emphasizes that the divine point

is also a theos outside the whole concatenation. This theos has a

triple function. At the beginning, there is God, the divine impulse

who or which starts the whole show, gives the 'kick-off, as it were

So it begins here. Obviously, this 'kick-off is divine, so this

God is also already at work so that evolution may take place, A

typical example of this view would be Teilhard de Chardin, Now

such a God has three main points of contact with this world. At

the beginning» creation, the first arrow, the starting point, the

kick-off. Then here, when human beings appear — whether Abel or

Christ or whoever — a second descent of the divine takes place.

The Christian word for this is Incarnation» the second irruption

of the divine into the temporal reality. And finally there is a

third line, distinguished from these two (though I wor't now enter

into all the subtleties of the theologians), and this is the notion

LOn the one hand, it is called parousla. the second coming.y

of a two-way traffic.^ On the oiiBr hana, Peter calls it apokatastasis

panton (the restoration of all things), and Paul calls it anake -

phalaiosis (recapitualation^ of all things in Christ . This last

contact reabsorbs the whole of creation in the way . And

that's the end of the story, God and Kan live^napoilv ever after,
^ogetne^

\-te could combine the two schemes irke this:.

(FIGURE 2)
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If scientific time is linear, monotheistic temporality

does not need to be it,The monk here is rooted in the mystery of the

First Coming of Christ and an Eschatological sign of the Second

Coming, a witness that only one thing is needful.

I would like to present a third alternative, which

offers a cross-cultural pattern. We have at the very beginning a

dimensionless triangle, a still point, in which the material

element, the factor of consciousness, and the unfathomable freedom

we are so bold as to caJLl divine -- all three are already there.

And then that evolves: a spherical wave unfolding globally in

different directions. There is a kind of rhythm, or breathing

— the systole and diastole of reality — and these pulsations

are what constitute time(s). If I could draw that here, we wuld

have the following mandala:

(FIGURE 3)

The mandala is the process of finding that center,

which is not always easy. That center is neither outside nor inside,

but it is at the very core of the three constitutive elements of

reality, each of which is essential in the unfolding of everything

that is real: the Cosmos (or matter and energy)} Man (or conscious-

ness and will); and the Theos (or freedom and absolute indeterminacy

and -- if you will allow me this much abused word -- I would also

say love belongs here).
I shall not develop now what I call the quaternitas

represented by the four Sanskrit words (soul, I, self, ground).

The con-centrat ion of these four would amoiant to realization.
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quest for the center. The center is totally simple. We

do not know anything. But the activity by which one reaches

the center depends on how we imagine the center to be. By

and large, whereever the center may be, the thrust of the monastic

tradition has been to reach that center by simplification. The

Modem monk, as I have said, would like to get at it through

integration. This does not deny, of course, that before you can

embark on a proper integration, you have had to purify your being

and simlify your life; only then is integration possible,.

Inasmuch as to look for truth, to creat beauty, or evai to earn

one's livelihood or organize society or increase wealth or

produce instruments, is related to that activity of centering,

of concentrating, of striving toward that very center, we are

cultivating the monastic dimension of life.

And how do we get centered? The answer differs

according to culture(s), religion(s) aKd time(s). Let me put

just one example in order to spell out what has been indicated.

Two characteristics differentiate the monastic

archetype of the West from that of the East, and more

particularly that of Christianity from that of Hinduism.

These two differences are obviously not to be taken in an

absolute way. East and West, as well as Hinduism and

Christianity, are not rigid and incommunicable categories.

Nor are the two differences meaningful without their respective

counterparts. It all depends on emphasis and centrality.
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The first difference is this: The christian monasticism

is a Way of life. It is the commitment to the uncompromising

Search for the Absolute and the readiness to break all the

obstacles on the way. It is the path towards the Center and the

vows are the viatica , the means for this pilgrimage towards God.

The hindu monasticism, at least in the traditional

understanding of the samnyâsa is a way of Life . It is the very Life

of the end of life, the goal of the journey, the aSrama beyond all

aSrama, only imporperly called the fourth ame. If christian

monasticism is an answer (that you give). The saiimySsa does not

renounce the world or whatever in order to achieve something.

Because he has seen, experienced, lived the real, he discards

all the rest. He is not the novice, the brahmacarya , but the

comprehensor , the jivan-mukta . He has to do nothing, because all

has already been done. He is at the Center, peaceful, quiet and

serene. No sacrifice, no vow, no anything is required or remains

to be done. The texts are explicit.

The second differentiating feature is this. The

eastern monk looks for that Center in the pure immanence. He has

to realize that he has lost nothing nor gained nothing. All that

really is, was and ever shall be. In the pure immanence, you

don't need to somehow recover what was sheer illusion. Certainly

as long as you are not 'there', you have to transcend yourself.

The western monk looks for that Center in the pure

transcendence. He has to transform, to transcend himself in

order to reach that Center which encompasses everything, the

new Heaven and the new Earth. Certainly it may be that this
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transcendence is hidden in the very interior "of hi^^^ing, but

it is not his, being.

The scientific model is D^.^. of the western approach

in which the transcendent seems less transcendent and more futur-

istic. It is the futiiristic center; here transcendence is not

outside time, but in the futiare. Perhaps the greatest tribute

to this modern scientific archetype is that no less a theologian

than Karl ilahner will speak of God as die absolut Zukunft . the

Absolute Future. In the scientific model, that futuristic center

ye.

is attained by means of meastxrable knowledge. Thesis also another

path within the Western system, the Marxist one. It is equally

futuristic, but oriented toward the perfect classless.society.

A main- difference is that the means is not measurable knowledge

but politico-economic action. Still, these are all means to attain

the Center.

The monk, then, can exist in different cultures,

ideologies and worldviews. In all these lifestyles, however, the

monk seems to have a kind of anticipation of that very center which

spurs'him or her on in the quest. In sum, this quest for the center

depends on the different conditions andAbelieis about where that
€tS SUmôCL

center is, or what constitutes it.

2) The Sociological Challenge

And now we leave behind thosa grand scenarios of cos-

mology and metaphysics in order to enter into nbdern Western society

in a way which is also applicable, with qualifications, to societies

on the way to Modernization. In spite of other theoretical possi-
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bilities, today de facto Modernization and Westernization are

almost s3monyms. The dream of moderniiizing without westernizing

is just that -- a pious and beautiful dream, but one which is not

incarnated in reality. Sut this is a different topic.
O

What, then, is the sociological challenge? It is

that in this Modern Western society, the System is breaking down.

I use this word simply as a codeword.:j the System, i.e. the social,

political, economic and religious order, seems to be collapsing.

For many the System seems imperfect, unsatisfying. But I daresay

that it is injust and even inhuman. It has shifted the center
'

from God, Man or Cosmos into one particular corner of reality with

pretensions of universality. I suggest that this System falls

apaÇrt because it has tried to resolve the global human predicament

by and with the means and insights of one particular culttire and/or

religion. And here lies the seriousness of cross-cultxiral studies,

which imply a good deal more than patchwork or cosmetics to beautify

or whitewash the existing ^stem. I repeat that, ultimately, the

reason for the collapse seems to be not that the System as such is

so bad, but that in today's context it represents an abortive at-

tempt to solve global human problems by means of the structures and

strictures of a single culture. Thus the System is 'de-centrated',

off-kilter, distorted; it has lost (or not found) its center.

To be sure, there has never been a spotless and ideal

human system. But all the systems of the past were partial empires.

The empires of China, Rome, Christendom, Spain and Britain did

collapse, but there were always other heirs and other victors to

learn the lessons or-to repeat the mistakes. The Modern techno-

logico-economic System is not the American or Russian empire, for
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it is multinational and even multi-ideological. It is one thing

to want to impose the Roman vision of the world, or the British

rule. It may he good for Rome or for Britain, it may even be

beneficial for the people thereby 'civilized*, i.e. subjugated

peoples; but it cannot claim to be universal in the sense of the

present-day anonymous System, which offers neither heirs nor

alternatives on the same level o,f the System. V/hen this System

crumbles, it is the End of Historyî

The task of the monk is to concentrate on and
I

in this quest for the center. But today many no longer see this

center in another world, in time above or ahead. When the center

was believed to be God (you recall St. Benedict, " Si reverá Deum

quaerit " ("if one truly seeks God"), Regula 58.?), and in this

search for God one looks for God and God alone, then that would

center you and the entire universe. Secularity may be telling

us that the center itself is not only in a transcendent,

atemporal God disconnected from the world — so that we can reach

the center only once history is over and the world finished, in the

parousia , at the very end, the Last Judgment, when God will be

all in all and the arrow of evolution will have reached its

target, but that this center is equally material and human, i.e.

CO smotheandric . This is the ultimate challenge of Secularity to

the monastic dimension of Man; the looking for God and God alone

in a disinamated and utterly transcendent way may not help us

in finding the very center of reality and thus centering oursá-ves

and the universe on the ultimate truth.

To be sure we should not make a caricature of the
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symbol God, but we cannot deny either that the whole problem

today requires a deeper and enlarged experience.

The task, then, is the quest for this center,

along with a search for the factors which have 'de-centered* the

laniverse of our experience, I may use a single traditional word

here, but we shall have to translate it in an existential way.

The traditional word would be àmartia . sin, avidya . ignorance,

but the translation will have to explicitate the results of this

severance, or hatred, or whatever: hunger, injustice, wars of

every imaginable variety, inequities and iniquities of all sorts,

and so on, I submit that today's most urgent monastic task in-

volves a search for God in the direction of politics, society,

economics, science and culture; and not in perpetuating a supra-

societal, non-political institution sublimely unconcerned with

economic affairs, sovereignly above scientific quarrels and ex-

quisitely supra-cultural. Such a God would be an abstraction,

not a living God and not, certainly (to take an example from the

•judaeo- oiristian- áslamic tradition) the God of Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob,

Three very concrete concerns appear to me to

issue from the sociological challenge, a) First, a need for

formation . But the first step towards it it genuine in-formation,

The monastic traditions are not sufficiently aware of the state

of the world. By this I do not mean just mass media information

or newspapers, the latest idea or instant replay of what happened

somewhere in the world, which may indeed only distort the real

vision and genuine perspective which belongs to that adventure
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of the entire reality on the way to its center, toward a destiny,

however we may interpret it. But there is a tremendous lack of

information, nonetheless. That sovereign nonchalance, or unconcern,

disinterest in worldly affairs in fact appears today as the most un-

monastic of virtues, since it fosters the cruelty of indifference,

callousness and guilty ignorance. Many anchorites of ancient times

)
5al<e of;
'edification' of the brethren. Perhaps the

new monasteries should again be centers where the real 'building up'

of the world is studied and cultivated.

b) Second, a Contemplative study or approach to the same

problems, so that they are not viewed as merely technical problems of

data and information science and logistics. Today's global hximan

dilemmas are not even subject to immediate or technical solutions,

so that here all we have been saying about contemplation should have

a direct bearing on the very way we tackle the urgent hinnan problems

of everyday life: society, politics, economics, science, culture, etc.

A sui generis methodology must emerge which integrates the activity of

contemplation and the life of contemplative action.

c) Third, a call to action . For monasticism, a call to

action does not mean activism or mere 'politicking'. We could perhaps

re-inteiT)ret the words Father Armand quoted on the first day: Conversatio

nostra in caelis est. Our polxteuma is in Heaven, says Paul. It is

on Earth , says the modern monk, because Heaven is not only merited here

on Earth^but is also incarnated here below. Our polity, our conversatio

our activity, our field of action, our lifestyle, our commonwealth, our

state, our concern is on Earth. Heavenly citizens, if we want, hut here

on Earth. We must dirty our hands, says the modern monk. Our politevima

is in the polis of this world, and this has become a monastic imperative
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— action , a call to action for the new polity, the new political in-

carnation — not, I repeat, in the minimized sense of the word politics

in common language.

Traditional monasticism converted the monasteries into a

polfteiima a model commonwealth in symbiosis with the environing world.

But what was a S3nnbiosis once upon a time can become a parasite if com-

munication, and even communion, is not re-established. It may be re-

torted that this is a very lofty and idealistic view of the monk. I

was encouraged to read in the Supplement of the New Catholic Encyclo-

pedia C1979) that "the monastic instinct is prophetic". Without wanting

to identify the two charismas, it cannot be denied that the new monk

cannot be satisfied with a fuga mundi and has to accept a consecratio

mundi in a very special way.

And here I would make a very concrete proposal in the light

of all I have been saying. I would urge you to bring about a commission,

or a group, or a symposium on monastic formation in our contemporary

world.

3) Anthropological Problems

The third way in which I would synthesize all that we hove been

saying could come under the heading of anthropological problems .

that
I say 'problems' because we are not prepared to face the facy our

underlying anthropology does not have the answers. And this amounts

to a scandal. That science changes is not a scandal under the asstnnp-

tions of the prevalent worldview in the West today; it belongs to the

very nature both of science and of the human mind. Pure natural science

can have the freedom and the beauty of changing every five minutes, like
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anchor for human life, but just an explanation of how things happen.

But that we try to found our lives and direct our own existence on

the basis of something that is 'A' today and 'B' tomorrow, and changes

to '-A' the day after tomorrow; that is a scandal. That something can

be a sin one day and a virtue the next represents an anthropological

imwariness and instability, the fruit of very many cultural factors.

In other words, the scandal of a scientific view of Man

is that this view claims to be rational and, because the human being

is assxjmed to be a rational animal, Man is supposed to follow the

findings of that science. And yet tbds very science changes constantly,

not to mention the many different opinions represented by acknowledged

scientists. It is the same scandal that was felt so acutely by Descartes,

but this time in another, almost a contrary, direction. Descartes was

taken aback by the many divergent and disparate theological opinions of

his time, which obviously could not pretend to direct htanan life. He

made a tabula rasa of all of them and wanted to found an indubitable —

veryj
and thus rational — method.Now, there ore /^ rational systems which have

qnci)
proliferated/' thus defeating'their puirpose of directing human life.

I am not proposing to go back to unexamined theological

beliefs, or to fall into irrationality, or democratic intellectualism.

I am endeavoring to rediscover the place and function of myth in himian

life, and to situate rationality in the total human — and cosmotheandric

context. But I cannot pursue here this line of argument, which has

been one of the main concerns of my academic life.

Yet it does not help to say we have no anthropology equal

to the challenges of our day. At least we may be coming to grips with

the problematic. And to be aware that the problematic is unresolved
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begin with, precisely that we cannot rely on scientific paradigms, as

also we cannot rely utterly and blindly on any of our own con-

captions of the human being. This, if you understand me, is a daring

proposition: that we cannot rely completely on the logos , that we

cannot rely full/' on orthodoxy, that we need ^ther wings to fly

with the wind, or a deeper ground which does not depend on our ideas,

conceptions or ideologies. It would mean the end of the platònic

period of civilization; the eidos would cease to be the final criterion.

This is what I mean by the new innocence , which is not a 'second' in-

nocence. It would be impossible to regain or pretend to have regained

lost innocence. The new innocence is so new that we do not even know

if it is first, or second, or whatever.

I hear already the objection that I am contradicting myself

by establishing as a doctrine that we cannot rely on doctrines. This

is not so, on at least two counts. First, because if you want to rely

on any doctrine you are perfectly free to do so. It may be yourself

at a later stage, and certainly the others around you, who will contest

your doctrine. You can then say that this doctrine is good for you;

period. You don't extrapolate. Or you may say that the others are

wrong and don't see the issue. -Neither case presents major difficulties.

But secondly, I am not contradicting myself because I am not

contending that the rational aspect of Man should not be rational, but

that rationality and even the logos are not the only aspects of the human

being which constitute its essence. Man is also spirit, but it is not

the
subordinated to the logos ; Man is also myth, an4/^ïh is irreducible to

the logos . I am further affirming that these two elements cannot exist

one without the other, so that I am not propounding the preponderance
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I am reminding us that already* the early Christian Church had con-

demned "Subordinationism" as a heresy. Pneuma and Logos are knit

together by the abyss or silence or Non-being of the Fons et origo

totius divcinitatis , to speak vrith feîte wotds úl the Councils. But

we should "rcMcrt^" to our Synthesis.

We have situated some of these problems during the past

few days. I would like to spell out this kind of problematic in very

concrete terms now. Regarding the definition of the monastic dimension,

we have probably spoken of three types of monk. Monk #1: the archetype,

that central dimension which exists in the human being. As I have said

time and again, if we hold up this monk #1 as a model for the humanum ,

then the trouble begins. It is only one dimension. Then, monk #2;

people and groups who strive to cultivate the dimension of monk #1.

And monk #3: institutionalized or traditional forms of monasticism.

I would submit that the most concrete problem we face today

is the double relation of monk #2 to monk #3; that is, how the emerging

and proliferating contemplative'groups Gnonk #2) can relate constructively

to the institutionalized forms of monastic life Gnonk //3) . With this we

touch on problems of temporary monasticism; problems of monastic spiritur-

ality in concreto ; problems of active life; problems of mixed communities

of men and women, of transcultural lifestyles, of plurireligious monas-

teries, and so on. All need to be fostered by monk #3 in the traditional

monasteries, anddeveloped further by monk #2, the new groups, so that a

healthy pluralism might be attained, or at least sought. Monk #2 may not

at present be willing to look to monk #3 as a source of inspiration, and

yet this needs to happen, for without it the link with tradition may

easily be Broken. And if monk #3, in the traditional monasteries, does
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The meeting place may very well be in between, but precisely in the land

of Man, not in no-man's-land.

And how is the traditional, classical monasticism to open

itself up? How is monk #2 going to climb up and purify the many tenta-

tive and experiemental paths into a new pattern of monasticism? These

are primary issues with which we can only begin to deal effectively if

a healthy dialogue is fostered between monks #2 and #3. All over the

some

world there begin to be/essays -

-"i — of such a dialogue, and

it continues to need encouragement from both sides.

Finally, I would like briefly to ^o into four types of prob-

lems with regard to monastic lifestyles: a) poverty, b) marriage, c) in-

volvement in the world, and d) sexuality.

a) Poverty needs fundamental reconsideration. Interestingly

enough, in non-economic societies, poverty was not — as an economic

value. To be a beggar could be a decent way of life. This is what the

word ohikshu means, incidentally. Poverty later became an economic value,

and monks began defending économe poverty. And now we find ourselves

confused because in a paneconomic world economic poverty cannot be de-

fended at all; it would amount to sponsoring starvation and injustice.

And yet perhaps the name still conveys more than just an economic value:

"Blessed are (you) the poor in spirit ..."

b) A problem which I would not like to see closed off a priori

is that of married monks . The question of married monks must be considered

not only from the monk's point of view, but also with respect to the change

it would imply in the very conception of marriage. Married monks will

change our perceptions of marriage at least as much as they will change

our notions of monasticism.
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There are practical problems in the present setting of

monks #3, indeed. But I am addressing myself to a • more fundamental

question of whether celibacy belongs to the essence of monasticism.

If my distinctions are valid, we will agree that monk #1 as the arche-

type of monkhood is perfectly compatible with marriage; that the contem-

porary experiences of monks #2 have not as yet sufficiently crystallized

to offer us a pattern; and that the immense majority of monks #3 are

vowed to celibacy.

No need for me to stress again that I find great value in

jvalid.
ancyjvistification of celibacy, although always a posteriori. The point

here is different. It is double;

Whether it is of the essence of monasticism to be unmarried.

Given the examples of the married monks of Tibetan and Zen Buddhism, I

shall have to answer in the negative.

The reason why the greatest proportion of monastic insti-

tutions have opted for celibacy may be due to three main concerns. The

one is the sociological context where monasticism has grown. It would

have been practically impossible to institutionalize monasticism of

married people. The second reason is the prevalent conception of mar-

riage and of married life practically until our times — whether as a

consequence of the praxis or the fruit of a theory does not make much

difference for our case. Not only women, but married life on the whole

was considered practically secondary to the primary concern of human

perfection. If the monk xras seen as the paradigm of perfection, it seemed

but natural that married life was not fitting for a monk. Females can

also have a monastic vocation, but we all know from the jain

sSdhvTs onward the subordinate role of female monastddsh througljDut l-hq âgés

I also have a suspicion about the traditional married monks. I say this
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as the fruit of observation, and also with reference to what we know

about the subordinate position of married women in most of those

societies. This suspicion is enhanced when considering the role of

the greek '(Ícii.^£(í^*and the hindu sakti . Everything is geared to the

perfection of the male, or at least male-centered. This model

certainly may not serve our present-day sensitivity.

The third reason is the underlying model of monasticism

as vita angelica , life on the paramarthika , with no fostering of samsara

and the like. The monastic ideal claims to be 'super-natural'; not

laukika , worldly* on a higher plane.

I am not implying, for my argument, that males and females

are eqoaí" or that celibacy is superior. I am only saying

that the moment that monasticism is not seen as the perfect life, even if

these two hypotheses were correct, the impossibility of married monks

does not follow.

p] The second point is the practicability and feasibility

today within the major monastic institutions of most religions. And

I leave it at that.

c) The question of personal involvement in the world. That

a Salesian or a Sister of Charity does something out of his or her

personal charisma, forgetting that there is a collective charisma of

that particular religious congregation, is understandable insofar as

each person has a special vocation, but we may say that such a person

acts only in ohliquo as a member of that association. I would not say

the same thing for a monk. Christian monks during the last few cen-

turies have been more or less influenced by this kind of collective

ideal, instead of discovering the heart of their personal calling —

of which Father Armand of Mistassini spoke so eloquently. Perhaps the
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\here
Jesuits/could be said to represent the adaptation of the monastic ideal

to the new mentality of their times.

My point is the following. The monk's involvement in the

world is not an^actrvit^/institutionalizedl on a collective basis, like

schools, hospitals or the like, but the personal concern of the monk.

with, that part of the world that is near to him or to her. And here

V idiosyn cracyy ^

another set of problems opens up; personal T vis-a-vis hierar-

chical authority, and so forth. Along this line, I may say that the

cenobitic and eremitic styles of life need reshuffling. And I would

subscribe to what has been presented here as networks of the heart .

If such networks of the heart could be established, that may indeed

have the very practical consequence of creating this new state of

affairs and further degree of consciousness.

d} Sexuality. Traditional monasticism has considered the

monk, an asexual being: the sexual needs are needs for the sake of the

species, says Christian scholasticism, not for the fulfillment of the

individual person. So the monk, has simply to overcome and at beat sxih-

limate the sexual urges, and the more he or she ignores sexuality the

better. Today's Western sensibility is certainly different, and this

can be neither b3T)assed nor ignored. There are four areas here which

should Be considered, and I shall simply enunciate them,

ij The body , which I need not develop.

ii] Sex , in the sense of sexuality and not just the 'sex

needs' of mammals. Suman beings have sexuality, which implies the whole

interplay of human relationships. In this sense I would say that the

play, the pleasure of the polarity of human beings, can be a highly con-

templative activity. Friendship is a chapter in itself.
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iii) Genital sexuality sLould be distingtiished from the

constitutive sexuality of human intercourse in the more general sense

I have elucidated . The genital aspect has very often been exaggerated

— out of a sense of repression, perhaps? — but it is a problem which

has to be considered.

iv) Celibacy is again an important aspect which should

be considered.

So this would Be my synthesis, which in no way claims

to be the final word. And so, with a sense of imperfection and in-

adequacy, 1 close my 'synthesis'.
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CFoIlowing is R. Panikkar's response to a series of questions by
Sr. Myriam Dardenne, F. Basil Pennington, Paolo Soleri, Michael
Von Bruch, Ewert Cousins, Abbot Tholens and Armand Veilleux.

—Editor; You may formulate them as they are in the transcript.)
I

ED BEDNAR: You once said that the only interesting

question is the impossible question. You have just been given

seven impossible questions. What do you do with them?

PANIKKAR: I spoke in the singular, not in the plural.

But let me try, very briefly, to present these impossible answers.

1) I fully agree with Myriam. You have also noticed

that I have put the question of marriage independently from the

problem of sexuality.

2) I also agree with Fr. Basil's comment, that particular

groups of people will always want to take refuge in tradition, and

that everybody first needs the depth of being founded in a particular

tradition. I could no^ agree more, and I take that as a most important
\very.

and positive contribution, in th^sense in which I have spoken here,

without having been able to stress all the aspects. So I am thankful

for that comment.

Yet, one observation and a warning. The observation is

that I have not been talking to your young people here, but to all of

you mature monks advanced in the ways of spirituality. And a warning,

which I would put by means of an example; the peculiar example of

Catholic Christianity in Japan. Every year, a goodly number of

Japanese are converted to Christianity because they find in the

Christian presentation that inner logic, sense of Belonging and

attraction of a well-structured tradition for which they are apparently
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longing/ But th.e fact is that these conversions last onl7 three or

four years, sometimes less. And when they retrieve- from Christianity,

the results are less than happy. They become more and more uprooted.

3) To Paolo, I must say that I am very happy to have at

least provided a vocabulary for his arsenal of guerilla warfare. And

I am not only happy, but I would say... well, I am a fellow-traveler.

PAOLO SOLERI: A fellow guerilla!

PANIKKAR; Indeed.

4) I could not agree more with Michael's first point, that

the primary synthesis is in ourselves — and I would add that only

through ourselves may we reach the higher synthesis. So ^ ourselves

first and, at the same time perhaps, through ourselves.

He has put, secondly, a very delicate question: What is

the relationship betx/een simplification and integration? And he has

warned me that he didn't want theoretical answers. So let me give

first a theoretical answer — in a single word — and then a practical

example of how this integration could be achieved. The theoretical

answer is that I understand integration as assimilation ... toward

health, if you will, or toward transparency. This integration then

is a simplification, not through jxrxtaposition and enrichment, hut

through assimilation — of which, I repeat once more, the Eucharist

may be a symbol.

The practical exançle I would like to propose arises from

my own despair during seven years of struggle with the rather compli-

cated problems of chemistry. Chemistry is perhaps one of the most

complex fields, to the point of driving one mad. In analytic chemistry,

in organic chemistry, you realize that you cannot memorize everything;

even when the tables and the abstracts and everything are open before
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in Bonn with von Antropoff, the direct disciple of Mendeleyev, from

whom the whole of modern chemistry comes. He was a White Russian,

he would arrive at 7:00 a.m., and so forth. He understood my plight.

I didn't have a bad memory at the time, but that wasn't enough. Tet

there comes a moment in which you develop a sort of sixth sense, or

third eye, or something... and then you come up with what is called

'the chemical criterion'. You smell the compound, and you say; "Well,

ti^r cobalt first, and then put in some of that other thing, and you will

probably find something sulphuric in there which is blurring the radical

of the organic thing, Because I feel sure that this is an ^xylate of an

organic complex of something." And where did I come by all these insights?

Just by smelling and seeing? My friend could not explain it, hut he

said: "Well, you have a cón-natúrality with things."

And with the things of the spirit, you have something

similar. In the blink of an eye., it comes to you and you say: "Well,

this has to change", and you get it point blank. So there is a kind

of simplicity, or an intuition, some sixth, sense you acquire. And

there comes a moment when 3rou are suddenly familiar, and you know what

kinds of ingredients you have to add, and how the thing is going to

reveal itself... becaiase you are friends, and the things tell you what

you need to know^, and you understand their language. It's a very pecu-

liar language, because you can't translate it. But you know, and you

are not afraid, and you act. So that's the practical part of the answer.

Nov, how do we acquire such practice? And the only silly

answer that comes to me is; By practicing! St. Benedict knew something

of it when he called the monastery a school where the practice of the way

of the Lord is simply practiced — much more than just Otheoreticallyl

taught.
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Third, 'we are not universal'. Indeed, and thank God, there

is no lingua universalis . We have to be humble and concrete. And here

I would only rejoin Fr. Basil's comments about being concrete, and

living it. I make a distinction between;being provincial and particular

Cwhich is over against general and abstract!, and being concrete and alive,

which is not in opposition to being universal.

There is no lingua universalis . We have to be absolutely

convinced, first of all, that we have constitutive limitations — thanks

to which, we exist. But what we also have to have today is an open eye

and an attentive ear, to see and to hear and to understand that there

are other times, and other dances, and other languages, and other

rhythms... which are real, even if we do not understand them. Perhaps

the only thing I would call universal is a kind of loving madness, but

that's another question. That has to do with the ânahda of Siva.

5! Now Ewert Cousins puts me to the task of discovering my

own archetype. What I am saying and dancing tells you where this archeT-

type dwells. Nobody knows his own deep archetype. I am in great sym-

pathy with what I call the Christophany . To me every being is a Christr-

ophany, a revelation of that.Christie mystery. The locus is... well,

here I have emphasized the cosmic aspect, perhaps, but elsewhere I em-

phasize the more sacred and transcendent aspects. It depends, like a

chemical reaction, on the milieu in which one finds oneself.

Now my difference with Tellhard is, I would say, a double

one. On the one hand, I would call him pan-Christic, which is not my

bent. I would not like to defend a pan-Christic ideology in the way

that Tellhard ^— legitimately, given his own presuppositions — defends

it. And secondly, in all that I am trying to say I am—consciously, at

least and, I surmise, coherently—pluralistic ; which is something for

which there seems to be little place in Tellhard's system. To maintain
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it several times when I have spoken about joy, or even about the myth,

about the crypto-heresy of supposing that the logos is everything, about

cosmic confidence, or new innocence — about all these things, in short,

on which you can put neither your finger nor anything else, and which

jrou simply have to let be.

6) To Fr. Tholens ■— I can only kiss him, and embrace him,

and say that 1 am as happy as he. is in stressing the sat , cit and ghanda ,

exactly in the same way — giving 'equal time', as you say in America —■

although the blissful simplicity can sometimes be forgetful simplicity,

which I would not like it to be. But certainly the very criterion that

some tjrpe of genuine synthesis has been arrived at is that you can bubble

with joy, even in a concentration camp. But my warning of the other day

still stands: I should not be bubbling with joy just because I am obli-

vious and feel that everything is rosy. There is more to it.

7Î Lastly, but perhaps most importantly, I must respond to

something I was half-expecting to emerge here. Fr. Armand has perhaps

the most concrete and even the deepest inttiition from within one tradi-

tion — with all the openness of our era, etcetera — and yet he feels

uncomfortable with some of my presentations, as I feel the internal

contradiction in his.

The internal contradiction I sense is that on the one hand

he tells us: "Monasticism is not objectifiable. Why do you objectify?"

And here 1 would say: "Certainly, I fully agree, it is not objectifiable."

And if r have used the word archetype , an archetype is by definition pre-

cisely that which is not objectifiable, because an archetype is always

a ftinction of the cons^ciousness you have of it. The archetype is not

an object sitting quietly somewhere, but is something in which your whole
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relationship, tlie more or less amorphous, fxind of collective humanness ,

is precisely what constitutes the very nature of that archietype.

And then on the other hand he tells us: "Well, no... my

way of life ^ objective, clear cut, and you sh.ould not introduce con-

fiision. If you call married people also monks, you are stretching the

words beyond permissible bounds. This is because I feel that the way

of life of the monk is already somewhat objectified and clear cut, and

you should not confuse the issue." I may agree or disagree, but that

is the second question. Perhaps he means this internal contradiction

as a paradox. Monasticism is a way of life which as a way of life,

Armand tells us, has to stand as it is. And we should not mix the

issues. I would respond that we have a semantic problem: What is

monasticism? Is it the particular and objective way of life as it

has been for the most part understood, or is it one particular and

culture-bound expression of a more universal archetype that I have

called monkhood? And yet I should accept his more important warning:

I should well beware, even with. th.e best of intentions, of introducing

confusion. This is the purpose of the dialogue, to help clarify the

issues. But perhaps today the way of life of this concrete and historical

phenomenon is beginning to change.

Now if you say that you became a celibate because you

chose such, an option — Here I would join Michael's pertinent comment

— such, language is unintelligible for three-quarters of those, even

the monks, outside the First World. If I say I chose celibacy because

it is my option.,. Who is deciding? Who puts the option? A much more

traditional answer would be: "I just found myself a celibate, due to

my family, my tradition, everything..." that's the best way; but neither

I, nor any choice, nor any option nor anything decided. And I am very
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to be celibate, and don't put me in crisis by demanding a reason for it.

That to me is the best reason; that 1 cannot justify why I am a celihata,

and yet I am quite happy in it. If you ask me for a justification, I

really can't find one. And this, again, is part and parcel of the blessed

swnplicity, the new innocence. And if you ask me to speak as a theolo-

gian... well, I think we are in an awkward position if we try to justify

or rationalize celibacy in our modern times. All I need to say is let

it be, let it go. By their fruits you shall know- them. And I think

ti

there are very many fruits which vouch for this path. Of course this

is not a modern way of putting it, but if we admit this change perhaps

we should also be open to the corresponding changes. We should not

stretch the meaning of words into meaninglessness, certainly, but is

it not also true that certain types of cultural patterns have very often

monopolized the meanings of words? Is a hygma-pa not a monk?

There is something most revealing in the life of the words

themselves. And yet we should also be attentive to Fr. Armand*s proviso,

his woming. Yet, I would like to say^^that the life of words cannot

be put into a computer, and my exançle here is the rainbow (as well as the

example of the masculine/femininei. Certainly I know what green is, and

what violet is, but there are very many things in between which produce

perhaps the most beautiful colors... and then I don't know if it is green

or violet or blue-green or both at the same time.

So, having stretched the words, I shall not stretch the

time unduly.

* * *
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Footnote on Thinking and SpeakJLng

Ed tells me I have three and a half minutes for a footnote

on Teilhard, in connection with, Ewert's question.

First, allow me a couple of overstatements. The last 26

centuries of Western self-understending, culturally speaking, are Based

on that dogma — assumed and accepted dogma from Parmenides to Husserl,

the only exception and suspicion being Heidegger (hence our friendship)

'— that paradigm first formulated by Parmenides, that the two ultimate

pillars on which we have to rely in order to be human beings, i.e. to

have a human orientation in the world, are thinking and being , nous and

on . The whole history of Western thinking is founded on this assumption

that the nous , the mind, is the guardian shepherd of the on , of being,

and that being can only be expressed as what the mind tells iis that being

is. We have, of course, all the possible variations: they are two, they

are one, they are related, etcetera. The whole of modem science implies

that it is precisely the nous , the thinking attitude, the mathematics,

the calculation, that will tell us how being is, how being will behave.

By utilizing Riemannian geometry and minus-1 and negative sq^Iares and

all the rest, we think, and with our thinking we construct the framework,

the bridge, the Arcosanti... and it really stands.

In short, thinking discovers but also conditions being. Now

such thinking exacts a great price. Thinking which leads to intelligi-

bility cannot violate the principle of non-contradiction. If I think

being, if I think this , then this has to be the case as long as my think-

ing activity lasts. Otherwise, if the this does not remain the same, I

don't know what I am thinking about. If you think "two tulips and two

roses are foxir flowers", then after five minutes, two tulips and two
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roses must still be tulips and roses in order to be four flowers.

Thinking — to say it briefly — freezes being. The tulips, about

which I may think anything at all, must remain tulips. Thinking

assumes being to be what it thinks it is. And all the 'oughts' and

'shoulds' follow, precisely because thinking tells me what being is,

and xrtiat truth is. Being is really molded and in a certain sense

fixed by thinking.
"

If. being is not the prisoner of thinking,

because it may be 'thought' to be prior to being, it yet has to

abide by the rules of thinking, which become the rules of being.

The rules of being are postulated by the rules of thinking. And

most of the philosophies. East and West, proceed from this assumption.

But this paradigm is not universal. It is not assumed or

taken for granted in India, for instance. In India, the ultimate polar-

ity, the yin/yang so to speak of the Indian effort at human orientation

in reality, is not thinking and being, but being and wording . Or rather,

being and speaking; being and letting being be; being and letting being

escape. It is being and letting being express itself, without the re-

flexion of self-consciousness, without the going back to the being from

which you have departed. It is a kind of total spontaneity. Being

explodes itself into being, into word, into the expression of that

being, into something which goes its own way, like an expanding universe

which nothing and nobody — and certainly no being, no thinking, no lack

\no logic or logistics , no anything — ]
of contradiction^ can control ancTgUrde

' Blissful spontaneity,

yes, because what is most important is the process, the dance, the whole

thing expanding.,. Who could control it? And who would control the con-

troller? Who would think the thinker? Who could know the knower? You

cannot know the knower. There is no way to control the flow of reality.
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And this would explain the monastic concentration on purifying the

heart, the source of our being, and allowing the Spirit, which is

Freedom, to direct, to in-spire us

* * *

RP/se
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4) The Challenge of Secularity

Life does not need to be logical, but it destroys itself

if it is anti-logical. The two paradigms of Simplicity and Harmony

Vfo be , J
that we have encountered seem/in the long run, mutually incompatible.

Meanwhile, i.e. in between, while life lasts, they create a healthy

polarity, if maintained within limits. Furthermore, blessed simplicity

will not allow real fragments of reality of human life to be stripped

away on the pretext of helping somebody to reach perfection. The remedy

would be worse than the malady. Complexity as such is not necessarily

positive either. It has to be a harmonious complexity, which takes into

account the cum of the folded Çplexus ) things in order to reach a true

embrace Çcumplexus) .

Can there be a marriage between Simplicity and Complexity?

Is the archetype of the monk lost if simplicity is given up? Here we

have not really dedicated equal time to the archetype of secularity.

This was not our direct topic. But a few observations may be pertinent

at this juncture. First, a sociological obseirvation; second, an anthro-

pological remark; and third, a metaphysical one.

a) Sociologically speaking, in a world menaced by increasing

technological complications, to have people stressing simplicity is more

outlet for freedom, health and humanness. Even if we are condemned

to complexity^ not everybody can adapt themselves to

it. We need respites, exceptions. There is also the fact that the begin-

ning of every new technological 'progress' creates innimierable victims due,

as previously mentioned, to the fact that there are different human rhythms

and varying degrees of adaptability, but also because the first technolo-

gical essays in any given field are imperfect and often demand a high
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monasteries as high places of hxnnan relaxation and temples of sim-

plicity.

Moreover, besides complexity there is complication.

People tend to complicate their lives. Industrialization may well

mean consumerism, and many today are becoming aware of the dangers

and anti-natural effects of the technological world. A call for

blessed simplicity is urgent and needed. If the old monks

give up, new monks will emerge and perform this vital function of

reminding the world by their example that only a very few things

are necessary for a full and happy human life, much less to reach

'eternal life' — which does not, of course, need to be postponed

into the future.

But simplification of a complicated life and life-style

is one thing, and utter simplicity taken to its final consequences

quite another. Total simplicity, i.e. a specialization in simplicity,

may lead to inhuman practicies or fall into the most traditional

'monastic'temptation of 'acosmism' or 'vita angelica' Cangelic life).

This means that blessed simplicity cannot be the only

principle governing human life, and if it does, it destroys that very life. If

this is the case, either Blessed Simplicity cannot any longer be

the monastic principle, or Monkhood cannot be the total paradigm for

human life, but only a dimension of it which must be combined with the

principle of Harmonious Complexity. Here is the ultimate locus for my

statement about the impossibility of institutionalizing monkhood. It

tend^to absolutize that which is"onlyone single dimension of human

life.
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today a certain questionable relationship between monastic institutions

all over the world and the larger religious bodies to which they are

attaS[i)6^d. I am referring to the tendency, be it organized as in the

Roman Catholic Canonical Laws, be it in the minds of the people and

directives of the authorities concerned, of keeping the old monastic

f and

institutions as museum-piecei^ preventing their evolution — which

oÇ
by the same token is considered a betrayal^their ancient and authentic

calling. I am referring to the desire^ mainly on the part of outsiders,

to see the monks preserve the badly needed old values. You have to live

in Rome, Bangkok, Rishikesh or the Kangra Valley to realize this trend

of 'authorities' wanting to preserve the old institutions in their pris-

tine 'purity', uncontaminated by the air of modernity. There is a valid

point to this, but it becomes problematic and ultimately defeats its own

purpose if it is done from the exterior, as a result of more or less

subtle pressures. *'?eople expect you to be like this. You are supposed

to behave this way and to say these things" are sentences we hear all

too often. And this brings vis immediately to the second observation.

b) Anthropologically speaking, the question is how to inte-

grate those two principles in our lives. Specifically for our purposes,

a\
how can the Modem Monk handle the traditio^ pull toward simplicity and

his or her own Cnot just societal) push toward a harmonious integration

of one's being? The "quid hoc ad aeternitatem?" (what use is this for

eternity?) can have devastating effects if eternity is seen as just the

salvation of the pure soul in an after-life. The obsession with the

sarva dukha Call is suffering), can equally lead to a real castration

of the human personality.

We are not discussing here which anthropology is the more
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valid, i.e. that which sees human perfection in an eschatological

life on a higher nirvanic or paramarthic plane, or that which believes

that the harmony of the human personality requires one to integrate

all the possible human values in one single being. We are not forget-

^higher or t

ting a warning that to want to achleVe a too / ' inappropriate ideal,

leads to total deception and fiasco. Nor am I pleading for sheer

- ,, \personals
humanism, I am simply stctíng íhe fact of the —-""■"ïïelief of a concerned

person and how this person sees his jax-her-perfection and the meaning of

his or her life. I am concerned with the anthropological image that Man

has of himself.

It probably comes to this: Has the humanum only one dimen-

sion, or is it pluridimensional? To avoid this question would cheapen

traditional monastic spirituality. The monk does not want to be every-

thing. He has renounced many things, ^ eventually everything.

But one ideal or aim he sticks to: the Absolute, nirvana , moksa, soteria ,

salvation. He stakes everything on that, and not necessarily in an ex-

clusively individiaalistic way. On the contrary, the ideal of the boddhi-

sattva is a monastic one, the ideal of being a living victim for the

salvation of the whole world, and the vocation of the vicarious represen-

tation of the entire humankind is central to monasticism. The question

is how this goal is reached — by attaining that simple core of every-

thing, by simplicity at the end of a thorough process of utter simpli-

fication, or by attempting the harmonious complexity and integration

of all the possible values in the crucible of the particular

person?

To overlook this double underlying anthropology would do

an injustice not only to the theoretical problem of the New Monk, but

much more so to that particular person who is now, as it were, under
"

two fires, which we may call Simplicity and Complexity. The monk
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Tradition and Modernity. If the second paradigm is found more valid

than the first one of Sinçlicity, the structural changes in traditional

monasticism will have to be radical. And there is no point in blurring

the dichotomy, although the conduct of practical affairs may demand

prudence, patience and great discernment of spirit. But the individual

monk may be caught in the dilemma and have to face the practical problem

of whether he will better serve the cause of 'monkhood' by transforming

the old structures or beginning new ones. Do we really have here the

case of the new wine and the old wineskins? I cannot push the question

much further right now. We may briefly consider the last dilemma.

c) Metaphysically speaking, we detect immediately two radi-

cally different conceptions of reality. The problematic has already

emerged from time to time as we have been speaking.

The ideal of simplicity assumes that the entire reality

in its ultimate symbol is simple . Now neither space nor time, nor

histoxTT, nor the body are simple, nor even simplifiable past certain

limits. Only the 'soul', consciousness, jftâna , cit , is reducible to

(•quite spontaneous I vJ
a point without dimensions. It follows from all this./that the monk

at least neglects the former and concentrates his interest —^

on the latter. For the purpose of these considerations, I would

also like to bring the different cosmological assumptions under this

same heading of meta-physics.

The ideal of Complexity, on the other hand, assumes that

reality is ultimately pluralistic , not reducible to any single principle

and thus that realization is not a jump into the Absolute, but rather a

process by which the complexity of our being is brought harmoniously to

completion.



127.No monk needs to be a me.taphysician, but the ultimate

metaphysical paradigm is ever present in any of tke moves h.e will

make. Ultimately, the hypothesis of an Absolute is at stake here.

We might even have said; monotheism versus polytheism. But we should

not linger much longer over this chasm that seems to be obvious, despite

the fact that words do not convey the whole issue, and much less so as

we try to articulate the problem in a cross-cultural context.

I may now attempt to formulate a Synthesis from a trinitarias

perspective, first, and in an advaitic language immediately thereafter.

It is all related to what I have called the cosmotheandric intuition and

sacred secularity.

In the final analysis. Simplicity and Complexity are not

dialectically opposed^ because the ultimate structure of the universe

does not need to be conceived as dialectical. Their relation is dia-

logical. They have meaning not in opposing and contradicting each

other so as to allow for a higher synthesis, but asa mutually con-

stitutive relation, so that the one does not make sense without the

other and both mutually support each other. Simplicity is more than

the absence of complexity. It is merely 'monoplexity*, I would say,

if the word were allowed. The folds have merely been tinfolded, but

not obliterated or destroyed — although, qua folds, they no longer

exisÇ/í A certain transformation, as we have seen, is certainly re-

C^y lóñggr")
quired. Complexity is not jvist the accumulation of folds, of layers

of reality one upon the other, but the display of the many folds in

one coherent, i.e. joined, pattern — which is one in its manifoldness.

Now this oneness is not plurality, but is certainly pluralistic, i.e.

it forms a plural pattern that is beyond the reach of the word and of

thought and which thus remains only a matter of 'belief', or 'hope'.
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or 'hypothesis' or of 'realization', if we^ive due credit to the

(ïwant
mystical tradition of humankind.

The oneness, we said, is pluralistic, because there is

only the oneness of the manifold which nobody can encompass, as nobody

can be outside reality. If the color green could see it would see

all the other colors as green or as the result of their composition

with green. It could not speak of a plurality of colors, but only

of a pluralism which could be expressed by the generic name 'color'

without precise content — for

u)/
The Trinitarian language «ould go like this: The

Trinity, to begin with, is neither a monopoly of Christianity nor,

for our purposes, of the Divinity. Every bit of reality has this

trinitarian imprint. And thus hviman perfection does not consist in

becoming one with the Son, or with the Father or the Spirit, but in

entering into the life of that very Trinity without eliminating any

of its constituents.

The Trinity is neither one nor three, i.e. neither sim-

plicity nor complexity. Seen from the interior, as it were, it looks

like simplicity: each 'person' voids itself totally in order that the

other 'be'. Personhood is pure relationship. There is nothing outside

the relationships. If there were a kind of substantial 'knot' indepen-

dent from the 'net' we would have tritheism or, in the tiniverse, plurality.

The law of the Cross, i.e. of Sacrifice as pure immolation, I would say,

reigns also in the Trinity. This voiding of each person is complete.

Seen from the -—1 p^^ rb person is totally void, empty. If we were to

interior"

look at that person we would not see 'it', as the. person has already

totally given,..-—JL. up to the other. In point of fact, person is

( herselT^
neither singular nor plural. The Father 'gives' everything he is and
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has to the Son; he begets a Son identical to him. The Son is equally

exhaiisted in his Gift (the Spirit) to the Father — which precisely

the Father has 'inspired' through the Son. The Spirit in 'itself

is nothing, no-thing (the 'thing', res , word is the Son, the Logos) ;

it is pure gift, which, is only such in the actual giving. Now from

the exterior, as it were, in and By the very act of speaking about

all this and trying to unfold it for our minds, it is complexity.

It is even th.e maximum of complexity, since all the rich.es of reality

are encompassed in the trinitarian dynamism. This is the meaning of

the Incarnation: that the world shares in the ultimate trinitarian

adventure, although, it unfolds in the strictures of space and time.

Seen from the outside, the whole process is the com-plexity of the

entire reality: Father, Christ and Spirit in Christian nomenclature.

We can speak about the ineffable, because the very un-

speakable is an attribute of the speakable; as everybody realizes in

and through the experience that no word of ours says all that it Vants',

'desires' or 'purports' to say. We speak then about the ineffable hy

opening up, pointing out, le^ ourselves be somehow aware of the silent

component of the word, of the unspeakable side of the spoken. Without

words, there would be no silence — just as there is no real word without

silence.

In advaitic parlance I could say that reality is neither one

nor two, and so neither we nor the world can be brought under tlie sway

> one or the two. > God and the World are - equally so (S-t
Iwould I

goes against common sense) nor two Ctwo what? — it/contradicts the very

conception of God). Now advaita is not monism. It would be monism if

the God had so absorbed the world they cannot be two) as to roh it

of its ultimate reality. It is not dualism either. The world is not

another reality facing the God or the One or Brahman. There are not two



130.'aspects' of one and the same reality, because they are not 'aspects',

i.e. perspectives, epistemological devices or facets of a monolithic

reality. Reality is not to be encompassed by the mind: cit , buddhi ,

jnSna . Reality is also sat and gnanda , being and bliss. And if we

can speak of it it is not because they are reducible to vie, to the

word, to intelligibility, but because they are inseparable and yet not

the 'same'. There is ultimately nothing that is the same, because the

mind for which the 'sameness' is 'same' is not outside of it. This

non-dualistic conception -for the maximum complexity. If

there would be only one thing, there would be no complexity at all;

monism would be quite sufficient and advaita not required at all.

But if simplicity were not also a dimension of the real, dualism would

in its turn be a plausible enough hypothesis. Complexity and Simplicity

embrace in advaita, as well as in the Trinity.

Where is the monk in all this? I may venture now;smy hypo-
, perhaps,

thesis — and epekstasis in the sense of hope. I shall expose it in

its bare essentials.

Let tis call the humanum the symbol for human perfection

over and above the distinctions between the natural and the supernatural.

The belief that this humanum is utterly simple would constitute the

archetype of monkhood. The humanum has thus a center, simple without

dimensions, a core that in an eminent and for us rather incomprehensible

way encompasses all of what really is. This humanum is not only invisible,

it is also not realized here on Earth. It needs a transcendent existence,

be it in time Cthe future), in space (paradise) or altogether beyond

Cnirvina). The realization of the humanum is an eschatological task.

You have to discover it, either in hope or with an intuition Çanubhava)

that transcends space and time, by realizing that you are 'already there'.

This is the way of Sinqjiicity, and traditional monks have followed this

path.



The belief that this htnnanum is complex and that it can

be realized only if the different elements are integrated could still

be accepted by some monks. Where the divergence arises is when this

integration is considered not reducible to one single 'thing', when

the ultimate 'stuff of the real is in itself manifold, complex. This

archetype I would call secularity. The humanum has no single center.

It has two or more centers. Space and time are definitive and not to

be whisked away as something alien to the hi·imanum . Even if they are

ephemeral, it is this very provisionality that gives them reality for

Man in his or her ultimate concern. Realization is a personal task

that cannot be postponed, and cannot be gained by eliminating elements

of reality as if they were not there, or were not real.

Is there any way of bringing these two archetypes together?

The very manner of putting the question is obviously biased. Simplicity

cannot tolerate a second at its side. Is there but the possibility of

a Oneness without a Second which still does not fall into a simplistic

monism? Or, from the other perspective, is it possible to give all due

credit to all the ingredients of reality without falling into an indis-

criminate atomistic anarchy?

Perhaps it may be said that this is ultimately what not only

the best monks, but also the most profound secularists, have always been

seeking. This could be the case — and then it would only confirm ray

hypothesis. But perhaps one was not sufficiently aware of the radical

and ultimate divergences in the conception of reality. The prize here

would not be that v/e have lost thd key to open

the puzzle of the universe, "but

there is no key,"¡neither epistemological or ontological, because the logos

is not all that there is and being is 'only' all that there 'is'.
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Will the new monk, integrate these two dimensions of human

life? I may end hy saying that intellectuals experiment with, ideas,

hut monks experiment with, their lives. It is an experience of life

and death.

m
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EAST-WEST MONASTIC SYMPOSi^

Preface: by the editor or the chairman

Introduction:

R. PANIKKAR

The spoken language is not the written one. The spoken
language is unrepeatable, it speaks to an immediate audience, it responds to the expec-
tations of the listeners and reacts to their 'vibrations'. In a sense it is a liturgy and each

liturgy is unique and for its own sake.

I had q.iready warned the editors and conveners that the
tape-recorder dos not record the spirit, and that in a symposia* you eat and drink words
and not just read sentences. We do not like to regurgitate.

^faithfully ■

F. Tisso's assistants/Transcribed the sounds of the recorder
and S. Eastham painfully edited the entire material. He made the best he could with it.
Joao V. Coutinho mode me aware of the inconsistencies that a reader who has not been a

participant is bound to find. Adityqnanda has been kind enough to read the swtira cor-

j^ected typescript and st^gthan md in my^oubts. Thanks are due to them. Besides, I could
not recognize myself n^the event when^ttemptaS to make sense of the edited talks.
I felt it would be a lie on my part and an insult to the participants to allow the letter of the

proceedings to be published on the assumption that the spirit would be there. The value and
merit of the symposi^ was in the celebrating of it. The commemoration should be another
re-enactment and belongs to another genre, perhaps to the proper literary genre. But a

symposiéa is for aaaipbobetks. To those who prefer to read one cannot offer a cold meal.
The joy and meaning of a symposia is the concelebration. Nothing is lost of what was

enjoyed there, even if it cannot be found in this re-elaboration. The participants may
perhaps remember and re-enact the experience for themselves. This volume now stands on its
own.

The only solution, at least for me, was to rework —now—

my presentation from the notes that 1 had and the edited transcripts that I read, and insert
in the text the questions and answers as they came. I have tried to incorporate in the text



all that was said in the Symposiiik. Í

¥Bt, 'ihis written text is moi&^xmeise^ perhaps more aca-
demie and 'dry', but probably more appropriate# for a wider audience. And yet it is not
a lifejjess, scientific study. The home-work has been done by the intellect and by the^heart but it remains at home^ In corde magis quam in códice, / Discretions a monc^ic;^

r at loott bonodíx¿H3B» virtue^).
My personal gratitude to all drops into silence; it tries to

f fisc't against 'linear' time I have had to wage in order to present this
new text — all shortcomings notwithstanding.

R.P.

Santa Barbara
15 - August - 1981

^Assum pta es Maria in coelum":
gaudenT)qTonachi ü

<^-¿K f7ma^Li<^ -Inrrii luliimt Tnn iiwiaicj
tarram.

"fiiouvv (o-vi jlXv'lvne^/vrtot-^ "Avoo-yk U.A.OU/-IAsuac/A

0) Manyji^rds like modernity, symbol, tempiternity, myth, archetype, etc. have not been
^fficientp^jolincated. The author refers to his other publications for-i> clarifications
heœsurn^that the context already provides a minimum horizon for the understanding of all
such expressions.
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The €—É—ly Monastic Vocation

C'' . > ^

<P| T¡ OjO í v tn-QíL ú¿1TAí^ ^ .

'Tí C1^: t 1/ í ~T oi í. "TXi n 0 L s L'^i A

Prov. X,9

Qui ambulat simplicJter
ambulat confidenter.

.
Vg.

He that walks simply,
walks confidently . (1 )

The topic entrusted to me is 'the monk as a universal arche-

type'. The phrase is ambiguous, as# will become clear in a moment. But its ambiguity is

revealing. Here I hesitate: I feel I am breaking rather than constructing some-

thing. It Is painful to break into pieces what one sees whole; and yet to speak,
to explain, to unfold, to spread out in time and space is to break things apart. Like the

body of Prajapati dismembered in the act of creation, it seems that this simple and inef-

fable vision which for me is the symbol of the monk can only be communicated in fragments.
I must begin by taking a hammer and destroying the "universal archetype of the monk", not

unlike a child pulling apart its beloved little toy to see what is within... And within we

may discover emptiness...

My presentation will have one'^rologue and three unequal
|iarts.The Prologuéis a confession on method. The first'^rt will deal with the central

understanding of monkhood as a human archetype. The second'^art will try to spell out

the Contemporary Monastic Vocation in mror chapters which unfold a fundamental prin-
ciple. The ^rt will be what we called Synthesis at the Symposien in the form of

general reflections on this unending topic.

(1) Cf. Prov. 111,23; XXVIII, 18; P^. XXlll, 4;Jls_. XXXIII, 15-16, The text is com-

mented by M. ECKHART, Sermo XV, 2 (n.l62).
itisNastonishing to read the modem translations of this Oc which was so central
in the Patristic and monastic spirituality^^^echoed so strongly in the New Testament. (Cf.
Matth . VI, 27-23; Luc., 34-35; etcM.^f. also the leitmotiv of homo viator^ o| IVia^

^
' V o'TVsA.-s,
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Since my early youth 1 have seen myself as a monk, but

without a monastery, or at least without other walls than those of the entire planet and

even those, it seemed to me, hod to be transcended — probably by-my-immanence —,

without a habit, or at least without other bsb4^ than those worn by the human family and

even those, it seemed to me, had to be discarded because all cultural clothes are only
partial revelations of what they conceal: the pure nakedness of total transparency only
visible to the Simple Eye of the pure in heart.

Yew ii'i'iH wiuluijtai'id the* I feel not only incompetent and

unprepared to speak about the topic, but also perplexed about the way to proceed. Pro-

bably the best method would have been to take some seminal figures like Buddha,
I • \

® ^

Anthony, Milarepo, Shankara, possibly also more modem ones like Bruno)/Ramana'Nj
Maharshi, etc. and bsMe deriveij^from these the monastic archetype.lt would have been

relatively easier, probably more fruitful and certainly more interesting, especially for

those who may be^little familiar with these giants of monastic spirituality. We would have

then witnessed a quality of life and a human maturity which could serve us as lighthouses
for our shaken human pilgrimage. From their examples we could have arrived at the mo-

nastic archetype.

Two reasons have induced me to take a totelly different

method. First, that the monks already know many of these materials and^)^at it''would
not contribute enough to the incoming mutation just to presenrmionachism at its best. It

would have made all of us proud of such ancestors, but perhaps veiled before our^^es
what I consider the challenge of our times. It would have put us èn the line of 'try harder'

mentcl^iffl-rnief to imitate their exploits but distracted us from considering whether our

present-doy predicament does not require from us a new metanoia, a new converei^instead
of o rerieweci i"^-'ratio^ tx i'tV\ 1 r\.

To a non monastic audience I would say that this presentation
speaks to the monk in everyone of us and it does not wont to supplant or correct the rich

literature on monasticism. It would like to inspire the reader to delve into the sources of

this rich human tradition.

The mmmmé reason connected wMÉaMÉnsSat. I am not so

much directed to speak about the history of the past or even to venture into the historical

future, as 1 am concerned to probe the transhistoricai present — for us here and now.
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We shall have to take into account not only the post, as

we know it, but also the present, as we understand it, and ourselves as we experience
our lives.

One simple reflection may give us the required mood.

Whatever monkhood may be, and there are scores of definitions and descriptions, it

seems to have exhibited a symptomatic polarity. On the one hand it is something special,
difficult, even sometimes queer with tinges of social and cultural disconformity; on the

other hand it is something 'a mmmnHj so human, that it is ultirnately claimed to be the b*
v. I Ü fVsfi

of everyeae, what everybody should or is called upon to be —woner or later. The aware-

ness of this polarity, 1 submit, will put us on the right track *

type^moy4»o{r-|fke^ L
C31VU

1 - The Archetype of Monk

By monk, monocho^ I understand that person who

aspires to reach the ultimate goqltof life with all her being by

all íéhat is not strictly necessary for it, i.e. by being concentrated on this one single and

unique ias . The monk is at least in the state of mui^sutva or desire to be liberated

and for this is so concentrated on it that he renounces the fruits of his actions (ihamutra-

phola-bhogg-viragg) having discriminated between the real isr the unreal (nitydinltya-
vcstuviveka or ôtmânâtma-vastuviveka ) and ready for this to undertake the necessary

praxis (sôdhana) (2). — j

WThis
towards perfection or salvation.

7^ distinguishes the monk from other spiritual end^avou^
( (2) I am very much worried about having to say moni</nun, he/she and his/her all the time.

I could replace monk/nun all the time by monkhood but this abstraction goes against the

genius of the English language,Besides^1 would prefer to reserve the word monkhood for

the archetype. I could say "she" instead of "he" but what we really need is a third arti-

cle, not the masculine or the femijiine or the neuter (which is Solomon's judgement,
'neither the one nor the other' — for then, you kill the child). Not the neuter but the

utwiisiue , the"either gender" which includes both male and female. For the moment, I

shall use Man as Mensch, purusha, anthropos and not, give males the monopoly on Man or

3?^ T —. . O'T
split the human persons into menH^if-men and malesi^fe-males (other etymologies not-

withstanding). This split does not cover the entire human being either. Where are the

children? Where are those who are not comfortable with a he or a she either? Curiously
enough, gender only appears when we speak in the third person and objectify iwiothe^;



6 a)

When 1 say "You", or "I", this invokes the fullness of the androgynous human being.

In dialogue, we address each other as persons, whole and complete, with no need to make

distinctions like adulter child or black or white or male or female... Only when we

start talking about 'third persons' do we have to say "He", "She", C üí II i ", 'Tuliitlr

and the like: because they are not encountered directly and in person. When God is

a Thou, or as I would rather suggest, the I and 'me', the Thoi^the gender does not enter

either. It is interesting to know that in some fefrican languages the only difference betweei

'he' and 'you' is a distinction in tone. Every word should be a prayer, and should be

directed to a person. Hence^my uneasiness at talking into microphones...

^Ibt)
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ti^ 1v<. 'J^cw\j The thesis I han'ei buan defending «Il w/ life is that thefnoh^
(^rchetype of *h<"^attic,^=qtthertigh If jBgyJjfic^i fei-c^protcion thp^tfgkjao--4natituMen,'^is ■uA\/el^

i»a*^wr g constitutive dimension of human life» Whan rt i^ST6tItutienQfiz^d^^it·ia9g40s-4Q
genviirin ^horrii li liiilfi

^ [liiif iifiliiii»ij)ii iiii'i'Hiii i-junli^' of each person^This conception, 1 submit, has been an underlying belief of tradition. Something has
b.eav\ worrieá^e great monksyall muer the ynsrid wherî^^^k becomes a well accepted figure

in the world and monasticism receives the blessing of society^ It is with this belief in mind
that tradition has considered the hermit —the idiorhythmic — to be the perfect monk: the
sartinyosin, monochos, muni, bhiksu , rShib (in spite of the doubts of the Qu'rôn), etc.

We shoH ho^to ask ourselves a difficult and only partially
answerable question: not what the monks think of themselves or what society thinks about
them, but what has ultimately compelled them to embrace monkhood, not what socio-

rrrjotiyes they had, but what deep.anthropologiçalj.
psychologicatV'urge. was îhere rhe languages of rhe different religious traditions.

The monk ultimately becomes monk not by a process of thinkii^

in so for OS this is possible .

(about death, caducity of all things, nitya ^ .) , for merely of desiring (God, human
perfection, heaven, nirvana, .,.) but as^an urge, fruit of on experience which ganawtly '

leads him to change and in the last instance break something in his life (conversio, metanoici_
ihâmutra-pholdÉÎo rno ' ^ Î \ for the sake of that 'thing' which

en compases or transcend^ everything (the pearl, (sfpma, brahman, peace^^moksa^'v^od, ^

satori , enlightenment, ...)i One does not become monk in order to do something or even

to acquire anything, but to be — that being which is (everything, yourself, the supreme
Û

' ^V' '

WKu.vvwI.N tíín^
^ It is the existence of such that leads me to speak about

beü 1 '
* i n * ft •} •

monkhood as a constitutive dimension of human life.

Now, this understanding of monkhood as a human dimension hs^s
ben obscured by Juxtaposition of mmmy other elements, which hove led to the troditiona!
belief that the monk represents the highest type in the human scale; and from here to

bping the perfect Man^ from the ultimate or religious point of view. Most
t Î r

'

i of fact, will tell us that only the muni attains moksa , only the bhikj^
reaches nirvana ; ¿p everv çne is called to be a somnyasin , in this or another life, as only
the soc'bj burns away aiK^rmo^and is not bom again; the Christian monachos is the only
worthy successor of the mortyifor mortus and thus the perfect Christian; and ^'~m hrrrx"^ iij
of course, the perfect Men.

What is human perfection? Let me explain by means of on

example.
According to Greek and Latin scholastic theology, each

angel is a species. The angel, by the very fact of being an angelj^ica tbe^
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fcigir- hqfc_passed;\ has reached(ftjli "ongelicity of kk particular order. Each angel is

as fuily ^angel* as it can be; that is, every angel exhaustsown nature and comple-
tely rea I i zes /fte/own specific potentialities. There are not more than one angel in each

angelic order. Once create^an angel fulfils completely that nature. It has reached its

natural perfection."

begawiie a hur

Not so with human beings, (numan beings
CÜ1

unlike angel4
img is not'humanity nor can it become it. If one human being could

exhaust the perfection of humanity it would not leave place for anybody else. A human
-tri tvsL

being is not Adam, not purusha, not human nature. The perfection of the human individua\
is not the fullness of human nature; it is not nature, but personhood;^nôt the essence of

humanity, but the incommunicable and unique existence of the person. An indefinite

number of persons can realize, each time in a unique way, -èàw^ërféction of btwwanity.
Humanity is manifold. Its name is legion. In this sense the perfect human nature does

not exist} It should embrace the whole of humanity, actual and possible, and this is not

feasible for any individual person. Yet there are people who actualize their dormant po-

tentialities and other people who don't, people who reach a high degree of humonnes, as

it were, and other who d<^t.p^^ follows that the search for human perfection
cannot have a single model. The word 'perfection' has to stand for a meaningful, joyful or

simply full human life whatever and wherever this'fullness', 'meaning', 'joy' may Lib believe

to be. Each person will have her proper way of realizing in her own way tl^e^^eiTe^ioj^
ïnity'. I shall call the humanum this core of humanity or humanne^'that'^an^beof 'hum^am^

and unique manner, ikli-u^he endeavor of

^ ^ ^

^ ity or humanness that ¿an be

realized-in ^ many manners as there are humans. Humanity is one, the humanum is that

l^c+f+c form of every individual person when realizing Iwrnnnity,^
—' Each human being has to conquer the humanum in a personal

every religiorV: "to give a speet-fíne possibility
for the human being (individually or collectively) to'Sootr^e humanum. In this endeavor

to acquire full humanness or the humanum, there hways . A'w°mmon name

for all these ways is religion. Religion is a path to salvation, liberation or whatever.

cepfcion«we^i»oy¿-bayfibof this humanum.

Now, this humanum does not only have many interpretations,
it has also many aspects and presents the whole richness and complexity of human nature.

•ft KAAsü-t-íttq
The poet, the intellectual, the craftsman, the Man of action, etc. are all

different facets of it. Each of these facets represents the cultivation of one aspect of the
humanum and by and large the human person tries to find an harmonious conjugation bet-
ween several of those human qualities, like a person of good taste combines the several

colors of the different pieces of Immt her costume.

One ideal has now oHd thiwi crept into this human striving
for perfection. We could coll it the Supernatural or the higher level. Realizing that
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many human virtues can become rather obstacles for higher goals, experiencing the
'

—

^
-

TKÍ.
mutual incompatibility of many human qualities,'cmd taolîe'i'ÎHg in a 'superhuman'
destiny of the Supernatural or paramarthika . hai ■ppeai'ed
tiiriii ggniin in llii' liiitniy nf hiimnnl'ind You reach perfection by jumping over

iThj^ 'natural' laukika perfections^and by short-circuit, as it were, you reach into another

sphere the fullness of your life. This supernatural 'saint' can here on earth be a rather

quaint figure; later in heaven he will be radiant with light and suffused with all perfec-
tion. And in fact there seems to be something in the humanurry as we have defined it,

something that transcends mere humanity and points to another degree of reality not to

be found on the mere 'natural' level —assuming simply that nature is whatevej;; spiritual,
intellectual or materia I. eieswBwiQs bom (naturatum , natun) on Earthy

Most traditional religions hove this somewhat transcendent
■pv-c

conception of the humanum . The search for this is what characterizes homo religiosos,
but we have not yet reached the monk. The monk is neither the homo oqhis way to the

humanum nor the homo religiosos in his search for the fwll-humanum ttwit nppeag as

'L■doai one

liuiuiundewt/ super-human um or supernatural fww the 'wtural' |ierrp>i7ti'irc,
""Sflofcono Vi'gv of rogchinq th o- humgnwo y

My hypothesis is that monkheody( of super-humanumjá
dimension of this humanum, so tbat^^e^ry human being has potentially th% Hi·l·iuL·lik.

to realize that dimension, ét is a pl^ension which has to be integrated with other

")/dimensions of human life in order to^^eh-the humanum. Not of bread alone lives Man.
>

——

^ ^
cinwWL

W4wi rhfe-idimensioo. I jjululud Mwd aipoaiiilh/ fTuitiimtudy iiMvym be cal4ed
f \

an archetype riwt--fer<wi.:pori^of being-human.

And it is such an archetype that we find under different names

in most human traditions. It is understandable that precisely those religions which have most

cultivated this dimension have tried to institutionalize it. And the paradox that once

fnorkkoTTtlie manegtic dimension becomes institutionalized, it begins to^lode-qvtfny, n&.ronttitwti'mc

^ human■■dimefniew. Monkhood is o^^rt, a dimension of the human being, one archetype;
but the monastery is a totum, a total organization of human life. At iti best it elaiwc

jo be a yitirr pri^tntn •"'"ile FBwiwiwg a pe*». The monk within the institutionalized frame-

work often suffers from the fact that his vital impulses towards full humanness are short-

arcuited because they are merely absorbed in the total institution^ Experience shows that

tnes to looljoutside the monastery for thai^^î^erîection towar^ which he aspires. 1 shall
p/v*; tvvsuvi y

defend later the monastery as a living organism and notias an organization. -bt^rA
I

I surmise that one of the crisis of the present day is precisely
this kind of quid pro quo, that something which belongs to human nature as one of its

constitutive dimensions loses part of its force and its universality once it becomes a parti-
fnO^lc^OOcL

cu lar form of organized life. Thus, suinetliii'ig which, properly understood, vraulil infawn

, 5, other dimensions of being human, and wulal m could be an essential element in reachinc
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human Fullness, m Fijiifi ntinl and loses sight of its own power. I am huiw fclill echoing

tradition whaii It sees the monk as a solitary (not an isolated) being, perhaps living in a

(spiritual) family, but not as a member of a eangragatien, closiV uooaS^ rhoicu'í^c.
uwoco::K'on

Something similar happens when other dimensions of human

life, like sexuality, sociability, playfullness or even art, etc. become institutionalized

in an institution that purports to encompass the entirefyof human life. The humanum is

multidimensional.Tv^
But I have not yet said in what this dimension of the humen um

consists. It is this. In the search for 'perfection' Man has often looked for oneness, the

hen, the mono^ the ekarrj, the unum necessari um (of the Vulgate). I may use a very

traditional metaphor here from East and West, in spite of the different emphases: the

center. If we look for oneness in the periphery we cannot reach that equanimity, that

shama , «wl-peace peculiar to the monk; we cannot hove that holy indifference towards

everything because we are not equidistant from everything. Monkhoodjtf the search for

the center.

Inasmuch as we try to unify our life around the center, all

of us have something of the monk in us. This center, by virtue of being a center, is im-

manent to the human being, but at the same time, by virtue of being as yet unattained, it

is transcendent. We should bear in mind that we are not speaking of any specific monas-

tic institution in any specific religion, but rather of an anthropological dimension. Mo-

nasticism is not a specifically christian, jain*^ buddhist or sectarian phenomenon; rather

it Is a basically human and primordially religious one. ^
To speak of a buddhist monk or a hindu monk or a jair^^monk

or a christian monk, does no violence to the words. The christian, the buddhist, the

¡ain^... is only a qualificatioirof that center, of that '•iwhitrintiiia core which % monkhoods

Thette-jfrs^taething iqug monastic vocation precedes the fact of being christian or

buddhist or secular (we will speak about that too) or hindu or even atheist.

In short, we must recover the monastic diijiension of Mon

as a constitutive human dimension, if this is indeed the case, tJaerw-to be eu^taoak-' is not

c ■'i; "cpc ly c
" t' e i^ew, but a human wellspring which is either being channelled in differ-

ent degrees of purity and awareness by different people or altogether thwarted . Every
e^UL^Vj«wii_ ...

human being has a monastic dimension which ho or she must realize in different ways.

Monasticism in its historical forms would then be not only on attempt to cultivate this

primordium, in a particular fashion, but to commit oneself publicly to developing in an
^

exemplary/and according to the cultural environ^ment the deepest core of our human

(íjohoín c.
' I am saying that there is a primordial rtligieut dimension

prior to the quality or qualification of being christian, buddhist and the like. And yet
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this distinction is • transcendental dietiwtien. This means that while^wano ef wa may bo
obla, 'te se'i'er euuuívtü riuili euftuÍMub, the distinction is nonetheless real aid not just a

distinction in our mind. My way of living the monastic tradition may be the jain*^ the
christian, the atheistic, or the secular way. But the monastic dimension is prior to and
different from the way in which I may live it. If we go so far as to identify the christian
monastic way with the monastic vocation or with monosticism per se, then we commit a

serious mistake which will have more than merely theoretical consequences. Fanaticism,
misguided missionary zeal, inquisitions and' holy wars' have something to do with it, to

say nothing of the self-destructive practices which are too often found in monastic insti-

aÜA'cJeí. e-v hhaA|'/^<■ 0Í0JL4 .

And this is, I repeat, in every human being, a transcendental
distinction; which ultimately implies that the way I am to live my being a hindu monk is

simply by living my monastic vocation in the hindu manner. We do not speak language;
we speak each time one language.

Let us reflect for a moment <Jn the metaphor of the center and
^ the different ways in which this center is experienced by describing in a very approxi-
mate manner two classical ways commonly called the eastern and the western.

Indeed, as we shall discover together, the major differences
today exist not so much between 'east' and 'west' in traditional parlance, as on the inter-
face between Tradition and Modernity) I should emphasize! that these two centers, the
'eastern' and the 'western' are not geographical locations but anthropological categories.
Each one of us has on 'east' and a 'west', an orient and an occident. 'East' and 'west'
are tv.., symbols which symbolize two main emphases tncbumaft-rtraditioHS which have been^

tiiiiitj^ stressed in some traditions more than in «K>thers, but which can in no way be
considered the exclusive possession of one or other religious family.

First of all, the center is in the center of our being, it is in the
middle, equidistant from every single factor of our existence. It is not only a geometrical
center, as it were, but also a gravitational one. All stimuli, good and bad, joyful end
sad, converge into that center, all arrows tend towards it , But also all impulses and
ciî mover,¡e:.^ cr.cinate there —and in both cases, of course, in so far^ we are again .

centered beings, In as much as we are con-centrated beings, blows may still pain and
wound us but when we are thrown into the air, we will fall again on our feet, like the
cat, who is a well centered being. And again all our actions, words and thoughts will
hove the power not only of the particular muscle we display in each case, but will have
the weight of all our being, as the blow of a trained 2en master in the art of hitting with
the hand.
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The center, further, has no dimensions, ultimately it does
not exist, it is void and in as much as it is so it will remain immobile while the whirling
is on the surface. Another word for it, is to soy that it is ab-solute, i.e. unbound,
untied, free, and, for this reason, compatible with everything in as much as it remains

unattached.

By the same token the center has no value in itself, it is in

function of all the things for which it is a center. Eliminate all the other things
around and the center disappears, or rather the center reveals itself as what it 'is':

no-thing. An entire monastic spirituality could be derived from the study of this metaphor,
■0¿en mon^'could tell us something about it.

As for a typology of the 'eastern' and 'western' centers,
shall say only this:

Even if every center has to be inside, the 'eastern' center

is preeminently immanent. Every center Is immanent, but tl^ ^eastern' center is imma-

nence itself. Immanence does not mean a kind of interior^ranscendence, as it is oftarr^
interpreted,Btwt that immanent thing is really in the very core of the ba ing andXidenti-
fied with it| Many of the images suggest this: cave^ guhoj , point, empllnessPno-thcii^

/j^yat^the womb, the cleor mirror,f^t^j non-being, etc. The way is introspection, the
mw'drd" journey.

Within the pattern of immanence the classical acosmism of
the 'eastern' mo nk is understandable. The samnyôsii^ can be acosmic because in the
'center he 'has'\verything. y It is the"way of immanence par excellence./^ He can totally
ignore the world because the realjis within and not outside. Thus he can be absolutely
carefree regarding an illusory worldT^

The center of the'westem' monk, on the other hand, is cer-

tainly equally inside and interior, but it is transcendence. Again here we have to warn

agai nst the common misunderstanding of interpreting transcendence as exteriority, when
what it means is difference (as immanence denotesjidentity). This transcendent center is

'semper maior', ever elusive, other, non-assimilable. It evokes images of the mountain,
the infinite, the sphere,fullness, pliroma and even progress, or using the neologism of

Gregory of Nyssa, epektasis, constantly going forward, reaching further, towards the

beyond (the Father, the New Jerusalem).

Within the pattern of transcendence the classical involvement
of the monk in the ultimate religious issues of the contemporary world becomes comprehen-
sible. The monk can preach crusades and open 'schools of prayer' or simply schools, he car^
write books and judge the world as a 'guilty bystander'.

o¿ti- 'y
. L Q-t /r uit 'Ax of

»Vv\ o M OlW txò »' -
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We have here two different patterns of understanding, two

different ways of living and experiencing one and the same archetype. From the bea-

tifie vision to the symbol of the mountain, to the sphere of Parmenides, to the fullness

of Christ taught by Paul of Tarsus, you have the same paradigm; which should be compa-

red and contrasted with the paradigm of total emptiness, thought-less-ness, one-pointed-

ness (until this point itself disappears), the cave of the heart... to which you in-gress,

not progress. There are in this later model no schools of prog ression in spiritual life,

but only the ingression to the depths of darkness; because in the center, the guhq. the

cave, there is no light. Let us now be more specific. But before that we will have to

give an opportunity for dialogue, clarification and discussion.

ED BEDNAR:
The question 1 have is this: 1 have been hearing a lot of negative things

said about institutional monasticism; that institutional monasticism is not good; that it

is not good for the spirit of monastic life; that it causes a lot of trouble, and so forth.

And I wont to know why people are saying so many negative things about institutional

monasticism

PANIKKAR:
I am glad to hear that question, it should help to clarify the issue. Let

me reply in two quick stages.
First: I am"not against institutions. Society cannot exist

without institutions. But I would moke a distinction between Institutions and institutio-

nalism, which is when institutionalization takes over the life of the institution. I think

an institution should be not only an organization, but also an organism. And the tension

between organism and organization is a very delicate one. The organization runs when

there is money; the organism runs when there is life. And 1 think thiè is more than a

metaphor. No amount of money (read arms), will protect the institutions of the First

World (or of the Second for that matter) if its organism is sick. The organization needs

a frame, the organism requires a body. The organization needs a boss, a leader, an

impulse fro- the outside to let it function. The organism needs a soul, health, i.e. the

harmonious interaction for all the parts of the whole. An organization is dientropic, an

organism is diectropic. An organization equals the sum of its parts and each port is

replaceable by an equal one. An organism is more than the sum of its components and

no component can be replaced in exactly the same way, because each is unique. If at

all^the organism has to regenerate itself from within when it has been wounded. An

organism dies when the soul departs, when the heart ceases to beat or the brain to vibrate

An organization has a much longer resistance because its structure is stronger and can

function by inertia provided some kind of elementary fuel is pumped in; it has a higher

power of inertia.
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Secondly^ I would not like to soy that no effort at a common monastic Itfè

should be made. My ¡x>mt is that if I am correct in saymg that monkhood is a constitu-

tive human dimension, then, this human dimension can never find its full expression in

a closed institution which is bound to be the privilege of onl^f^. If the nxjnastic di-

mension exists at least potentially in everybody the institution of monasticism should

be equally open to everybody. We should then distinguish between monkhood and mo-

nasticism.

Of course, people who share a certain common ideal, can

and should come together to discover meaningful ways to realize that ideal. This is

more than legitimate.

But this is more the justification of other collective forms

of religious life than of monasticism. A religious congregation, for instance, in the
Canonical sense of the Roman Church, aims certainly at the sanctification of her mem-

bers, but her raison d'etre is the common purpose of the institution triggered by one

particular goal: looking after the poor, teaching of the people, defending the holy
places, catering for the spiritual needs of priests, healing or helping the sick, the

pilgrims, extending the kingdom of Christ, etc. Monasticism as such has no purpose
or ideal of this type, i.e. it does not want to fulfill something ad extra , in spite of
the evolution of the idea of monkhood in Western-Christendom in these- recent centuries.
The monastery would then be not the establishment of the monks, but the schola Domini,
the school where that human dimension is cultivated and transmitted.

ED BEDNAR:

Vveil, a further question: You spoke of the common purpose, but the moment

that one tries to express that common purpose it is very easy to get into legalism, or to

create a monopoly, or to create separation between one group and another, is there a wo)
of expressing the common purpose — and manifesting the common purpose — without

getting into those problems?

PANIKKAR:

indeed, but here is precisely where we need the aid of one another. Let me

pu' '■ philosophically.

As long as the logos holds sway over the mythos, the

impasse is almost impossible to overcome. We need then Constitutions, Laws and Cons-
trictions. We have to regain a new innocence that will allow the myth, and the spirit
of the whole enterprise, to take over our lives. The logos is strong. It relies on evi-

dence. The myth is fragile. It relies on belief. Once the belief weakens it is like
when the salt loses its 'saltness';it cannot be restored. We need then a new myth, which
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in its turn, produce a new logos.

And here we hit upon the vast problem of over-organization,
of pre-planning and pre-programming evei^hing and anything — and often forgetting

—

the essential.this countr^ Tt seems the function of educatio^ is to impart

purposeful In ess in life, a certain notion of success, which 1 take not^^ly
as an assault against the very etymology of the word education ( e -ducorey to bring out,

to draw forth), but also as counterproductive of the very purpose of education which

ought to be to free the subject from very many sorts of conditionings. That is because

education has been made compulsory by the State. Indoctrination and socialization

takes place in the early years of mandatory education. One of the aims of monastic or

religious education is, or should be, to undo or correct that eeeky education. And yet,

I think you would agree that despite the difficulties, one probably cannot do uterly
without a certain type of institutionalized life. Once again, it is a question of balance

SISTER MIRIAM DARDENNE:

If the contemplative spirit has any meaning at clo®s

not need any justification. You said that it is not a means to an end, but^^he vocation

of the artist or poet, it has it moments of fullness, completeness. And yet it also has

its thread, which is playing there, so to speak, as an undergirding theme: It carries

much Incompleteness.

If I heard you well, you said that the monks are the one

who relate themselves fully to that, and do not try to realize the whole humanum . My

question is; What about that sense of incompleteness? It is easier to take it ad in tro,

because the sense of incompleteness then brings you to a further questioning of the who?,

of the center, of... I will leave it at that. But what about the incompleteness ad

extra? I take it often as a temptation, some dissatisfaction with the narrowness, let us

say, of the temenos. Some dialogue between what you call nature (I live in the woods)
and culture is always a tension. I do not know what I am saying...

PANIKKAR:

I think you are saying extraordinarily well what 1 was trying to reserve for

the third day* But that is the beauty. As everything is implied in what I said, your

question is perfectly legitimate.

\ . I . 1 . T'.iThe way by which the iimeeiw|ilotenocc of tka?-monasticism has
\ jthe incompleteness of thej
\ traditionally overcomV^ Todical simplicity of monkhood is either by going in or going

'

,

' beyond. The first way is by interiorization: you eat up the outside world, you intemaliie,

-7 everything, and you feel that in this internalization you have overcome that incomple-
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teness. It is an overcoming by immanence, as it were.i In the second instance, by
going beyond, you go to the Father of all lights, the Source of all being, and there

at the top, the limit, vou get everything. It is an overcoming by eminence, as it were.

Zt vX "fvvç uoouj 1»^ •

So, you may fill up that incompleteness by reaching the

center, in the interior of your being, where all the radii converge and everything coales

ces — and then the world is there already. There is no dichotomy •P me and the world.

This is the first way. Or (second way), you go up, or out, or beyond — even if you hav,t

to wait until the end of time — where again you also attain everything. It is the

panta en pasin (God "all in all") of Saint Paul. /CiWck )v^·c<>-¿

So you seem to be dissatisfied with these two schemes./^This is

what led me to say that the tension between '6ast' and 'West' is probably not enough.
If we are to speak of monasticism today, we must take into account the impact, the bite,
the revelation or the temptation of Secularity. It is probably Secularity that brought
you to moko this beautiful témoignage . This is the challenge of Secularity: the double

scheme, the paradigm of immanence and the paradigm of transcendence, in the best

sense of the words, seems not to convince the present-day mentality. It is not enough to

renounce the world, for to transcend it. Without now saying anything further, the

problem is clearly put. We shall have to work at this together, maé study, «mí investi-

gate, and try to see if there may be another alternative.

ALAN HARRISON:

I am from Saint Gregory's Byzantine Seminary in the Boston area.

I have a question along similar lines, exploring a third route or perhaps a third center.

When you were discussing the two centers, the 'iastem' center and the 'Western'

center, I was wondering if Christianity is not in a way a combination of these two ele-

ments, because it seems that Christ himself was an idsterner. I wonder if western

Christianity, European Christianity, is not really a grafting of Christianity onto a West-

ern spirituality and whether in the Eastern Fathers, for example, you may have another

route which is in some sense a combination of both the East and the West.

PANIKKAR:
_ ^ of

CL \ ^
" """

This is to mereaction^ because the modem lilindu would say a simi-

lar thing, and so would the modem áuddhist; and all be right. This is what I consider

the serious impact of Secularity. Secularity lets you feel unsatisfied with either scheme.

Certainly, the trap of Secularity would let us say, "let us create a new religion." But

this is naive and insufficient. We are too burdened by both the weight and the riches
of tradition to sweep it out. But the impact of Secularity might lead us to say, "Let us

have a better understanding of tradition". And I, as a éuddhîst, would then call for a
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"cilíij meaning of the pratTtyasamutpâda, which would bring me to a new understanding
of the iuddhist message. Or I, as a t!(indu^ would also look for a new understanding of

karma, and a new understanding of dhormo, which would in turn lead me to a totally
revised understanding of the modem somnyôsin. Or- U ï'-o

So, this is the right use of Seculority. If we find something
viable in what { am calling Secularity, we are going to graft it onto our own tradition.

Yet to be viable, the graft must draw sustenance from the roots. All this does not, by
the way deny that in the tradition? themselves there have already been conspicuous
examples of both the attitudes and the effort to overcome either. T oh «A<. uoith

"Avt. aa^·Q^r^ e·^ocíoK í^wa-oa, oP Ch<u^-t-
/xA'cVva.*. "fvkCUvN /v.-e. C c

SPEAKER:

Just a brief question about Modernity. You said that it is important not to

get caught in the trap of Modemity. What do you mean, "the trap of Modernity"?

PANIKKAR:

The trap of Modemity means uprootedness, déracinement. It is to think that

the world began yesterday, or the day before yesterday, or/^fe^ I leom in school or knov)

in a conscious way is all there is to the world. It is to suppose that the technological
megamochine in which we live is the entire world. It is cutting ourselves from the roots

of the real, roots which grip deep down into the entire Reality. That is what I call

Modemity quo trap. But I would also worn of the stagnation of tradition, that is, when

tradition is so thickly overgrown that it does not allow any new growth, or change, or

mutation.

1 may, perhaps, indicate here what I understand by Modemity
without 'trap'. Then, I would use the word Secularity, i.e. that conviction that the

saeculum, the temporal structure of the world is something definitive that we cannot

dispense with, and thus that we have to tokè' into account also on the ultimate level.

SPEAKER -2:

1 just want to try to carry forth the distinction you made between the two

centers. When the contemplative finds the center, whether that center be in the guho,
the cave, or on the mountain, in the beyond, does not this person reach a point in

the awareness of God where the categories of immanence and transcendence — understoo*^
not as theological categories but as experiences — converge? Is not there a point
where these categories fall away, and there is just God?
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PANIKKAR:

1 have to say^íiie ciarifies our whole enterprise greatly. Certainly, yes.

But you describe your own experience, i.e. you describe what you see from within.

Here lies the challenge, the danger and the beauty, the temptation and the weakness,
of cross-cultural studies. From within, once I have found the pearl, I have found every-

thing. And for me there is no longer in or out, as the kingdom of God in the Gospel
of Thomas. You cannot ask me if I am in or I am out, and if you do, I cannot tell you.

You ore absolutely right: all categories collapse.

And yet, because time is not finished, because we are in this

cross-cultural situation, because we are the heirs to many vast traditions, because we

stand at this particular^gg^^j^crossroads where we find ourselves thrown together (sym
bo Ion) because you (or I) are not the only one, having any such experience, for

these reasons (and probably many others) we have not yet attained that total unconcern

and simplicity and carefree attitude. Or else I just do my thing, and you do not ask me

to come to conferences and explain it. It is when I hear other people's experiences
that I break that unity, that blessed simplicity and, I find this typology of immanence

and transcendence to be valid. But from the point of view of the experience, what

you say seems to me correct.

This brings up another problem, it is the danger of passing
sweeping statements of the kind: "Ah, you are wrong, you are primitive. You did not

get it, because you only went into the guh^.. ."0^ It is Yahweh who is responsible
for so many crimes committed in his name! This attitude is wrong because we commit

the sin of kotochronism. Anachronism is what our grandmothers do. They judge the

modem world with their old ideas. And we are all very prone to judge our elders to be
anachronistic. But kotochronism is just the opposite sort of perspectival error. It is

when we use present-day categories to judge thei post. This is not what the grandmo-
thers do, but what teenagers do, or what we — teenagers in this emerging world —

too often happen to do. It is naive, besides being false, to judge the past with our

contemporary categories of understanding. We need categories which have being tested

in the crucible of time past and can survive in time present.

So, your point is well token, especially because it is most

important to bear in mind that this kind of typology does not allow us to judge, let

alone condemn, other such efforts that mark the history of humankind.

SPEAKER - 3:

One simple question. Could you simply say what content you put into the
word "archetype"?
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PANIKKAR:

Hmm'. - HîranyagarbhqiN/'nrcannot say it in a few words.

I would say that an archetype is a paradigm which becomes

for you the center of your myth. And myth is that in which you believe without

believing that you believe in it. This is why we can only speak about other peoples'
myths.

^ ^ The word has a long history and was put again into circulation

by^ng, and I would use it partly in his sense. I would not like to say model, which

sounds too objective, on the outside and too conscious. Nor would I like to say con-

viction, belief, faith, or doctrine, which may appear to be too ^essential* and

equally conscious or conceptual.

Archetype for me represents literally a fundamental type, i.e.

a basic constituent or relatively permanent cast, in our case, of human life. It is used

as the contrary of a fleeting appearence (phainomenon ) and as representing a basis on

which at least part of our life is built up. I take from Jung not so much that it is

submerged in the collective human unconscious as that it is a dynamis that on the one

hand directs and on the other hand attracts human ideals and praxis. I have also used

the expression 'constitutive dimension'sui ^cv\NL

Cto Ot-v\ CLa.
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Il - The Canon of the Disciple

The reflections that follow do not intend to be o new

"Rule of the Master", b^'^fher they hope to express "The Canon of the Disciple",
that is, to formulate the contemporary Man in search of unification as he is

confronted by the manifold character of himself and the surrounding reality.

Following a time-honored custom^as much oriental as western,
I will formulate a single principle that will then be developed in one corollary and

riiivz, canons, each of which will be follow^ by a gloss and a commentary. The gloss
■fT^dUi^'vnajhwill present the canon in its aaeat uiiii/eiiaHy valid form, while the commentary will

interpret it according tke contemporary lights and distinguish it from troditiornl under-

standing. The gloss emphasizes continuity; the commentary, change. The two together
will describe the contours of growth.

For the sake of presenting more strikingly the facets of the
new monk, I shall sometimes overstress certain aspects of the traditional interpretation
overlooking the fact that any living tradition is much richer than it may appear# and

that generally it already contains potentially the more contemporary aspect that I

underline, I present this contrast more as a heuristic device than as a historical das-

cription.

> The problem arises as to whether this contemporary spiritua-
lity I shall describe can still be called monastic. The answer may be semantic, but
should not be nominolistic. Names are more than iust arbitrary labels. Should we still

speak of monastic values even though they have changed? Should we still'^f a modern
'monk' when he has abandoned so many things of the past? Is it altogether the same

archetype? Before deciding the alternative, I would voice a double conviction: the
first general, the second, specific.

First, in the crisis brought on by the encounter of religicns
and cultures, the words that express fundamental human experiences cannot be identified
with a single conceptual interpretation within one culture, but rather they must be am-

plified until they embrace the homeomorphic or functional equivalents of other tradi-
tions. The word Agrace', for example, carTnot be reduced to what the Tridentine
christian tradition thinks of it but must embrace what the shaivasiddhónta thinks of it

OS well. Thus, in order to determine the meaning of a word a functional approach is

esservtioU The modem monk might have changed in the understanding of many values,
but if the thrust remains, he can still be called a monk.
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Second, this approach is strengthened in the particular case

that concerns us now. In order to understand what a monk, a rShib, a somnyosin , a

muni, a bhiksu, etc. is, we must know not only what each tradition says about him,
but also whotprompted the monk to take the stance he took.

It could be that in the last analysis we would prefer to do

away with the word 'monk' altogether and find another less overburdened one, but this
would not prove that what the contemporary monk intends, does not correspond to what
the ancients were trying to do. It is still on open question, which probably has no theo-
reticol answer. If the modern monks — ! mean the new monks, not those contempera-
ries who legitimately repeat the tradition of the past — coll themselves monks there
seems no reason to oppose them. Here 'apostolic' continuity is probably more important
than doctrinal uniformity. But we shall still have to see whether or not the archetype
monkhood has been split into two; whether we have here a mutation or simply another
species of religious life altogether. It all will depend on whether we can find one

single principle both for traditional monasticism in and for the new one. The en-

terprise is not easy.

We may recall that the great scholar and benedictino Jean

Leclercq has written that "monasticism is not a matter of speculation nor is it a problem;
■

¿ ,
it is a mystery" and that the great monk^homas Merton speak^s of monasticism "as a

problem and a scandal".^
x. 4'"^ The problem is important not for the status and future cf monas-

// t for religious existence altogether. In our present times in which reii-
.

" gious values suffer a rather thorough transformation, perhaps monkhood will become the
central religious archetype so as to offer a continuity which may save modern Man from
falling into a more than cultural schizophrenia, a split within himself because of a break
with his own past.

Our hypothesis about monkhood as a human dimension will
have to stand the analysis of the archetype of monkhood in its manifestations. History
5 • xception that the monk in all traditions has been a sign of contradiction.
Monkhood has been hailed as the divine life on earth, as the jTvar^mukta and enlighten
ed beirig and equally looked down upon as the vulgus pecus, the novum inauditumque
monstrum, the hypocrite and alienated fellow por excellence.

Here appears the consequence of our distinction between the
monk OS archetype, i.e. the monk as a paradigm of religious life, from the archetype
of the monk, i .e. the human archetype which was lived by the monks, (monkhood), but
which may be experienced and lived today in different ways.
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We shall try now to analyze the main traits of monkhood
and to formulate that unifying principle we were refering to.

a) The Monastic Tradition

1 The Fundamental Monastic Principle is Blessed Simplicity
6^¿oSS:
-—^

At first sight,
human life is complex: Our body has many organs and divergent urges, our spirit has
a plurality of faculties and manifold functions. We are attracted by many things and
our very being is the result of very many factors and in itself is a complex being. We
become aware of reality when we begin to distinguish and we begin to know when we

discriminate. The human person herself is not a single entity but a set of relations. All
in us and around us seems to be manifold. We live under the sign of multiplicity, and
human civilization tends to further multiply knowledges, distinctions, methods. And
life itself: there seems to be a natural dynamism towards complexity. Furthermore, the
very many parts of the universe and of our own^^eing seem to be in strife with one ano-

ther: the mind against the heart, the parts of/body in conflict with themselves and with
the spirit, dissension among families and nations, the law of the jungle among animals,
cataclysms in nature.,.

Nor is this all. Everything seems to be fleeting, inconsistent,
passing away; tempo rality is unsatisfactory; we feel the uneasiness of proliferation.

,

' Scrvo/'buhkham'. Plurality is a fact. The world is complicated and so often we ore■Û f
' worried and perplexed because we appear to be incapable of handling the many things

that interest and yet trouble us.

Monkhood is a radical reaction against such a state of affairs.
If Man has been defined as the only animal that knows how to say No, monkhood could
similarly be described as the radical articulation of this No to the excruciatinq multipli-
city of what fíòppew» to be. The monk is the non-conformist. The monk of all times has
beer, seen as he who sails against the current of the stream of all things in searchthe
simplicity of the source. The monk is the one who tries to move upstream to its origin
which one supposes to be simple. God is simple. Brahman is utter simplicity. The monk
believes that the Absolute is simple and that the goal of his life is to attain that very
simplicity. The way may be hard, and at the end there is even no way, but it is all
simple. No thing, nothing can quench his thirst, tr^hn^ . He will not be satisfied
until that very ton ha has disappeared, not so much because he has found an object
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capable of appeasing his desires (he would soon look for another object), but because
the very cause of that urge has disappeared.

The simplicity that monkhood stands for is not a onefoldness
without discrimination. It requires an e^ntial qualification. It has to be a blessed^ simplicity, i.e. a simplicity conquered with blood (blessed) and then made holy, sane-

tified, set apart in the singleminJ^ss that has reduced everything to its quintessence
and reached the ultimate transparency of truth. In other words, the monk does not seek
simplicit)^^̂ doing violence to the real^ by chopping off real values, by abusing some
of its fields and exploiting others, but rather he aspires to simplicity respecting the
rhythms and nature of things, ultimately because he is convinced that the truth of
the truth, the core of being, the satyasycai^^'^lf^simple.

As an example of this traditional mentality, I may adduce
without commentary three fundamental texts chosen at random> I translate the first
and the last and give Abhishiktananda's version of the second.

At Home in Both Seas, East and West —
'

ig VedaJ jg.-lOi^
1 . Within him is fire, within him is drink,

within him both Earth and Heaven.
He is the Sun which views the whole world,

he is Indeed Light itself —

the long-haired ascetic.
2. Girded with the wind, they have donned ochre mud

for a garment. Jr soon as the Gods
have entered within them, they follow the wings

of the wind, these silent ascetics.
3. Intoxicated, they say, by our austerities,

we have taken the winds for our steeds.
Yo;. crdir ?ry mortals here below

see nothing except our bodies.
4. He flies through mid-air, the silent ascetic,

beholding the forms of all things.
To every God he has made himself

a friend and collaborator,
5. Ridden by the wind, companion of its blowing,

pushed along by the Gods,
he is at home in both seas, the east

and the west — this silent ascetic.
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6. He follows the track of all spirits,

of nymphs and the deer of the forest.

Understanding their thoughts, bubbling with ecstasies,
their appealing friend is he —

the long-haired ascetic.

7. The wind has prepared and mixed him a drink;
it is pressed by Kunamnamô.

Together with Rudra he has drunk from the cup

of poison — the long-haired ascetic.

(Ov (Notes to numbered verses of Rg Veda X, 136)

1. Long-haired ascetic: kesiry the wearer of loo;^ long hair.
Drink: visa, pòi^n, poisonous drink or, as intoxicating liquor which bums
inside like a fire (as confirmed in v.7). /

He"carries" Earth and Heaven, like Prafapati, to whom he approximates by divinization,

2. Silent ascetics: munis .

3. This stanza is put into the mouths'of the munis themselves,

4. Beholding the forms'^all things: here^here is a double meaning; a spatial one, due
I • -f ^

to the association with the sun (seeing all things from above), ani^more spiritual one

(from a higher perspective).
\

5. The wind: Vata. Companion of its blowing: Vayu, the divinity of the wind.

6. The sptih, nymphs: Gandharvas and Apsaros.

7. V^ind: V5yu. Kunamnamô : possibly a female spirit, conri^ted with Vayu.
Cup of poison: visasya potra. Cf. the later myth of Siva drinking the poison



25.i) The second text is a free rendering from the

Brtwdoranyoka Uponiso^. At the moment,—t—eonnot voueh for itc oxoctnost.

In this world,
out of this world,
seer of what is beyond sight,
he goes secretly and hidden, unknown;
mad with the madness of those who know,
free with the freedom of the spirit,
filled with essential bliss,
established in the mystery
of the non-duoI.

Free from all sense af otherness,
his heart filled with the unique experience of the Self:

fully, and forever, awake.

The following Verse^ uc<.iuic mc wuy lu uscend the Mount
of Perfection end warn against following twisted paths_

The Way to come to the All.

Sf-'ioUv 6^ />-€ C^o■a^
^

To come to what you do not know

you must go through where you do not know.

To come to what you do not enjoy
you must go through where you do not enjoy.
To come to what you do not possess

you must go through where you do not possess.

"'"o come to what you ore not

yoL; must go through where you are not.

The Wcy to hold the All .

If you wish to know all

wish to know nothing of anything.
If you wish to enjoy all

wish to possess nothing of anything.
If you wish to be all

wish to be nothing in anything.
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The Way not to hinder the All.

When you stop at anything
you lose your thrust toward the all.

For to come altogether to the all

you must altogether leave all.

And when you come to hold it all

you must hold it desiring nothing.

For if you desire to hove something in all

you have not your pure treasure in God.

Sign that one has All.

In that nakedness the mind finds quietude and rest

because, as it covets nothing, nothing
pushes it upward, nothing forces it downward,
for it rests in the center of its humility.
For when it covets anything, in that it is fatigued.

Nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing.
And on the Mount, nothing.
Here there are no paths — for there is no law for the just.

^ y. X

In sum, this blessed simplicity appears to be the monastic

principle as sueldas so many witnesses from different traditions confirm. It could be
said that the Quest for the Absolute is also another name for it. But this Ab-solute
is 'un-bound' precisely because it is both free from multiplicity and frees us from every
constriction. The Absolute means notqnly^the liberation from multiple concerns, but
also from multiple beings,fírom multiplicit^in a wor^'

it

cK.j>winon
^ ^ principle because/is at the very root of the monas-

tic ttf^and it characterizes monkhood, serving as criterion to discriminate the monas-

tic dimension from any other one. This is all the more important as we are going to

underline facets of the new 'monk' which ore conspicuously different from the traditio-
nal ones and this principle will serve as the criterion of continuity with tradition.



COMMENTARY:

While traditional monasticism tends towards simplicity -

through simplification^ with the accompanying danger of reductionism,

contemporary 'monasticism' seeks simpMci^íyíií' "'í'' W'wf ) through integration^
^"^^tlT^^cons^uíí^t don^r o eclectic juxtaposition. If the temptation of the first

is pessimism, that of the second is optimism. Nothing is said aiaout whether this^'attempt
will succeed.

Fuga mundi, contemptus saeculi, kôyotsarga, tyS^Q,
n i tyôn i tyavas tuv i veka, or in other words, scorn for material values, contempt for the

temporal, abandonment of the body, indifference in regard to the political, sense of

superiority before cultural values, neglect when not condemnation of the profane,
renunciation of the world and of the immense majority of values cherisèd by Men, etc.,

constituted basic points of the traditional monastic spirituality, whether jain^ hindu,
buddhist, christian or whatever. The monk's only concern, at least theoretical, was

the supernatural, the pâramôrthika, how to acquire nirvana, the only one thing: to eli-

minate duhkha. In order not to do unwarranted violence to the real this simplification
I

must justify itself by a doctrine that relativizes all those other values and lets them

appear as secondary in comparison with the quest of the Absolute. If you truly simplify,
you should not eliminate any real thing. It would then be reductionism. You must get
rid simply of appearences, 'privations', burdens, and complications. Ultimately you

are bound to say that nothing is lost when you suppress the superfluous, because in truth

"you are already there". "There is nothing to lose. You only do not know it yet."
-53

■ "'v, V -

, o. N¿i-iAouv\caoL
^
f y fco-iX-■ " ^

Here we have the existential role of doctrines liKe original
sin, karma , the intrinsic evil of matter, the provisionality of time, the caducity of the

world, etc. What is certain is that in the search for the one needful thing, the unum

necessarium, traditional spirituality forgot, to a certain extent, that this unum has

parts and that although Mary's portion may be the better one, Martha's is equally a part
of the y toward which the monachos or monotropos, as he was also called

in greco-christian literature, strove. It tended to forget that if you are overconcemed

wit'; IcC' "cr ihe real always beyond e~- eryii:':;; yc- ; y .

■ i.;-
'

C

Abhinavagupta says: "the essence of reality is to appear".

In sum, what is abandoned is deemed superfluous, when not

bad or negative. The monk renounces the flesh and the world, either because they
are bad, or not ultimately real, or at least not definitive. The authentic monks (as
Dom Colombàs puts it)^~'ttever cared to give witness, they would have considered it pre-

sumptuous and proud and even hypocritical. They were humbly satisfied with not

giving scandal.
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The present-day conviction is different: the mysticism of

transcendence or immanence has been supplanted by the mysticism of integration, which

attempts to include all possible values because of the confidence that the synthesis
is possible. It is no# necessary to be a| eunuch, or lame or maimed to enter the kingdom
— perhaps because this kingdom is no longer situated in a transcendent heaven. One

is reminded of that cry of Augustine: "Those who hove maimed themselves for the sake

of the kingdom of the heavens are no longer males. Oh peculiar foolishness'. "

How is it possible to consecrate to God a human life if we renounce living it? This was '

a catchy phrase of some christian monasteries some years ago.

Theologians and exegetes will undertake to adopt the texts

to their understanding, but this is not our concern now. We hear it said that Buddha was ^

the first marxist; and that the hindu samskôras were the first rules of hygiene, that

fasting purifies the body as much as the soul; and that unquestioned obedience strengthens
the will, etc.

The modem monk does not want to renounce, except the bare

minimum; rather he wishes to transform all things. Will he succeed? He does not wont

to destroy but to build; he is not interested in stripping himself of everything but in

assimilating it all. The christian Cross itself is-'noTso much a sign of suffering and death
as of the intersection of the four directions of the rec! in one harmonious point equidis-
tant from the four extremes. He strives to arrive at the center converting it, not into a

point without dimensions, but into a perfect sphere that embraces everything.

New winds are moving in millenio! monastic institutions,
be t'.ey ch'istia.-,, ¡c in, buddhist or hindu, and new tc -ms c' s:ic life ere sp:

up in many places. We have to ask ourselves whether this is a betrayal of the monastic

calling, or a new mutation in the same direction or finally another form of spirituality
which experiences the pangs of a new birth within the womb of the old institutions, but
which must go its own way once it has reached a certain maturity. We askc.

«Esseimei whether we have here a break or a continuity. -

We could have put the essence of monkhood in the effort to

. : : i s c c 'eoch a unificotior- v > r ;. e s : _ .

given a true but too general (and flattering) definition of the monk as the monacho% i .e.

that person who aspires before all else to be wholly one; not just solitary, 'alone', buf-

(■l·)' Angustino, Ha opera monachorum X.X.XI, iO (CuluiiilAue 1, 345)
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'all-one', unified. The monk vyould then be the person seeking^^ity with herself,
culminating in unity with the entire universe. This would then apply to any

serious person in search of one's own humanness, and so extend the meaning of the

word to other human efforts at integration which hove never been related to monkhood.

The whole challenge of modem monkhood, it

seems to me, consist^ at first sight^ in the impossible attempt..to acquire by simplicity,
the fullness of human life. This is the method of what 1 hove called simplicity through
integratiorO in order to realize the importance and the challenge of such a move we

may now consider -tife eMMsaessaèic attempt at reaching the humanum.

2.- The Altemativef ; ^

We have declared tW blessed simplicity to be the prin-

ciple of distinction and intelligibility of monkhood. This principle organizes and

arranges human life according to that paradigm; but we know that there are many

other human efforts at^|^ing a full human life which do not draw their inspiration from

this archetype When·'^ij^nus, for instance, presents God as the "complexio omnium"
^

as the encompassing integration of all things, he is no longer in the monastic mood but

represents a trait of the European Renaissance. When Teilhard de Chardin, to give
another example, sees the evolution of the universe towards an increasing complexity,

'

he equally departs from the monastic ideal. When Abhinavagupta, for instance, says~^ !
that in order to reach liberation one has to integrate and transform all the elements of

the world, he seems also to express a principle alien to the monastic spirituality. Wfaen

w<-> St. John of the Cross, the other hand, tells us that the way towards the All is to

^
renounce everything or wh^tke-apophatic tradition tells us that the ultimate reality
is void, nothingness, sunyatô, these voices express the monastici(ial. Not without

I /

a deeper reason than that found by philosophical enquiry,the founder of the most powerful
monastic institution of the world. Lord Buddha, defended the anStmavado or doctrine

of the non-self as the very center of buddhist life:"^-^"^ ^ ^

We would like to subsum.e of! the other non-

monastic attitudes under one single principle ol*c in a similar way as we have done

with the monastic one. For reasons I shall explain later, I shall call secularity this

other human archetype.

oi^o«rk % there seems to be a double possibly,
attitude regarding the eomplcxih/ ef reality. It could be expressed in two words:

simplicity and honaany» ,

As we have already indicated,these two fundo-

mental human options,that of monkhood and that of secularity are not token simply
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because of fbe private opinions of their followers. They are taken because they

express and represent two basically different conceptions of reality. You take te*

simplicity because you believe that the structure of the world is reducible to a single

point, because you believe that the nature of reality is simple so that you really do

not lose anything in the simplification and, on the contrary, you win not only a sub-

jective wellbeing but also an objective truth. ? 3^,1

^ Simplicity, as the meaning of the word suggests,

ndicates one single fold, singleness, a one without a second, without duplicity of
N, \

kind. Simplicityiis only possible on the ultimate level if the multi-plicity»is
unfolding of one single reality and ultimately the manifold character of

is only secondary, contingent. Simplicity as an ideal implies the belief that-S?*
salvaging all those 'inferior' element ^ a* awly apparent world.

There is no point in wasting precious life and human efforts in Utopian phantasies of o-

paradise on earth, of a just human order in which everybody will be happy, and the

like. , r . .J
—'Tkji. ckTrrft*c>u. oj ii'c.

H^entails a kind of universal and ultimate

pessimisml We have already mentioned the underlying monistic aosumption of the way

of simplicity:-, It is an implicit assumption not always patent, because most of the

j
times we do not draw the ultimate consequences of our attitudes, and also because

'

many other cultural and religious facto^often counterbalance the latent monistic

^ tendencies'^th their clear dualistic doctrines'. Life after all does not need to be

consistent, or rather it is in fact not always logically consistent.

^ Reduced to its bare bones this first basic at-

titude reposes on a monotheistic belief in a perfect and thus simple God at the very

source of reality. To return to that source is the meaning of life.

On the other hand harmofty . as the very word

suggests implies the result of 'joining' all elements so that they may fit together in

a complex whole, in a concordant and superior unity. Harmony is only possible m

t!-,e irt/: -r,o[ te.'ic'encies of the different consí-ituents are not incorr,pc''ble
with one another and in the final instance all of them form 'port' of a whole from, which

those ports have been somewhat detached, from where they have evolved or come

from. Harmony as an ideal implies the belief that there is an eminent unity holding
I

everything together. It entails dkind of universal and ultimate optimism
fiOc-íi'éil aP lo. Cvj/vkm'c. en U, TVuA 0^ Ctct-i S

■ I J Those who take the attitude of
.kk.Kiy—*»*-^beIieve that the structure of reality is pluralistic, so that you commit a sin of reductio-

nism against reality if you attempt to reduce everything to a single principle. Reality

w /

, - ."V T' . J I '

'J

C i -J. I-.
/
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is complex and realization implies reaching the highest possible
tisa* complexity.

Reduced ^ its bare bones this second basic

attitude, reposes on a pluralistic belief incompatible with a symbol of^monotheistic
God as an ultimate and simple reality. ^

uAV^'-

It is here also clear that^'ut-luufcl u Jui-diam of

irreducible elements is assumed to be at the basis of this attitude. It is worth the

effort to bring ieMMWAsy the different constitutive factors of reality, because they
are all real and the puzzle can be put in order. It may very well be that the real
solution is only on a transcendent plane, at a later world or still coming eschatology.
Both attitudes, in fact are dynamic attitudes which do not need to be immediately rea-

lizable on the given plane of ordinary existence. This reference to a superhuman point
is expressed in the two adjectives qualifying these two basic human options.

Blessed simplicity underscores the fact that it

is not an automatic process, but one which has to be wrought with total dedication,
an 'extra-ordinary' grace and through a transformation of the very structures of reality.
The monastic spirituality is not so naive as to embark us on a trip in which at the end

all fades away. On the contrary, it will assure us that at the end nothing is lost, all

is regained, but on a higher, incomprehensible sphere in which the 'things' appear as

what they in reality are. It is not Mr, as the novice may tend to believe, that the
rivers and mountains are agam rivers and mountains, but that for the first time the
rivers and mountains ore ireal rivers and mountains__

Harmonious complexity means also that every-

thing has to be transformed so as to be able to be joined and fit together. But here
transformation does not mean an ontological change as it were, so that the beings are,

for instance, converted into Being, but on enhancement of their actual being — althougf)
here the language is bound to be the som^yet the meaning being different.

The two attitudes imply then a process, a beco-

ming, a change. But ogain the difference becomes clear when we consider that the

: ic IS direcTly concerncc. t.
íiá [ oa *ty

changing our awareness, «transforming ourselves, "fhe ktiiHk, on the other hand,
is -^oi'-.ly CDr;ce'^;ed î 'c c .j'-;- the circumstances, the surrounding world.

We could go on strafiing tiií* two muruBlli/
irreducible views or rather experiences of reality, but we may turn now to sketching
their possible relationship^ Hk*. fx Th^cL

I i'pCU
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The first thing to note is thefr respective insufficiencies.

The entire reality cannot be reduced to one single principle. In spite of all the

subtle ontological distinction on the ultimate level, one single principle would

consume all the rest. There has to be dynamism and a certain type of pluralism also
within t he highest unity^This is what, I submit, the doctrine of the Trinity as well
as that of Advaito stand for^Or we could put it in the remarkable words of Parmenides

at the very start of the Western Tradition: speaking about reality he says that it is

given in the now as totality (pan ), oneness (hen ) (and) complexity (syneches) . This is

probably the language of most mystics and to it we shall return after having presented
the announced aeii'ew sOtras with their corresponding bhasyos and tikas.

J ^

KTI'Kt.
b) Seven Sutras

In order to have an overview of the-«even canons we give them here
before the corresponding glosses and commentaries:

I) -Vf >>- « •

-, r /I'/'S
1 The BreakJeg of the Keart

2.- The Primacy of Being over Doing and Having

3. - S i len ce over Word.

4.- Mother Earth prior to the Fellowship of Men.

Suhliminting Spatio-temporal Parameters kMe.fl1-on7-histoiTca^l
^ ConsciousnesSy^=d>p^ )

The Fullness of the Person over the Individual.
^

The Primacy of the Holy,

■- ,.r. e. 1,-^ .
. -

,

. (

/
^

- K IAI'A. Pjp

o. 'hi Ut. k^i¡
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GLOSS: -=» Zl,f
._*. The monastic archetype lies hidden beneath the ordinary appearences of things

and of human life. It is not a superficial whim. One cannot begin the quest for

Blessed Simplicity just by abandoning things or wandering around to escape the burden

of one's own responsibilities and duties. The world literature is hard on monks. The

harshest words against the fake specimen of monks are spoken by monks themselves.

Suffice to read the Rule of the Master. Of the four kinds of monks only two are worth

the name, and the other two are condemned with the most execrable words. Monk is

not ¡ust the one who wishes to be it. It requires)initiation, a ciïksâ , a new birth, «Mk

^ou have to be a twicebom^a dvija in order even to begin. AM monastic traditions

stress the compunctio cordis , the conversio morum, the true metanoia, the firm resolve

to leave behind the 'things of the world', the laukika and the stem urge for liberation

plus the practice of all the virtues^ T4»g Vivekacüdám ani could serve as a classical

example here. -tKe. JZ^-Cuu.v-h-oh

There has lo be a rupture of plar«s,cjs any initiation requires,
but the plane here is especially the plane of one's heart.

COA^
The heart here stands, of course, for the oewter of the person.

This heart has to be broken, or rather once the heart is broken one can begin anew by
wanting to make it whole again in a wider and deeper way than it was before. The

heart breaks because ¥ hamartia , si^duhkha, suffering, avjtdyô, ignorance, injustice,
war... pervades the vvorld. "Save me from death, afflicted as I am by the unquenchable
fire'." is the typical plea of the iftindu candidate to the monastic way as Shankara

• writes. Monkhood is not just the mere continuation of 'ordinary' or empirical life.

/■An'JnM'îation is needed.(.î>>^"+ 7^

V, :)
J.

9« Uo/g.-

In the gliiislinii troditiciO', (for instance,\jl>e primitive monks J

.
<A

I

iP^

V>s^ ^

o" \A- ^ Q
rt¿) ..V .(v^ . ^

neve' claimed to do anything else than to take seriously the baptismal initiation, to

have p^jnged into the waters of death and resurrection and to begin to grow in that

christic sphere where the entire renewed Body of Creation begins to expand. Christian

monks did not want to be especial Christians, but just Christians. It was only when

people felt the praxis of evangelical demands began to relax that the monks were singi-
ed out as tlse example for all 0iristians, not because they did something peculiar,
but merely because they tried to practice Christian virtues —• which oinet Paul ha'i'e

Twící.

^ \ /
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Uee» summed up as Oí"ïïS ^c¿pocc¿^ ^ sîmplîcîtas cordis/sîmpiîcity
of the heart. This simplicity already at that time meant also the purity of the total
person at her source.

This break has to be both personal and public or sociological.It is not enough to have felt in one's heart the all pervading reality of duhkha, the
prison of samsara, the (Xuocù t -Tiit kcCT^C l . the sin of the worlds/ ./

^

✓

< —

; it is also necessary to fall at the feet of the guru, to leave
your house and/or your family, to 'go to the mountains', to renounce the Vvorld, to
publicly become a renouncer, to enter the sanghoT^ or a similar act. You need to
break with society, even if this means that you no longer perform the sacred rites.
The entire monastic literature is full of sarcasm against those who deem it possible
to be monks while living with their families or in the bazaar or town. The fuga mundi

■ is more, although certainly not less, than a merely 'spiritual' attitude. The habit does
not make the monk, but certainly the monk does makes the habit. You may hide the
pearl for sometime, but at a certain moment you have to sell all that you have and buythat pearl. The monk goes extra mundum. Monastic asceticism is both inner and
outer. ■

. I

-p It is necessary to underscore this first sSiSaa, not only because
it is essential to the monk, but also because it is perhaps its most visible and probcbly

*^* t 't Q rTí ^st íc^ '/'ít ho ut be ing ^ nion[<.
^

the nther mtree . This one has a sociological aspect specifically monastic.

It is also necessary to stress its importance because of misun-
der-f'cndi'-c. or- one hand, and difficulties tc r.. : ''

p-cc;', .,. c
.

■

c .

There can be no monosticism wrtfuwt this breeki-ig of the
•feiWitiy without this experience of conversion, of turning around and in, of strippinaoff the so many things that cling to us, of abandoning the 'usual', 'normal' and even
secure and often reasonable way. As one Upanisad says: "On the very day one is

:4.

|kio.£h'c«. XÇhiVfei'a.

(1) Cf. Cpl-i.-YHrnS; Cul. Ill, îb
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'broken-hearted', on that sanie day one beœmes a renouncer"; a broken-hearted,
i.e. an indifferent to the world, a disillusioned person. This experience con take,

obviously, the most variegated forms and does not need to be a psychological shock,
but at any rate it has to be a break from where there is no return, as texts from East

and West affirm, tv^A.<3u^A^ Q "fif iiJîffi/ ^

A 4. Il L -i-i Í 7 ; ^ \ —fo ¿i. "fo tx l·^Ao.h ; -h» f
-£xiT*~o.íl^ ko-ilk/r'-i ( )

,, , , 1.1 » .11 .1 r*/ I -nhe broken-heart is only a|l onesided metaphor, for in

truth it is only a negative expression when seen from this shore of samsara, of mere

creature I in ess. It is the old heart that is broken and opened, often with violence

so that it may give way to a new heart and a healed person with throbbings of the

new life of compassion, love and true understanding. The metaphor is onesided

becouse seen from the other shore, from the already new life it is not that of a broken

but of a new heart. Monastic life is also a life of peace, ¡oy and serenity. The heart

that has been broken was a wounded heart, a sinful one, a heart of stone. It hod to

be broken because the human condition is unjust, ignorant, sinful. The monk has to

break through this thickness of calloLsness and selfishness in himself and around him,
he has to break through mere temporality and inauthaiticity in order to be on his way.

X"

e
,1^-

Now, who is going to open his heart? Nobody can do it

"by oneself, and the mere will is of little avail. No amount of personal suffering and

of social disorder is sufficient either. Many see it and escape or fall into despair and

their heart remains closed. Here we touch the mystery of this first sutra . Somebody,
something, God, the otmon^grace, love... has to touch or strike my heart and open

it up. I am somewhat passive. It happens to me. I cannot give any ultimate reason,

because it is a gift, although it may often appear as a burden and even as a curse.

Furthermore, /^cept for very few coses^and even those have

to maintain that heart^^ open, pure, simple, time and again, ^Tor most people this is a

continuous process, an increasing opening, a constant purification of the ego that

returns persistently to where it has been dethroned. Here is the place of sacrifice as

a constitutive element of the actual nature of the real. Sacrifice performs this

exchange of hearts, this opening of our lives, this rupture of planes, this throwing us

away from the banality of mere instinctive life. %
"

f ^

COMMENTARY:

The modern monk cannot bypass the need for conversion, he cannot

do without ti» initiation and every initiation means not only the beginning of a new

life; it implies also a break with the previous stage of existence. But there are at
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least two importent variations in the way in which thisWairâgy<^ ,
this compunctio

œrdis. penthoT^ is experienced.^

Firsts man/pwBçiíí^f the ancient style seemi not only
obsolete, but harmful and negative. The corporal mortifications, for instancy and

the detachment from the affairs of the world appear often incompatible with the

contemporary monastic spirit. The 'world' has shifted from-^fhe 'bishops and women' ,

to quote faceciously from the first Christian monks, i.e. from the dangers of the social

life of the community, civil and religious, to the political and socio-economic

structures along with the ideologies of all types which represent a danger to combat
and an enemy to conquer.

This shift of parameters of the world is all the more impor-
tant to underline as many of the traditional forms of monosticism still operate in the

institutional way with the old pattern while anthropologically the new pattern has

already emerged — creating thus sometime unnecessary tensions. It is not that the
world and its ways have not to be renounced; it is that the world is no longer seen

in the theater, in the schools, in the 'profane letters', in sex or political activity.
The world is seen, insteod, as we shall have still occasion to show, in the 'wo ifely
spirit' that today takes prevalently the forms of social injustices of all sorts, political
manipulations of all kinds and in general the prevalent System of a competitive society
when the people do not have the same tools, talents, opportunities and desire to com-

pete. Perhaps money is here the invariant.

Much has been said and written about world-affirming
enying spiritualities. And all too often one has not sufficiently consideredan VvC

•

iC-C

the conceptions of that world which some spiritualities are supposed to affirm
and others to deny. If a certain Vedôntic monosticism, for instance, rightly or

wrongly according to our opinion, but in fact so, believes the world to be pure illusion
the corresponding world-denying attitude amounts to a true»lifeTaffirming and reality-

Qr0

affirming attitude. The modern monkv^interested in many things of 'this world' because
W believel that the shaping of this world is a religious and even a contemplative con-

, . , , , îi- 1-k,,
cem not to the monastic vocation. The dichotomies temporal and eternal, sacred
and seouicr, the human and the hindu or christian or the religious in general, the natura\
and the supernatural, etc. are no longer considered by and large valid by a good
number of people. 1 shall call it the impact of secularity and shall explaih-4ater. j

The second li^^ation that present day mentality introduces
in this first a&ea is the secular link between the individual monk and the rest of the
world, including all the social values and secondary causes that seem to run the des-

tiny of humankind. In other words, the Elisciple goes to the master because his heart
is broken'and asks for instruction and guidance; but he is uneasy and often revolts if
he feels that what the master wants is to break further his hr niT obliging him, for
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instance, to do irrational things. The famous watering of a stick could serve as an

extreme example. Jhe new monk, first, has lost the innocence so as not to see

clearly through the psychological motivations of riw superior. Secondly he feels

humiliated not in his pride, but in his dignity to be treated in that artificial manner.

Thirdly, he is also concerned with the stick and with the real plant and takeg it to be

an affront to the earth, the possible plant and the stick to indulge in such mockery,
ojili/ an injunction to checl^^is sense of humor? "7^

The breaking of the heart does not mean that others hove

"I

to break my heart artificially, but that I have arrived at such conviction, certainly
with the painful aid of authentic experiences and not artificial experiments. By all

means the monk wonts his will to be set in tune with the will of God or the master or

simply with the nature of things or of reality, but not just to be broken for the sake

of it so as to be prey of no matter what injunction may come toJiirr^^/T^ ¡<.^^% "''o

V^TO be sure, 1 have forced the colors of a certain traditional

order to put the variation more forcefully, but we may have perhaps
loing it.

, nil n

O'vs-V'O IV

»?

2.- The Primacy of Being over Doing and Having

v-s I'f-j -ji^
cr. r/-^ cA- '

unified,Doing and Havin"g|^tail multipli-
city. ;éd4 ífjbnastic spirituaiity;(defends the primacy of being although it may consider

it empty, sun ya, and in fact non-being, asot
, ^;or fu I complete, p leroma and in

¿t*J)
Being iyoT^on bei

'

^ . -V

fact supreme or absolute Being. But in every case it is being before doing and having
'isthat,tMiMMit. Different schools may consider |i|iiiliiii"iiiriiiil ,to be more or less

static or ac

just to be t¿eEa,r-¿e£e'grounded in reality.
that being is pure acj^filit what is essential is

One of the words consecrated by usage to

RviV c ot-VAw-j-aorh-»* J

o y»"*-

'express this second canon is *contemplation'^i ' tke* i^that activity which situates

us in an open space from which we can observe and contribute to the course of the

universe; or as the Gîtâ will say, that activity that delights in the wellbeing of all

beings, or that maintains the world in cohesion (lokasoitigraho ) . This contemplation
begins by purporting to be the ultimate means to obtain the final enc^ of human life,
namely, to sustain the cosrrxss, in terms of christian mysticism, to create, redeem
and glorify (divinize) the universe along with God. But soon it is recognized that

rVt ouws 0 QLO é>Jftu-vs

^ ' et,
À h

Vo^^
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íhe human condition cannot transcend itself. The ultimate meansi bec^mejlthushn
itself the very end of life, the fullness of existenceT^Iherefore, for the contemplative^
it does not make sense to speak of a model to imitate or even of a path to follow.
The contemplative life is simply life, life in its fullest sense: for some it is the dis-

covery of the person^ or of the human being; for others, the discovery of the being
of all beingsT^ihe value of each being lies in its being what it is, not in what it

does or has. The intuition of being thus stripped of all spurs or inducements — that
is what the monk glimpses. We do not have to ¡ustify our existence by what we do
or by how useful it is to others. That would only instrumentalize our lives and convert

them into a mere means for some other thing, for a better future whether in a vertical
or a horizontal line. Life .is an end in itself. TTt-, cok

G>ecci,...vvjL. -KKvO-JU Oy^o-e^- ^ fu-U, fKç

Many other words may serve to express the same trait.
The monk, for instancyík^nónk becouse he is in search of enlightenment. His whole
life is geared towards it. And yet he knows that the very desire for it is somehow an

obstacle to it. Paradoxically we could say that enlightenment is thus the goal of

monasticism, but not the aim of the monk. You are after satori and to get it/become
monk, but you do not look for i^as it were. You are open and perhaps full of hope,
but not of expectations.

At any rate monkhood is not primarily concerned with doing
anything or having something. The central point is the development of the core of
the human person to its fullest. ¡ k co^ k*.

COMMENTARY: , il

But what is this life?^tbis primacy of being came to be understood

traditienolly as primocy in regard to doing: as theoria before praxis; as the jñaha-
vâdi]?s before the karmakandi^^s, as contemplation being more important than action;
or as the scholastics formulated it: operari sequitur esse (action follows being). Further,
this being aspires to become the veey absolute Being in which there is no distinction
between having and doing, being and becoming — or ?ii icifhi-1 ininn lij between 'being'

V+fig-Of-tO

■is

and 'non-being'.
the means.—Thi^ hnvîwg jr. dimply Y>rnltl-^nr rickat îc «-fjp^ —HavinC-

's not q meant for anything, it is an endtb«-mwRS-.to--eototi°r an errdF^^t^rgfrjne œfiTëfri^r'ary'monaTTc^^trit ''equattyniiefe
this primacy, but íím being is not considered to be merely a theoretic vision, Wgnosis

ends
pure_

or mere darshana ; it is not •••w an intellectual operation which relegates
^

X

praxis to an inferior planel To rrintinue the scholastic dictum cited earlier, its reverse

is here equally stressed: esse sequitjiir operari. Praxis and theory are not in dia-
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lectical opposition, it is not o cose of the former ruling the latter nor vice verso,

because ultimately the one does not exist without the other. All praxis has a nucleus
of theory and all theory is the fruit of some praxis. True action is contemplative and

authentic contemplation acts. Such a dicfetomy does not exist in reality.

The new monk stresses the unity of being and doing^ living,,
an the other hand, can exert a deadening weight on being. tSb lighten being in order

that it may truly be is the task of rrtonastic spirituality. Having is everything that

being has not yet been able to assimilate. I hove stocks of food, but the daily bread
is not having; it is being. Having is the artificial trappings that we accumulate; it is

the knowledge stored in our memories or in books and not really transformed into our

very being. Having is all the accessories that serve some purpose in the beginning but
further down the line leave us entangled in the means without allowing us to reach
our true goals. Having is all that weighs us down in our sock of provisions. Having
is what prevent us from performing contemplative action in all our doing. Having is

all the fabricated interests that impede the true purifying action that many would call

revolutionary. The Eucharist is to be eaten, and no t just enthroned in gold; the Buddha
is to be discovered in oneself rather than adored inemeroTd^ The contemporary monk

does not want so much to wash his hands of all doing am! to free them of all having,
pa rig ra ha, precisely in order to put them to use for their proper task. He does not

want to have chains on his feet. He wants to be able to go where thejpirit leads him
with all his bein^which has no longer hoving^becouse it is pure act. w;i|

>3^,/

3.- Silence Pver il^e Word.

GLOSS:

Sijence is one. Words are many. Strictly speaking, this gloss should be left
blank but priority does not mean exclusivity. In trinitarian categories we could stress

the crfent'cr the mr-nk gives to the Spirit c-'e'
*

e ^

priority. It implies, however, to be ever attenrive to the spirit in tne wore. Expressec
in philosophical categories^we are dealing with the priority of myth over the logos. And

speaking with moral overtones, we could explain this canon saying that it deols with
the new innocence that nd^longer has anything to say because it feels that everything
has already been said and that speech is nothing but the cloak of reality and all too

oftenw its tomb. Those who oWwwI-to the silence out of which the word emerges often
hove no need of those who have not discovered this silence the
word will conceal it. The kevala-iñóHTj^ the perfect jainj_monk who has already
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obfained omniscience neitherspeaks, nor preaches/jUe nos even dispensed with
in g the saving doctrine^ The monljspeakli and wrTtef little and often doM not

writings, although through their disciples we know their nam^. The Buddha
commends the noble silence and the 'silent one' is a synonym for monk. Each word

out of silence and when possible accompanies it.

The experience of silence is itself silent and therefore
does not compete with the word. The very formulation that speaks of priority is

deceiving. From the side of silence there is not any kind of priorityji'nor is there
any from the side of the word , si«c«-It would represent a contradiction for the logos
to affirm by means of the same logos that there is something preceding it. Yet
nonetheless, human experience throughout the ages tells us repeatedly that the Too
that can be expressed is not the Too; that those who know do not speak and those
who speak do not know; that it is understood by those who do not understand and is
not by those who understand; that it is those whose spirit is poor who truly shall
see God, etc. There is a spiritual experience that is not conscious ot itself. There

hor'is a meditation without thoughts: it does not think, n=Hir.h thinlgthot it does not

think; and nonetheless it is not simply a dream or total unconsciousness. There is
something awakened in us which later on can possibly be incarnated in word, but
which allows us to see perfeetly clearly that the word is word, precisely because It
is Itself incarnated by the work and grace of the spirit.

True orthodoxy is not the correct formulation of doctrine
but the authentic experience of the^glory of the truth'. It is nothing but the other
side of orthopraxis. The monk does not understand doctrine! d'ro'jtes v-'he-- 'hey ce

extrapolated outside of their context. What in modern times has come to be called
the 'sociology of knov^edge' is what monks of all times hove experienced, that is,

formulation is dependent on a set of factors that relativize it.
that

To cite more than one tradition: "In the beginning was the
word"; but the word was not the beginning since it emerged out of it. It is not that
there exists a thing which cannot be said; or that there exists an ineffable something
behind the logos. Silence does not speak nc '^os f

r : gc > / t : s; lence is not the rep -e;..
'

: ; : í ^ : c . .t : : ,c non-

reflexive consciousness of the very womb of the logos; but this is true in such a manner
that if the umbilical cord uniting the two is sev ered, r-.e silence disappears and the
word dies. For this reason, the cultivation of silence cannot be commanded nor does it

conssl^in the repression of the word. Recalling the classic humanist distinction between
nature and culture, the word belongs to the letter, and silence to the former. There is
no culture of silence; it is natural or it is not silence. You keep naturally quiet when
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you have nothing to say.

Paradoxically,albeit understandably, the traditional monk
takes relief from his silence in prayer, be it individual and silent or communal and vocal

It seems as if more often than not the silence is not broken by 'talking' to God or

reciting interminable mantras. In a cenobitic setting, the most marked characteristic
of the traditional monk is a life of prayer. Silence blossoms in prayer. The monk

only speaks to others on rare occasions; but on the other hand, he chants, recites,
studies and meditates constantly; his politeia^ his'^conversatic^is in heaven."
It is the others below who climb up to the high places where monks live to ask their
advice. The monk does not speak,^ but is questioned. Curiosity is a sin. It does not

even interest him to preach by example. He has submitted everything to God, to the
Dharma ,to what is, and he is not concerned with interferj^ng directly in the course

of events. His silence is acosmic, ^ío+ Vo Ut.

7t> tft. e)t-j^Aa-v4_eijL la^ -i
^

0^ n TÍO TVajA ^K>jia^ ¡>la.m. ^ ^ J.

The modem disciple has learned well the lesson of his predecessors
and will not fall into the temptation of trying to use the 'mass media' to make himself
known or to influence others. However, he is equally aware of an unbreakable bond
between silence and the word, and fears that the former degenerates if it does not in-

camote in the logos, if it does not descend into the market place of Men and at the
very least listen to them. He fears that his life will be short-circuited if he isolates
himself from the clamor of his fellow Men who ask for bread, demand justice and sing
and dance to the sun, the moon, the seasons, or to the religious and civil events and
festivities of their time. The disciple wants to listen to the world although this later
may trouble his silence4 Buf at the same time, St. will mak^kt more vital and per-~ c .

..

■>

haps more fruitful. The demons and asuras of the cold and lonely regions have been
converted into the shouts and cries of the human centers below. But there they go,
the modern monks. The doily papers with their news have been converted into spi-
riiuci recci'-ic becausejsubjeci^of meditation.

The silence of the modem monk is not only at the beginning,
as the very source of the word. The modern monk does not like high walls,encicBures
and lonely places where the clamor of the world does not reach him. He tries to find
the silence at the end of every word also, he would like to let the exuberance of the
word land again into silence so that the perichoresis «r circumincessio ^of the word
retums inio silence.'T^^A^Jí. Ko^ a.

1»^ ^«/irvs Awo

♦ T-S. tvíTÍ-O /ouJ
^

ccX.eu.lix^

■ if >«3
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T-ho TTIP"^" imr^nT-nfanrln m't-l·i l·ll MiarCh'

The academician or the scientist experiments with his ideas. The monk does it with

his life. The experiments with ideas is generally called thinking. It is the ,

region of the 'mental'.It may be called perhaps 'comprehension', but nomnder-s

not the total human fact of standing under t^e might of the thing so

-h

under-^tood^ The monk understands withf^^is ""hara"'" as the Japanese would

put it. The true gnostic of the Christian tradition is not the 'intel-

lectual', but the contemplative. Contemplation leads to action, because

the contemplative understanding is the total realization of the 'thing'

so under-stood, so that it catches you , it dominates you, it has power

over you. ^ ^ / 3^

c>Ut^b • MoHOk^'t lA ou-eK U^ccuu^

~/v«4
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GLOSS:

fV^
r .. . TheE'orth Js .one; people,qre many. The Earth is simpler/ Man(is(complex.|t it IS certoin tha t„the._monK nas h is goze fixed on the ! ^

_Vinvisible, often called 'the beyond', the"*center , transcendence, Go^ôtman, nirvana,
etc., 4t is no less certain that he has his feet firmly planted on the ground. The monk

stands, in a certain sense, between heaven and earth with the consequent danger of

forgetting the intermediary world of his fellow Men . Of the three worlds, triloka,
of which almost all traditions speak, the monk seems to liv^^n^the nether world of

spirits, demons, asuras; more in the telluric than in the human-social world in which
so-called civilized humanity moves and bustles. The rr>onk has a certain chthonic-
telluric consciousness that characterizes him; he does not belong like the bees or other
humans to a productive society but to a living cosmos like that of the seasons, even

if it is called ovolwtiibnary tfates of conoeieusness. The monk cultivates this earth
and all the spirits that vivify her. The monk lives in communion with the cosmos, he
is in contact with the saps of the earth...- witk oyU'VÍT . Q >

-4..

Certainly it is not solely the privilege of monks to live with
-the seasons and celebrate the arrival of sp.nnc, odv'ent, nev\ year and rhe

festivals tied to earthly, astrological and atmospheric cycles; but it is the monk who

primordially celebrates such festivities with the g^test independence from their socio-

logical or agricultural effects. The monk leads a cosmic existence which then allows hirr.
'er: c r ! p rt, the h·'^·rorico! asoec

in

example, have never been his strenctf) nor historical problems. Between heaven and

earth the monk seems to live in a vertical posture inclining toward Mother Earth only
so as to better lift himself to look toward God, or the Gods, or the narr.eless M'/sfery
above his head. wants to live alone because he feels in his being the vite I current
that descends from/a^ve to the depths of the Earth. He has little time or interest
fer the horizontal currents that circulate between human beinas. Only wh

OA
"

a-riand earth seem to meet (lfe«e in the Crusades of thp E'-Tr -o-. vn r->

en heoven

il., '

see.' p.
• in 'pc 'itics'. And c'ten he betray.

(as the same example of the Crusades shows). ►v.o^k y «. ccivJ\\o
■f" t? -.-vv 'f ' C
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COMMENTARY: J -

The Canon of the Disciple faithfully follows the Rule of the Master
here: 'ora et labora ', and labor consists in the cultivation of himself and Mother
Earth. But the population of the earth's primitive inhabitants bhûtas, angels, asuras,
elves, yaksas and marauding demons has been seen to dwindle.
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What is important for the modem monk is the Éarth
herself, ihe too is a victim of the voraciousness of human beings who have abused
her more than all the other living beings put together. Humans have not simply taken
their sustenance from the earth but they have further exffcited and violated her,
trying to dint to heaven ««iteR^ííough this Tower of Babel begins to crumble even as it

is built. It is no longer so much the living spirits who still populate the earth that

worries the modern monk, as he tries to re-establish a relationship of harmony and col-

laborction with her, but the living &rth herself. To work the éôrth does not mean

to exploit III III i I il III one's own gair^but rather it means to cultivate her as one

would a friendship or a garden, and not as one would exploit a mine. Traditional
monasticism offer us examples of this cultivation of cheese, wines, honey and crafts.

Mother Earth is retuming to life and recovering the soul which from ancient times she
has always been believed to posses: animo mundi.

The attitude of the monk before the earth should not be

confused with a fundamentally aesthetic posture. It is not so much the beauty of a

garden that engages him so much as the pulsing life of a forest; it is not the immensity
of a landscape, as much as the freedom of the waters and the spontaneity of the natural

cycles. The monk is not a^primitive'but he can claim to be a
''primordial '', not limiting

his life to the merely rational oroestheticl It is not only that he attempts to recover

his own body, but equally he tries to save Mother Earth. We are not referring here

simply to a franciscan or ¿en attitude with regard to nature; we are trying to point out

a more generalized sharing of a community of destiny and vital metabolism with the

earthly. A major part of cult, or sacrifice, consists in the linking of Mother Earth with
all her elements to the revitaliza'icr, of life — frorr the voc'ic vcjna to the christian
eucharist the examples can be multiplied. The vedic kesin the jain digambara

/)
——- '■ ■

do not go naked, they walk dcothed #ifthe wind and covered by the air; as the famous

rig-vedic hymn sings: Mother Earth protects them.

c. 01.

The unification of life cannot be carried out without the
collaboration of the Earth and without iritegratjiirr It is not only the body
that if is raised, it is the Earth as well. The monk seeks solitary places but he does not

exile himself. He does not flee from the Eartn; he rocts himself in her. Many tokVVc-
of stability; others carry the earth with them; the majority caress it with their bare
feet and the sadhus when they die are not cremated like everyone else but buried in
the bosom of Mother Eartly Tmt t'·tnp-) 0-^ 7*^

But the modem monk is not satisfied with this alone. Can he
live in communion with the Earth and in community with his fellow beings as well?
^ not wish any hngwr to retire to the deserts,^'^^he has seen these visited and

populated by instruments of atomic destruction. There seems to be a shift from the
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cosmic to the human. And also an inclination to find the divine more in Man than in

the Cosmos, ffe. £"t*-Srh-i , ¿tA/Cf kt couvNA^o'k uj'Tw A-ç

thai"the Canon of the Disciple situates and frames

monastic prayer. The monk is traditionally the Man of prayer. But his rite is as much

cosmic as human. His prayer is not so much petition as praise and in many traditions

is more a participation in the rhythms of the universe than hymns of gloryj^ or cries

for help. The monastic prayer of the disciple is all of this, but it is primordially
a contribution to the 'interactions' that govern the universe, on active introit to the

co-redemption of the cosmos, a revi tal ization of the spiritual content of the world and

a contribution to the total atmosphere of reality in which all beings breathe. Cult is

the celebration of the order of reality.

5.- Overcoming Spacio-Temporal Parameters,

GLOSS;

Monastic existence does not move solely or principally in time and space.

Interiority, on the one hand, and transcendence, on the other, are classic monastic

categories^ The spacio-temporal involvement is foreign to him. Reality goes beyond
time and space. Human destiny is not exhausted by the achieving of our goals in time

and space. Again we see here the principle of simplicity at work.

True life, traditional monasticism would say, has little

to do with this mundane life that unfolds in time end space. The monk bears witness

to the beyond, to the overcoming of 'wofely', temporal, transitory, cares and tasks,
"The life above is the true life." At best this one here below serves to make us

worthy of the other.

To be sure the overcoming of the spatio-temporal parameters
connot be ochieved overnight. Monastic formation takes this into account and leads

the candidate through a whole process of purification and enlightenment. There is

place for growth and room for becoming in traditional monasticism, but the goal is

clear: total disentanglement from the structures of this cosmos, samsara, world.

COMMENTARY:

Here also there exists a tension between classic monastic spirituality
and its contemporary interpretation. While the former understands this going beyond
to necessitate an abandonment of material parameters as a prerequisite for achieving
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the definitive end, the latter interprets this same going beyond as the discovery of a

new dimension which does not render superfluous the material elements of reality but

rather complements and transforms them. While the first emphasizes transcendence,

the second underscores the immanent. We must immediately remark 4»*» that-mis

immanence should not be considered merely as a negative transcendence, that is, as a

transcendence interior to each thing. Immanence is not something that is so interior

to a thing that it has somehow already transcended the thing itself, but rather something
that dwells in the very mqrrow of the being in question and constitutes it without

thereby being totally identified with it.

The contemporary monastic mentality seeks a spirituality
that is not exclusively 'spiritual'. It wants to integrate and not exclude all the spacio-
temporal parameters of human existence. Its fundamental category is transformation,

metamorphosis, transfiguration. Not only by bread alone do we live, but certainly
by bread as well, and without it we cannot subsist. But the bread must be assimilated,
that is, transformed and converted into the very material of our beings."^ the modern

•>0^" monk wants to recover the ancient alchemy. Here the nwclem monk rejoins existing
but somehow neglected threads of tradition. Many a mystic. East and West, show an

extraordinary contemporaneity.

The reality that the monk tries to discover and adjust his

existence to is not supra-or infra-temporal. Perhaps it could be called trans-temporal
in the sense that it is inherent in temporality itself, although it transcends it immanently.
The lived experience of tempitemal awareness, for example, is not that of an existence

faced with on untemporal and in the last analysi^ post-temporal eternity, but rather the

experience of those tempitemal moments of this very existence in time and space. The

modem monk is child of our contemporary time and shares many insights of a Sacred

Secularity. He does not await the 'other' life, but cherishes the hope of discovering
in 'this' life his own soul, that is, the very Life of life, including his own. The mo-

nastic formation is aiming toward the aperture of the '.third eye', toward opening our
O

senses to a reality hidden in the very ordinary things and events/dimension that

reveals itself as long as our vision is pure and our heart untainted. The monk does not

cultivate the expectation of the future but the hope of the present; he does not wont

to live looking toward the past, but tries to drink in the whole transtemporal content

of the present. The redemption of time and space implies a transformation of spiritual
in

alchemy which is comprised ^ all his asceticism, sodhona, tapas, training and ardor.

Many trends, ancient and modem, meet here.

The unification of being toward which the monk inclines

becomes here more arduous. Not only will he not scorn any human value, but actually
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he a ttempts fo cultivate them ail, ^ibnethelesYis ready to offer tMw in a sacrifice

<k«:li>.i< ^.^-^^wiiich does not\Wh^ but transforms wot. True wisdom here consists in the transfigura-

tion of all true values. Because of this, the monk loves everything that exists and is

even passionate about everything human without excluding the material and temporal.

In a certain way, the more ephemeral the value, the more it will awaken his interest and

attention; it becomes all the more urgent to rescue and redeem it before it disappears.
(4e tA e)£-l9^S-f e.

The contemporary endeavor is audacious and difficult, because

fall that,^Í5^^gold gfíït^l Viveka, discernement of spirits, is here needed. There are

pseudo-values and there are allurements that distract us from the ultimate mecning of

life. It has been written, that no one can serve two masters, that nitya is not anitya,

paramôrthîka has nothing to do with vyavaharika, nor the World with God, nor flesh

with the spirit:"Render to God what is God's and to Caesar what is Caesar's", and

cease to lead a divided existence. "Take quick action because it is better to enter

into the kingdom crippled than to remain forever excluded from it". "I have come only

to teach the way that will free you from suffering; all the rest is superfluous and there-

fore an obstacle to obtaining nirvana." The majority of monastic spiritualities teach

this, albeit with some major refinements due to the exigencies of human nature.

Present day religious consciousness tries to realize an irte-

gration without falling into a compromise, to achieve unification without degenerating

into mere juxtaposition, is this possible? The theoretical answer which has been

preferred for sometime still holds: the devil too is a servant of God; the temporal is the

Vç.r
-.f tPe etgrp.-' ond its aDoearonces ore precisely that, the

appearing or revelation of reality; the world is the creation of God himself and as such

is good; the real human spirit is an incarnated spirit; Caesar himself belongs to God;

true simplicity is that which has integrated all the elements of reality; amputation is

not necessary when an organism is olive and retains its regenerative powers; freedom

from suffering is only the other side of that first step necessary for the achievement of

happiness; it is the very obstacles in our path that allow us to overcome them and

ourselves in the process; etc. Reality is neither monistic nor dualistic, but advaitic.
Sc :

But theory is not practice. Current monastic asceticisrrP^ends
to make possible whet until r.ow would heve seemed inccnceivcble. It is asked, "how

is this possible since I do not know man?" is fhis wist powerful enough to realize

such a harmony and integration? And the answer that encourages Ifis to hear «ko

that "there is no word impossible for God." Arwfiliis is precisely the task: to achieve

what at first glance appears impossible: to unite Heaven and feirth, flesh and.^irit, the
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World and God, the ifjasculine and the féminine, theiecular and the^acred.
''

7"K^-

The dilema of modem spirituality is formulated without

palliatives and carried to its ultimate consequences by the contemporary monk. Either
the perfection to which we have aspired throughout the ages is a pernicious alienating
dream since it cannot be realized, or else we must be able to ochieve it overcoming but

not abandoning the spatio-temporal nature that constitutes us. A perfection that is not also
in someway corporeal ceases to be human; a happiness that must be left for after, ceases

to merit the name. Is there a middle way between an obviously insufficient and ultima-

tely non-existing humanism and an equally unreal angelicism? The monk poses the pro-
^ Ovv> i

blem in all its acuity to cure us an an rtji·id half measures and begui leing short

term solutions. This is the challenge of monastic spirituality in our day. Many pray,
"on earth as it is in heaven", but sometimes they understand: "since not on earth, then
at least in heaven." The modem monk challenges: "if not on earth, then not in heaven",
because "to him who has, more will be given" since we only have what we are. The
monk also "has heard it said"/ itivutak:^ the Kingdom is neither without nor within, but

between us, in the interregnum of cosmotheondric interaction. And to this end he strives:
''^to be a light unto himself T

X XX

ED BEDN'AR:

Now we begin the question-and-answer period.

GURU JOHN SINGH KALSA , from Sikh Dharma: The question I hove is about the
definition of monk and monastic. When I hear those words, I automatically

translate "monk" to equal spiritual aspirant in a more universal sense, and "monasticism"
or "monastic" is translated immediately in my consciousness as spiritual community, or

the global spiritual community — not limiting it to a definition of one who sits in a mo-

nastery or ashram, secluded from everything, but the actual sôdhaka or one who proc-
tices sâdhona. I wonder if this is in line with what you are saying?

3-
-.

7>^
oU-'

PANIKKAR:

This is very much in line with what I have been saying. The monk is precisely
on expression of a constitutive dimension of the human being. So any sôdhaka would be
considered on the way to this monastic spirituality. A sdidhaka is one who tries to

unify his or her being around the center. These centers are interpreted in different Ways,
the sad han as may be different, and the sadhakos may have totally different natures,
but that would be monastic spirituality. Vt'i, I ujou.l'^ho"''" AAç, /o
u> i TH ' I

BROTHER LUKE:

Father Ponikkar, the only thread that 1 had some uneasiness about was the
third thread that you talked about today: Mother Earth is prior to the Brotherhood of Man,



I was wondering: Does that really fit into Christian monasticism?
48.

PANIKKAR:

I think It is good that I have a chance to make this a little more precise.
Prior, to me, does not need to mean exclusive, or even more important, but simply
before: I spoke of consciousness that the filiation with the Earth comes before the fro-
temity or sorority with human beings. And the history of monasticism. East and West,
seems to vouch for this particular thread. Monks choose a place to live more for the
sake of the place itself than for the sake of its inhabitants, whether they are nice peoplea.vvcL'or not. Sometimes they went to the desert to fight the demons m cosmic forces, not Men.

Now, Christian monkhood has been quickly aware that human
fellowship is paramount. And this is precisely the wellkno>^ movement within Christen-
^m which led first the Mend icants (Franciscans, Dominican^and then the Regulars
(Jesuits, etc.) to shift fromoWtH+iy monastic spirituality to a greater involvement with
the world. The more recent development of the Ramakrishna Order within Hinduism could
be another ^ose -̂point)

This I hove called the crisis of Modernity, which is not the
same as saying contemporaneity. Things that went without saying — that first came[solidarity with the Earth,and theihuman community — are now in the throes of a certain
tension, which may well bring about what 1 am calling the third stage in the monastic
tradition, the New Canon of the Disciple and the further awareness it implies.

But look.winera the monasteries ore,>-^fcast and West. Notindiviciual , 4^■f ♦hr :n-.c- rit-.-, c-- -í-ir wr.ere /monks toccy mc / ■;
'

'.-..pcîifc- to taxe up resioefic^I was also trying to say that this tension should not become a destructive, dialectical
tension, but a creative polarity. Without ceasing to be loyal to somiething which is
traditionally understood as monastic, we may still live with our eyes open to our own

reality, which certainly is quite different and may indeed elicit from us a certain mutation
of ourawii^understanding of monasticism.

FRANCIS TISSO:

. ip;-. f. about the modem rrior.k, an- hit c; nt: concern with tra-isior-
motion. But yesterday you used the term Modernity, and I v.'onder if you could explainthat term. It corries c tremendous amount of power -- it seems that when the spirituali-ties of the East or the West, whether immanent or transcendent, encounter Modernity, a
tremendous explosion and transformation occurs. Could you discuss Modernity in light ofthe ^'modern monk"?
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PANIKKAR:

That is, again, something 1 was trying to reserve mostly for tomorrow,

but as the question is also implied in today's presentation, I may advance ¡ust one

trait which is for me the very essence of Modernity.

Undoubtedly, any tradition has its past, its present and its

future, anci^^nsciousness of its present, so that in any tradition you have some sense of

modernity. So, no tradition is without that sense of getting up-to-date, modernizing

itself or whatever is needed to carry on the tradition, tradition is alive if you do

not carry0 on and pass it cnr — which is what the ver^'^lradition'' means. To speak
of modernity in that sense would then be just one case among so many. 1 think you

detected very well that when 1 used the words modern monk or nun and modernity in my

presentation, I was not using them in this way, relative to what is past. 1 would like to

stick my neck out and present the thesis that today's all -pervading secularity is the

fundamental feature of Modernity.

By secularity, I do not mean the history of the European i

churches, or of secularization, eibeyt which we all know. Nor do I mean the realm of

the profane. I would make a very fundamental distinction between profane and secular, j
.the

The profane is, by definition and etymology, that which is not/socred, that which stands
hOvKst/'y

in front of the tanumTpnofanum, in front of the temple, that which is not encircled by
the sanctum. So the dialectic between the sacred and the profane should be carefully

distinguished from the dialectic between the secular and whatever else. The distinction

sacred-profant is o priestly distinction. The realrr, of ths r ic y c
■ ' ■c;' '' c

-

the temple, the numinous, the sacred. The realm of the lay person, of the non priest

is the profane. The monk has little to do with this dialectic — although in the Rule

of the Master the tonsure prohibits calling the monk a layman. Yet, monks are

not purohi^T' priests,«»»<t^ be longsJo_q_pecu liar trait of christian historyThe tendency

of monks to be also ordained as prîest^/î'"^ ('was perhaps needed p rocess of secularization
in order to bring about the meaning of secularity — as I would like to use the word.

Ur+i! nov,, due to very mo'iy tec, .. ; :
'

■

c

the secular has been more or less identified with the profane, i rr.ink it is tirrie to

disentangle the identification of the profane with the secular, and to discover that the

secular does not necessarily mean the profane, but something else altogether.

And here again I align myself with that accumulated and

crystallized wisdom that we have in the words themselves: saeculum, wMab comes

from the Etruscan, most probably, and has connections with the Greek aTon, aeon,

and with the Sanskrit ayus, which means life-span. Saeculum means time,, or rather

the time-span, the life-span of the world. Per omnia soecula saeculorum: what does
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it meant? 'Secularity, which i now relate to Modernity, means the saeculum, i.e.

the temporal span, i.e. temporality, that is time, the"^flow of time, the temporal
character of tfhings. This temporality is now being token not only as something that

matters but as something definitive. The temporal structure of the world instead of

just being fleeting, passing, ephemeral, represents an unelinîm^â^ïe coefficient of

reality. The most important single factor impelling a mutation in our time —for good

and probably also equally for ill — is that the temporal structure of reality is no longer

considered something you can dispense with, or even utilize (i.e. manipulate), in order

to reach... something more important. The change^ that secularity,(^e temporal

character of things, has become something with which you cannot dispense. And thus

^ the temporal structures can no longer be dealt with as only instruments, means or

whatever.

This raises a very important theological and philosophical

problem: How do we deal with this secularity and at the same time stand for something

which has traditionally been called eternity?

Here is where I would venture a non-dualistic approach.

Monism would be wrong, pantheism would be wrong. To identify without qualification

the temporal and the eternal, the divine and the human, etc., would be wrong. By

the same token, to defend a dualism which puts a chasm between the two which you

ultimately cannot bridge — the natural and the supernatural, the spiritual and the

material, the temporal and the eternal, etc. — is equally wrong. Is there a possibi-

lity of a non-dualistic approach? And here I would not say a non-dualistic *bridge',
because if the non-dualistic approach is correct, it is correct precisely because it denies

there is such a bridge. It denies that the reality is the two extremes, between which

I try to concoct a compromise. Just the opposite: the non-dual concatenation is the

reajj_and the extremes are one-sided visions of that reality. Baoawie U)hat i^(fhe
fundamerit^insight? If Christ is not a split personality — i.e. not half-Man and

half-God, one thing here and another thing there, and then we try to put it together —

Xt:

then the primordial insight is that theandric unity. A»d=ib*s afterwards, when you see it

from one side you call it human nature, and from the other side divine nature, and so

fort-, — bur n-. vertheless,,it cannot be divided.. J r.efuse^to ¿ay that Christianity is
pur 1 ecualiy deny thcf Christianity is Tritneisric.r
/NT—' Ttrr-TT^r-l- _-2.

monotheisticy^ ft isHneitRer ffîëone nor the other. THe 'intièlï ddvo i ti c approach is at

the very core of the Christian intuition, in my understanding ■— let alone of the Vedan-

tic insight,! wheré^dvaita (non-dualism) is perhaps mare'familiar.

So, Secularity would then be the sign o^^of^rnity, and

— having already exposed myself — an advaitic approach^uld be the way by which

I keep myself from falling into pure secularism, or some other type of agnostic or purely
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atheistic or just one-sided view of that reality, /\nd thii ii n ^ality*'so~rich in itself

""X that it has life, and having life it has an integrity which I, from my limited point of

^0.^ view, cannot perhaps help but see ^'complexity, though in truth it is a sign of the
' • ' I- M (VU ^,o■^ 6-«. 'o.

p vefy iiighest simplicity-», """ii
Í t •

Perhaps, I should have said Secularity from the very beginning
^ 'M J n . _

...

^ 'i ';v+
M i. r

/v»^ and describe»it more extensively avoiding the word Modernity except for saying that

^ the trait of modern i.e.present-day Modernity is Secularity. But again I am not saying
a that «^problem! ¡im solved and the symbiosis between Tradition and Modernity achieved.

^ qT TT , . T" .

^
^ I understand our whole symposicn as an effort at one such oggiomamento .

J-
^

.-f • lo/if v-f oe LM.lau-('f s ajou, iwkm -wTZcti

r
f tv^fi

ROBERT VACHON:

You spoke about contemplation, and listening, and I think that

generally when we are talking about East-West dialogue we are talking about listening

to other religious traditions, contemplating the mystery within, the transcendent and

immanent mystery, and so on. And about six years ago, 1 started becoming aware that

In contemplation there was a dimension that we were neglecting, namely, to contem-

plate the cultures and the cultural dimension of reality, of the various so-called ways

of life: the economic culture, the political culture, the juridical culture, even the

^cultural' culture.

We have a tendency to neglect the cultural matrix, and

It seems to me very Important to look Into that, particularly as It Is all part of the

secular v.-o 'Id. In a sense, the traditional relic'c-" c
■

have always had a secular dimension, which Is not often emphasized. We have, 1 think,

to discover the truly secular dimension of religion. It Is o reality of which we are

perhaps not aware, but I think It Is part of the awareness of the secular, and I would

hope that the contemplative life of many religious contemplatives would really come

to grips with that, and not limit ourselves simply to looking at the * God-dimension' of

life. It Is high time we begin looking at the depths of culture In all its dimensions, and

contemn latino It wlt*^ the same deep resoect with which wp copte·r'nlote the M.vsterv., cj

being c dimension oi the one Reality.

Now this relates to Modernity, if we call this o secular

world, and we talk about'^the modem', 1 think there is c danger that with our evolurio-

nary preconceptions we think that '"the modem' is only what is now, but we have a

tendency to neglect the whole secular dimension of the past. This will have to be reco-

vered, not only In the sense of going back to the past, but of course reenacting It..,

PANIKKAR:

Amen J
1 feel that is a very positive contribution more than a question, and 1 can only agree
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with everything you have said.

I would make only a footnote.l'he word '•modernity^

I

rCe-:^

ci>JL iÓJi'

.-tv
J_

f >

Í ;rl-

,.9

U V
^ A>

means just fashion, fashionable^ modus;something which just lastjfor a moment and iwms.-

"VpO
passes away. So, I would not like to stress the word ^modernity' >«ef^ much, because
its very meaning is something which if you do not like it today, wait until tomorrow.

OAt UAAot8/\^afftJBut I still do feel that ultimutuly we want a cosmological change in the self-undertandinj
of the different cultures, which vouches for my suspicion that we are assisting at a

mutation in human consciousness, for which I would like to use the codeword of

Secularity.~f^ "tVo-V- M Vndo^,

y Certainly all traditions have had their own secular understand-

ings and, as you were saying, each tradition has a world of life — economy, politics,
art, and ail the rest. The relationship between religion and culture is a very intimate
one. In that sense, I think what you are saying is very valid and very healthy. We
need a reminder that our reflections on monasticism and monastic spirituality should not

be one-sided. So, agreeing with what you said, I would stress that the understanding
ofSecularity today is somewhat different from the secular aspect of the religions of the
post.

KEZITC THOMPSON, monk of Spencer;

Given that the monastic dimension is consti-

tutive of the humanum, perhaps three related questions: Is it possible for everyone to

give expression to this dimension? And to what extent is it necessary for them to give
expression ;o it? And who gives the expression, who identifies it for them?

PANIKKAR:

I would not like to quibble by giving a subtle answer: I feel it is necessary
for everybody to live that dimension.

^—

If we use the metaphor, for whaMs worth, of the vertical
• 'nk rhat this dimension is constitutive of every human being, so that

for the fullness of the humanum you have to be trying to unify your being — you hove
to be sc'iTiething of a monk, and somewhat religious.

Now, if by expression we mean just expression, I would
say yes, it is absolutely necessary. And if this is stifled you have not only stomach
trouble and psychiatric disorders, but very many other problems too. And I would soy
that any culture which stifles the expression of this innermost core of the human being
is doomed by an explosion from within.

Now, this expression does not need to be a conscious



expression. Mon is more than reason alone, the human being is more than logos
alone, and cultures cannot be built on the logos alone but also need the pneuma oweL

9 the myth what have you. So the expression does not need to be a conscious

expression, wher^'Tsubscribe to the tenets of a church or belong to some religious
organization or consider myself "religious' in the current ini rnmmnp sense of the word.

It can be in a thousand other, different, ways. If I were to say that the prostitutes
will precede you into the Kingdom, I would be saying something of this sort. They are

not an ^approved' expressiorjjof religious life, but it seems they take a certain pre-

cedence — at least in the Christian Kingdom. So that is my answer to your second query

Your tfiird question asks whether there are — let me use the

wrong word, just to be clear — specialists, whether there are "mad' people as in the

reading about the kesin, people who are as we would say in India "God-intoxicated*.
I would say yes, without a doubt. There are people whose lives ore geared, centered

in this dimension (and using the pejorative word "specialist* underscores the difficulties

you may have in accepting what I am trying to soy). people whose main

concern, main vocation, main calling is to succeed in/"" the two other factors of

your neatly hierarchized question together, so that the unconscious, unformulated,
unarticulated expression —

your first level, which is necessary for everything — and

the second, the conscious expression, becomes really incarnated in you as an insti-

tution. And the "you' can be in the singular or the plural. And that is what would

be considered monasticism stricto sensu. Jhis implies a certain type of institution,
r which is where 1 would like. lu. tut is i ubi the institution/
Y a living orgdñ'isrn aricTnof hëcéssarTfy an òrgahrzótion.

- I said that 'specialist' is a wrong word, and it is. V/e cannot
e-CA/j 0 M

speculate about >6Mgr ape rial vocation^. We cannot institutionalize them. It would

destroy them by obliging them to become 'normal', 'ordinary', 'common' . But they
exist. You are bound to admire some sodhus , but you are not supposed to imitate them.

Woe to them if they become conscious of being models for admirationj( (Nevertheless the

ideal of the perfect traditional monk is oftentimes more like an ikon to wonder at than

aft image to imitate.

SPEAKER:

About the question of the sacred and the profane: In the Old Testament teaching
it is sinful to disregard the division between the sacred and the profane. It is sinful to

violate the Sabbath, it is sinful to violate the temple, it is sinful to violate marriage.
The separation between these things and many other things — some profane, some

sacred — is very basic and fundamental to the Old Testament. And some of what you

are saying seems to be that it is sinful to separate the sacred and the profane. And
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in that case, i think that there is a collision involved there.

PANIKKAR:

Well, I have not used the word Sinful' at all. I would abide by your

exegesis of the Old Testament. I would not perhaps understand myself to be saying
that it is sinful to maintain separation.

But I remember a young rabbi of Nazareth who violated the

Sabbath in the most outrageous way — which, according to the text costee^ him

his life. So, I may not be on the best of terms with the Old Testament, but I may

perhaps have another Testament in my favour. So, ! am not in such bad company...

1 would not like to say that keeping sacred and profane
separate is sinful, because I vntmiaiuphold the distinction between the sacred and

the profane. I would Just not identify it with the distinction between the secular and

the sacred. Indeed, as I am going to say tomorrow, the priority of the sacred consti-

tutes thread in the sutras ofjmonasticism.

ED BEDNAR:

Father Panikkar, could you begin the morning's program?

PANIKKAR:

1 cm trying to do the impossible, but that is obviously the only thing
worth trying. So we shall continue with our sutras.

6.- Transhistoricol Consciousness Above dt Historical jask.Cow

GLOSS:

Aii'cu:the ovatafe of monasticism on this earth have contributed substantially
to the history of their people, the monk, as such, lives primarily in an a-historical

compass. The concepts that we forge of the absolute or of reality certainly fall under
the historicity of the human being, but the monastic invariant does not lie in such
notions. Rather, we find it in the yearning for total unification which can never be
content with the distensions inherent in históricaevents. Time is always
fragmentary and the monk would like to embrace all the three times together. Yet

history does not allow it. There is no event complete in itself; it must always have an

antecedent and a sequel. Peace does not exist in history because history must always
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advance, and peace means repose and quiet. Í Hcwever, there exists in us a

consciousness that is not exhausted by historicity. We can call it mystical, supernatural,

intuition, wisdom, anubhava, prajñá^ jnana, dhySno, samHdhi, love or whatever we

wish, but there is something besides history to which the monk bears witness.

We have here again the principle of simplicity at work.

Not only is time threefold, but also history is manifold and polyvalent. The monastic

urge is to transcend such multiplicity. The problem is how.

COMMENTARY:

While the Rules of the Masters have dwnlt on the eternal, perennial,

nirvônic, in a word, on the suprohistorica l. the Canon of the Disciple emphasizes a

transhistorical awareness of Reality. The former attitude permi^d the monk to place

himself above the disputes of Men. He was a valid eschatological symbol for all those

who believed, in some form or another, in eschotology. But this attitude loses its

symbolic force the moment its power is not recognized. A symbol is always a symbol

for someone, but the symbol is at one and the same time trans-subjective and trans-

objective; its (subjective) interpretation is as necessary as its (objective) position. A

symbol ceases to be a symbol if It is not recognized as such.

The tronsjbistoricol consciousness that dcv/ns to the minds of

^wiiit(.nip«.Fwry Mftij . AiüJiiiipgl·i Î» cii>iiL·l already be found in a certain kind of mysticism

throughout the ages and across the continents, recognizes no kingdom 'above' or

'tcycnc" t';is world, but rather it discovers a more hidden dimension of reality which

in a certain monner transcends history and yet remains still immanent to it. This is

the experience of tempiternity which is not a more or less perfect temporality nor an

eternity impervious to the temporal, but the perfect and thus hierarchic integration of

apparently two factors (time and eternity) m the one single tempiternity. Solvation,

mokso, nirvana, and other expressions of the ultimate end of human life are no?.logger

projected into a future that has been somewhat purified or perfected, but are discovered

■ v VP-- fullness that we are capable of experiencing in time and not "later". This

owce: es: discovers in and through the temporal the tempi terna I nucleus of the

fullness of our being — or however we would like to describe this reality.

The consequences for a contemporary spirituality are incal-

culable. It is not o question here of projecting into a linear future what was formulated

in a vertical future, as has often been attempted by a certain kind of dialectical

materialism . Nor\itj1s\a matter of merely interpreting the vertical existence of the

other life with new cosmological and/or metaphysical parameters. Rather, the problem
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lies in experiencing this other dimension in this same everyday reality which normally
presents itself to us as spaéo-temporal, Human salvation will then be the realization
of the greatest fullness and happiness of which we are capable 'while' we are living,
although transcending^ mere temporal duration. It will be the experience of the Life in

life, if we can be permitted to express it by thus paraphrasing the prophet of Israel.
The monk will try to live this reality and his life will remind others that the meaning
of life is not so much in anxiously striving to obtain what we do not have, but in

being intensely concentrated in order to discover and even conquer that which we are.

It is not the historical victory, whether of the individual or the collectivity which

matters^but personal (and thus also communal) happiness, the re-velation that strips us

of the veil of inauthenticity so that we can enjoy the reality of that which, thus

appearing, js.'^ Here the Christian symbol par excellence is the'transfiguration. The

Apostles see, feel, and speak a Christ reality in time and space which nonetheless has
transcended that sphere. Not only is the past with Elias and Moses present, but also
the future, since the one they have before them is not the historic Jesus but the
resurrected Christ, and in fact they speak about the forthcoming events.''^

~~

< The buddhist symbol manifesting the same intuition is the—>

fiuddha-nature of all things which needs only to be discovered as such. The mahâyânîc
tradition will express it saying that samsara is nirvana and nirvana , samsara. Vedântic
hinduism will emphasize that we are already brahman, even though we fail to see it.
And jainism together with gnosticism will tell us that the Stman and the real are

simply buried or enclosed in karman and matter and one needs only to be freed of them.

Cosrrxjiogies, anthropologies, and theolog^Tv^ry and are often

incompatible; but the deep intuition goes always in the same direction. In nxidern

parlance: history is not the sole dimension of the human nor even the central dimension
of reality. And nonetheless it is not a matter of denying the reality of history or of

temporal events, as some of the traditions mentioned have done. Nor it is a question,
and here is the relative novelty of our times, of superimposing on temporal reality
a second atemporel, super-spaciai, eternal story and relegating to this above or beyond
the rrcTe meaning of life. Rather it requires that we open ourselves to the
— ■ioboric, if you wish — revelation that reality is non-dualistic, trinitarian, and
simple but with a simplcity that is at the same time multifaceted and whose interpene-
tration - i is not always given to our experience.

Perhaps the lesson of the last six thousand years of human
historical consciousness begins to convince us that history leads inevitably to war.
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Perhaps the monk is the harbinger, on an effective sociological plane, of the awareness

that we cannot be reduced to merely historical beings without thereby more or less

schizophrenically dividing our existences between a world here below and a kingdom
above and beyond.

Transhistorical consciousness confers on the monk cn irrepla-
ceable calling in the realm of the secular, as we shall later describe. It is not only a

jjer of Jnderlinin^personal and intimate values, transcendental values, the 'peace of

of the traditional language"^. Trans'Qiistorical consciousness summons the monk to cul-

tivote that hidden core oPiuiman being which wâéî^that this being is not less but more

than mere historical being. Mo-y-ini teg* humankind is beginning to become aware that it is

on the threshold of a new and radical mutation; that of ceasing to be an animal species
with an historical consciousness,(^derstandhm historicity as something more than just the

C'f' ^
remembrance of the past, ♦an intellectual memory which enables Man to accumulate his

past, to relive it, to assimilate it in spirit in order to enrich his present. Perhaps the his-

torical epoch and not merely an historical period is coming to an end: the atomic catas-

trophe is in the long run inevitable, the ecological deterioration inesc'dlS^e and the

violent explosion of the present paneconomi'c and technological system % very probable.
After the catastrophe, the human being will not live looking forward towards the future,
it will no longer experience time as the western world mainly experiences it, that is, as

a succession of more or less homogeneous and therefore quantifiable temporal fragment^
but as a new and instantaneous creation with no other guarantee than the immediate expe-

rience of the transtemporal moment. The dimension of interiorization which is characteris-

tic of monastic spirituality is here translated as a conscious breaking open of the temporal
shell or existence in order to savor its tempitemal kernel, not only at the individual level

but at the level of the entire mankind. It is not necessary to subscribe to millenorioi,
es chato log i cal, ¡oachimist, teilhardian, aurobindian, messianic or evolutionist theories

of any type to accept what I want to point out here, although all of them con be seen as

concrete insights into the fact that the present day human species is not the end of the

whole creation nor the completion of the actuality of what human being carries in its

womb. Monasteries would then be the 'high places' of this transformational alchemy
'

■

,

' -nding way toward a cosmotheandric reality which surrounds him, which

he himself is, although it surpasses him.

Transhistoric consciousness makes us perceive that the

meaning of life consists in reaching the greatest happiness that each of us possibly can,

freeing us in this way from the desire for happiness where it cannot be found. Salvation,
says an immense majority of religious traditions, consists in joy, beotitudo, ,

ônanda, sukha, nirvana, heaven, etc. The fact that this happiness was not seen fulfilled

in the lives of the majority of mortals during this life and the fact (or because of it) of a

certain cosmological inte^retation of time and space, has deferred and transplanted hap-
piness to anotier otherworoly sphere. It is for this reason too that the majority of tradi-

tions believe that .
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it is only a very few who ore saved; Very few reacli^iappiness and peace in this life.

The rest are either miscarriages that do not carry through to the true life (and this fai-

lure is hell) or else they must return to recommence the cycle of inauthentic existence

with the hope of someday freeing themselves from it — or even wit^^ut such hope, as

with the {air^bhavyatva or the calvinist predestination. Aesiîn léÉs non-dualistic

conception equally few are those who reach this fullness compared to those who might

otherwise have reached it had circumstances been more favorable.-^ííí^us the religious

importance, although never ultimate and definitive, of sociological structures. The

monk is precisely the one who witnesses that we can still reach the peace and ioy of

•z

' btdonvîIIc*)
our plenitude even in a filthyx^veMa ^suburbio'^/^ a concentration camp| we can

reach our salvation.
~A-wC,

O

i 7.- The Fullness of the Person 0ver the Individual

GLOSS: ^
^

By individual I understand that which results from the expedient of cutting^a

sizeable^nd useful part of the human bein^ An individual is the result of a prag- !

matic cut of a certain number of diverse constitutive relationships of the human being

in order to create a practical subject of operations. The individual is an abstraction /

in the precise sense of the word: all that would make Man too complex and unmanageabU_:

is abstracted from the human being. An individual is a manegeoble entity of clear-cut
an

'

bounde ies. 11 is Identifiable piece standing isolated on its own. It responds to on

'identification card' (miscalled 'identity') and supports a social security number. The

person, on the other hand, encompasses the whole complex web of the constitutive

relationships of Man with no limits other than those which spontaneously appear in

each case. 1 is a person only to the extent that it does not isolate itself: a fhou

is precisely required in order to be an I. And vice versa. Further, both need a

place of action conditioned by the so-called third person, even if this be a thing.

And this +akes place not only in the singular but in the plural as well. The you .

oelor The person, wlcr.
, N- - . I, nor pturol, nor

feminine, masculine or neuter. The gender of the person is the utrurr^,-''"^ embraces

all that we truly ere because we participate in it without the obsession of private

property or exclusive possession. The person can reach to the very limits of reality;

it reaches up to where we in fact stand when the stance is authentic, that is to say

when it is the true dwelling place (estancia) of our being. La persona es, en donde

está. The person is where there-'t-îs, in its Dasein. Personality is measured precisely
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by the different limits in the stance of each individual.' The isolated Man has no

personality)^ he is drowned in himself/ whereas the boddhisattva or saint has a perso-

nality which reaches to the place where his action mokes itself felt because he has

put his heart even to the limits of the universe. The monastic ideal does not seek

an egoistic perfection (that is to say, of the individual), but places the meaning of

life in the total perfection of the person which reverberates in benefit for all of reality.
Monastic spirituality does not try to reform the world by direct action upon it, but

tends rather to reform Man with the conviction that such reform is not his egotistical
individuality but his whole person, which on the one hand reflects and on the

other Iruriifoiris all of reality. Here there is a striking difference with other forms of

spirituality. The emphasis here is on the human person and not on the reform of struc-

tures social, material or even intellectual .

Traditional monkhood had it without great difficulty because

the sense of individuality was not so developed as in more recent times. The fullness

of the person was felt to be in the sorgho, in the community, in the Body of Christ, in

the totality. >6o,:i.

> The principle of simplicity works here in a peculiar way. It

entails getting rid of the complexity of the individual in favor of the simplicity of the

spiritual dowry;—It is all left to the free interplay between person (s). You do not need

to keep anything for 'yourself because the real self is not a private substance of your

own.

COMMENTARY:

In our times, we, ore witnessing an anthropological change regarding
the awareness of the <axtant nf the fiialH of personal being. The new limits refer both

to those of a certain conception of the absolute and to those of the world around the
CO

' ^

person. Monastic consciousness has beijr'Tjniversalized, so to speak, by grounding
itself in what is specifically monastic and the* placing monkhood before the historical

tici c be::"iC 'ig to a nation, race, or even religion. Buddhist and christian monks,
for example, seeking a shared monastic experience, will not be deterred by the fact

that they belong to different religions.

But the fundamental distinction between the traditional and

the contemporary imderstanding ofmcrihood consists in the surreptitious dualism of the

traditional monastic anthropology contrasted with the underlying monism of the contem-

porary conception, although in both cases they try to ovoid falling Í:^the respective
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temptations. The traditional monk is precisely a monachos^ because he is not a

dipsuchos^ a being with a two-fold soul, with a double end and a double life. Between

the poramarthika and the vyavaharika, sat and mayó, God and the World, the

temporal and eternal, nirvana and samsara, etc., the monk has chosen the first and re-

nounced the second. Or rather, in moral terms, greed, envy, worry, sin^oll this belongs

to the world. The monk wants to jump to the other shore where he will be free from

II this. We need only to read luddhist and jain^^Scriptures along with<S>iristianjí

books to be~convinced of thisT^ To be sure, the monk is not yet an arhat, a

bodhisatva, a saint, but on the way. Now monastic spirituality in order to overcome

the dualism of the two Men, two shores, two realms will have to soy that perfection

consists in realizing that samsara is nirvana, that one has already arrived at being at
-- —■ i '» — ■' -■ w '

^

least potentially ^
a comprehensor and is not a viator,, that we all gre-^ jTvan-

muktai and not;ei mumuksJiâ^, saints, and not only aspirants who still liv^'in con-

— i
'

fusion and distortion; that the union with God who is all in all, is the destiny of

everybody. But this perfection is only at the end of the path, of the sodhana . Monas-

tic perfection is reached by living with one's face turned towards the absolute and

turning one's bock on the relative, 'seeking God', concentration on the 6he, the

ekom, with a single intention in one's heart and mind, ekâgrata, without any kind

of compromise. Liberation, moksa is all that matters. Everything that divides

TÍ-',., : the world, woman (for the noie and mole for the female),

passions, pleasures and especially one's fellow Men is scrupulously avoided. One must

live free from all cares and worries, stripped of and unattached to all that is earthly,

contingent and perishable. Personhood is forged only in contact with the Absolute.

God alone suffices ("Solo Dios basta"), kaivalya.

The fundamental category in classical monastic spirituality

was obedience^) Through cbedienco the monk attainjii' his perfection, and by it the

forged his destiny and the muni aghieve# his goal. Fidelity to the path,

the dharma, the rule, the ideal came to be symbolized in and through obedience, the

ob-audire: knowing how to listen to the mysterious and ultimate voice embodied in

the Too, the dlprma, the ^tras or the will of the guru, the abbot, the forher. The

objectivity of what is commanded matters only in p.- . .

'

.

jectivity, and from this point of view it amounts to the same whether watering a dry

stick or caring for a sick person. What matters is the intention. Whot is porte.t is

the subjectivity that is expressed in fidelity to the master, the only thing that will

help us free ourselves from ourselves and leap to the other si^ of the barrier, since

the will itself is the ultimate refuge of ahaihkara, egoism/abhirfiônqthe mawi

It" pwiiifj vanity of individual value./tJiis is not pure irrationality: the monk

should see that he must obey, that is,/discover the power within the command that
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l-V.
evokes obedience (the 'obedientality'); but he does not need to see thè intel-

ligibility of what is commanded All the vovrt, _vratas, can be reduced to this

fidelity above all, where objective Judgement is transferred to the superior and

we are left with the inalienable subjective insight of our willingness to obey because

we are convinced of the obedience due to the rule, 'the will of God', the dhormo,

the Absolute, the very voice within us whose echo can only be discerned when

we hear it from the lips of the master, ôcârya, or whatever we may call him or it.

That this obedience must be interiorized, that OfTinot true abodiorwe unless it

the heart and without any willfulness are obvious stages that must be reached

in the ascent of the mountain of perfection "until the morning light dawns in our

hearts."

The winds of contemporary spirituality may come

from the some Source: God, VSyu, Pneuma, but seem to blow in the opposite
direction. They seek the some perfection and plenitude of the person, but this is

hot/seei^^ much~i^t(iadi*i>H»l iselatiaruar .rnutnrchaifri self-sufficient as in the
—

• . I •
hjLA.

realization of the person through the cultivation of the bonds that unite 11 to the

fathomless riches of creation. The monk does not wont to be o Man set apart, but

one integrated into the whole. Perfection is seen not in the immolation of the

person on the altar of obedience in order to arrive at ^ 7r«¿ir£íft¿^A "biess-ed aoA

indifference", as in the possibility of actualizing the sleeping potentialities of our

The new winds are being felf in tf^ree clrncst

antagonistic directions, although at heart they are perhaps complementary: corpo-
rality, intimate personal relations, and political awareness. The famous ploti^n
saying^ living alone with the Alone does not strike a chord wi^h/the modern monk.

whe Uj u ui m fhliiaMroing. But then

this unification is certainly not individualistic. It can only be realized if we assume

the fullness of our being, unify our divided existence and integrate our life in the

destin", cT '■he cc^-.Tunit/. In othei" words, the bnd"/, sex c-d pcüdcs hcln-^of

to the perfecticn of the human person. Lei us try to descr'ae ine:-: v. ir,CL vA:' s

attempting too quickly to direct or Judge them. T

Corollaries

oux<i u.; ju

r

a) Corpo rality:

Without reaching gnostic, angelic, or arhat-like

extremes of scorn or radical forgetfulness of the body, there seems to be common

to traditional monastic mentality, a certain neglect of the body and of corporeal
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values, (ttw'healthy-;ri>e4>Sooty·»qmi^·*t^e·''vety«mqtef4offfy'<rf'«oi'·'berrfgy'"fcw-^■wlqw'Bef.
QX^

The body is considered at best a collaboratÉipr and more generally a mere servant

whom it is necessary to treat well in order that it might serve us well; but at bottom

it is a dead weight. And if some traditions^ like the christian^speak of the resur-

rection of the flesl^it must never be forgotten that it is not yet resurrected and that

in the meantime the flesh is treacherous, or at least ambiguous. It is interesting
to observe that while the hindu monk goes as scantly clad as possible and the ¡ainck.

1
dmqmbara completely naked, the christian is weighed down with robes. With

exactly the opposite signs all of them want to show that they have overcome the

body, that they have no bodies because they really do not want to be their bodies.

The contemporary monk wants to be able to

say that he is also his body, that the body is not on enemy, nor even a friend or

servant, but rather is he himself; that health is an element as much physical as

psychic, and that the soul depends as much on theji»i«e! as the anit on the soul, if

one were to use such dualistic language. A Man is not just a body; but he is his i

body and without the body there is no Man. ^^ogo-^s^a.JWOcdL,w.bose-meaniog-bas I

expanded-signifioontly .- It no longer means the ascetic i^-yoke' which keeps·^+he
•body docile to the-ruie--of the spirit^but the^integrdtion of the two4n a-harmonious |
union. The monochos is one not through his sou! or spirit but because he aspires
to succeed in realizing the union that exists between the diverse elements of his

very being. The present day monk understands what etymology merely suggests,

th^meditation has to do with medicine (medere ), solvatior^, with health (solus)
end "rec and the two toge^ le: -■ ;th :

^
,

îh^ toíchiy, beîr^c

whole. And if it is true that the monastic ideal tries to go beyond humanism, this

is not so in order to take refuge in some non-human angelicism or in some disincar-

note and thus inhuman 'spirituality', but rather in order to achieve a human fullness

from which no truly human value be missing. Asceticism, is no longer so much the

mortification of the flesh as the vivification of the body so thct it too might parti-
cipate in the destiny of the person..

sobri etas , and discretio prevented many abuses, but the ascetic exploits of

monks east and west are well documented, - >63, /

^
The practical question today is how to integrate,

corporality into tb^Tnonastic+€l©«f. It is much more than body awareness and care

of the material needs. This existed already in ibe old wonkbeedK, j
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The Canon of the Disciple cannot give now a set of rules,
but only express a felt need and direct our attention. If it is true that we are -

also-our bodies and not only have them the consequences are revolutionary.

b) Sexuality ;

With no need to emphasize those noxious and all too prevalent
extremes that have appeared throughout the history of humanity, traditional rronas-

tic mentality has always defended that "entre santa y santo, pared de cal y canto"

(between a holy male and a holy female, a strong firm wall), that is to say, that

human perfection has to sublimate in a single individual the androgynous nàture of

the human being. In most cases monostic spirituality is simpler and does not worry
about the androgynous character of the person. It tells us that this life is provisional
and fleeting and thus that perfection as it is experienced on this plane is not the

perfection to which we are finally called. So it does not matter much if the human

being does not reach fulfilment in this field. In the other true world there is

neither male nor female, nor any kind of giving or taking in marriage. Celibacy,
brahmacaryg, and the renunciation of family were all seen as essential to traditional

■ monasticism, in spite of a few notable exceptions such^^the tibetan^nygma-pà~)
Eschatological perfection has no sex; the monastic forn^treots Man as an asexual

"■

^
being, if sexuality does make itself felt, then one must simply overcome it by igno-
ring it. And if this exacts a price, we are told that it is a fruitful sacrifice, one

which places us on a higher plane than the merely biological. This is even the
standard by which w »n measure the authenticity of a particular monastic calling.*

Contemporary monastic spirituality tries with
various degrees of success to recover the sacred sense of sex and the positive function
of human sexuality. This function reveals itself when we find ourselves confronted
with our own limitations and realize that we need an exogenous complement and not

simply an endogenous supplement. We seem to need somebody else and not just
something else. We feel the need for intimacy, interchange, friendship and love,
not OS distractions from the one needful thing, but first as a spur ond inducement and

fincliy as o culmination. The word which in this context has transcended the boun-
deries of a single religion and culture to enrich others is tantra, that form of

T ———

. spirituality that oniilfi hj translated as sacramentarían and which suggests that the

I path to perfection passes not only through the correct p^lteeof all creaturef but
/ also through the mutual compenetration of human~Bein^¿á The issues here are bum-

^ ^ '"9 raised cannot be ignored. To be sure, sex here should not be reduced

\ ^ "merely genital, nor eBga.«ri|>|y to the exclusively physical. Sex is the very

Ci
,
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sign of differentiation of the human being^'^^t as in biology it is the cause of
the differentiation between individuals and even species.

The human person is, to varying degrees, the

harmonious conjugation of all thq^j^ersonoi pronouns. The strong monastic emphasis
on the '

we
' mode the relation/^he 'thou ' less urgent; and the filial-paternal rela-

tion with the guru or abbot, diminished the importance of any other intimacy between
two people. Moreover, being heedless of the body could permit o certain personal
intimacy between two brothers or sisters without sexuality apparently becoming on

issue —the well-known wornin^against ^particular friendships' and the ingenuity
shown in averting pairs inthe Twahto, viharas, and monasteries, notwithstanding.
But the problem becomes acute when the divine 'thou', the bridegroom Jesus, the

Kr^^o of the gopT^etc., is demythicized and deanthropomorphized. WhatF.
Ebner has called the Dulosigkeit, the deprivation of the 'thou' necessary for the

'Xyxc.
' ' '

realization of «n 'I', is being felt more and more dramatically. Modem forms of

spirituality which do not wont to break with tradition thus emphasize the 'you' ; the
aposto late, the mission to accomplish, service to others, external activity, in short.
This work, called 'mission', 'apostolat^'?and the like becomes then the surrogate for

a living thou. We hear often the exclamation; "1 am not married because 1 have
no time (for it)". But experience shows that the 'work' with the complexity of the
modem world very rapidly bureaucratiz^and is converted into an it. >«0^

All of the pronouns must be declined for personal
fulfillment, but the contemporary monk suffers from the debilitating lack of the

'thou' ♦ The 'thou' is the friend, the beloved. The 'thou' is that one who best
enhances the dimension of intimacy, caring, delicacy, attention and finally, love
in human life. The nygma-pa sect of tibeton buddhism, the most ancient as its

very name indicate^ recogniget and has married monks without even requiring that

the spouse also belongs to the monastery. But the lama with his red cap was perhaps
more married to the plot of ground he worked and the community with whom he lived

1^ î'fthan to his wife. Perhaps marriage is not the real issue but rather frienship.VX^e
tcntfo mu-r be intemcffized,- it-i* n«-^concupiscence that we are dealing with here)[.
but. -t he iokt i - cannot-be-onsekf. ^

^
~ -> The problem is paramount. The perfection of the

human being is at stake. The Canon of the Disciple cannot go further; but it con

still odd o methodological proviso and insert an excursus.

The methodological question is the following:
We need a new anthropology to deal with this question. Now, on the one hand,
we cannot stick to the old customs just because they were good and yielded good
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X

-c^
A

)

results (if this is the case); we have to find convincing reasons to fit our under-

standing of the human being. Man is not made for the Sabbath. On the other hond,
we cannot defend a new anthropology, based on recent discoveri^ and throw

overboard centuries and millennia of human praxis. Human problems are not just
mathematical puzzles which can be solved theoretically. They need the marriage
between theory and praxis and this may be one of the tasks incumbent on the present-
day monks,

s
The excursus will he regardilB

the problem of celibacy, which is not the same as what we have been speaking
about, though that is very often the way in which the issue is put. The problem of

celibacy flrmr the^question «Ussë^exua
To justify celibacy a priori implies that we

have a convincing anthropology which tells us that virginity is a higher human status,
or family life a burden for human fulfilmente or a spouse a bondage, or individual

androgyny a valid human option, etc. We can also adduce historical reasons as

Î)

y shortness of time^ before eschatolog>^or cosmologicol arguments like celibacy
being at the very end of a karmatic line so that there will be no longer children of

that person to perpetuate karma, or theological ones as divine marriage and the like.

I may even venture an astrological reason which shows that for the hero of the just
begun Aquarian period the biological family has no place. We could multiply this

list, but all is reduced to accepting one particular view as powerful enough to jus-
tify the pcjaJgS of celibate life.

The Disciple's stand here, in our times of crisis,
may be closer to having convincing power, because it is at least humbler, it is no^
an explanation^gjttrf^^ justificatio^Jj posteriori.

It is a fact that celibacy is a wide-spread
human institution, mostly linked to monkhood. It is equally another fact that

there are today —and here — many celibates who voluntarily choose celibacy
even if many of the reasons)are open to be contested. The argument a poste-
ric i v.'Cv 'd then say: "and so what? You did it in good faith and it is not o bad

thing in itself, even if it may not appear as the ideal. It may be wor^to break it

now en d you may not know how to do it without causing real harm to yourself and

those around you. ^Celibacy does not need to be a superior form of spiritual life^
nor to have any theoretical justification. Thrrr ii nn mrnnn tn rliipnii if 1 uiir l.mliJ,
We may even find tiac many advantages of celibacy, positively accepted, like a not

very fine-looking youig girl has to countereffect with sympathy and intelligence
the long nose that she has. Thanks to it she has developed many other more important
virtues.
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This is not cm invitation to sheer passivity or o neglect
of mystical reasons. It is a call to real prudence and respect for the praxis.^»

<v»%ouj Í4co/w><. "tM, o|î '"S coKotîwNMA"t\-o«.

c) Political Awareness;

If in traditional monostic^^ritualj^^e human person

is realized through contact with the Absolute and isolation tron/Man, this separatior^
signified in the enclosure^seems to have acquired a negative character in contempo-

rary consciousness. If we are political animals then the contemporary monk seems

unable to believe that he can attain his human fullness without cultivating the poli-
tical dimension. Obviously we are not referring to mere party 'politics' with its

partisan squabbles or to arguments over the technical methods for achieving some

preconceived ends; but rather to the wellbeing of the polis as the symbol of human

community, and to a participation in the problems of our fellow beings allowing us

to realize the importance of the very structures of human conviviality.

Undoubtedly the monastic praxis has not always
been consistent with its theory.- History shows us monks. East and West, ancient and

modem, involved in the affairs of the local communities and often detecting pioli-
tical power. But either it was simply accepted end tolerated although not in accor-

dance with the acknowledged monostic spirit, or it was justified as belonging to o

supra-political realm, be the 'Kingdom of God'^be the 'salvation of the people'.

At any rate the modem monk still wants to be

solitary but he will not tolerate being isolated. And as he has perceived all too

well the functioning of second causes, he cannot be contented with a union with

the first cause that prevents him from contributing directly to the life of the communi-

ty of which he feels himself to be an integral part. "God has left the world to the

quarrels of Men" and the monk realizes that true prayer is not an excuse for inaction

in the world but is an intervention in the dispute itself.

When cultures and religions live without conflict

within a single myth there are values that ore respected without argument and at-

titudes thct are accepted v cebcte. In such coses where monasticism enjoys
such recognition the monk can remain outside and above political and temporal

^¿qiJai!£&Jí because he is granted by the whole community a superior sphere. The recog-

nition and acceptance of his renunciation by the community confers on him the power

and influence that he himself has renounced. The monk is not a marginal being,
although he might have gone to the fringes of society. But in the contemporary
world, if the monk renounces the world, the world also has renounced him and can g^
along quite well without him. And it seems certain that this attitude begins to prevail
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in parts of Africa and Asia as well where the renouncing ascetic is beginning to

feel alienated due to the passive ostracism of society. He can no longer threaten

to hold back the rain if the people do not believe in him — or if they have a reser-

voir close at hand.

fn the modem political situation there is no

neutral ground and taking refuge in the so-called supematural representé»^
decision of a political nature, generally in favor of the status quo. The buddhist

monks in Vietnam, the è^hristian monks in Latin America could be adduced here .

as examples. This awareness throws the modem monk into the strife of everyday
life — perhaps to witness to non-violent means, or perhaps to the relativity of

our ends and goals themselves, perhaps simply to elevate the level of the dispute,
but without boing ablacte claim a sphere of privilege or a recognized superiority
that would permit him to act as the final recourse. And if he were to consciously
attempt to reserve this function for himself he would commit tfw great«it-«f hypo-
crisies. The monk does not offer his services if others do not ask for them. The

monk does not enter into the game of a competitive society. Moreover, the human

situation is so complex that we cannot even hope to find among those very men and

women consecrated to a monastic life unanimity conceming the question of politics.
The person is forged in the crucible of those very contentions between human beings.
The world is left in the hands of the strongest and to the same destiny as human strife

itself. Or as the arabic refrain says: "the world is God¿"li^but the Merciful One

has rented it to the most cc^geous". We cannot aspire to the Kingdom of God with-

out seeking first his justice, but this is no longer mere supernatural righteousness,
it is also a political problem that cannot be side stepped. Put pother way, the

great religious problems of humanity today all have a political face: Hunger, Peace,
Freedom, Justice, Happiness^ >^'^¡/

Summation:

The ultimate reason for this triple change is simple. We will see

it more clearly in Canon VIIJ but we con, perhaps, anticipate oursefves somewhat

here. The classic monastic attitude comes to us saying that true human perfection is

transcendent and is situated in the beyond, in sucho way that all desire to obtain

it here below is a childish illusion that cannot distinguish between the temporal and

the eternal. We shoul d not dream of realizing happiness and perfection in this

'valley of tears/, in this realm of duhkho, of suffering and pain. Monks should not

worry about being apollonian models of beauty, socràtic exampjes of wisdom, renais-

sanee parodigms of global knowledge, orolympic athletes of physical prowess. They
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have renounced all that because their perfection is in heaven, in the nirvana

or in a transcendent moksa,
' " w

The monk is available for any service because

he does not look for his perfection in this earth. "What does it matter if you ruin

your health, or fail to study sociology, or live a few years less if in so doing you

gain the kingdom of heaven, attain enlightenment?

The contemporary mentality rebels against this at-

titude. The contemporary monk does not wont to palliate his thirst for the infinite,
but he resists believing that the path to human and even divine perfection must pass

through the immolation and deprecation of human values or even simply that it lies

above them. He does not renounce the transcendent but he does not want to be

separated from the immanent.

This does not discard all the virtues implied
in Canon I; penthos , tyôga, compunctio. penitence and especially the purification
of the heart. But the new monk would like to go beyond what he often considers

only the first step towards sanctity: the stripping off, the negation. He would

like to go beyond the mentality of the novice and the fervor of the junior in order

to reach a more balanced and mature second level — all the dangers of !uk??armness
notwithstanding.

The problems remaint distressingly unresolved

since there does not yet exist an adequate formulation, let alone an experience
whirh would encourage and ground such optimism. The non-dualistic solution that

timidly emerges from these pages is very far from possessing the patina of a multi-

secular experience or the seal of a. suffi cient I y generalized acceptance. The Canon

of the Disciple is not a substitute for the Rule of the Master, but tries only to raise

a voice for a fruitful dialogue

8.- The Primocy of the Holy.

GLOSS:

^ ■; cc"p[ex and so is humon existence. The un'fication tov/ord which
the monk strives is effected under the aegis of the holy. The monk is not like the

priest, the dispenser of the sacred mysteries; nor like the prophet, the conscience
of the community; nor like the sage, the receptacle of liberating knowledge.
Neither is he like the scientist, the expert, who understands how things function;
nor like the artist who shapes the invisible realities into sensible forms; nor like
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the worker who carries out all the labor necessary for the accomplishment of all

these things. The monk endeavors to attain unqualified holiness. He strives for

hol iness. He is in quest for God if God is the holy, he strives for the Absolute.

The monk does n^need God, but he needs Hsiiness. The buddhist and ¡air^monks
do not have God as a supreme Being, a Creator,and their search for absolute truth

is in no way less intense than in the theistic cases.

Many people besides the monk will try to become holy; but

they will do it in and through something else: marriage, art, work, good actions

and what not. Monkhood stands for the quest of ab-solute holiness, i.e. of holiness

in itself, unrelated to anything else (ab-solute ) in as far as it is possible. The holy
is neither the sacred nor the profane. The profane is everything that is celebrated

outside the temple. The sacred is the realm of the temple. It is the domain of the

priest and not of the monk. The somnyasin does not perform any rite at all.

Many christian monks went into solitude without priest and sacraments. The hermit

does not leave his cave to go to the festivity in the temple. "Quid facis in turba

qui solus es?" soys Jerome (What do you do among the crowd you who are a scH-

tary?).

The sacred stands in relation to the profane; the holy is the

center of everything and every activity; the centercan remain immobile while

everything else turns about it, the center whinh remains equidistant from everything
that circles round it, which is precisely what constitutes it as center. The center

is equidistant and thus the equanimity, sobriety and indifference of the monk. But

.

is olso scpo-ated, segregc^-ed, op:-'
■ '■

r c'--' • h i ; r

the meanings of the word sanctity and historians of religions link it with the meaning

and function of tabu. The monk is.set apart, he sever^ his links with society. Monk-

hood is a dimension of human life but does not exhaust it. The monk wants to reolize

the integration of his person by choosing the ^better part' but in no way does he

claim to have a monopoly on human perfection. Reality is not the center alone.

The sphere could not be without its center, but the two should not be identified or

c-
• i; Mc-khood is onlv a part, ond't 's r-' h- the whole hun^orjii-v which

can reach that plenitude to which oil hura■. r.-;:; c ; . i ~.c. : o'

communal, and ultimately theCbnfbropocosmic.

COMMENTARY: j While for ii>e classic monkhood the center of holiness is found in

the transcendent, the eternal, the other world, the religious spirituality of our

days seems to have effected a mutation of considerable import: I* nitr) penheps^a
♦he moit fMndttiiiawtal human chango tioce-^he last miüeBÍ&--of^et>r4wetorícT34

eiMiitnnTTi the holiness of the secular . The secular too belongs to the v^ry center
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of reality, altfx)ugh it is not the only factor which constitutes it. Expressed from

the inverse perspective: the holy is also the center~of the secular and acts at

times as a catalyst which activates a process without in the end intermixing in it.

From the preceding canons we can clearly infer

thai^rronkhood tends towards the secular, without thereby diminishing its pursuit of

holiness. It cannot renounce the^^rld because it does not believe it to be earn; J

it cannot renounce a certain activity in the world because it believes it to be in-

dispensable. The monk does not ronouffco Kk toral personal perfection being so-

tisfied in saving only a human misfit. He does not believe in an ill-structured

world that has to be cancelled in order to reach the goal of Man. He will abandon

neither time nor space because these are his dwelling place, and his dwelling,

like his body, forms port of his life, and he cannot believe that perfection consists

in alienation from the structures of the real or in an exile from this earth. And

nonetheless he claims still to move within the compass of the holy. Is this feasible?

Is it not a compromise? Is this not a naive optimism, explicable perhaps only as a

reaction of an earlier pessimism?

The mutation alluded to earlier suddenly places

the monk in the center of our times. Awareness of the secular has been growing

in tension and all too often in conflict with the holy.

Traditional religions found themselves, and still

greatly find themselves, in opposition to the secular. Today, however, we glimpse

that the movement of secularity is not necessarily directed agoinst the holy. Secu-

larization, certainly, has been the fight against a special regimen of the sacred

which hod accrued to itself privileges little less than unbearable to those outside of

it. But secularization was only a process. The crucial feature of secularity lies

somewhere else. It lies in surmounting this dichotomy between the temporal and

eternal worlds and in recognizing the ultimate and indispensable character of tem-

porality. This soeculum is not/^t, passing, provisional, unreal, a shadow or

whatever we would like to call it in order to mollify the factor of an unjust and

violent status quo. Secularity represents the affirmation that the body,' the material

and all temporal values in general are definitive and insuperable although not

exclusive or complete. They ore found along side of other values which also make

up the warp and woof of the real and the human.

The monk's entrance into the secular realm re-

presents a mutation of considerable religious magnitude. That the world is not evil,

that it is legitimate to become involved in temporal affairs, that time has a positive

value, and that the religious person must occupy ^elf with reforming the very
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tí CO-histórica I structures of reality, do not today afford much difficulty,
fact, most of the religious movements and orders. East and West since the

ho-c cou)^JJ_
^
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century are operating on those lines^ But it seems as if traditional religions
had reserved for themselves the definitive reality of another superior sphere called

the other life. And if the priest stood straddling these two worlds, the monk, surely
represented the one whose acosmic vocation placed him already on the other shore

and made of him the eschatological witness of the definitive human state.

Either the monk remains outside the secular

sphere or, if he enters into it without ceasing to be a monk, then this must signify
that the secular is also somehow definitive, ultimate and equally important as the

so-called other life. This means that the two lives cannot be separated, that the

one does not exist without the other, that the true life does not belong to another

world. It means the incarnation of the divine in the human and its impregnation
of all the structures of the material world; the descent of the real into appearances;

the eruption of the noumenon into the phenomemi; the transformation of the divine
Cl )

ovatarT into the human. Either the monk ceases to be a monk or the secular ceases

to be profane and is integrated into the holy.

This change is of no little import because it

tells us in short that the separation between the holy and the secular is no longer

sustainable, or at the very least that temporality with all its consequences is as

holy as that which traditionally was maintained apart from the *^noise of the world'

and the servile chores of temporal affoirs. But if this recesents c mutation in the

conception of the holy, it equally signifies a parallel revolution in the experience
of the secular.

The secular is no longer that which is fleeting

provisional, perishable, contingent, but is rather the very clothing of the permanent,
eternal and immutable, to continue using for a moment categories that must be

superseded. The secular should not be abandoned in order to ochieve the reaVway""
o snol-e sheds his skin in order to continue livirr, O" tr ch'-'r^".--

the resurrection of the body is not to an everlastm.u ^ _ s',-_

ther kind of flesh than that which we now have, feel and are, but is rather this

very flesh that now constitutes us, as more than one Concil'or text will till us, ^

In many periods of human history, in times of

'emergency, monks moved by compasión and sense of duty have descended from

their 'high places' into the political arena. But once the order restored or the duty
fulfilled, the monk withdraws and regairshis secluded place. It may well be that
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the situation of the world is so desperate that this has awakened monastic cons-

cience to this new step, but the fact remains that when the buddhist, christicm,
hindu or jaina monks today enter into the struggle for a more {ust world they do not

do it as something alien to them. It entirely behooves them to enter into the

territory of the secular world. They will no longer accept being shut off from full

participation in the true human reality. ^There is no'otheH life, even though
the existence le^d by the majority of humans does not often reach the minimum

standard of what could be called truly living the onlyMfe that exists. And this is

precisely hell. It is with the redemption of this life and not any other that we are

dealing, as the doctrine of the resurrection of the flesh will tell christians or as

the vedôntic intuition will show hindus, and the teachings of Gautama, buddhists.

But this life must be won, and as the majority of religions emphasize, this true life

is hidden in our present everyday existence. It is necessary to'believe' in it, or

'to know how to' or 'be able' to penetrate it, discover it, realize it. Salvation

is within the reach of the hand; it is near by and even within us, but we are

in need of a revelation, a word, a redeemer, a gift of grace, a personal effort,
a spontaneous decision, a teaching, a guru or of the very best that is in us in order

to attain it.J

The monk bears witness to the primacy of the

holy discovering its hidden nucleus in the very material structures of reality and

in the very yearnings and strivings of humankind. The classic buddhist conception
of the momentariness of existence or the equally traditional christian one of the

ccntlnuing erection, on a par with the hindu concept o- the simiTtcneoui vv·ork of

gti could all perhaps serve to express the human experience of the unity
of each and every moment of existence, the incommensurable importance of all

that is, the irreducibility of every being. Things and events are not mere means
c. O

for some other thing. It is precisely this which compruses the alienation of

o,\et

human beings: the race toward an end which does not exist, the temporal anxiety
for a future which will never arrive. And if the danger of former times consisted

in hovinr bound oneself tc- being exalted in a ve'ticc! the r^cdems tempt--
tien ;ies in wanting tc throw oneself headlong into a hcriccntci fu'ure. Neithe-

future\^ill nrrivft. The activity of building a better world is not a mere technique,^
'.y. but the very art of the present. Authentic work is not c means for on end, but o basic

form of human creativity. /Anything else is slavery and vhen the machine^ imposes
its conditions on human productivity, it dehumanizes and condemns it. Modem

technological society cries out to be redeemed from the enslavement into which it
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has fallen. The contemporary monk withdraws from that society, not to abandon

it to its slavery, but to incarnate the authentically human which ends up being the

most divine.^
The secular function of the monk in the modem

world could perhaps be described in the following manner:

There are four sociological
groups of great importance in society: 1) Church or religious groups; 2) Academia

or teaching and research institutions; 3) Govemment and military; 4) Industry and

commerce. These are as valid in an agricultural civilization as in the emerging
techniculture (word which would signify the positive and civilizing aspect of a

technified world). Strictly speaking, the monk belongs to none of these four

groups. He is neither priest, nor intellectual, nor public officer, nor producer.
A great number of traditional societies admit a fifth state: 5) that of the person who

has abandoned the world, the monk, the saiinyasin, the renouncer, the one who

has renounced all the rules of the game of human intercourse, has leapt over the

wall and yet remaining as a symbol for the rest of mortals of the provisionality
of all human enterprises. In his own eyes, the monk is one separated, set apart,
but in people's consciousness he is holy and thus by no means a marginal or peripheral
being. The monk rests in the very center of society and when they are faced with

what appear to be technically insoluble problems the people approach their saints,
monks, hermits and ascetics.

Since time immemorial there seems to exist

rriore or less underground a sixth group as well, 6) thai of the guerrilla, or et the

so-called counter culture, or ef the dissident or revolutionary, those who are not

content with-^forming the)^fauciuw of society or simply rotating the seats of

power^ by just turning the tables, but who strive to radically change the whole

system. Now^ these voluntary marginal 'citizens' are, however, toa large extent

dependents of the anti-system, that is, in the final analysis, dependents of the

very system they claim to combat. In opposing the system diclectically one has
nc chc"c£ f-J* tc cccept the rule: of the can-.c a:; -

r.:, eve . 'v-.

|t ma y be with the aim of overthrowing it. The contemporary monk may well belong
to thislgroup, but with one fundamental difference: he has as for as possible elimi-

—' noted the negative factor of simply opposi-tp the systemfeat te>akei^
stance,«^the greatest possible independence in regard to the system and

\ then to actualize in his life and experience a radical alternative to that system.
The esoteric movements belong also mostly to this group. Now many of the already
existing groups, of men and women who strive today to realize this new style of life
or who dedicate themselves to studying and formulating its basis, are authentic

/
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successors to traditional monasticism — imperfect and provisional as these first

essays may be.

There is still a seventh group: 7) the true

marginals, those without a voice, without means of subsistence, those exploited,
by all the others. The monk establishes also a singular relation with the wretched
of the earth, but in this case as well, there is a basic difference: while the genui-
nely destitute have a vague consciousness of their own marginal status, the monk

preserves the traditional belief of seeing himself to be at the very center of reality.
r^VC^i lA wJVvCCi^ "tvjl »V\OKk. 6^ U^'oCûA^-

_ Authentic non-violence is something more than

a mere means for obtaining what is sought^# is an end in itself, because it is a

form of life that believes ultimately in the harmonious structure of reality. Without
this faith in the radical goodness of existence, non-violence is not only impossible
but ceases to be non-violent and contradicts itself. If evil is found on the same

ontological level as good then it is not enough to oppose it non-violently; it is

not sufficient simply to not collaborate ?n(ítfwítÍ^JthTÍ:onfid^ that it will thus
bum itself out and the basic harmony of the universe be re-established. No, in
this case, it must be eradicated, pulled out by the roots without any sentimental
consideration conceming the uprooting of good grain growing together with it in

the same soil. Non-violence has meaning only in a non-dualistic conception of

realityA The monk's entrance into the secular world, his witness conceming both
the means and ends of our human struggle continue to be an expression of his voca-

tion to an unqualified holiness. (You may well read unilateral disarmament).

9.- The»Or*te-lofflcad Memory of the Ultimate and the,Psyobo-logiool
Presence of its Gate;

GLOSS; This combination of a psychological I
f>ctw and on ontological rxliiy belongs most especially to the archetype of the j

'■

iS not an ontological presence. ^ is simply a given fact. To ponder
over the Ultimate may be the mark of the philosopher, but the monk as such is not |a philosopher, and is even rather suspicious of a certain predominance of mind and '

thought in Man's I ife . This sutra speaks of an ontological fact brought constan-

tly to one's memory, i.e. a psychological calling to mind of the ontological fact
of the reality of the Ultimate.

Nor is it a psychological remembrance of the
Gate into the Ultimóte. This remembrance is the lot of almost any human being,
at one time or another. It is rather the ontologization of this psychological fact.
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i.e. the remembrance is to some extent considered an ontological given. In so

many words, ontology is psychologized and psychology ontologized. Ontology
is brought to irind, and Psychology is given on ontological weight. The ontolo-

gical fact of (the existence of) the Ultimate is converted into the psychological
center of the monk's life; and the psychological fact of the convenience and use-

fulness of such a remembrance becomes the ontological pivot of the monastic way

of life. Let me explain this a little more clearly.

The Ultimate has many namesthe Absolute,
God, Brahman, Nirvma, Nothingness, Absolute Future, Justice, etc. The

Gate has also had many expressions, the most important of them all being Death,
but it can equally be called Justification, Innocence, Initiation, Love, etc.

The monk is fascinated by the Ultimate. His

or her life is geared toward it, and it is the only thing that really counts. But

this Ultimate has a Gate, and this Entrance into the Ultimate is what concentrates

all of ew efforts and energies. To have the four noble truths ever before our eyes,

to constantly recall the caducity of all things, to meditate on death day in and day
out, to see every event in our lives under the perspective of death, not to be affect-

ed by anything that passes away or has no immediate bearing on the ultimate goal
of life or nothing to do with the Gate conducive to the goal, to conserve equani-
mity and serenity in the face of world calamities and social upheavels because they
do not belong to that ultimate level, to be free and prepared to face ultimate reality,
and similar injunctions are well-known features of monkhood.

As a matter of fact, the psychological motiva-

tion of most of the monastic vocations comes from the experience of the seriousness

of this fact, be it called death, thé transient nature of visible things, or by what-

ever name. As Brother David tells us, "it is in confrontation with death" that the

monk situates his encounter with the Ultimate Reality. This"is the basic experience
which makes a man become a monk". At any rate, the monk is carefree, serene,

non-attached, uninvolved vis-à-vis all the ripples agitating the common human

ahciri of the majority of mortals because he has already squarely faced death,- The

monk is something of an aristocrat. He belongs to a minority fully dedicated to thaf

final goal, and he may also be living such a life vicariously for everyone. He is not

selfish, but somehow an exception. Yet he relies on the existence of the others.
The whole wor10/03IIapse if all were monks, and the monk himself would not be able
to survive were it not for the fact that there are rxsn-monks around (and devotees).
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Death and Ultimate Reality are facts of human consciousness,
but the monk has a psychological relation with the Ultimate and ontologizes the
Gate. The Ultimate is there not only as the goal of existence, but also in the mind
and heart of the monk all the time. Death is not only recognized and accepted, it
is given a status of its own and allowed to dominate and condition all other human
activities. It is precisely because of this that monkhood has a tendency to be institu-
tionalized. The presence of the Ultimate and the reality of Death are too serious cm
affair to leave to freewheeling human nature or to the will of the individual. Monas-
ticism, as it were, institutionalizes the presence of Death and the reality of the Ab-
solute. The monastery is the institution where Death is present and the Ultimate
constantly remembered. It becomes a witness to and a sign of the reality of the
Absolute.

Nowhere, perhaps, is the principle of Blessed Simplicity more
evident than in this last sutra . It is the experience of the Ultimate, the reality of
God, the Other Shore or whatever that magnetizes the monk and allows him to sim-
plify his life. This would not be possible if the Gate to this Ultimate were not a

New Life, which can be put forward and symbolized in many ways (initiation, pro-
fession, etc.), but which culminates in the mystery of Death. Death is
the Cote. But death kills everything. So the monk is not much concerned with
anything mortal. Death simplifies everything.

CCl·/^',L!^ArY:

The Modem monk is equally the 'God-intoxicated', as some peoplestill say today, but he would not like that this intoxication be a merely cutaneous
eruption. He fears sometimes that the constant thought of death may paralyse the
human efforts for mortal values which are nevertheless worth our effort and attention.
The modem monk is fascinated by the intuition that nirvana is sar?is5ra and
sanisaro nirvana , that the talents have to yield fruit h|re on Earth as well and that

i
- iS also for this life, but he can equally/torn apart because his elders

teil him, and his own experience confirms, that this ideal synthesis may be unrea-
cheable and any mere compromise lethal.

In the face of the easygoing contemporary efforts at harmo-
nizing these two extremes, the monk feels inclined to underscore the traditional line
harking back tdtone and only thing that Lord Buddha,taught to his disciples and which
the Christian Gospel equally emphasizes. He shuns instant spiritualities and super-ficial gratifications. But he equally senses that a certain preoccupation with death
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and the centrality of the es chato logical may not onjy dehumanize him and alienate

him from his fellow beings, but also moke it all too easy. He fears spiritual selfish-

ness, in a word. He is uneasy chanting psalms while his brethren suffer or struggle
for economic or political liberation; he feels uncomfortable looking after his own

perfection while many of the urgent tasks to be done for the world require a certain

renunciation of his own good manners and virtues. He knows well the ambivalence

of all these thoughts, and also the excruciating pain of disentangling himself from

the common affairs of the world out of love and interest and hope for them.

Certainly, naked we came into this world and naked we are

going to return to Mother Earth, in spite of all Egyptian and cryogenic mummîfî-

cations. Certainly, the monk submits to being stripped of all inauthentic adhérences

and is ready to concentrate on essentials; but is not the Ultimate linked with the

pen-ultimate and from there on to the least grain of sand? Is the Ultimate so fo-

reign and transcendent, so wholly other that it has no relation to the strivings of

Man? Undoubtedly, Death sets all our perspectives aright, but there is a double

reaction to Death. may be seen as the End or as the Beginning. She may be

considered the final stage of all human endeavors, even if 'afterwards' there is

something else. Or may be considered as the real birthday of authentic life.

This is the monastic attitude, and for this reason this act of dying is advanced in

the monastic profession. The monk takes in the most radical way the second birth

implied in most initiatory rites. After the monastic profession, ordination, conse-

cration... there is no more 'life as usual.'

But the modem monk feels that this Death is not only his

death or human death, but the fate of everything. He is ultimately concerned

with helping everything that exists to perform this most momentous act. This leads

to the paradox that the more ephemeral a thing is, the more interest and attention

it should suscitóte in us —so as to 'save' that little thing. The philosopher will

say that a more adequate idea of the Absolute and a better grasping of the mystery
of Death will correct all those exagérations and defects. But the monk is not so

much up to experimenting with ideas as with life, and his life seems to be caught
in the lemma of the Absolute and the Relative, even if he agrees that theoretical-

ly it is o false dilemma. Always we have known that to love God is to love one's

neighbor, that to seek nirvana is really to aid sartisara, that sublimation of a
«

' ■" " '

value represents a higher fruition of the 'renounced' value, that abandoning the

world contributes to its salvation, etc., but the monkjhcs only one life and often

wonders how all this con be possible.
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The old masters knew well that one has to integrate Death
into Life, that you should look to the lilies of the field even if their existenc^.is^fleeting, and they also knew that the monk is not life-denying — but whatS^ife?
The life which does not die, or the mortal life? The sociological pattern of monas-

ticism was turned toward everlasting life. The winds of secularity seem to be blowing
in favor of mortal life. Can a monk be so secular and still be a monk?

it is this last sutra, especially, which will prompt us to

examine this underlying tension in a more philosophical lightihtK».
jvA4 ft ■v^'V X'K' < •

EPILOGUE:

The Canon of the Disciple does not intend to replace the Rule of the
Master. The "Kanon" is only a 'konna', a cane, a walking stick, a measure,
something used for comparison to be able to hove some kind of standard. The Canon
does not offer a model nor even provide answers. These have to be elaborated
through praxis and discovered personally in a unique and existential way. The
majority of the problems brought up do not have theoretical solutions; and if they
did, they would only be valid within a very restricted field. The solution is not

tk» individual, but it is personal. And it is here that there lies room for prophecy
and leadership, for initiative and creativity — and I feel, for a truly monastic
vocation.

DiSCUSSiON:

Fr. DAVID TURNER: (St. Procopius Abbey):

I would like you to comment.
Father, on the concept of the fuga mundi, or the ^flight from the world' which is

supposed to be part of the monastic life in the Western tradition. 1 would like you
to comment on that specifically within the framework of the way you have discussed
'iiC wc ic this morning, and the monk in relationship to that world.

PANIKKAR:

I may offer two very brief comments. The first is that I do not feel that
contemporary monastic spirituality needs to subscribe to all the statements and pro-
positions and even ideas that traditional spirituality has had. The first part of my
answer is that even if we would drop mriny aspects of the fugo mundi altogether,
that would not cost much damage to the eantinugtien of monastic spirituality.
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I spoke of mutation, and any mutation implies a certain
type of transformation. Mutation implies both change and continuity. It implies
something new that is not just an unfolding of the old. fMonkhoo^^ji^rchetype j

is undergoing such change. But mutation implies also an underlying identity. It
.is not\upture. It is a particular form of growth coming from both an internal dy-

namism cmd an external grafting. In the fuga mundi we may have an example
of it.

And this is the second part of my answer. In point of fact
in the traditional fuga mundi I see a very positive aspect, though I shall not dwell
now on what mundus meant to those generations. In my description of the modem
monk, I have stressed enough the elements of swimming against the current, of

participating and yet having another attitude, of sharing with the fifth and sixth
group and yet not admitting the "rules of the game' . It is the non-violent, holistic
and all-embracing attitude that makes of the monk someone who precisely does not

accept the trends of the times, the ^mundus^as it goeSythe ^ystem^ . So the
fuga mundi would not be an anti-system, whic^l a dialectical opposition to it,
but the monk's non-acceptance of the ways in which the problems are put. If
instead of mundus , you put today what we «mbív call "the system'', then you have
g positive interpretation of this fuga mundi of the monastic vocation. The monk
is the person who simply does not play that game. This is very traditional as you
see. At least in as much as the monk does not abide by the rules of the world. The
change may be expressed perhaps in the second part of what I said: not abiding by
the rules, and nevertheless playing the game. Here is the difference. You do not

escape from the world, although you withdraw from it and struggle against it

striving towards a better alternative. / ,V
1

You may retort thatlthe rules are the game so that if I do not
follow the rules I cannot play the game. I disagree. This would be the case if our

relation with the world were a dialectical one. But this is what I contest and the
mgdhyama-margg, the middle path of the Buddha and the 'in but not of the world'
of Jesus ore in this line. You are 'in the world' playing the gome which is not

• t'r. v
. -'c'. But, further, the game is in the playing and by doing this

^able to put another set of rules different from those imposed by the people in power.
V.'itKout rules there can be no game, but the imposed or accepted rules are not
the only ones. And here is where you have again the difference. Some will say:
let us disturb the game by a violent revolution, grasp power and impose our set of
rules. The monk, I submit, playfully plays the game and in playing changes\the

O'
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rules, at the risk of his life obviously. For changing the rules he will eventually
change the game, and this will not be tolerated. Civil resist^ce, for instance,
is an example of playing the game, accepting the framework of that society, not

just shooting it down or substituting it with another scheme; but not abiding by
s

the rules, rejiting the rules felt to be unjust or inhuman and being ready to become

victims, mortyrs, put aside.

ED BEDNAR:

I keep hearing echoes of the Old Testament in some of the things that

you soy. There is a notion of tragedy, of loss, of sorrow, of grief, that is connected

to barrenness, to no children, to a body which does not bear fruit. And it always
struck me as sad and ironic, when I was living in the monastery, to chant the Psalm

that says "Your wife, like a fruitful vine at the heart of your house", and be

surrounded by men whom I know would be very good fathers, men that were kind

and gentle, and whom I could see having beautiful children — yourself, also,
you know.

So, that is one side of it. There seems to be

something tragic about barrenness, something sad and painful about barrenness. And,
on the other side, I have spent all of my life thinking about God and trying to

realize God. And 1 have been free to do so because I do no hove to worry about

feeding my childreiand clothing my children and taking care of all of these other

things. And this gives me a freedom that 1 appreciate. So that is another side.

And there is a third side., too. i notice t'-ri

some of the most materialistic people that I went to school with now have many

children; they are working for the stock market or in business or law or construction,
some type of work where they have a lot of food in the house, and money in the

bonk, and children. And somehow, I wonder, what is happening to the gene pool?
I mean that by "^natural selection'' at least, people who are interested in religious
life, are not reproducing themselves. Centuries and centuries this happens, over

c,d c e- cgc"'. —
'•

yc j ere attracted to the 'c'". "c , ; c
'

.

the ones thai ere attracted to the world and to farriily ana riouseKold, friere are more

and more of them.

So there are three parts to my question about

barrenness and fruitfulness.

PANIKKAR:

I thought for a minute you were going to say that God is a married man.
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ED BEDNAR:

He is not a married man; and that is my question.

PANIKKAR:

That remains to be seen. As to your first question, it is important to

realize that the celibate monastic tradition is not universal. It is mainly found
in those traditions that link up a notion of individual salvation with a very pecu-
liar mode of temporal consciousness, so that individual destiny is emphasized,
though in many different ways. Traditions which stress celibacy seem to stress

the salvation or destiny of the individual human being. Buddhism would not use

such terms, but it comes to the same." Work out your salvation with diligence"
sad the Enlightened One. By contrast, Judaism and many of the African religions

a
seem to thin k of salvation collectively, ay'people. I say this to situate the q^stion
of celibacy; vary l-tHle to clc-wiUi sexuality, and^^great deal to do with

non-attachment. If, as it is for the Jewish people, and for most of the African

peoples, salvation and the entire human pilgrimage is a collective affair, a people
marching toward an end... from this point of view, th# barrenness of the celibate
life would appear as a kind of cosmic pessimism, and could not be accepted,
celibac)^ in this instance proves not to be a universal category, but a particular way
of seeing, a way of realizing the perfection of the ^individual', given certain

conditions. The conditions are, first, this emphasis on the individual (and the word

ind'vidjol i: c little mi: leacinc rere), and secondly t\;: j-1_ : .-lie : r! c:. i

sense of time. The spiral conception of reality — the karmic, kalpic, and the
^Christian — vouches for this view that nothing is lost if you have no children. For

the fundus, not to have children, especially male children, was a calam.ity. The

j^ndus have insisted that, as far as possible, you have your children before you
embark on your saïnyósa. In other instances, when the group, the trib^ the "chosen

people', the race, etc. ore the most important category, that would be totally out

C'locf . fo, ' thin!;' wp ihcvlc :h'f' the re^lect'c" c" :■
'

v.-.icr il i: ce-ifcily put nov.'cdcyi, to that other, mure c:os--cu¡;jrci — c:,c, i;,

my opinion, deeper — series of reflection^.

Now, 1 fully understand your feelings of

sadness, chanting Psalms of the Jewish tradition in a congregation of unmarried
males, I think I have practically one answer to your three questions. You see, if

you ask me about the genetic manipulation of p^kind, 1 would not admit that kind
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of premise. One of my resistances is that methocblogically — on to logically, as

well as epistemologically — it is wrong to treat humar^beings jlikje so many peanuts.
I do not think that even if the genetic laws are indeed iaws/T Certainly, one can

manipulate genetics, but I do not feel that we can reduce everything to genetic laws.

So, genetics is neither an argument for nor an argument against monastic celibacy.
I could be sarcastic, if you want, and say that it is a blessing that 'over-religious'
people do not reproduce themselves. Their offspring would likely be bigotted either

in favor or against religion... But this is just to continue in your jovial mood...

EUGENE PASCAL (Analytical Psychologist, New York):

in the quest for wholeness in

monasticism, and not perfection, the trend seems throughout the centuries to have

been Apollonian. I would like your comments on integrating the Dionysian aspects
of wholeness. And also, as a second part of the question, how does the male monk,
in your view, integrate the feminine; and how does the nun integrate the mosculine?
— again, to achieve this wholeness.

PANIKKAR:

To the first question, I would say that the Dionysiac, by definition,
hos no blueprint or pre-programmed plan; or else it would be Apollonian. It has

^
be •■r'y (•: ■

ur spontaneity, ar- orc; oí v-'-.i v . í . sc -f-..;
■ b'r,^

j ly Dionysiac because it surprises you as much as everyone else taking part in it.

jy os / The only thing one could say would be: Do not stifle the spirit, even for the deve-
I / lopment of the Dionysiac aspect of life. And I would say to monks just that: let us

^ not stifle the spirit»

*
—— To your second question — how the monk in-

tegrates the feminine, and the nun the masculine — let me say first that ! think

tradition o little, you discover an extraordinary number of frieridships between males
and females — and these are paradigmatic examples, many well-known and many

others less well-known — these are extraordinarily intimate relationships, which

must certainly be considered sexual relationships. Not that they had gone to bed

together, that was considered beyond the pale... perhaps because the whole beauty
and dance and play of communication and mutual excitement and mutual Inspiration
would fade away the moment one part^ the sexual imposed itself on the whole in-

terplay. The sexual xiffipüeg the body, the spirit, the eyes, the hands, the gest ures
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— everything, any connection, cny friendship, any relationship. The fact that

you another living being is already something which puts not only^Tnd but

everything into play. Ygrt irc> U4 seem sometimes to think in black and white;
here is the male and there is the female... But the whole thing is a gamut, and

precisely the normal cases are those which are an interplay in between, in myself
^

and with every living otí-ier. And u)hen I speak with another person, I am all the
more sexually conditioned the less I think that^btheTperson is a man or a woman,

It is this discovery that the less conscious you are that your partner in dialogue
and discourse is male or female, the more genuinely at play your sexuality is
— understanding by sexuality this polarity, this yin/yang of the human being. In
the Vedic ritual of marriage — ¡ust before the step when the two go to discover
the pole star as the center round which everything turns — there is a moment

when the male says, "1 am He", and the female says, "I am She". I am *the* He;
I am *the' She. I incarnate and represent one pole of the polarity, and not ¡ust
this individuation of a nice gÍrl|or a young bridegroom. How? First, by conquering
internal and external freedom. 1 coll this the new innocence, which takes in your

spirit as much as your thoughts, ui iiiuiJi ix your^^tentions, and every^ing else. |
The moment I "want to possess/ii concupiscence.is a sirr^ in marriagey'·'out of marriage j

tibisi s parigroha, (grasping )^ The real free and spontaneous action is not conscious
that it is free and spontaneous, like tho.tcttl meditation which is thoughtless
not worried by the thought of thoughtlessness. These relations v^hich we haua had

c

throughout the-ages in the 0iristian tradition between gouples or pairs of holy men

and holy women are extremely revealing; these people were not living a life of

sexual starvation. And yet they had neither children nor that sort of make-believe
of which modem film^invite us to suppose sexuality consists. I do think we are

in one of those moments when things open up, and may take new avenues. And

if this is truly creative, well, creation is out of nothing... and I would soy out

of no pre-planned thoughts and preconditioned ideas.

Now, in the pointed way you put it: "how does
rt-f rrrni. M*;tec"c:e *"he feminine c-ci

.
nun i-y^

•• . '.i : :

1 err. not ^propciinc c greater frienship betweeri monks and nuns. Aln-mj- irr,

I am proposing a greater openness of the nun towards the animus and of the monk
to words the anime if you accept these Jungian notions. The important thing is

to have no fear, or in traditional language, the purity of the heart.

Fr. CHARLES MURPHY (Atonement Friar, Graymo^', New York):

I would like to

speak, or would like to hear you respond. Father, a little bit more on the role of
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the monk in the political order^ if we are going to- look upon the monk as the in-

tegrated individual, the Self who has achieved personal self-individuation and

fullness of self.

I personally feel that what has happened in

Western society, end especially in the United States, in the political order is that

our political servants, our politicians, have become so dishonest that we hear them

and immediately it registers in our mind that they are not telling the truth, they are

not honest. I have even been in the presence of people who —as soon as even a

President of a nation as big as ours begins to speak, people will laugh and mock.

I feel myself that the dishonesty of the Western politicians is due fundamentally
to the "dis-integrated-ness" of the Western politician. And for that reason, I feel
that the role of the individuated monk in the political order is not just okay, or

permissible; I think it is necessary, because the individuated monk has a very,

very strong witness — by his very integration — to give to a disintegrated poli-
tica! order.

PANIKKAR:

! would be very much distressed if whet I have been saying is not exactly
what you say'j ! was just trying to say — perhaps in more general terms than those

of one particular nation in one particular situation — that this is a must. 1 fully
agree with you.

Let me mci;c c. ceeo'c! i.
•

:: 7:.^:- 7 .

leads to intellection. And that is one approach: you think something, and then

finally you may understand. Contrariwise, contempation leods to action. If I

think that so many people are dying of hunger, or whatever, 1 may finally find

the causes and the whys and wherefores, and 1 may be able to explain how this

whole thing has happened. But if 1 contemplate the very same case, I cannot

leave it at that. I will have to do something. I will have to dirty my honds or

rlw-Tr- -r^fc oct'on . The real criterion n--■ •-

ccr.cn, even if thai action consists only in troncic--r.'.ng one $ c-
. i.-,,, cnc .rr.,ec:atfe

environment. 6»Tf this is the case, the monk has the strictest moral obliaation
— to. ce'iounce, to cry out, to speak and to cc". in',; ocricn. T.cy not ce 'c;:

a re-action — like throwing a bomb, or writing a letter to the editor — but

something more effective. Contemplation is a dangerous activity. Now, contem-

plation is not the exclusive prerogative of the monk. And this leads me to warn of
iTKc

an over-compartm«italization. 1 spoke |of monkhood^o^^ archety^ the person
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Yet, I think the monk today is plunged by his

very vocation into action, with all the dangers this implies. If we do nothing, then
we are in the same boat as the French bishops blessing cannons and the German
blessing planes to fight each other. If we do nothing, we bless and condone the
status quo, which is already a political decision. So, I could not more fully
agree with you.

GURU JOHN SINGH KHALSA (From Sikb Dhorma):

I would just like to take a brief
second and odd a footnote to something you said. The spiritual aspirant, whether
he be a household or a monk, is basically on the same plane. They hove the same

duties. In fact, as a householder myself with three growing little daughters, I find
that you must be even more contemplative than the most contemplative renuncíate.
You must be more meditative than the most meditative yogin, because the values
of spirituality have to be given to the children — and that begins at intercourse,
through gestation, at birth, and through the early years. It is a mammoth Job, that
has to be done.

Now, the spiritual aspirant has the opportunity
to exercise his option: to be single and to go to God that way, or to bring others
into a life of spirituality. And what we find is that those children blessed with a

spiritual beginning are shining lights of spirituality, c' fi. r c six y^.c-L

And they are the future. And those little ones, if they can be encouraged into ho-
nesty and truth and love of God from an early age, are the future saviors of mankind.

And with regard to Ed's question about his friends,
the stockbrokers with all the children and lots of money and cars, those children ore

free spirits and they also will have a chance to seek God, in some way, shape or

form at some time. A little bit later, maybe, but they will have that opportunity.
So basically, --.f -i.'. í:,;

.

-■ •-

non-attachment just as strongly as the celibate spiritual aspirant. We are not the
owners, we do not possess the children. The children belong to Go:', the '

art

God's creation. It is our ¡ob as parents to pay rent, to see that they get the spiritual
foundations that are necessary to give them the consciousness of brotherhood and love.
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PANIKKAR:

This is a very valuable comment, exactly in the sense that I have tried
to say that the monk is not superior to the lay people or to the householder. In the
same vein, I would say that the householder is also not superior to the others.

^ And regarding what you said about children,
I think it is very beautiful and very true. The only thing I would say is that I have
all my life not liked and refuse to be called ^Father*. And perhaps it is a sign
f senility that I begin to understand that I also have many children, almost in the

same sense in which you have spoken of them.

Fr. CHARLES MURPHY:

Raimundo, in all of what you are saying — not just anything
in particular this morning or any one of these days, but in your whole approach —

what guideline do you use for distinguishing between synthesis and syncretism?

PANIKKAR:

Syncretism, as you call it here, is external juxtaposition; synthesis
is a living assimilation. Syncretism is amassment; synthesis is a living organism,

ft Base symbol of synthesis is the Eucharist. You eat and you assimilate, and it is
nr>+ thct ycu ore conve'ted into Christ but that Christ is c:.■c'sc "r's ■'cc. !i Is

not that you become the consecrated bread, but that the consecroted bread becomes

part of your proteins. And that is synthesis.
r

Synthesis is^the way by which we assimilate; it

Ér the metabolic aspect of the entire reality. And you grow, and religions them-
selves grow, by this positive metabolism — and not by mere juxtaposition. Syncre-
tism, on the other hand, is a kind of indigestion we have to beware of today when

•T* ""A'C

of us. And when we meet, and religions East one West meet, ¡ woulc certainly wont

to forewarn you of the possibi lity of indigestions which would not lead to o synthesis.
Abbot Tholens gave us a beautiful example yesterday of a meeting which is not an

indigestion, nor a superficial juxtaposition, but what I would call a mutual fecun- .

dation.

The secret is to keep the balance. Some people
would just like to eat everything they are presented with,, and other people use all
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kinds of spiritual and intellectual preservatives whiçh may stifle the openness of

the spirit. At the present moment, I think we are at a crossroads where viveka,
discrimination, discernment and patience is needed fo discover the rhythms of the

times. The challenge of modem monasticism is that it finds itself at the crossroads,
and on the deepest level of very many traditions. It is not ¡ust by imitating a few

externals that 1 become a hindu, or whatever, but by acsimilnting something whicJi

I aoinidnn wauiillul lo my-Uftt.

The gist of my presentation is not so much a

solution, or an answer, but rather to evoke in all of us this sense of uneasiness

— which is perhaps one of the best translations of the Buddhist duhkha ~ which is

the human condition itself. It is creative, in that it makes us aware of the enormous

responsability we have. It makes us conscious that to trust in God —which is a

very normal thing to do — today implies the tremendous challenge of trusting in

ourselves personally, and also collectively. A small group of people can do

enormous things. I think the monk should overcome the sort of inferiority complex
regarding the politicol situation that says we can do nothing because we do not have

the means.. I think that the most effective way of destroying the power of the power-

ful is not to be impressed by their power, and to render them powerless because you

Just do not notice that they are so powe rful .J)

C. And so 1 just walk on, in spite of the cannon

pointing at me. I just go by them all, and as in the example that Michael brought
us yesterday: you just make a five-minute meditation and walk on... and people
ohpy-. Thc^ is a common experience, or :' ! th'r': mc- y of" y . he-, e dene precisely
that. This is easier said than done. We know it. Perhaps we should not even say

these things, but just do them. And we do them, when we have integrated our doing
and our being.
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IXI. Synthesis

'Synthesis' is the title given to this extra talk

by the organizers. A synthesis is neither a systematic overview,

nor a summary. I will try to put together three different groups

of problems, followed by a fourth more general reflection.

The first group of problems would come under the

cross-cultural pattern guiding our over-all symposium. The second

would frame the sociological challenge, the third wouldjbe to sketch

some anthropological problems, and the fourth will try ^o bring to

a provisional close the dilemma of the two ' spirituali'^ies '
.

1) Cross-Gultural Pattern

I have presented nine sütras. They are a challenge,

ihey invite a further understanding, or perhaps herald a new muta-

tion in the monastic life, or else they demand rejection altogether,
cc ■ ■'

■.

so tha<" monastic spirituality is kept uncontr"-i-anrc;(_ from Moùu-rnliiy.
I shoulc not^-that we have during .these days ^Iso lived

together four liturgies, which indicates to me at once the way in

and the way out, if the solution is not in some sense liturgical,

I do not t.-.ink it will endure. But liturgy, as you know, means

i-e.-.j. le '
, le it-cure ia . . . so v, i _ 1 m.

work to do.

I imagine that to speak of a smthesis requires a

certain explanation of the ground on which one builds

intellectual construction of what has been said.



We all know that monotheism is not essential to tsite

LiuliutjpG i-if monkhood. Christian monks are generally theistic,

tuddhists and jain^ are certainly non-theistic, and hindus by

and large neither/nor,

I cannot now elaborate a proper background for a

_hii II ji' lijif rim irrliwtirpr , I shall only sketch my

trinitarian hypothesis over against the backdrop of a scientific

model and a judaeo-Christian paradigm.

In Paolo Soleri's presentation the other night, we

had a well-condensed assessment of the scientific option. The

scientific option says that there is a starting point here —

which is matter, which is the cosmos ^ and that there is a tem-

poral and linear evolution which passes through vegetative and

animal life, then through human life, and ultimately gets to the

divine, and continues. The scientific view says that this is,

in a certain sense, the entire reality. from prLmal matter, a

cosmic reality, through four billion years of evolution, up to

Men and^the Divine. This is the mystery of the'Cosmos. One mav
■^nen

refine this vew, or say that it is one of the many possible sci-

entific paradigms, but at any rate it can serve as a model for

the scientific worldview.

We cculc craw it like this ;

(FIGURE 1)
"

It is clear that the word Divine used by Soleri

will be contested by other scientists. We can call it the Super-

human, the Future, the Unknown. This is not relevant for our

purpose. The monk collaborates -lere in the unfolding of the
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Universe tov?ard the Divine by being rooted in the Past and open
to the Future.

Another option is a, hpciri it ionally )&iristian view

— and I only say ¿hristian to make it a little simpler — which

admits this line of evolution, but emphasizes that the divine point
is also a theos outside the whole concatenation. This theos has a

Atiple function. At the beginning, there is God, the divine impulse,
who or which starts the whole show, gives the 'kick-off, as it were.

So it begins here. Obviously, this 'kick-off is divine, so this

God is also already at work so that evolution may take place, A

typical example of this view would be Teilhard de Chardin. "ow

such a God has three main points of contact with this world. at

the beginning I creation, the first arrow, the starting point, the

kick-off. Then here, when himan beir.Es appear — whether ^.bel or

Christ or whoever — a second descent of the divine takes place,
i-he Christian word for this is Incarnation: the second irruption
of the divine in^'o the temroral realit^-, p--- f ' -

¿
~

-

'^bird line, distinguished from» these two (^though X wr; '
now ente·—

into all the subtleties of the theoIcgiars) , and this ^s the notion'—■' £ti__th8 one hand^ it is called parousia . the second con"n~.'^of i "fwo-way trafficT^ CS dee o1ÍEr"hah~- teh "cilis 'i:t-añdkst¿s js

(bhe restoration of all things), and Paul calls it anake -

pnalaiosis (recapitujjf. lat ion^ of all things in Christ . This last

. J.e

that's the end of the story. God and Ma^ i-ve,.,nepc i Iv ever c. i. - 6 r

could combine the two schemes like this

(FIGURE 2)
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If scientific time is linear, monotheistic temporality

does not need to be it.IhèTmonk here is rooted in the mystery of the

First Coming of Christ andVan Êschatological sign of the Second

Coming, a witness that only one thing is needful.

^ 1 would like to present a third -^itsrnnt i.ve, which

offers a cross-cultural pattern. We have at the very beginning a

dimensionless triangle, a still point, in which the material

element, the factor of consciousness, and the unfathomable freedom

("X ^
nry nn kiiiiji ut t"u call divine) all three are already there.

^ "TKi. J

Ató Chen Utótfewlvesi a spherical wave unfolding globally in

different directions. There is a kind cf rhythm, or breaching

-- the systole and diastole of reality -- and these pulsations

are what constitute time(s). li" 1 eould draw that—feee wuld

have (^ie folloiving mandalaj

(FIGURE 3)

The mandala ÍA.-th-0- pjr-eiee4us-_¿¿_ f .irtdiaii .■ftJm·j *- cerner,

which is not always easy. That center \ «f rn r^- ^ y.jr. i-.,-. .■ i «:,
•

nj.

oLA' /'o
feiJii^Et is at the very core of the three constitutive of

reality, each of which is e-s-s^-afciad. in the unfolding of everything

that is realI the Cosmos (or matter and energy^; Man (or conscious-

ness and will): and the Theos (or freedom «tó absolute indetpr—
y V

and y- if vou will allow me this much abus- r u.o ai.;..

say (lov^ h 1 l·iTr)-f

1 shall not develop now what ^ call "ne c ua"erritas

represented by the four Sanskrit words (soul, 1, self, ground).

The con-centration of these four,would amovmt to realization.

Ç. "TV*.

L̂LÍh'^c.'i^ Lu^ ^ ,

y LÈ» /
J y
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Monkhood would representa# here

t for the center^ lihe center is totally simple, V/e

not know anything But the activity by which one reaches

the center depends on how we imagine/'tha center to he. By

and large over' the ccntcg-. way hg., the thrust of the monastic

-r
y

77^

tradition has been to reach that center by simplification The

6)odem monk, as I have said, would like to get at it through

integration This does not deny, of course, that before you can

embark on a proper integration, you have had to purify your being

sinflify your life; only then is integration possible.

Inasmuch as to look for truth, to creak beauty, or evec to earn

one's livelihood or organize society or increase wealth or

produce instrum.ents, is related to that activity of centering,

of concentrating, of striving tcv/anc v^r-;; c-erter, we are

cultivating the monastic dimension of life.

And how do we get centered? The ansv/er differs

C ---V _

o

wn ij 1 d iua L e d ^

Tv/o characteristics differentiate the m.onastic

oSi'^iA-CLt!

ikl P H "f)' t-¿->

just one example.„^r-s

archetype of the 'west from that of the East, and more

particularly that of /fhristianity from

'Ti'U £i O 0 C'rV^Ch"'?""^"' "^.O"

*L- U- f yinduism.

' ta'•■'en in an

C

^ V. v> T c
• caterer le s.

Nor are the two differences meaningful without their respective

counterparts. It all depends on emphasis and centrality.
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Tliiii Pli 11" li I f PMifiiuL-T-s fhigj Bis christian monasticism

is a Way of life. It is the commitment to the uncompromising

Search for the Absolute and the readiness to break all the

obstacles on the way. It is the path towards the Center and the

vows are the viatica , the means for this pilgrimage towards God.

Sae rtindu monasticism, at least in the traditional

understanding of samnyâsa is a way of Life . It is the very Life

of the end of life, the goal of the journey, the agrama beyond all

agrama ,̂ only imp^/^erly called the fourth sme. If christian

onaiíicis^^ is an answer (that you give). The saiTinyas^ does not

renounce the world or whatever in order to achieve som.ething.

Because he has seen, experienced, lived the real, he discards
CetA..',

all the rest. He is not the novice, the brahmaearya-f but the

comrrenensor , the à ivanT-mukta . He has to do nothing, because all

has already been done. He is at the Center, peaceful, quiet and

serene. No sacrifice, no vow, no anything is required or remains

iv done. Th';:: texts are explicit. ^ '3

The -second differentiating feature is this. The

eastern monk looks for that Center in the pure immanenoe. He has

to realize that he has lost nothing nor gained nothing. All that

really is, v;as and ever shall be. In the pure immanence, you

don't need to somehow recover what was sheer illusion. Certainly

as Icng as you a. ^ nuz 'there', you have to transcend yourself.

The western monk looks for that Center in the pure

transcendence. He has to transform, to transcend himself in

order to reach that Center which encompasses everything, the

..jieW-Xeaven _and .the new.-Earttu C.extainly.jLt,may be that -this
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transcendence is "hidden tn the very interior of hi^-^eing, but

np.t .his._
_____ being.

The scientific model is Dart of the western approach

in which the transcendent seems less transcendent and more futur-

istic. It is the futuristic center; here transcendence is not

outside time, but in the futxare» Perhaps the greatest tribute

to this modern scientific archetype is that no Less a theologian

than Karl Rahner will speak of God ased ie absoluts. Zukunft the

Absolute Future, In the scientific model, that futuristic center

is attained by means of measurable knowledge. Thesis also another

path within the 'Astern system, the Marxist one. It is equally

futuristic, but oriented toward the perfect classless society.

A ma.in- difference is that the means is not measurable knowledge
(■ituS—

but politico-economic action. Still, these are all means to attain

the Center.

The monk, then, can exist in different cultures,

ideologies and worldviews. In all these lifestyles, however, the

monk seems to have a kind of anticipation of that very center which

spurs him or her on in the quest. In sum, this quest for the center

depends on the different conditions and>beliefs about where that
^assumea

center is, or what constitutes it.

? ) T>.-_e Sc cio loE.ica 1 Cha 1 Iener

And now we leave behind those grand scenarios of cos-

mology and metaphysics in order to enter into nodern «testem society
in a way vAiich is also applicable, with qualifications, to societies Í

on the way to /ir|odernization. In spite of other theoretical possi-
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bilities, today ^ facto $^dernization and ^sternization are

almost synonyn^T^ The dream of modernijzing without westernizing

is just that — a pious and beautiful dream, but one which is not

incarnated in reality. But this is a different topic.
o

What, then, is the sociological challenge? It Is

that in this Kodern/Western society, the System is breaking down,

I use this word simply as a codeword.!; the System, i.e. the social,

political, economic and religious order, seems to be collapsing.

For many the System seems imperfect, unsatisfying. But I daresay

that it is injust and even inhuman/^It has shifted the center

from God, Man or Cosmos into one particular corner of reality with

pretensions of universality. I suggest tha^ this System falls

apa^t because it has tried to resolve the global human predicament

by and with the means and insights of one particular culture and/or

religion. And here lies the seriousness of cross-cultural studies,

which Lmply a good deal more than patchwork or cosmetics to beautify

or whitewash the existing S'·stem. I repeal that, u Iimate Iv ,

reason for the collapse seems to be not that the System as such is

so bad, but that in today's context it represents an abortive at-

tCTipt to solve global hviman problems by means of the structures and

strictures of a single culture. Thus the System is 'de-centrated',

off-kilter, distorted; it has lost (or not found) its center.

Ic be r ur c , thex-t ha s never x - ^ : x ; :
■

t
-

'

: ■

.

hurnan^system. But all the systems of the past were partial empires.

The empires of China/ Rome, Christendom, Spa:Lr^ aw Britain^" did

collapse, but there were always other heirs and other victors to

learn the lessons or to repeat the mistakes. The 4'fcdern techno-

logico-economic System is not the(Itoierican or Russian empire, for



instance; it permeates in a protean way the face of the earth;

it is multinational and even multi-ideological. It is one thing

to want to impose the Roman vision of the world, or the British

rule. It may he good for Rome or for Britain, it may even he

beneficial for the people thereby 'civilized', i.e. subjugated"

peoples; but it cannot claim to be universal in the sense of the

present-day anonymous System, which offers neither heirs nor

alternatives on the same level o,f the System. V/hen this System

crumbles, it is the End of History!

The task of the monk is to concentrate on and

in this quest for the center. But today many no longer see this

center in another world, in time above or ahead, '//hen the center

was believed to be God (you recall St. Benedict, " Si reverá Deum

ouaerit " X"if one truly seeks God"^, R&gula 55.7'), and in this

search for God one looks for God and God alone, then that would

center you and the entire universe. Secularity may be telling

us that the center itself is not agrfry in a transcendent,

atem.poral God disconjiected from the world — so that we can reach

the center only once history is over and the world finished, in the

parousia , at the very end, the Last Judgment, when God will be

all in all and the arrow of evolution will have reached its

target^^ut that this center is equally material and human, i.e.

cc cm-'Uheanir ic . "his is the ultimate challenge of Secularity to

the monastic dimension of Kan: the looking for God and God alone

in a disinamated and utterly transcendent way may not help us

in finding the very center of reality and thus centering our^ves

and the universe on the ultimate truth.

To be sure^ we should not make a caricature of the
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symbol God, but we cannot deny either that the whole problem
today requires a deeper and enlarged experienceo

The task, then, is the quest for this center,

along with a search for the factors which have •de-centered' the

universe of our experience. I may use a single traditional word

here, but we shall have to translate it in an existential way.

The traditional word would be i^.artia . sin, avidya . ignorance,
but the translation will have to explicítate the results of this

severance, or hatred, or whatever: hunger, injustice, wars of

every imaginable variety, inequities and iniquities of all sorts,
and so on. I submit that today's most urgent monastic task in-

volves a search for God in the direction of politics, society,
economics, science and culture; and not in perpetuating a supra-

societal, non-political instit-^tion sublimely unconcerned with

economic affairs, sovereignly above scientific quarrels and ex-

quisitely supra-cultural. Such a God would be an abstraction,
..ci- d iivrng ood and not, certainly (to take an example from the

■judaeo- ffiristian- islamic tradition) the ^God of Abraham, Isaac and

JaCOb* I /—)
... W O.vt/U'N. b.

Three very concrete concerns appear to me to

issue from the sociological challenge. a ) First, a. need for

for-ati "be firs" step toward-
'

'

;
'

•
-

.

.

■

V
•

- -.-.f • •

'

-•-•c uiOiias-iC traditions are'^ot sufficiently aware of the state

of the world. 2\' this I do not mean Jus" mass n.edie in format io-.

or newspapers, the latest idea or instant replay of what happened
somewhere in the worl^, which may indeed only distort the real

vision and genuine perspective which belongs to that adventure
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of the entire reality on the way to its center, toward a destiny,

however we may interpret it. But there is a tremendous lack of

information, nonetheless. That sovereign nonchalance, or unconcern,

disinterest in worldly affairs in fact appears today as the most un-

monastic of virtues, since it fosters the cruelty of indifference,

callousness and guilty ignorance. Many anchorites of ancient times
ysoke of;

became cenobites for the/Edification' of the brethren. Perhaps the

new monasteries should again be centers where the real 'building up'

of the world is studied and cultivated.

b) Second, a contemplative study or approach to the same

problems, so that they are not viewed as merely technical problems of

data and information^science and logistics. Today's global human

dilemmas are not avrnn subject to immediate or technical solutions,

so that here all we have been saying about contemplation should have

a direct bearing on the very way we tackle the urgent human problems

of everyday life: society, politics, economics, science, culture, etc.

A sui generis methodology must emerge which integrates the activity of

contemplation and the life of contemplative action. ^

c) Third, a call to action . For monasticism, a call to

r, t"*

3^

action does not mean activism or mere 'politicking'. We could perhaps

! re-interpret the words Father Armand quoted on the first day: Conversatio
I

- - -is est. Our politeuma is in Heaven, says Paul. It is

^
Earth , says the modern monk, because Heaven is not only merited here

on Earth.but is also incarnated here below. Our polity, our conversatio

our activity, our field of action, our lifestyle, our commonwealtit, our

state, our concern is on Earth. Heavenly citizens, if we want, hut here

on Earth. We must dirty our hands, says the modern monk. Our polxteuma

s in the polis of this world, and this has become a monastic imperative

v>3*

\s-f
^ A

9"^

y-'
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— action , a call to action for the new polity, the new political in-

carnation — not, I repeat, in the minimized sense of the word politics

in common language.

Traditional monasticism converted the monasteies into a

polfteuma, a model commonwealth in symbiosis with the environing world.

But what was a symbiosis once upon a time can become a parasite if com-

munication, and even communion, is not re-established. It may be re-

torted that this is a very lofty and idealistic view of the monk. I

was encouraged to read in the Supplement of the New Catholic Encyclo-

pedia C1979) that "the monastic instinct is prophetic". Without wanting

to identify the two charismas, it cannot be denied that the new monk

cannot be satisfied with' a fuga mundi and has to accept a consecratio

mundi in a very special way.

And here I would make a very concrete proposal in the light

of all I have been saying^ I would urge you to bring about a commission.

r-r s group, or a symposium on monastic formation in our contemporary

world. ~r^·^ c^dLoSln— "1^ ^
oacu>i..^~ns< ^ '

3) Anthropological Problems

The third way in which. I would synthesize all that we hove been

saying could come under the heading of anthropological problems .

thot
1 say 'problems' because we are not prepared to face the fac^ our

underlying anthropology does not have the answers. And this amounts

/ to à)scandal. That science changes is not a scandal under the assump-

tions of the prevalent worldview in th.e West today; it belongs to th.e

very nature both, of science and of the human mind. Pure natural sciente

can have the freedom and th.e Beauty of changing every five minutes, like
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104.the weather in Vermont, because science does not claim to offer an

anchor for human life, but just an explanation of how things happen.

But that we try to found our lives and direct our own existence on

the basis of something that is 'A* today and 'B' tomorrow, and changes

to '-A' the day after tomorrow: that is a scandal. That something can

be a sin one day and a virtue the next represento an anthropological

unwariness and instability/uie fruit of very many cultural factors.

In other words, the scandal of a scientific view of Man

is that this view claims to be rational and, because the human being

is assumed to be a rational animal, Man is supposed to follow the

findings of science. And yet this very science changes constantly,

not to mention the many different opinions represented by acknowledged

scientists. It is the same scandal that was felt so acutely by Descartes,

but this time in another, almost^contrary, direction. Descartes was

A taken aback by the many divergent and disparate theological opinions of
I

his time, which obviously could not pretend to direct human life. He

made a tabula rasa of all of them and wanted to foimd an indubitable —

and thus rational — method .Now,Hfi-ofe arc /Trational systems which

"

thus defeatln^Vtheir purpose of directing human life.

I am not proposing to go back to unexamined theological

beliefs, or to fall into irrationality, or democratic intellectualisé

I a:, enoeav.ring to rediscover the place and function of myth in human

life, and to situate rationality in the total hximan — and cosmotheandric

— conteo:t. But I cannot pursue here this line of argument, which has

been one of the main concerns of my academic life.

Yet it does not help to say we have no anthropology equal "/"o

-M the challenges of our day. At least we may be coming to grips with,

the problematic. And to Be aware that the problematic is unresolved
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is already the beginning of something. That something may be, to

begin with, precisely that we cannot rely on scientific paradigms, as

also we •—• cannot rely utterly and blindly on any of our own con-

captions of the human being. This, if you understand me, is a daring

proposition: that we cannot rely completely on the logos , that we

cannot rely fuUy on orthodoxy, that we need ^ther wings to fly

with the wind, or a deeper ground which does not depend on our ideas,

conceptions or ideologies. It would mean the end of the platònic

period of civilization; the eidos would cease to be the final criterion.

This is what I meaiíby the new innocence , which is not a 'second' in-

nocence. It would be impossible to regain or pretend to have regained

lost innocence. The new innocence is so new that we do not even know

if it is first, or second, or whatever.

I hear already the objection that I am contradicting myself

by establishing as—a doctrine that we cannot rely on doctrines. This

is not so, on at least two counts. First, becaus^Xf you want to rely

v.- you are perfectly free to do so. It may be yourself

at a later stage, and oartairily the others around you, who will contest

your doctrine. You can then say that doctrine is good for yoty

A-'" '

i¡

, V
■

" i /

'period. You don't extrapolate?^ Or you may say that the others are

'■wrong and don't see the is s ueT^ Neither case presents major difficulties^
—secondly, I am not contradicting nn'self because I am not

X
coriteiit_..t, tnat the rational aspect of Man should not be rational^ fasat

■that rf.rio-tlity and even the logos are not the only aspects of the human

being which constitute its essenceín Man is also spirit, but not

¡t'he
subordinated to the logos ; Man is also myth, an^/myth is irreducible to

\ "1 'ÎYV •

.,0
*
^

the logos^' further affirming that these taca elements cannot exist

one without the otherNso that I am not propounding the preponderance

Aiav\ . \ /V|a^ ^ aJZ,o h ¿LA,
Q-0
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of the myth over the logos or •vice-versa. ( Theologically speaking,
I am romiuiii>»a m that afrecrcly' the early Christian Church had con-

demned "Subordinationism" as a heresy.*/ Pneinria and Logos are knit
pX ytogether by the ftbyss or Silence or Non-being of the'^ons et origo

^ W|

^ 7-'»^

totius diMinitati^ to speak with bhe wuiJii lirf the Councils. But T

should ViBvcrt^' to our Synthesis.

We have situated some of these problems during the past

few days. 1 would like to opcll out this V'fiiil I'lf problematic in «wsy

concrete terms now. Regarding the definition of the monastic dimension.
we have probably spoken of three types of monk.' Monk #1: the archetype,
that central dimension which exists in the human being. As I have said

time and again, if we hold up this monk #1 as a model for the humanum,
then the trouble begins. It is only one dimension. Then, monk #2:

people and groups who strive to cultivate the dimension of monk #1.

And monk #3: institutionalized or traditional forms of monasticism. i06,1
¿na-tivco^ íi-ivaS--)

^ I would submit that the most fconcrato problem we face today
is the double relation of^onk #2 to monk #3; that is, how the emerging

and proliferating contemplative groups Cmonk #2) can relate constructively
to the institutionalized forms of monastic life Cmonk #3). With this we

touch on problems of temporary monasticismyrpmtdwBa of monastic spiritu-

ality in concreto ', of active lifef-pnablrtiw of mixed communities

-..men, of transcultural lifestyles, of plurireligious monas-

teries, and so on. All need to ba-footoradmonk #3 in the traditional

V^lj»
monasteries, «ad«levelop«i further(Ímonk #2y the new groups! so that a

healthy pluralism might be attained, or at least sought. ^H^k #2 may not

at present be willing to look to monk #3 as a source of inspiration, and

yet this needs to happen, for without it the link with tradition may

easily be broke^ And if monk #3, in the traditional monasteries, .does
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not open up, or descend a little, monk #2 will not be able to climb up.

The meeting place may very well be in between, but precisely in the land

.k -#3
of Man, not in no-man's-land.

J m0K<

And how is the traditional, classical monasticism to open

itself up? How is monk #2 going to climb up and purify the many tenta-

tive and experi^mental paths into a new pattern of monasticism? These

are primary issues with which we can only begin to deal effectively if

a healthy dialogue is fostered between monks #2 and #3. All over the

world there begin to be/essays —hsome

of such a dialogue, and

it continues to need encouragement from both sides, J linuu.

four types of pw*-

■>h

riiiLilil^^, I would like b* '>*'*" ly

laas with regard to monastic lifestyles: a) poverty, b) marriage, c) in-

vclvement in the world, and d) sexuality.

a) Poverty needs fundamental reconsideration. Interestingly

/ enough, in non-economic societies, poverty was not

'

an economic

value. To be a beggar could be a decent way of life. This is what the

word ^hikshu means, incidentally.^ Poverty later became an economic value.

I- and monks began defending economic poverty. And now we find ourselves

confused because in a paneconomic world economic poverty cannot be de-

fev.ied at all; it would amount to sponsoring starvation and injustice.

A:-c yet perhaps the name still conveys more than just an economic value:

(you) the poor in spirit ..."

b) A problem which I would not like to see closed off a priori

1; t;...: ti married monks . The question of married monks must be considered

not only from the monk's point of view, but also with respect to the change

it would imply in the very conception of marriage. Married monks will

change our perceptions of marriage at least as much as they will change

our notions of monasticism.
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There are practical problems in the present setting of

monks #3, indeed. But I am addressing myself to a more fundamental

question of whether celibacy belongs to the essence of monasticism.

If my distinctions are valid, we will agree that monk #1 as the arche-

type of monkhood is perfectly compatible with marriage; that the contem-

porary experiences of monks #2 have not as yet sufficiently crystallized

to offer us a pattern; and that the immense majority of monks #3 are

vowed to celibacy.

No need for me to stress again that I find great value in

iva lj¿
and/justification of celibacy, although always a posteriori. The point

here is different. It is double:

oC) Whether it is of the essence of monasticism to be unmarried.

Given tLe examples of the married monks of "Jibetan and^en buddhism, I

shall have to answer in the negative.

The reason why the greatest proportion of monastic insti-

tutions have opted for celibacy may be due to three main concerns. Tke

one is the sociological context where monasticism has grown. It would

have been practically impossible to institutionalize monasticism of

married people. The second reason is the prevalent conception of mar-

riage and of married life practically until our times ■— whether as a

consequence of the praxis or the fruit of a theory does not make much

difference for our case. Not only women, but married life on the whole

was considex'ed practically secondary to the primary concern of human

perfection. If the monk was seen as the paradigm of perfection, it seemed

but natural that married life was not fitting for a monk. Females can

also have a monastic vocation, but we all know from the jainO-

sodhvis onward the subordinate role of female monasticism throughout thq ages.

I also haveV^uspicion about the traditional married monks. I say this
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as the fruit of observation, and also with reference to what we know

about the subordinate position of married women in most of those

societies. This suspicion is enhanced when considering the role of

the greek "[fcn^g^otand the hindu sakti . Everything is geared to the

perfection of the male, or at least male—centered^ This model

certainly may not serve our present-day sensitivity.

The third reason is the underlying model of monasticism
LiutSL

as vita angelica , life on the paramarthikaV^with no fostering of sarisara

and the like. The monastic ideal claims to be 'super-natura!^'; not

laukika , worldl^^Ton a higher plane

I am not implying, for my argument, that males and females

are equa^ or that celibacy is superior. I am only saying

that the moment that monasticism is not seen as the perfect life, even if

these two hj'potheses were correct, the impossibility of married monks

does not follow.

P) The second point is the practicability and feasibility oP

today within the major monastic institutions of most religions. And

I — leave it at that.

c) The question of personal involvement in the world. That

>0 I > <- t
a /Ealesian or a pister of ;Eharity does something out of his or her

personal charisma, forgetting that there is a collective charisma of

h' .'-t '.art: •• -.lar religious congregation, is understandable insofar as

each person has a special vocation, but we may say that such a person

acts only in obliquo as a member of that association. I would not say

the same thing for a monk. Christian monks during the last few cen-

turies have been more or less influenced by this kind of collective

ideal, instead of discovering the heart of their personal calling —

of which Father Armand of Mistassini spoke so eloquently. Perhaps the
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^Jesuits/could be said to represent the adaptation of the monastic ideal

to the new mentality of their times.

My point is the following. The monk's involvement in the

world is not an j^ctivit^/institutionalize^ on a collective basis, like

schools, hospitals or the like, but the personal concern of the monk

with that part of the world that is near to him or to her. Aud here

\.idiqsyn cracy>>

another set of problems opens up; personal vis-à-vis hierar-

chical authority, and so forth. Along this line, I may say that the

cenobitic and eremitic styles of life need reshuffling. And I would

subscribe to what has been presented here as networks of the heart .

If such networks of the heart could be established, that may indeed

have the very practical consequence of creating this new state of

affairs and further degree of consciousness. ■Seccux-a, o'%s^
-h^'y ("^

d) Sexuality. Traditional monasticis'iíÏLas considered the

monk an asexual being: the sexual needs are needs for the sake of the

c

species, says flhristian scholasticism, not for the fulfillment of the

individual person. So the monk has simply to overcome and at beat sub-

limate the sexual urges, and the more he or she ignores sexuality the

better. Today's Western sensibility is certainly different, and this

can be neither bypassed nor ignored. There are feuï areas here which

should be considered, and I shall simply enxonciate them.

i) The body , which I need not develop.

ii) Sex , in the sense of sexuality and not just the 'sex

needs' of mammals. Human beings have sexuality, which implies the whole

interplay of human relationships. In this sense I would say that the

play, the pleasure of the polarity of human beings, can be a highly con-

templative activity. Friandchip ie a chapter in itcolf.
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lli") Genital seyuallty should be distinguished from the

constitutive sexuality of hviman intercourse in the more general sense

I have elucidated . The genital aspect has very often been exaggerated

— out of a sense of repression, perhaps? — but it is a problem which

has to be considered.

-fv) Celibacy is again an important aspect which should

be considered. — "//'■'/ a

So this would be my synthesis^which in no way claims

to be the final word. And so, with a sense of imperfection and in-

adequacy, I close my 'sjmthesis'.
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DISCUSSION

(Following is R. Panikkar's response to a series of questions by
Sr. Myriam Dardenne, F. Basil Pennington, Paolo Soleri, Michael
Von Bruch, Ewert Cousins, Abbot Tholens and Armand Veilleux.
—Editor: You may formulate them as they are in the transcript.)

ED BEDNAR: You once said that the only interesting

question is the. impossible question. You have just been given

oavca impossible questions. What do you do with them?

PANIKKAR: I spoke in the singular, not in the plural.

But let me try, very briefly, to present these impossible answers.

1} I fully agree with Myriam. You have also noticed

that I have put the question of marriage independently from the

problem of se>raality,

2) I also agree witli^Fr. Basil's comment, that particular

groups of people will always want to take refuge in tradition, and

that eve·^-'hr·dv flr't rnedp de-'"'" "l'c'.-îodnd in a -Darticular

tradition. I could no^ agree more, and I take that as a>)Jso«t important
\very.

and positive contribution, in the sense in which I have spoken here,

without having been able to stress all the aspects. So I am thankful

for that comment.

Yet, one observation and a warning. The observation is

you mature monks advanced in the ways of spirituali ty. |"And a warning,

which 1 wo"uj.d p'ut by means of an examp.Le: ti.s^ peculiar example of

^¿atholic ,é^lstianity in Japan. Every year, a goodly number of
C

Japanese are converted to /Christianity because they find in the

Christian presentation that.inner logic, sense of belonging and

attraction of a well-structured tradition for which they are apparently
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longing/ But the fact is that the^e convexsions last only three or

'\sCt/\s.cch^
four years, sometimes less. And when they retpieii'e- from Christianity,
the results are less than happy. They become more and more uprooted.^

3) To Paolo, I must say that I am very happy to have at

least provided a vocabulary for his arsenal of guerilla warfare. And

I am not only happy, hat I would say... well, I am a fellow-traveler.

PAOLO SOLERI: A fellow guerilla!

PANIKKAR: Indeed.

4) I could not agree more with Michael's first point, that

the primary synthesis is in ourselves — and I would add that only

through ourselves may we reach the higher synthesis. So in ourselves

first and, at the same time perhaps, through ourselves.

He has put, secondly, a very delicate question: What is

the relationship between simplification and integration? And he has

warned me that he didn't want theoretical answers. So let me give

first a theoretical answer — in a single word — and then a practical

example of how this integration could be achieved. The theoretical

answer is that I understand integration as assimilation .,. toward ■

health., if you will, or toward transparency. This integration then

is a sinplirication, not through juxtaposition and enrichment, but

through assimilation — of which, I repeat once more, the Eucharist

The practical example I would like to propose arises from

my own despair during seven years of struggle with the rather compli-
cated problems of chemistry. Chemistry is perhaps one of the most

complex fields, to the point of driving one mad. In analytic chemistry,
in organic chemistry, you realize that you cannot memorize everything;
even when the tables and the abstracts and everything cse open before
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In Bonn with von Antropoff, the direct disciple of Mendeleyev, from

whom the whole of modem chemistry comes. He was a White Russian,

he would arrive at 7:00 a.m., and so forth. He tinderstood my plight.

I didn't have a bad memory at the time, but that wasn't enough. Xet

there comes a moment in which you develop a sort of sixth sense, or

third eye, or something... and then you come up with what is called

'the chemical criterion'. You smell the compound, and you say: "Well,

try cobalt first, and then put in some of that other thing, and you will

probably find something sulphuric in there which is blurring the radical

of the organic thing, because I feel sure that this is an ^^xylate of an

organic complex of something." And where did I come by all these insights? |
Just by smelling and seeing? My friend could not explain it, hut he ¡

said: "Well, you have a con-naturality with things."

And with the things of the spirit, you have something i
i

similar. In the blink, of an eye, it comes to you and you say: "Well,

this has to ciriange", and you get it point blank. So there is a kind

of simplicity, or an intuition, some sixth sense you acquire. And

there comes a moment when you are suddenly familiar, and you know what

kinds of ingredients you have to add, and how the thing is going to

reveal itself... because you are friends, and the things tell you what

you need to know, and you understand their language. It's a very pecu-

liar language, because you can't translate it. But you know, and you
^

are not afraid, and you act. "So that's the practical part of the answer..-

Now, how do we acquire such, practice? And the only stildy |

answer that comes to me is: By practicing! St. Benedict knew something |
of it when he called the monastery a school where iWnu «y i au Liu's 'uf thp way

of the Lord is simply practiced — much more than just Ctheoreticallyl

taught. .
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Third, 'we are not universal'. Indeed, and thank God, there

is no lingua universalis . We have to he humhle and concrete. And here

I would only rejoin Fr. Basil's comments about being concrete, and

living it. I make a distinction between^being provincial and particular

Cwhich is over against general and ahstractj, and being concrete and alive,

which is not in opposition to being universal.

There is no lingua universalis . We have to be ulijolufcisily

convinced, first of all, that we have constitutive limitations — thanks

to which, we exist. But what we also iwve to have an open eye

and an attentive ear, to see and to hear and to understand that there

are other tunes, and other dances, and other languages, and other

rhythms... which are real, even if we do not understand them. Perhaps

rh" îti'" thing I would call universal^is a kind of loving madness, but

that's another question. That has to do with the ânanda of Siva.

5) Now Ewert Cousins puts me to the task of discovering my

own archetype. What I am saying and dancing tells you where this arche-

. "'''r-r' "

••'.r.T'···'h c^cr c'rc?i6t"VTr'6,. T srr' in

c

pathy with viiat I call the Christophany . To me every being is a /íhrist-

ophany, a revelation of that Christie m^'stery. The locus is... well,

here I have emphasized the cosmic aspect, perhaps, but elsewhere I em-

phasize the more sacred and transcendent aspects. It depends, like a

chemical reaction, on the milieu in which one finds oneself,

c

one. On the one hand, I would call him pan-^?hristic, which is not nn'·

bent. I would not like to defend a pan-Christic ideology in the way

that Teilhard — legitimately, given his own presuppositions — defends

it. And secondly, in all that I am trying to say I am—consciously, at

least and, I surmise, coherently—pluralistic ; which is something for

which there seems to be little place in Teilhard's system. To maintain
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a pluralistic vision, I îiave had to pay a big price. I have mentioned

it several times when I h.ave spoken about joy, or even about the mytbu,

about the crypto-beresy of supposing tîiat the logos is everything, about

cosmic confidence, or new innocence — about all these things, in short,

on which you can put neither your finger nor anything else, and which

you simply have to let be.

6) To Fr. Tholens — I can only kiss him, and embrace him,

and say that I am as happy as he is in stressing the sat , cit and Snanda ,

exactly in the same way — giving 'equal time', as you say in America —'

although the blissful simplicity can sometimes be forgetful simplicity,

which I would not like it to be. But certainly the very criterion that

some type of genuine synthesis has been arrived at is that you can bubble

with joy, even in a concentration camp. But my warning of the other day

still stands: I should not be bubbling with joy just because I am obli-

vious and feel that everything is rosy. There is more to it.

7} Lastly, but perhaps most importantly, I must respond to

something I was half-expecting to emerge here. Fr. Armand has perhaps

the most concrete and even the deepest intuition from within one tradi-

tion — with all the openness of our era, etcetera — and yet he feels

uncomfortable with, some of my presentations, as I feel the internal

contradiction in his.

The inrernal cut rac: ctior.
'

: •

•
- ' • -•

; ;

he tells, us: "Monasticism is not objectifiable. Why do you objectify?"

And here I would say: "Certainly, I fully agree, it is noi cbjectifiable."

And if r have used the word archetype , an archetype is by definition pre.-

cisely that which is not objectifiable. Because an archetype is always
rs

a function of the cons^ciousness you have of it. The archetype is not

an object sitting quietly somewhere. But is something in which yoxir whole
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is precisely wiiat constitutes th.e very nature of that archetype.

And th.en on the other hand he tells us : "Well, no. .. my

way of life ^ objective, clear cut, and you should not introduce con-

fusion. If you call married people also monks, you are stretching the

words beyond permissible bounds. This is because I feel that the way

of life of the monk is already somewhat objectified and clear cut, and

you should not confuse the issue." I may agree or disagree, but that
K«ap

oA-a
is tâm second rpjii» l·lifni. Perhaps he means this internal contradiction

as a paradox. Monasticism is a way of life which as a way of life,

Armand tells us, has to stand as it is. And we should not mix the

issues. I would respond that we have a semantic problem: What is

monasticism? Is it the particular and objective way of life as it

has been for the most part understood, or is it one particular and

culture-bound expression of a more universal archetype that I have

called monkhood? And yet I should accept his more important warning:

I s'"v'' --r-T] heware, even with the ^-est intentlcns. of introducing

confusion. This is the purpose of the dialogue, to help clarify the

issues. But perhaps today the way of life of this concrete and historical

phenomenon is beginning to change.

Now if you say that you became a celibate because you

chose such an option — here I would join Michael's pertinent comment

-

•

1
- 'ft- ic uninteliigiMe feu three—tpui. t ter 5 ci thc-se, even

the monks, outside the First World. If I say T chose celibacy because

it is my option... Who is deciding? Who puts the option? A muerr more

traditional answer would be: "I just found myself a celibate, due to

my family, my tradition, everything..." that's the best way; but neither

I, nor any choice, nor any option nor anything decided. And I am very
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to be celibate, and don't put me in crisis by demanding a reason for it.

That to me is the best reason; that I cannot justify why I am a celibate,
and yet I am quite happy in it. If you ask me for a justification, I

really can't find one. And this, again, is part and parcel of the blessed

simplicity, the new innocence. If you ask me to speak as a theolo-

gian.., well, I think we are in an awkward position if we try to justify
or rationalize celibacy in our modern times. All I need to say is let

it be, let it go. By their fruits you shall know them. And I think

there are very many fruits which vouck for this path.'' Of course this

is not a modern way of putting it, but if we admit this change perhaps
we should also be open to the corresponding changes. We should not

stretch the meaning of words into meaninglessness, certainly, but is

It not also true that certain types of cultural patterns have very often

monopolized the meanings of words? Is a nygma-pa not a monk?

There is something most revealing in the life of the words

themselves. And yet we should also be attentive to Fr. Armand's proviso,
ouàL

his warning. I would like to that the life of words cannot

be put into a computer, and my example here is the. rainbow^ Ces well as the

example of the masculine/feminine).. Certainly I know what green is, and

what violet is, but there are very many things in between which produce

or violet or blue-green or both at the same time.

Sc
, biaving stretched thew-cics, I srall rn, t stretch the

time unduly.

* * *
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Ed tells me I have three and a half minutes for a footnote

on Teilhard, in connection with. Ewert's question.

w tíllow me-'a couple of overstatements. The last 26

centuries of Western self-understanding, culturally speaking, are Based

on that dogma — assumed and accepted dogma from Parmenides to Husserl,

the only exception and suspicion Being Heidegger (hence our friendship)

— that paradigm first formulated By Parmenides, that the two ultimate

pillars on which we have to rely in order to be human beings, i.e. to

have a human orientation in the world, are thinking and being , nous and

on. The whole history of Western thinking is founded on this assumption

that the nous , the mind, is the guardian shepherd of the on , a£ being,

and that being can only be expressed as what the mind tells us that being

is. We have, of course, all the possible variations: they are two, they

are one, they are related, etcetera. The whole of modem science implies

triat it is precisely the nous , the tiaLnicinj, att:^tuee, tne iiiathematii.¿,

the calculation, that will tell us how being is, how being whll behave.

By utilizing Riemannian geometry and minus-1 and negative squares and

all the rest, we think, and with our thinking we construct the framework,

the bridge, the Arcosanti... and it really stands.

Tr short, thinking dis
'

: :
"

- - -r-f : f d m.s. ht

such chinking exacts a great price. Thinid.ng wnich leads to intelligi-

bility cannot violate the principle of ncn-ccntrcdie tien. If I think

Being, if I think this , then this has to be the case as long as my think-

ing activity lasts. Otherwise, if the this does not remain the same, I

don't know what I am thinking about. If you think "two tulips and two

roses are four flowers", then after five minutes, two tulips and two
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Thinking — to say it briefly — freezes being. The tulips, about

which I may think anything at all, must remain tulips. Thinking

assumes being to be what it thinks it is. And all the 'oughts' and

'shoulds' follow, precisely because thinking tells me what being is,

and what truth is. Being is really molded and in a certain sense

fixed by thinking. If. being is not the prisoner of thinking,

because it may be 'thought' to be prior to being, it yet has to

abide by the rules of thinking, which become the rules of being.

The rules of being are postulated by the rules of thinking. And

most of the philosophies, East and West, proceed fron: this assumption.

But this paradigm is not universal. It is not assumed or

taken for granted in India, for instance. In India, the ultimate polar-

ity, the yin/yang so to speak of the Indian effort at human orientation

in reality, is not thinking and being, but being and wording . Or rather,

being and speaking ; being and letting being be; being and letting being

escape. It is being and letting being express itsexi, wxtnout the re-

flexion of self-consciousness, without the going back to the being from

which you have departed. It is a kind of total spontaneity. Being

explodes itself into being, into word, into the expression of that

being, into something w^hich goes its own way, like an expanding universe

of contradiction^/ can control cxíd^üTde' Blissful spontaneity,

yes, because wh.¿t is most important is the prccets, th; fence, tf.'.- vh;le

thing expanding.., Who could control it? And who would control the con-

troller? Who would think the thinker? Wh.o could know the knower? You

cannot know the knower. There is no way to control the flow of reality.
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Thinking is not the ultimate parameter. Being is just... explosion!

And this would explain the monastic concentration on purifying the

heart, the source of our being, and allowing the Spirit, which is

Freedom, to direct, to in-spire us —.

* * *

RP/se
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Life does not need to be logical, but it destroys itself
Oo>vi btûif it is anti-logical. The two paradigms of Simplicity and Harmony

be, J
that we have encountered seem/in the long run, mutually Incompatible.
Meanwhile, i.e. in between, while life lasts, they create a healthy

polarity, if maintained within limits. Furthermore, blessed simplicity
will not allow real fragments of reality of human life to be stripped

away on the pretext of helping somebody to reach perfection. The remedy
would be worse than the malady. Complexity as such is not necessarily

positive either. It has to be a hanrionicus complexity, which takes into

account the cum of the folded Çplexus ) things in order to reach a true

embrace (auaplexus ).

Can there be a marriage between Simplicity and Complexity?
Is the archetype of the monk lost if simplicity is given up? Here we

have not really dedicated equal time to the archetvpe of secularity.

:.,.c c,.! c^rect topic, nut a lew observations may be pertinent
at this juncture. First, a sociological observation; second, an anthro-

pological remark; and third, a metaphysical one.

a) Sociologically speaking, in a world menaced by increasing

technological complications, to have people stressing sim.plicity is more

a- * í-r her.:' .

tc cct-r-etvity^ not everybody can adapt t h r nf a ? r
-

to

it. '•-'''C £• f T 6 ? i 16.S g «-
. 1. . .

.

ning of every new technological 'progress' creates innumerable victims due,
as previously mentioned, to the fact that there are different human rhythms
and varying degrees of adaptability, but also because the first technolo-

gical essays in any given field are imperfect and often demand a high
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monasteries as high places of human relaxation and temples of sim-

plicity.

People tend to complicate their lives. Industrialization may well

mean consumerism, and many today are Becoming aware of the dangers

and anti-natural effects of the technological world. A call for

give up, new monks will emerge and perform this vital function of

reminding the world By their example that only a very few things

are necessary for a full and happy human life, much less to reach

'eternal life' — which does not, of course, need to be postponed

into the future.

But simplification of a complicated life and life-style

is one thing, and utter simplicity taken to its final consequences

quite another. Total simplicity, i.e. a specialization in simplicity,

may lead to inhuma n practicies or fall into the most traditional

'monastic' temptation of 'acosmism' or ^ita angelica"^ (angelic life) .

This means that Blessed simplicity cannot be the only

principle governing human life, and if if does, if destroys that ve; y life. If

this is the case, either Blessed Simplicity cannot any longer be

human life. But only a dimension of it which must be combined with the

priiicitlfe cf Harmonious Complexity. He? c is th-: ul tfrr ; •; L: v f

statement about the impossibility of ^a.i.utionalizing monkhood. It u;

Moreover, besides complexity there is complication.

blessed simplicity is urgent and needed. If the old monks

%

I'
which is "only one single dimension of human

life.
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today a certain questionable relationship between monastic institutions

all over the world and the larger religious bodies to which they are

attaSji^d. I am referring to the tendency, be it organized as in the

Roman Catholic Canonical Laws, be it in the minds of the people and

directives of the authorities concerned, of keeping the old monastic

^
f and

institutions as museum-piecei^ preventing their evolution — which

erÇ
by the same token is considered a betrayal^their ancient and authentic

1 / .

calling. I am referring to the desire, mainly on the part of out;siders,

to see the monks preserve the badly needed old values. You have to live

in Rome, Bangkok, Rishikesh or the Kangra Valley to realize this trend

of 'authorities' wanting to preserve the old institutions in their pris-

tine 'purity', uncontaminated by the air of modernity. There is a valid

point to this, but it becomes problematic and ultimately defeats its own

purpose if it is done from the exterior, as a result of more or less

subtle pressures, ""People expect you to be like this. You are supposed

to behave thas way and to say these things are set.v<inv_es v.x near

too often. And this brings us immediately to the second observation,

1^) Anthropologically speaking, the question is how to inte-

grate those two principles in our lives. Specifically for our purposes,

a*
how can the Kodern/Ronk handle the tradition/pull tov^ard simplicity and

A

of one's being? The '"'quid hoc ad aeternitatem?'' -

vwhat use is chas lor

sremity?) can have devastating effects if -'t* f ■ as just

salvation of the pure soul in an after-life. The obsession with the

sarva dukha (all is suffering), can equally lead to a real castration

of the human personality.

We are not discussing here which anthropology is the more
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valid, i.e. that which sees human perfection in an eschatological

life on a higher nirvanic or paramSrthic plane, or that which believes

that the harmony of the human personality requires one to integrate

all the possible human values in one single being. We are not forget-
|hiqh<r or J

ting a warning that to wdnt to achieve a too / > inappropriate ideal,

leads to total deception and fiasco. Nor am I pleading for sheer

, . ^ ,
\personGl^

humanism. I am simply stating ihe fact of the belief of a concerned

person and how this person sees hit jw her- perfection and the meaning of

fi'B'i nti hrr life. I am concerned with the anthropological image that Man

has of himself.

It probably comes to this : Has the humanum only one dimen-

sion, or is it pluridimensional? To avoid this question would cheapen

traditional monastic spirituality. The monk does not want to be every-

thing. He has renounced many things, eventually evervthing.

But one ideal or aim he sticks to: the Absolute, nirvana, moksa, sotëria

salvation. He stakes everything on that, and not necessarily in an ex-

clusively individualistic way. On the contrarv. the ideal of the boddh;

sattva is a monastic one, the ideal of being a living victim for the

salvation of the whole world and the vocation of the vicarious represen—

tation of the entire humankind is central to monasticism. Tlie question

is hoV»' this goal is reached — by attaining that simple core of every-

thing, by simplicity at the end of a thorough process of utter simpli-

of all the possible values in the crucible of the particular

person?

To overlook this double underlying anthropology would do

an injustice not only to the theoretical problem of the New Monk, but

much more so to that particular person who is now, as it were, Jncfer '

two fires, which we may call Simplicity and Complexity. The monk
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Seau.lcuu;i-i.
Tradition and MgdawnTTy. If the second paradigm is found more valid

than the first one of Simplicity, the structural changes in traditional

monasticism will have to be radical. And there is no point in blurring

the dichotomy, although the conduct of practical affairs may demand

prudence, patience and great discernment of spirit. But the individual

monk may be caught in the dilemma and have to face the practical problem

of whether he will better serve the cause of 'monkhood' by transforming

the old structures or beginning new ones. Do we really have here the

case of the new wine and the old wineskins? I cannot push the question

much further right now. We may briefly consider the last dilemma.

c) Metaphysically speaking, we detect immediately two radi-

cally different conceptions of reality. The problematic has already

emerged from time to time as we have been speaking.

The ideal of .Simplicity assumes that the entire reality

in its ultimate oymbol is simple . Nov^ neither space nor time, nor

ry, ncr tb'* bc't?y ere siryle. nor even simplifiable past certeí'"

limits. Only the 'soul', consciousness, jftmii'i, cit , is reducible to

a point without dimensions^ I-b—i-ollowB from all this/that the

'A r

-^1 v'' jt -least geglects the fmrae-r and concontratec bio in lei es h — •

'
on tha latt8rT( For the purpose of these considerations, I would

¡'■quite opontoncousl·i^'

«dso like to bring the different cosmological assumptions under this

SSlli'r riG£Cir:¿' C'l 0 =

The ideal of Complexity, on the other hand, assumes that

. ^I
^

.r/s. reality is ultimately pluralistic, not reducible to any single principle,

I
thus that realization is not a jump into Absolute, but rather a

I process by which the complexity of our being is brought harmoniously to

completion.
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No monk needs to be a matapbysician, but the ultimate

metaphysical paradigm is ever present in any of the moves he will

make. Ultimately, the hypothesis of an Absolute is at stake here.

We might even &wie sa^#: monotheism versus Volytheism/^'^íut we should

Hy' iiot linger much longer over this chasm that seems to be obvious, despite
the fact that words do not convey the whole issue, and much less so as

\fe. try to articulate the problem in a cross-cultural context.

I may now attempt to formulate a Synthesis from a trinitarian

perspective, first, and in an advaitic language immediately thereafter.

It is all related to wîiat I have called the cosmotheandric intuition and

sacred secularity.

In the final analysis. Simplicity and Complexity are not

dialectically opposed^because the ultimate structure of the universe

does not need to be conceived as dialectical. Tteii relation is dia-

logical. They have meaning not in opposing and contradicting each

other so as to allow for a higher synthesis, but hi a mutually con-

- ^ Tc —¿1 w.ic-h CiiG Oric. CO c-S V 4. 0. V» C, i-liO tj- 0 Lilt-

other and both mutually support each other. Simplicity is more than

the absence of complexity. It is merely 'monoplexity' ,
I would say,

if the word were allowed. The folds have iwT>iiéir been i»folded/f^hut^'

. C
not obliterated or destroyed — although, oua folds, they no longer

existí: A certain transformation, as we h--' "■ --

^ quireu.^ Com;^exity is not just the accumulation of iclds, of lavers

'/ of realxty one upon the other, but the disc lav of the mtr.v fcZcf ir

one coherent, i.e. joined, pattern — \riiich is one in its manifoldness,

Now this oneness is not plurality, but is certainly pluralistic, i.e.
rnCLhlKotcL

it forms a p-lurnl pattern.that ic boyend the reach of the word and of

fehniight and which thus remaius uul>i a matter uf 'belief, ui 'hupe',
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or 'hypotihaclo '

or of 'roaliaation', if waj^iva dua crodit to the..

nygtical tradition of humankind..

The oneness, we said, is pluralistic, because there is

only the oneness of the manifold which nobody can encompass, as Mbody

can be outside reality. If the color green could see>êSf it would see

all the other colors as green or as the result of their composition

with green. It could not speak of a plurality of colors, but only

of a pluralism which could be expressed by the generic name 'color'

without p-rm-'-hr-o nnn^nwt· -- 4=i-ii« fn-i., ( ' i
¡

The Trinitarian language ^uld go like this : The

Co>^ •

•Vt^

^ c-h

Trinity,) to begin with., is neither a monopoly of Christianity nor,

for our purposes, of the Divinity. Every bit of reality has this

trinitarian imprint. And thus human perfection does not consist in

becoming one with the Son, or with the Father or the Spirit, but in

entering into the life of that very Trinity without eliminating any

of its constituents.

The Trinity is neither one nor three, i.e. neither sim-

plicity nor complexity. Seen from the interior, as it were, it looks

like simplicity: each 'person' voids itself totally in order that the

other 'be^^ Personhood is pure relationship. There is nothing outside

the relationships. If there were a kind of substantial 'knot' indepen-

dent from the 'net '
we would Lr ■

. i. universe, j. lur.-. 1 i t

The law of the Cross, i.e. of Sacrifice as pure immolation, I would say,

reigns also in the Trinity. This voiding of each person is complete.

Seen from the ^1 agch person is totally void, empty. If we were to
/^nterio^ ■

> r y

look at that person we would not see

kiv
, as the. person has already

totally given,,——«1.— up to the other. In point of fact, person is
herseir^

neither singular nor plural. The Father 'gives' everything he is and
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has to the Son; he begets a Son identical to him. The Son is equally
exhausted in his Gift (the Spirit) to the Father — which precisely
the Father has 'inspired' through the Son. The Spirit in 'itself

is nothing, no-thing (the 'thing', res , word is the Son, the Logos );
it is pure gift, which is only such in the actual giving. Now from

the exterior, as it were, in and by the very act of speaking about

all this and trying to unfold it for our minds, it is complexity.
It is even the maximum of complexity, since all the riches of reality
are encompassed in the trinitarian dynamism. This is the meaning of

the Incarnation: that the world shares in the ultimate trinitarian

adventure, although it unfolds in the strictures of space and time.

Seen from the outside, the whole process is the com—plexity of the

entire reality: Father, Christ and Spirit in Christian nomenclature.

/ We can speak about the ineffable, because the very un-

speakab^l^ is an attribute of the speakable; as everybody realizes in

and through the experience that no word of ours says all that it Vants',
et purpoits' to say. We speak then aaout tee xneitaole by

opening up, pointing out, le^/ourselves be somehow aware of the silent

\ -
^

component of the word, of the unspeakable side of the spoken. Without

.sib

3-

1- •.V

words, there would be no silence — just as there is no real wmrd without

silence, pll W, ~ftxxx,

In advai tic rar?snce I cor 7. d sav
*

-■ - • -■

nor two, and so neither we nor the world can be brought under chBtt.cwsy
tJ

one or the tvT>. God and the World r;e.

(^goes against common sense) nor two Ctwo what? — it/contradict! the very

ÎÈBW fíávalt^is not monism. It would be monism ifconception of God)

the God had so absorbed the World they cannot be two) as to rob it

of its ultimate reality. It is not dualism either. The iÀvlà is not

another reality facing the God^ or the On^ or Brahman. There are not two
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'aspects' of one and the same reality, because they are not 'aspects',

i.e. perspectives, epistemological devices or facets of a monolithic

reality. Reality is not to be encompassed by the mind: cit , buddhi ,

jnâna . Reality is also sat and Snanda , being and bliss. And if we

can speak of it it is not because they are reducible to vac, to the

word, to intelligibility, but because they are inseparable and yet not

the 'same'. There is ultimately nothing that is the same, because the

mind for which the 'sameness' is 'same' is not outside of it. This

non-dualistic conception ^-fer the maximum complexity. If

there would be only one thing, there would be no complexity at all;

monism would be quite sufficient and advaita not required at ell.

But if simplicity were not also a dimension of the real, dualism would

in its turn be a plausible enough hypothesis. Complexity and Simplicity

embrace in advaita, as well as in the Trinity.

Where is the monk in all this? I may venture now^^my hypo-
.perhaps,

thesis — and epekstasis in the sense of hope. I shall expose it in

its bare essentials.

Let us call the himianum the symbol for human perfection

over and above, the distinctions'betv7een the natural and the supernatural.

The belief that this humanum is utterly simple would constitute the

archet^.'pe of monkhood. The humanum has thus a center, simple without

dimensions, a core that in an eminent and for us rather incomprehensible

way encompasses all of vl.:- . ,

^
^

,

it is also not realized here on Earth. It needs a transcendent existence

be it in time Cthe future), in space (paradise) or altogether beyond

^ vj)>~ Cnirvinay . The realization of the humanimi is an eschatological task.

You have to discover it, either in hope or with an intuition Çanubhava )

that transcends space and time, by realizing that you are 'already there'

This is the way of Simplicity, and traditional monks have followed this

path.
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/

The belief that this humanum is complex and that it can

be realized only if the different elements are integrated could still

be accepted by some monks. Where the divergence arises is when this

integration is considered not reducible to one single 'thing', when

the ultimate 'stuff of the real is in itself manifold, complex. This

archetype I would call secularity. The humanum has no single center.

It has two or more centers. Space and time are definitive and not to

be whisked away as something alien to the hiimanum . Even if they are

ephemeral, it is this very provisionality that gives them reality for

Man in his tut ittrc ultimate concern. Realization is a personal task

that cannot be postponed, and cannot be gained by eliminating elements

of reality as if they were not there, or were not real.

Is there any way of bringing these two archetypes together?

Inc very iiuz^nner of putting the question is obviously biased. Simplicity

cannot tolerate a second at its side. Is there but the possibility of

a Oneness without a Second which still does not fall into a simplistic

monxsm. Or, irom the other perspective, is it possible to give all due

credit to all the ingredients of reality without falling into an indis-

^ ^ oài-
criminate atomistic anarchy^ iJ o Icssa ^

s

' ^erhaps|^J t^ may be sai^ that this is ultimately what not only

the best monks, but also the most profound secularists, have alwavg been

hypothesis. But perhaps one was not sufficiently aware of the radical
/hy

-v::. ..--".im:.:! : f--"¿r.crces in the concepticri of reality, here

we«id not be that v;e ha.V'3 lost thí3 hey to open

the puzzle of the universe, "but TVorf-

there is no key,neither epistemological or ontological, because the logos

is not all that there ^ and being is 'only' all that there ^is"^ .

C '\P a p- '^1 y
^
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life?

nevr monk, integrate these two dimensions of hjuman

intellectuals experiïaent with ideas,

AnUiÉft ogiitry/tr

but monks experiment with their lives. It is an experience of life

and death.

###
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TAPE #3
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(Thanks he for that).

We may say together, Amen. (Amen).

The Lord he with you (And also with you). Lift up your

hearts (We lift them up unto the Lord). Let us give thanks

to the Lord our God (It is right to give Him thanks and

praise). It is proper and right to give thanks to every-

thing and to everybody, to he thankful because we can say

wholeheartedly: tHoly, Holy, Holy Lord, God our Father in

light, heaven and earth are full of Your glory. Hosanna in

-
■

.

,
-

•
.

■

;
-

^
r ■ :

" r -'.T 11 0 L Qi'h .

Hosanna in the highest)'.

ALl■■-of vou are "invited" "ho xepeat- along -Vvut-h me the

¿troOi:.. I-.:.-L ■" :L J..:.."-:; I

fountain of all holpness. Let Year Spirit come upon these

gifts to make them holy, so that they ir.ay become for us the

hoay ar.a oi o^-.i ^
• -

- - e.--"---

up tc oeamh, a ôo:.th He freely accepter, He tcnV bread and

gave thanks. He tr-che 11:6 crec... ano gore it -v Kis disciples

'■ ~-i "y "Vr. Ve this, all ci \"C".', O;'. o eat it. this is It y

vc'ica will be eivej". ut ion yc".-." in".on .^upper was ended

— - - - -

cup to His Disciples aiiO saiv, ^ane , a-- o^ ^ £^na

the new and everlasting covenant. It will be shed for you

and for all mer. so that sins m.ay be forgiven. Do this in

memory of Me").
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Fa."th0r s shGsr gracG, in darknGss and concGalrnGn't, my housG

bGing now all stillad. Oh that night in sGcrat, for no

onG saw mG, nor did 1 look at anything, with no othor light
or guidG than tho onG that burnad in my haart. This guidad
ma mora suraly than tha light of moon to whara ha waitad for

ma, him 1 knaw so wall, in a placa whara no ona alsa appaarad.
Oh guiding light, oh night mora lovaly than tha davm. Oh night
that has unitad tha lovar with his balovad, transforming tha

balovad into
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that the meaning of my life is the meaning God intends for it?

Does God impose a meaning on my life from the outside through

event, custom, routine, law, system, impact with others in

society, or am 1 called to create from v.dthin, with Him, with

His grace, a meaning which reflects His truth and makes me His

word, spoken freely in my personal situation. My true identity

lies hidden in God's call to my freedom and my response to Him.

1 rose up at night with my question. 1 went to the city

gate, sat myself there. In the morning when the people came,

silently 1 put r:: ouestion to each one, "Do you love " All

-iiOX'ii-LiIciig i pux. rny quBS't.ion· in "tiiB sii"uGiTiocri j. wsiiiGd

through the streets silently putting my question to each one,

the town. 1 shouted at them, a curse on anyone who does not

love me. I left she tovcn, went back to .my bee and slert. An

"Cursed."

~

:nr.;;v:vV",.;. est. 1 have I rought ioj"th Him who;:, oy s;.<l

levas, s easy r: Le concernea in a" mangei- by a. vLcrll iDlvl

I'eceives Hir L.st. C Cj..®ur.rr;5Purr. est. His rcul su r e n • çr e d %r

Cne dark night, fired with love's urgent longing, out of

sheer grace 1 went out unseen, m.y house being now all stilled

in darkness and secure, by the secret ladder, disguised.
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The Word was made flesh.

Oh Lord of us all, beginning this morning, not only are

you the archetypal priest Who offers up all creation, but You

are like He Who at the same time is offered. Oh Lord of us

all, archetype of matter itself, not only are You that offering

of material creation given out to the people to be but

You are also he or she who receives and consumies in estrange-

ment. Oh, never broken yet continually renewed. May this

continued process never cease for You, Who are the ceaseless

One .

I do not pray for these only but also for those who believe

in me through their word, that they miay all be one, even as

a.-", 'v "v I in Thee, - y -i;-. ~

-

in us, so that the world may believe that Thou sent Kim. The

glory which Thou hast given Him I have given to them, that they

they may become perfectl;/ one, so that the world may know that

Thou hast sent me and hast loved them, even as thou has+ loves

me.

We don't possess the truth but the truth possesses us,

o r> o
• "

c c p c ' -Tp -k--' f . J ^ O P"'" -'■ P
■ r p T-

- -l· ~

r~ V -

C-of "s lc"-e. re who abides, Ch God, he wi ■: -hi -es in : •

-.-e

abides in God and God in himi.

Viihat am I? 1 am miyself the word spoken by God. Can God

speak a word that does not have any mieaning? Yet ami 1 sure
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possession forever.

There was once a woman who was filled with child, and

when the fullness of time came she gave birth to two sons, or

was one of the sons a woman? and the two sons grew up. One

was a fiery, hairy fellow, fond of hunting, who roamed the

forest in search of prey. The other was a gentle man who

nurtured the earth and loved the warmth of the hearth. And

the two brothers were at enmity one with the other, until one

day they met and, moved by urgent longing said, "Let this no

longer be. Let retiic-r to oi-'r mother's womb mrd '>^eriisccvet"

our coimmon nature, that we miay be born again unto newness of

life." And so it was.

psalms or in songs. 1 v/ant to participate v.dth them. Sings:
"Kaghupati raghava raja Ram,

Ishwara, Allah, tera nam,

taba ho S'aj.r' ti o eve ra van.

(Speaks in Hebrew and translates): Hear, Oh Israel, the Lord

our God. The Lord is one. You shall love the Lord your God

v/ith your vdole heart, with all your soul, with all your might
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monk to the world'.' The monk belongs to the world, but the

world belongs to the monk insofar as the monk is totally

dedicated to liberation from the world in order to liberate

the world. You can't just immerse yourself in the world and

get carried away with it; that is no salvation. If you want

to pull a drowning person out of the water you have to have

some support yourself. There is nothing to be gained by simply

jumping into the water; both of you will drown together. You

must be liberated from the world in order to liberate the world.

Unless the seed that is put into the ground dies it cannot

bear fr-uit.

The mystery is also the small stone in your shoe which

ViJell, throw it away, yet with full attention.

Vu'henever you the word 'problem' think, and say inwardl

but also a fullness to be discovered. How can we live Christ

lU'iless we die t- In yoi;n yc,. conoi'or.tly coll

Ye "Almighty 1 n w, ]:-r¡er" vin; ooo'o you coll mo:- also

"Embracing ír^oe::of," "H er '••+ of cur Heart? ,

" and "Yc-theru"

1 h'e /.'ore is o i ■ / it oj-eoro e skies. Ive all nee-^'

riffht to an—th i ~-.Zo' ■" do'U-'" rV" y"'- -v <r ^ e

everything, and at xne crossroads we are the cross.

What is there in heaven for me, or Vv'hat do 1 desire on

earth but You, who are the God of my heart, the God VJho is my
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is in the Word in its entirety. The word is word when it has

a speaker; the word is word when it has-spoken to; the word is

vf'
word when^speaks about something; the word is word whenspeaks

with something. Give us, Lord, this depth, this awareness and

this tremendous joy to disoover in ourselves that creative

power that we can speak, emit and receive living words, words

of eternal life, words that come of the peace, of the silence,

of the transparency of everything. And then we may be able

more and more to understand the language of m^any other speaking

beings which may not articulate as v^e do. Kelp -us, lord, to

perform this morning the liturgy, the vvora.

Wher^'g'Te a d ing?

The prophet Jeremieh said, "I-'y wr-' :

like a hammer shattering rocks." Franz said, "The

Word is like an axe to shatter the frozen seed t>"-:t ;s v.dthin

ian freedom which is the freedom of the cross. I"!" is tl.e

freedom that come.s for one who has Completel:- g" h' r: self

Vv'ith Christ on the Cross; has riser, with Chri:-': -'ir--

freedom.. Not simply in ordinary hurr.an sirrray--'1, ir. +'-e

spontaneity of the Spirit of God, Who is give- in

¿>:c..aj.ge i oj ^ _T. v,..e.. ,
...

with Christ."

Second reading'.

This is also by Thomas Merton, fromj his last talk in

' shortly before his death^ "The relationship of the
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prayer, every word contains the universe. The seed of every-

thing. One of the traditional names of God is the Lord of the

Word, the Protector of the Word, the Creator of the Word, the

Father of the Logos. Sometimes we have enshrined your word.

Lord, in particular places, or particular utterances, and this

is good but not enough. You have the knowledge of every word;

you.are the first and the last Word and know all that is in

between. Show us, Lord,^to hear the Word, the word that comes

from a sincere heart, the word that is spontaneous and reveals

the worll and shows the oerscr. Tecch us v ow tc iisten how

to be attentive to those innumerable words that are around us,

and give us that discernment which is not judging according to

G.;r --r.v'bu GS Iv." uh':.:. ; c
■

v >u'u •■p vt.er. li.- ■ : r word,

or simply a sound, a term with no roots, with no speaker behind,

with no heart throbbing at the origin. Old tradition:: used to

■
-

■ ----- -

^ _ .. U _L t 6

us this wisdom to be able to listen, to accept, to receive,

to practice the hospitality of the words, paying atter.tion,

reacting consequently, being struck, touched or caressed by

the words that come to us. And let us also learn in turn to

o
^ pn -Í- vV *, -t-Vr-N

- -a--- '"--J ) u ^ v.k_.rus, -cca^-.se eacn of

V 0VV. T;- ; "Ij c- C'
' "^V íCi

•'

cr r.
'

g- - v.-
-

- v-
. a.

grow, life unfolds, the universe comes into being. The power

of a promise, the power of a word, the might of an oath. We

would like to worship today the Holy Word, and this holiness
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EAST WEST MONASTIC SYMPOSIUM - November 21. 1980

6:30-8:00 a.m.

Meditation
Liturgy uj^-t

In the name of the Mystery which has no name, and yet
which can be named in any authentic name, and which is the

origin and the end and in-between of everything. Let us

pray. That is, let us become aware of the precariousness of

all our words, and this is what the word 'prayer' means. Of

what it would like to say, and often does not even mean what

it says. Let us pray because we have to pray, v.'e have to utter

ic s^^eaj'-, L-C L-eg, xo ask, oo pi'aise. ,, Av.are —Xrsxe—o-uit-e-r—krarna

of bhe powerr'^O-f^-d^h-e-'-'migh-t inherent in every sincere "word,

because every authentic word is a sacrament, is a rc^t c"' that

...ysxeiy, :l S pernaps xhe highest xreasure that we have, and

which we so often prostitute not only with insincerity and

untruth, but auso Vvith verbosity and baJialitv, 'with gossip
and words which are empty and, worst, which are destructive,

•'p Every word is a revelation. Every word is a sacrament. Every

Vvord when it is spoken, that is, when it is created, not when

much more of a word than just something repeated by hearsay.
Your Disciples once asked you to be taught how to pray. We

ask you. Lord, to teach us how to speak. Every speach is a
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the peace, the love and the joy of the Father, the Son and the

Holy Spirit may we go forth to serve and love one another. (Amen).

Say with me alleluia. (Alleluia).
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Life to your neighbor.

The Lord is with you. (And also with you). Let us pray.

We have gathered here, Lord, for an important venture. Impor-

tant not because we figure out the solutions of the world, not

because we ^ï^e ourselves very important, but just

because we are committed to follow your Vo ice^, we are ready

to obey your will, we are putting no obstacles to the winds

of your Spirit. We are ready to follow your footsteps,

combining the old things with the new. Of not fearing novelty

and not shunning tradition. Of not having human respects so

uhat tne¿ prevenx u-s -to ao the next sxe], . Oí oeiiig disposea

to be true to ourselves so that through cnrrselves you do your

work. '-''e fr"''- 'V X'-í^pr·0>-·- +.--f--- ---

"

■

■

'

-
-

4--

religious families of—eii—typ-es, very loose or very tight,

but that common desire brings us here together. Do not allow .

of your Spirit which is old and new, and may the strength and

grace of the Sacrament nourish us and give us ■'hat life and

that joy vdiich you C'^e xo bri^om on eau":.. ii.cof v;e esh

through desus Christ, yoi.r Son, ,o\,r- í>rc-her, Vhc in the ore-

senge of tne Spirit, vr th you ao" u^, ii-^eo ^ reirns fc-y-

And before we di sr erse we ash 0 c-t ' - i-ypp-y-r' -c r-n

numan voices ana huir.an hands.

Even as the arrow becomes one with its mark, so may we

be one in Kim in VJhom we live and move and have our being. In
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on the faith and goodwill of your people, and grant us the

peace and unity of that kingdom of yours which is neither within,

alone, nor among us externally, hut between us, that every one

of us is a fundamental link of that peace and beauty, of that

kingdom where you live for ever and ever. (Amen). The peace

of the Lord be with you once again and always. (Also with you).

And let's offer, not one another (we have tried to do it)

but the entire world a sign of peace. Èstà 1 know to give a

sign is always difficult. It is either too much, we exaggerate,

or, as in this case, too little. What sign of peace can we

give to the world? And that's v;hy we remain so often para-

lyzed. Interionïization is a great thing but sometimes also

■ n encase. A resolve of for the the wevld

is again a novel resolve, but often remains,^in our good

intention. It is an impossible task. As for me, I can only

possible."
" when I came to your house you didn't sing or eat,

you didn't dance a dance, you didn't offer We water, you didn't

perfume Tiy head, you didn't have imagination. Onlv a so-called

despicable woman had the daringThat I wleh to Vou . I,amb

us. Lamb of Gad, you take away the sins of the v/orld, have

mercy on us. Lamb of God, you take away the sins of the world,

grant us peace"^.
Will every one of you give the Holy Bread, the Bread of
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Aum. (Auip Aum Aum) .

^án we...sing the Our Father? We may try, standing, and

making a circle-.
'

Somebody will begin? We know the tun^
-hp Our Father Who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name. Thy

kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.

Give us this day our daily bread and forgive us our trespasses

as we forgive those who trespass against us. And lead us not

into temptation but deliver us from evilj^, (|^F-or--those ..who ..have

already forgotten it, 1 will ask you to kneel down."^
-

- ■

.
.

_ ... T
_

^ bef^r

you so that we m.ay be forgiven. Give us peace in our lives.

Keep us freed from, selfishness. Protect us from, all fear and

of our Saviour Jesus Christ. (For the kingdom, the povver and

the glory are yours, r.cv.- arb for ever). You may sit down.

repeated urtC' us, "I leave you peace, but it is "'y peace 1

6 you. Peace v.hñ . h i s :.ct selfish withdrawii'.g into our own

selves and not a hectic c.cving around in creating Utopian

C Cs iû 3-T j. Ci b- J.O ( cC » DUX Xl·lG p6S.CG — ±S liCt Tg SS

very eiiort oí peace-man.ig. h peace whicn is reaily peaceiuf

center Vvhere we are#and do not miake us numb either to the
/

very reality of the lack of peace in us and around us. Look

not on our bafflement that we do not know how to make it, but
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injustices. Reconcile us with one another. Give us imag
{v\4'o ■

ination to overcome all the difficulties this tiny planet

seems to have fallen. Grant that we who are nourished

by His body and blood may have the strength and daring, the

creative spirit of the Holy One and become one body, one

spirit in this total transformation, in the greatest adventure
■%

of your creation.'\^he—sa-i-dvl'S'~!J'e"SUE'"'thè~XTirIst?*'j
May He make us an everlasting gift to you, enable us to

share in the inheritance of your saints, with Mary, the

recognized and unknown, in all the riches of all the traditions

of our race. Lord,may the sacrifice which makes our peace with

\ C - 2;
'

v '-w t i ^ c - p -h in-cn.XvS.l-'ILOn Oj. S.1_L \V t
'

1 — . > - -

^

^

in faith and love your pilgrim church on earth. Give to your

servant John Paul the right leadership and the good example

you expect irora the successor of your /apostles. iu. aj-±

xeople who are in positions of religious responsibility, who

are looking for ne/,' ways to have the humility, the dari^'ig, and

also the
'

fantasy and imagination to follow your footsteps, h'ho

cre-te. everytiiir.g new and continue# the very adventure

the prayers of the family you have gathered here before you.

.:hh. ; w rlnroughHlm, wi-hhd!:, d- in

the unity of the Holy Spirit all glory and honor is yours
/ "'t

Almighty Father for ever and ever) . Am.en. iMay oom.e of you ■

who—hâs -a—bettrer-v-oice—than-me int.nnp t.hrpp t. imea--the—ee11ectiv
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Lord you are holy indeed. All creation rightly gives

you praise. All life, all hol^^Jrness, all beauty, all truth,

all form, all shape comes from you, through your Son, Jesus

Christ, our Brother, by the working of the Holy Spirit. From

age to age you gather people to yourself so that from Ea^ to

VJest a perfect offering may be made to the glory of your Mame.

And so. Father, we bring you these gifts. We ask you to make

them holy by the power of your Spirit so that they may become

the "Body and "Blood of your Son, our Lord Jesus Christ at whose

example we celebrate this Eucharist.

On the night He v."as betraj'ea He too/, oreao ana gave

thanks and praise. He broke the bread and i^ave it to His

Disciples s?v: "D:.ke th-^, ill ci y,.. e^t -

is my body which will be given up for you." When supper Vv'as

ended He took the Cup. Again He gave you thanks and praise,

and drink from it. This is the cup of Hy blood, of the new

and everlasting covenant. It will be shed for ycc^ and fcr^ aJl

people and sins will be brought avcs.y. Do this :n memory of

He. "

Father. celiinr tr. mind the ceath of your Son, His res-

again and age ir, in the most unexteoted and humble way, v:e

offer you in tnanKsgiving this holy' ana living sacriiice.

Look with favor on your church's offering. See the cry for

justice of y'our humanity that feels the plight of man-made
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"better way. Fall is a constant

yc'i' ib-t iAvci't

event in the entire creation, and thatr'-s-why Redemption ia-

that stupendousy^miracle that redeems, redresses, -aiahae—bettaa?^

e V er ything, "b ec au s é n©th:ing--oí - wha-t-- "ia i s
'

compla.ta--bu-t
i^KK i •-'<•'c (/■'.uc vV'v '1 i -Mi '-

simply, ourselves, pilgrims on the way. May this
*

YA-.v *'U- f ' i, •''■ ï I t

Eucharist give us strength to g«--ei'^-^-■t·ha■%-wèy, -every---ea^

-^----u.-s----irn---the-i-r---©wn---wa.y, every one of us in a new, creative,

joyful way so that we, with all the creatures in heaven, on

earth, with all the angels and spirits of all the universes

may sing and live the hymn of your praise, the glory of your

creation^.which we symbolize "by saying nov;, "Holy, Holy, Holy,

Lord God of light. Heaven and earth are full of your glory.

:!'-s ^ i'- the iiiihest. Blesse i is he v.-ho ccr>; s i.:.- the name

of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest."
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which may not "be so good into "better instruments and let

those instruments which are good be utilized for the glory

of your name, for ttie enhancement of creation, for the better-

ment of everything^>^^Instruments of beauty, of justice, of love.

Pray, friends, that this sacrifice that we would like to offer

this morning may be, because of our sinoerity, acceptable to

God, our Almighty Father. (A short prayer is recited by all

present). Amen.

The Lord be with you. (And also with you). Lift up your

hearts. fWe lift them up to the Lord'). And our bodies. Let

us thank the Lord our God. (It is right to give Him thanks

and praise). It is right. Lord, to give you thanks and praise

r re ever;'tr :Lr.^ , are eM ryvi^er -'', y every-

body. Because more and more we begin to become aware of your

sanctifying, transforming and sometimes disturbing presence

us here together to celebrate that mystery^ Vv'hich no words

can explain, v,'hich no gesture can symbolize because the very

reality is that mystery in itself and does not need to be

interpreted, not even understood. VJe thank you today for

w ^^ p -r....... J...

_ c-v c a c v clU,- v)i_.Ug Orèit _S, i Oí dW Bl'y -

k. -

■

better harmony with this world we feel that we

have somewhat disharmonized, but which is mighty enough to put

our small, chaotic disharmonies into a bigger concern aft..a A cf A-
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reality. Ttrey are callé^g to be totally divinized

M.

cr%h^r ^ of 'entine creation.

We have heard and we believe that every one of us is a

temple of the Koly Spirit. Let us begin this liturgy by

expressing this bond of communion, by greeting each other, by

recognizing the Trinity indwelling in our bodies in silence

but in the form that we may find more appropriate. You m.ay

remain seated or you may stand. Let us greet and salute the

light. Will you lift up your hands?

¿c^ept, Lord, these offerings which we wo\.;]d lihe to offer

you xoaay. Simple, not very rich, beauxiful L"^t sincere.

Accept it as a token
^
that we would like th«rt our Eucharistie

- to ^

■: :
'■

;

lives and of the world. T-hat VWien we celebrate the Eucharist,

we bec-or.e r:;ore aware that we are collaborating -to the trans-

instrumorts of music, that the works of art, that the results

cf h.mx..;- i;\rn mix si ty, that the frui ti of t};e eaaxh, t-.at t'-mre

instr^msams "rat help in one way or anotr.ei ir. rr'-i-i; of t]-?;';:

ar.'.V: ~ • i";", that e^'eiy-thing that th-ere is be t7"-sr. sfo-rrr.ed , be

(T Ci
- - "•

*

-* ^ :t
,

V-» â -f
■ á C- "i, - -ï"*"! Ç-t ^ ^

Í- p "I" . C'"*''
'

. "t" h
' ' '

" ]'■■ P î ^

which vve, with our different ways, have also fabricated and
t' •

constructed and made, 'the arts and crafts of human ingeniesdrty^

on different scales with different values. Ti^ansform that
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We are here not to learn, not to do something for later. We

are here because we believe that worship is essential in our

lives* We are here at the heart of a tradition whicî^^n one

line is two thousand years old, but which in its self under-

standing claims to have a pre-history not only in the Judaic

tradition, in the Abrahamic line of the family of Man, but

also in that line wh-i-eh-Jiad._.no-thirtg -to--do wi-th Abraham-, whi-ch

3-11 tl'iuL vory—tradition ïo symbolized by ^ a priest who

was not circumcised, who did not worship , who was

cursed in his riays by that very 6t>iA _<i and yet who was priest
vu-

-•-osi K.-^^Vvfho was superior 1: .--.-rr.:..:...., Vvho paid to
. fi v—t'

him "tease tribute, èfee honor, th-e tithes%i-The King of Peace

wi thout pedigree, with no history, no chronri cles ,
'''' -^v r ..

no ffioxher; Melchizedek. In that line we rejoin,-the human

traditions which we would like in our o\iti w-^v to assimilate*
hnd + is in the same lire t

*-
- -

-

•
- ■ ■

ni>t----&a--ti-^f±ed-w'i-th --t-hat>----wanhs>.-te~.^' to the first nermal human
'■ •

" '' ■

'

^

■>
being. l5*e~stny-xrrie--ejHT»> Abel, who bid ss--rifice i> tic ¡¡.est

material, external, ecological v;ay. fhev we :-:^fe:- iev "Vhe

sacrifice of our bodies,tof ^our buy, when v.'e celehrue -:.he

Eucharist, help us to realize that we are ale ir.tegre i ing

is precisely the human being in its whcleness. t'--^

nci'. c j:ce.-!-ectea re.i' bodies in inxegraiijig tner;. in o'u.r worship.
Teach us Lord, today, to worship you, to worship reality with
our own booies and help us to feel their presence,__-th-e·ir y.
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all our inhibitions, in what we call sophistication and which

ultimately is s.&l¿-pride of falling into ridicule; lack of

•tc , i~>
spontaneity of allowing the molecules of our body/^ the move-

V··'i'v··ii t b - V
ments of what -w«-"-c-a'i"i^the spirit,■aftd--wdTTch-~tna:d-i-ti-on3-~«all

the~winé-. Yeu-^i^-ve—spir'itUaTîz'ed"sb""many things-btrt'TTOw we

f-eal—scmetTmB's 'phey "Pf a-k-ind-of- diííhotomy. We would like

to recover all the physical values, beginning with the material

ones^and yet we feel still estrangement. Help us. Lord, to

. McdC¿y
realize that you are as much as mati-er and that we

are your image, not only in the called soul, b:;t

the entirety of our beings. If often at the beginning of a

liturgy vje have asked you to inspire our minds, to open our

hea:-ts, today v;e í si. you to mote ou- do-d-s one ■ d d ^ r.u',

our minds less of a passive weight. How often we have thought
vA'-.'-U

that i't-wa^ the body, the obstacle and that the mini could flv

fears, reflections and after-thoughts are also'-great burden,

that becomes a hindrance to the beauty of your crec-;tion, to

the spontaneity of our movement, to the full participation of

our beings in that v;orship of,^ entire reality &i;.-y-ou ano of all

V. O
*

; ■'"D "i" V trv-.o^oo o o o'r··'n/rV Ç.V--c
^-

.r
- r-4--

V. ^ , .i 1 X c- o du. ^ 6 V- O; w] i £ 0 £ o - n. 1 — .L V ciS L-i i£: _ — I
'

£ 'u

fn'inteen ■ce^''t''"'"des —-.a -!+ v.- ..

believers. ' Then-w--refined-'-a:--li'tt;l-e~mpre--«nd.-r-educ-ed- it to
v-'C v-£ vv-£-i>r

^fehe--BSbT^TriHni:^-ppppTFS---H7Td--began--t<)--forg«-t^ that not only

Christ become^ bread, but that also bread becoiries Christ.
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EAST WEST MONASTIC SYMPOSIUM - NovemTper 20. 1980

6:30-8:00 a.m.

Meditation
Liturgy -■ o--- -rw_ (>~o ^

Let us pray. We come today, Lord, at the "beginning of

the new creation which we earthlings call a new day, to worship

you. Many of us, if not most of us, have worshipped you time

and again and have,'specially stressed our mind, our ideasfi'A^
relied on our "beliefs, followed given patterns of worship,

heard that in you we are a new creation every moment, that

your Spirit makes anew everything, that you are without age

Decaure -..e v.-iv: a-:, arv. : . v.:: v ^ ..a, 1.. o.--

paae&eTï€-G—«id present. All too often -

- have tried to

subdue our bodies, or let them' loose i:u ti-:eir ow?': ways, .te-st

1 Ol' j-i lu "bp bi'iv-i 6: A L. C01..10i' ~u . C.'t—-ijOcfl' '-.'J. 'u r-' iic:;vc

lost a—li'ttle the avv^areness that vre c aw. culy r.ave í

but also are bcay. In ti.e Ohi it^iiri sraliti o.n v.w u< \e

gated p-er.hw].-s the central drgma hi-u cf ^ .

and speak later of xne resurrecfion cn "h^ iiesf. /'•- Sif-w

these bones and sinevvs, in all its physiological reality and

transformed but not anihilated physical existence. Today we

would like to v/orship you with our bodies, but v/e are clumsy,

not only in our physical movements but perhaps much more in
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us 'te allow^with our lives,,' to do the samej .ny, and

yet it is"Dne. The Body of Christ. Amen.

There is no human life without blood. There is no Redemp-

tion without the shedding of bloody "^e plood of Christ. Amen.

The Lord is with you, "And also with you." The Mass never

comes to an end but this liturgy will be closed. In a more

traditional setting 1 would have liked to ask the elders to

give us^H4« blessing but, as we are a little untraditional, 1

shall ask one of the youngest to give us blessing.

God, we believe that when you bless,your ctiildren live.

You have already blessed us with so many gifts. As we begin

this day^this new life, this new creation, fructify with your

blessings all these gifts and bring the:- tc cc.:v ] -

■ i'v. ; ; Lu

evening conies, by keeping us joyful, simple and merciful. In

the nam.e of the Father and of the Son and of the Koly Spirit.
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from evil."

Deliver us, Lord, from every evil. Grant us peace in

our day. Keep us free from sin. Protect us from all anxiety

and help us to discover in joyful hope the constant presence

of our Savioup, Jesus Christ. "For the Kingdom, the power

and the glory are Yours, now and fcrever.'^^Lord Jesus Christ,

you said to your Apostles, "1 leave you peace. My peace 1
r /

give you." Look not on our sins but on the faith of your H.

; and grant us the peace and unity of your Kingdom, where

/

vou live for ever and ever. Arer.. The ne-oe of e T■or''' be

with you. "And also with you."

And /as we have not yet greet^, each other soire-," S-S -we would

peace to each other and not make s^met-i-rrres of the Christian

liturgy leo-fcing, because of the seriousi^ess of the thing,

Slowly, slowly, slowly. Lay dev.-::;, r-es+ a little, rest a

little, relsv.

Lamb of God, you take av,-a\ t:.e sins of xhe world, have

mercy on us. Lamb of Geo, ycu take a\."ay the sins cf the world,

V.'Ox'-LGj 0. wA c j-'trcfCbi
;

i*'

same time. ,

vs

The Body of Christ a¿lov,^s- t-er-be broken,, to be handled,
J ^

to be mishandled, -asfd give us strength and life, and asks from
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emotions of love or of hatred, of greed or of friendship;

our friends and our enemies. \ie ask you, "Lord hear

our prayer.or all of us^v/ho are weak and are made only

of dust,let us pray to the Lord, "Lord hear our prayer.

. Let truth prevail. Let us pray to the Lord,

/
"Lord hear our prayer.'!'/ Let us pray also for all those who

are deprived of the goods of the earth, for the millions who

die of hunger and thirst and especially for all of us who have

so much, that we may be conscious of their difficulties and

mav learn to share. For this let xis pray to the l ore , "Lord

riGS-JT" O 'ui' pPG-yGr*.' ili&u VvG ¡jGCOIIiG S, i.j.'C'ttJ.G riiCX^G CS. ITG ·t.··· •

takers of the ëarth. That -we may participate actively
'

by im.aginative sacrifices, contribute to the cleansing of our

cir ani that we may tend the fire cf love. For this let us

Christians who are persec utec for their faith in any part of

V -

earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread

and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those v.iho trespass

against us, and lead us not into temptation but deliver us
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of proDlems we would like to solve. Here in your presence,

in the presence of each other, in the presence of all the uni-
/

verse^ecause we are acting this not only on our own behalf

but on behalf of all living beings'^ we would like to share

with'Vou and with each other what we have in our hearts. The

little síftaü prayers t-h-at-^ive—that we have to speak out 4:«'

-to
ord-er—4fe.at----we~-^r-s-elves become more and more the very instruments

of —beTng'-e^c-pr·gs'ged—-in prayer^ e^ihance—eur

own--coRimi-tmant to be - along the lines of the very prayers we

u-tber. Hear these the prayers of this family that you have

gathered here before you;

Lord, God of Abraham, Isaac, J^acob, Ishmail and Jesus,
a-,'n''H' -

we pray you for our I^joslem brothers, for our brethens of all

the Arab countries, who make their living from the fruit of

the entrails of the ferth, that they may live in peace v/ith

the land,
.

in peace with one another, and that we m-s-" in

peace with them. Lord hear our prayer./- Let us also pray for

our brothers and sisters and the peoples of North and South
r

"

I -

America who in a sense are the spiritual f-oreia-thers-,-—and

otîrers of this country in a (way ..very special, end-'-thus -be. able

to work with them and help them through prayer, . "Lord

who cannot enjoy the fruits of the earth, that one day they

may enjoy ths freedom and love, y-ou—a-geln. For this let us

pray to the Lord. "Lord, hear our prayer,

We bring before you all those who are affected by our
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it was a^fe---Irea:st~pa3rb±aiiy the ritual^ meal, fe«:ty|to underscore

at the same time novelty and change, He filled fer^anotlier "'-t

t-ime~'âfid~'-pïMië-afeiy-for the third time the Gup with wine, and

hlessed it and thanked You once again and gave i^^the Cup)'

to the Disciples and told them; "Drink. This is My "blood.

It will "be shed for you and for all people and sins will "be

forgiven. Do this," He added, "in memory of Me."

Let us proclaim the mystery of faith. "Christ has died,

Christ has risen, Christ has come again."

In memory of His death and resurrection we offer you.

Father, this life-giving Bread, this saving Cup. h'e thank

you for counting us worthy to stand in your presence. May

all of us v;ho share in the body and blood of Christ be brought

together in unity by the Holy Spirit. Lord remember your

creation throughout the universe. Remem.ber the ¿^arth that
'

i·', e.
'Fta.ins u.s a-ié t-hst- v/e have tre?t·e·'í f _

+ y u
- 4-r

Remem.ber all the elements that give you glory in their own way.

i.ake us groví in love -4o them, ,<understanding and deeper comimun-

ion with everything that there is as the very foundation and

condition te—h-av« deeper commiunion €ri^--und-er^tHTTddrng among the

family, of -th-e._JiuiijS_id-Ab.ei-ng-s. Keep us together in love, ,mutual

Give us a sense of courage so as to be able, -ev-e-py—e^n-e—,

to fu_fil 4rheip---&wn"way in different ways.'- Our hearts are

still full of things we would like to conquer, of realities
I'vv'vp-^ er.

we would like to reach, of situations we would like to %et-t-e-r.
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and we don't know, which we call also angels and 'AS and
4.-:

dominations, so^hat with/entire creation we may see and say

with new heart : I'^'Holy, Holy, Holy Lord, God of power and

Hight, heaven and ^rth are full of your glory. Hosanna in

the highest. Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord.

Hosanna in the highest."

(Would you not like to come closer, since we do m.ore

movement?)

Let your Spirit come upon these gifts, to make them holy

by the power of your Spirit so that in different ways, because

everything is unique, everything may become for us the body

and the blood of Christ. At a certain moment. in-the--oommem-
tTtni·ir,»

■oratlcn that is for us the central symbol, ~that yo"vug :-n-:n when

everything was dark,- when night in-alrl ;senses waa-th-ene,
A A '

---He--3U-aL_aliaas±-v-l:bd:..^-.-th_e..fôr-c-e-©f-the -— and- the povvier

.Q-f' p -}-V ç: -y p i" 1-- p "In p v-> ^ -^1 - r- -P 7- r
'

- -1- -■ j ■-
-

standing Him very well, som.ev/hat stiek to him. One betrayed

Him, the others flew av.'ay and none understood Him., and yet

understanding seems to be not the miost imiportant thing; that

in spite of that, that action had the mieaning . That

ïïioment He took the bread and gave 'you thanks and broke the

of you. This is Hy body. It will be given up for you." He

said that ultimately Vvhat counts is service and love and

washing the feet and allowing things to happen, fend at the

very end of that Supper, so as to stress continuity, because
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And now in this Eucharist, God above,accept this Bread,

this W^ne, this 8arth, this fire, this Vikter, this ¿ir.

Accept everything; transform everything along with us,

together with you. 'Pray, friends, that the sacrifice this

morning once again be acceptable to God, our Almighty Father

and Mother. (A short prayer is recited by all present). Amen.

The Lord be with you (And also with you). Lift up your hearts

(We lift them up «Hto the Lord). Let us give thanks to the

Lord our God (it is right to give Him thanks and praise).

It is right, Lord, to give you thanks and praise on every

occasion, every moment, but perhaps in a nev; way when a nev;

occasion arises today, that we will begin a week in which we

would like to live .Vv-ith authenticity, to forget +he weight of

the past, not to care for the future as it may come, but to

live with all ;th-e intensity the message of the present. To

"h 0 0 Q -pt 0PC 0 irh 0 Ci r • r C: c- —V n
- - - V - -

fleeting,and discovering in ev^Ty of these temporal moments

the core which rem.ains, which is eternal without ceasing to be

temporal. To thank You for everything that there is, to thank

ourselves, to thank each other, to thank the powers above, the

realities below and everything that there is, so that we

the rivers and the stars and the clouds and the v-aters and the

snows and the rains and the fish and the animals and people, and

all "fehat people make and are making, all the artifacts that

hum.an ingenie^üy is producing, and everything that we knov;
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To adore means to kiss, means to tring the thing to

t ■ f S C
our mouth and-i*«. Help us to kiss you, to adore you, not to

be afraidi. that ihe God above is not jealous of His f±v-ina--

dimension below. ^/And—the—supreme—symbo-1-of-the-Ghristian
v._.

tradtt ien >—and~l—weui-d --say —ef—aimo-st—ai-l—t-aaad-it-i-ons ■, xa Tiut

\
oniy-mat-er-ial—but-ls'"TTiohe"; "is-drink-and-foodWe cannot do

without you; we adore you. a---

^
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» has to he hurned. ' Spirit and Wind which blows everywhere with
r /

sovereign freedom, give me aid in everything, in allowing

everything to subsist. We could not live without you for a

single moment. You are so discreet that we don't care to

think, to thank, and are only scared when we have so polluted

you that we only see the other side. Impregnate us with a

sense of thanksgiving, of gratitude^ of being able to eat you,

to breathe life. Help us to regain that most fundamental

consciousness. All the rest are superstructures, important

as they are, but v/hich are built on the holyness of the furu'S-

mentrai elements of us, oi^ Reality. We are a little estranged.

Your power and your symbolism often escapes us. lf\ie are even

shy to deal v.'ith you, we haveahame sometimes ic-- i.uu-cy i:. lo

contact with you. We protect ourselves with gloves and .

of all types and are afraid to dirty our hands, to use our

J-lLpS| bC O u. X
'

t cti ^ 0 -■0~B-«k'S-Or'1'Ojiicio i.-j* ;r> b c X J-

whi^h—the--Gommon sense of the Christian tradition called

G^omiaunion. Kelp us to reestablish -f-irst-Xif, all this communion

with you, elementary pillars ef all reality. We have sinned

of-d-iuman pride, h'e thought we were superior and even deemed

used you with aimoet tyrannical att-itudes. Help usr--i-n-us,

not just to go on now preaching to others bee -tif-.] •'•her - ch ts

about ecological realities, but teach us to deal with you in

our own lives with that respect, with that love, with that

adoration which the accumulated wisdom of the language already
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ship with you. You are seventy percent or more of our bodies.

[yoí^-Puí—a.xh.allenge--4K> -u« -because--even "seventy-percent -of

the -wat-er-s—of'-the earth--by --natural--or •x.rti-ficia.l means oanno-t

f-eed without -harm our -own organisms-;- - We need to reestabi-ish

a living-relation with-yow^ In one of the traditions of the

world to give a glass of water entails eternal reward. You

must be very important indeed, very life-giving. You are

alive and primordial and we treat you with condescenàbnoc,
neglect and a sense of superiority^ tixat you can bear because

you flow and run away. Holy water, purify us more and more,

c-ther earth^ forgive us again and again.

Vivifying fire, the spirit of all that is alive, the life

of all the gods, the necessary v/armth of every living being,

you are a mystery of transformation, of purification, and at

-t.h-e--same t-i-ma- a-f—tast. You can give light and warmth, but

also if that which burns is not pi;re, smoke and suffocatj on.

fn—that-process—thst (bur ancestors called divine alchemy, ;•
'

,

which is the purification and transformation of everything. In
that cosmic and divine metabolirris' of all the things towards

their perfection, you are the priest, the mediator, the indis-

pensible factor. Ycu are powerful even dreadful. ...Fear and

elementary, primordial, fundam.ental attitudes which are not

only huiTian Dut of every living being, of evei'y creature. VJe

pray to you to burn what has still to be transformed and to

give us the strength not to -waver t« put in'the crucible whatc-
A ^
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you, aíid-iüi« who made you. We thank you for the gift that you

are, we thank you for Him Who called us from darkness into

light, even as you come to us this day. We hail you^ acs-yoti'

■r-i-se from the ^arth once again in your course^ going from east

to west, from north to south, lighting, uniting, warming. Come

into our hearts and grant us those gifts, that we may give to

one another light and-l-r-ghtr, l-i-ght and warmth.

Will you say one single time with me.' Aum. Spirit of the

Winds^, vivifying &arth, come to us and give us life. Penetrate

i A

us, bless us; and.—at- this very elemental life make us bring joy.

All this is the word of God.' Let us pray. Often our

prayers go directed on high, above everything to you. Lord.

o-.rr prever wouli like to go in t'.e opr-osite direction.,

below, underneath, to the abyss and death, to you birth. Awaken

eur awareness that v;e fare' also of your kith and kin,, that we

one body, one community, one reality. You are mother, -but also

sister aîid even daughter. Avv'aken in us the sense of being

terrestial, earthly, material, corporeal, physical, and thus

concrete and breakable and limited, and with shape and form and

V,-eight, and gravitation, and often also clumsiness . Our pravers

•haters, which have been from the very beginning and Vihich even

in the biblical tradition wa^s so powerful,—so, primordial, that
t

you were not created by God. Y-ou-are ■primordial-,-—as--the book

of--Genesis says. Help us to reestablish a more living relation-
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EAST WEST MONASTIC SYMPOSIUM - November 19. 1980

6:30-8:00 a.m.

Meditation
Liturgy — K != .

i L . ./ J ^

..yírom now on is not on our own behalf. All what we think

and say is in the name of that ineffable mystery which is

light, and life, and love.

God our Father, we offer you^-and wo consecrate to you

our mother earth. From her you have moulded us with your

; ^

^iole:.ce, cur

exploitation, our greed. May our reconciliation with her

cleanse us from our sins and reconcile us with one another

-- "-■-cu c oci ait ; c ..-.Cüer earth for for-

giveness.

This bread Vvhich has grown from xhe earth contains the

Ox xixe earxri. uias oreat xs xiie^ It is the bread of

life. It is energy. This bread makes \:3 share in the power

L.'i ^/.e iarth. -This bread Lav ce bless. Blessed are you,

Lord God of all creation; tbrccgb your rocdness we have this
r .

WxTie to offer, through xhe ci vine work of your own hands. It

Gh rai/her, we praise you for this, for sister U^ater, for
■

an - n,, o
. ; : i a ve calleu us to

life, cleansed us into new people. Oh Father, |'reat v^pirit
in the Wind we breathe, we -èó ask your forgiveness for we have

defiled our sister. Oh sacred gift of Fire we salute and hail
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